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ABSTRACT 
The present study assesses how Lamentations 1-3 synthetically presents its 
theology. It accomplishes this task by assessing the poetry through the aesthetic analysis 
of Italian semiotician Umberto Eco to discover how, in terms of genre, structure, and 
poetics, theology is presented for the model reader of Lamentations 1-3. Chapter I 
introduces the problem of theology in Lamentations and the difficulties and possibility of 
focussing the present research upon Lamentations 1-3. Within this discussion, these 
chapters are set in their historical context. Chapter I concludes by suggesting that 
interpretation of theology remains a complex task and employs the metaphors of horizons 
"behind," "within" and "in front of' the text as theoretical tools by which different 
approaches could be categorised. 
Chapter 2 surveys past research using the metaphors of "behind," "Within," and 
"in front of' the text as a heuristic framework. Each horizon is assessed in tum: historical 
paradigms of Gottwald, Albrektson, Westermann, and Brandscheidt (world "behind" the 
text); literary paradigm of Renkema (world "within" the text); and the feminist 
approaches of Seidman, Guest, and O'Connor (world "in fromt of' the text). Finally, 
Chapter 2 adopts an "integrated" approach, typified by Dobbs-Allsopp, that takes 
seriously all three horizons in interpreting Lamentations 1-3. 
Chapter 3 provides an entree into the theory of Umberto Eco. His theory is useful 
because it coheres with the integrated approach adopted in the study, it provides a helpful 
means to assess aesthetic texts, such as Lamentations, and it enables distinctions between 
kinds of texts-how texts are designed differently to elicit different responses from model 
readers (open and closed). In light of the theological ambiguity in Lamentations, the 
open/closed distinction is shown to be useful. Finally, Eco employs the concept of the 
cultural encyclopaedia, a theoretical device that describes the cumulative amount of 
cultural data available to the producer of a text at the time of its production. 
Chapter 4 frames the borders of encyclopaedic content for research into 
Lamentations 1-3. It presents the possible genres, structures, and poetics suggested for 
Lamentations research in the past. The analysis shows that Lamentations cannot be 
reduced to one genre but rather exploits different genres to advance its theology. As to 
structure, analysis reveals that the acrostic is the most evident structuring device in the 
book. And finally, a number of poetic devices activated in the encyclopaedic world of 
Lamentations 1-3 are explored, including repetition, wordplay and enjambment, 
imagery, speaking voices, and allusion. This discussion frames the exegesis of 
Lamentations 1-3, accomplished in Chapters 5-7. 
Chapters 5-7 assess Lamentations 1-3 using Eco's aesthetic theory. Each chapter 
presents an introduction to the structure, genre, speaking voices, and strophic divisions of 
Lamentations 1-3, follows with detailed exegesis of the chapters, and then concludes 
with a catalogue of the ways in which structure, genre, and poetics impinge upon 
theological portrayal in the poetry. Analysis shows Lamentations 1-3 tends towards 
"open" rather than "closed" textual strategies for their model readers. Recognition and 
cataloguing of the persistent poetic use of repetition proves to be an area that the present 
study adds to scholarly discussion, as well as how repetition impinges upon theological 
presentation in the book. There are two primary functions of repetition: intensification 
(upon suffering, sin, judgment) or combination (to recast previously held understandings 
or to provide interpretative depth). Repetition provides a variety of interpretative horizons 
for the reader in regards to the book's theology. 
Chapter 8 concludes with a summary of results, an initial discussion of 
Lamentations 4 and 5, and the possible purpose of poetry and theology in Lamentations 
1-3. The study concludes that the theology varies, but this is part of the function of the 
poetry. The poetry is designed to bring the reader on an interpretative journey through its 
contents rather than to teach a particular perspective. Despite the various ways in which 
the relationships can be configured, the poetry persistently drives the reader to address 
YHWH in prayer: each of the poems includes, and concludes with, prayer to the deity 
concerning various sources of pain. That the poetry highlights prayer to YHWH-even 
when he is the cause of pain-reveals this interpretative journey has a destination. The 
poetry of Lamentations 1-3 is designed to enable the reader to address God in light of 
the perspectives adopted and sufferings endured through the reading process. 
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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The Problem of Theology in Lamentations 
The destruction of Jerusalem at the hands of the Babylonians in 587 BCE marks a 
seminal moment in the history of Israel. The period after this event to the Edict of Cyrus 
(539 BCE),l most often described as "the exile," became a theological watershed, 
spurring religious thinking and development for those who would write in this era and 
after. Becking has typified this as a "crisis in the Israelite, Yahwistic religion. The 
ruination of the temple of Jerusalem, that functioned as the central sanctuary for 
Yahwistic religion, and the collapse of the Davidic dynasty, that functioned as a symbol 
of divine presence and protection, should be seen as a fundamental breach in the 
Yahwistic symbol system.,,2 How would faith in God be expressed and persist? The 
destruction of the major religious centre of Judahite worship constituted a real religious 
and theological crisis. 
1 Scholars dispute the veracity of the so-called Edict of Cyrus. It seems probable 
that there was, at the very least, an order from Cyrus to Sheshbazzar to rebuild the temple 
and install the temple implements. See Lisbeth S. Fried, "The Land Lay Desolate: 
Conquest and Restoration in the Ancient Near East," in Judah and the Judeans in the 
Neo-Babylonian Period (eds. Oded Lipschits and Joseph Blenkinsopp; Winona Lake: 
Eisenbrauns, 2003), 34-8. There is a discrepancy between the two passages in Ezra that 
depict the edict. Ez 1.1-4 speaks of YHWH' s command for Cyrus to build the temple and 
grant the exiles freedom to return to Palestine. Ez 6.3-5, however, commands only the 
rebuilding of the temple (paid for by the royal treasury) and the return of the temple 
implements. If both accounts are accurate, it is possible that Ez 6.3-5 represents the 
formal decree given by Cyrus while Ez 1.1-4 represents a subsequent proclamation of the 
decree given by official heralds in various Jewish communities spread throughout Persia. 
See 1. Maxwell Miller and John H. Hayes, eds., A History of Ancient Israel and Judah 
(London: SCM, 1986),444-5. 
2Bob Becking, "Continuity and Discontinuity after the Exile: Some Introductory 
Remarks," in The Crisis of Israelite Religion: Transformation of Religious Tradition in 
Exilic and Post-Exilic Times (eds. Bob Becking and Matjo C. A. Korpel; OS 42; Leiden: 
Brill, 1999),4]. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Lamentations is one literary expression of this historical and theological crisis? 
The poetry reflects a multiform historical trauma attendant to Jerusalem's destruction. 
Human suffering is depicted in excruciating lucidity, including rape, cannibalism, and 
mourning, while religious crisis is expressed in a razed temple (Lam 2.6-7; 5.18), 
dead/impotent cult functionaries (Lam 2.9, 14, 20; 4.13-15), and a patron deity's 
judgment against his people (Lam 1.12-13, 16; 2.1-9; 3.1-17). In these crises, it seems 
natural that a religious people would tum to their deity.4 
2 
Internal evidence in the book confirms this "tum" to YHWH,5 though apparently 
with no consistent motivation for appeal: prayer in Lamentations, among other things, 
expresses pain, voices anger, confronts God, and laments sin. Instances of formulaic 
direct address to YHWH in Lamentations express various points of pain; furthermore, the 
actual appeals to God vary and in some cases radically 6: a desire for YHWH to see the 
sinfulness of the community (Lam 1.9c), emotional distress over internal grief due to 
recognition of sin (Lam l.llc, 20a), the threat of enemies (Lam 1.9c; 3.59), disgrace at 
the hands of enemies (Lam 5.lb), and the violent-possibly unjust-activity ofYHWH 
himself (Lam 2.20a). Why does such variety exist in the divine addresses, and does this 
range have theological significance? 
Since 2000, no less than twelve new commentaries or monographs have been 
completed on Lamentations, and many of these have a theological focus that respond in 
one way or another to the question raised above.7 These works display degrees of 
3 As well as Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the Deuteronomistic History. lain Provan, 
however, does not believe that the book can only be read in reference to (or datable to) a 
period close to the destruction of Jerusalem in 587 BCE ["Reading Texts against an 
Historical Background-Lamentations I," SJOT 1(1990): 130-43; Lamentations (NCBC; 
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991),7-19]. 
4Adele Berlin, Lamentations (OTL; Louisville: WJK, 2002), 17-22. 
5The present study uses the anglicised version of the Tetragrammaton "YHWH" 
for the Hebrew equivalent ;,,;,'-
6The formula is a vocative form of YHWH combined with either the dual 
imperative ;,t)':lm ;'K', "look and consider," or --.J;'K' with the vocative ;";'1' (Lam 1.9c, llc, 
20a; 2.20a; 3.59; 5.lb). See Heath Thomas, "Aesthetic Theory ofUmberto Eco and 
Lamentations Interpretation" (paper presented at the SBL International Meeting. 
Edinburgh, Scotland, 3 July 2006); "The Liturgical Function of the Book of 
Lamentations," (paper presented at the IOSOT XIX World Congress, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 
19 July 2007). 
7John M. Bracke, Jeremiah 30-52 and Lamentations (Louisville: WJK, 2000); 
Tod Linafelt, Surviving Lamentations: Catastrophe, Lament, and Protest in the Afterlife 
of a Biblical Book (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2000); Ulrich Berges, 
Klagelieder (HThKA T; Freiburg: Herder, 2002); Berlin, Lamentations; Daniel Berrigan, 
1. INTRODUCTION 3 
continuity and discontinuity from previous research into Lamentations' theology. In a 
survey of research that spans from the beginning of the 20th century to roughly 1992, 
Westermann shows that two positions have been held regarding the theology of the book. 
It addresses God and the community (I) to provide the community an explanation of the 
disaster and confess their sin to YHWH, or (2) to point a way out of crisis by appealing to 
the Lord's beneficent nature.s These approaches are complementary as they derive from 
an emphasis upon Lamentations 3, especially its central pare netic section (Lam 3.22-42), 
which admonishes faith in God's justice and mercy, submission in punishment, and an 
appeal for confession and repentance. 
In concord with Westermann's findings, many scholars mark this parenetic 
section (Lam 3.22-42) as the "heart" of the theology and indicative of the purpose of the 
book. For Mintz, Lamentations 3 is a triptych, whose three panels provide for the reader a 
process of alienation (Lam 3.1-20), recovery of faith (Lam 3.21-39), and the experience 
of reconnection with YHWH (Lam 3.40-66), thus comprising the "theological nub" of the 
book.9 Heater believes the poem divides in half and that Lam 3.34-6 comprises the 
"central argument" of the poem, that YHWH is gracious. '0 While she views Lamentations 
3 as composed after the other chapters, Brandscheidt believes it marks the official "pious" 
affirmation of faith to be adopted in the community, counteracting the impious tones of 
Lamentations I and 2. " 
Lamentations: From New York to Kabul and Beyond (Chicago: Sheed & Ward, 2002); F. 
W. Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentations (lnt; Louisville: John Knox, 2002); Nancy C. Lee, The 
Singers of Lamentations: Cities under Siege, from Ur to Jerusalem to Sarajevo (BIS 60; 
Leiden: Brill, 2002); Kathleen M. O'Connor, Lamentations and the Tears of the World 
(Maryknoll: Orbis, 2002); Dianne Bergant, Lamentations (Nashville: Abingdon, 2003); 
Jill Middlemas, The Troubles of Templeless Judah (OTM; Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2005); Paul R. House, Lamentations (WBC; Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2005); 
Elizabeth Boase, Fulfilment of Doom? The Dialogic Interaction between the Book of 
Lamentations and the Pre-exilic/Early Exilic Prophetic Literature (LHBOTS 437; New 
York: T & T Clark, 2006). 
8Claus Westermann, Die Klagelieder: Forschungsgeschichte und Auslegung 
(Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener, 1990), 73-81 = Lamentations: Issues and 
Interpretation (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1994), 76-85. 
9 Alan Mintz, /furban: Responses to Catastrophe in Hebrew Literature (Syracuse: 
Syracuse University Press, 1996),33-41. 
IOHomer Heater, "Structure and Meaning in Lamentations," BibSac 149(1992): 
304-15, especially 308-9. 
"Renate Brandscheidt, Gotteszorn und Menschenleid: Die Gerichtsklage des 
leidenden Gerechten in Klgl 3 (TIS 41; Trier: Paulinus, 1983), 350-52; Das Buch der 
Klagelieder (GS 10; DUsseldorf: Patmos, 1988), 153-57. 
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Similarly, Middlemas argues that the chapter is a piece of theological corrective, 
admonishing the people in the proper way to behave rather than in their impious lament 
prayers in Lamentations 1-2. As a result, Lamentations 3 provides positive theological 
rationale for repentance and submission to God's punishment, namely, his mercy and 
covenant love will prevail. 12 Moreover, Lamentations 3 belongs not to Judahite 
provenance as does Lamentations 1-2 and 4-5 but rather (likely) from the exilic 
community. She writes, "The third chapter with its odd admixture of forms and its central 
optimistic vision seems to be of a different thought milieu from the rest of the material.,,13 
In her view, Lamentations 3 should be understood as correcting the theological 
perspective of Lamentations 1-2 and 4-5. 
Though not corrective, others see Lamentations 3 as theologically determinative. 
Heim believes Lamentations 3 comprises the "heart" of the book: to encourage sufferers 
and show that YHWH is good and he will aid them l4; Krasovec affirms this view though 
adds that divine aid depends upon repentance and "conversion," which the poem 
teaches. 15 Kaiser, too, sees the chapter as the theological crescendo and teaches both 
theodicy and divine succor in time of suffering. 16 Though dating the final form of the 
poem to the post-exilic period, Berges believes the chapter advances a positive theology: 
the poem teaches that YHWH's people may pray in lament to him on the basis of this 
continued relationship; moreover the poem offers a way to theologically "negotiate"-in 
contradiction to Middlemas and Brandscheidt-not "correct" the other poems of the book 
and the present situation. 17 Labahn believes Lamentations 3 offers a forward, hopeful 
12Jill Middlemas, "Did Second Isaiah Write Lamentations III?" VT 56 (2006): 
514-18. Though she dates the poem earlier, her argument is similar to Brandscheidt. In 
her view, Lamentations 3 was inserted into a specifically Judahite composition 
(Lamentations 1-2 and 4-5) that corrected its theology. 
13Middlemas, The Troubles of Templeless Judah, 184. 
14Knut Heim, "The Personification of Jerusalem and the Drama of Her 
Bereavement in the Book of Lamentations," in Zion. the City of Our God (eds. Richard S. 
Hess and Gordon J. Wenham; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 163. 
IS Joze Krasovec, "The Source of Hope in the Book of Lamentations," VT 42 
(1992): 232-33. So also Bo Johnson, "Form and Message in Lamentations," ZA W 97 
(1985): 67-8. 
16Walter C. Kaiser, Grief and Pain in the Plan of God: Christian Assurance and 
the Message of Lamentations (Fearn: Christian Focus, 2004), 20-21. 
17U1rich Berges, "'lch bin der Mann, der Elend sah' (Klgl 3, I): Zionstheologie als 
Weg aus der Krise," BibZeits 44 (2000): 1-20. Although YHWH has punished his people 
and land (Zion personified) his relationship with both through the covenant provides a 
ground for the future. 
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perspective for the suffering community in their process of grief, while the other poems 
offer a reflective, backwards view of suffering. 18 These interpretations, representing 
scholarship prior to and after Westennann's monograph, display an interpretative 
5 
Tendenz that views Lamentations 3 as detenninative for both the theology and meaning of 
the book as a whole. To understand Lamentations, then, the reader looks to this poem. 
This tendency is embodied well by Childs: 
"Chapter 3 ... plays a crucial role in interpreting the whole book ... To summarize, 
the function of ch. 3 is to translate Israel's historically conditioned plight into the 
language of faith and by the use of traditional fonns of appeal to the whole nation 
to experience that dimension of faith testified by a representative figure. The 
promises of God to Israel have not come to an end, but there are still grounds for 
hope (3.22fO.,,19 
As Westennann anticipates, the theological conclusions outlined above eventuate into 
theodicy: a theology that constructs a justification for God's activity in punishing his 
people, particularly for their sins. 
Yet he thinks that this theology misses the primary theological purpose of the 
book. In his view, Lamentations is not designed "to answer certain questions or to resolve 
some problems or conflicts. These songs arose as an immediate reaction on the part of 
those affected by the collapse. Those so affected then expressed themselves in 
lamentation. The 'meaning' of these laments is to be found in their very expression.,,2o 
The poetry expresses communal pain to God rather than explaining it away or providing a 
way out of it. The book does not primarily function to construct theodicy but to provide a 
theology of lament. This approach is what Dobbs-Allsopp identifies as "anti-theodicy," 
which will be discussed fully in the next chapter, but suffice to say at this point that anti-
theodicy refuses to condense Lamentations' theology into a justification of God's actions 
and a confession of human sin-precisely the opposite. 
Westennann comes to his position on lament in part by excising Lamentations 3 
from primary consideration. He thinks the chapter is the latest redactional layer of the 
book as a whole and so cannot be counted upon to provide the theological meaning of the 
earliest exilic community that used the book.21 Thus to depend upon the latest addition to 
18 Antje Labahn, "Trauem als Bewaltingung der Vergangenheit zur Gestaltung der 
Zukunft. Bemerkungen zur anthropologischen Theologie der Klagelieder," VT 52 (2002): 
513-27, especially 523-26. 
19Brevard S. Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture (Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1979), 594-5. 
20Westennann, Die Klagelieder, 77 = Lamentations, 81. 
21Westennann, Die Klagelieder, 65-71, 137-60 = Lamentations, 66-72,160-93. 
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the book misses what the other chapters do, namely to lament and express pain, the 
primary theology of the book. 
6 
Westermann's theology of lament has been instrumental in later research, 
especially in the last fifteen years. In her monograph on Lamentations, Middlemas too 
excises Lamentations 3 from consideration and sees in the other poems a lament theology 
that can be further distinguished as protest speech, even "god-slander" (theo-diabole), 
designed to evoke a positive response from God.22 By contrast, rather than excising 
Lamentations 3, Linafelt shifts attention away from its centrality for theological 
discussion on the book. He helpfully elucidates, following Westermann, the scholarly 
tendency to read the theology of the book as a whole through the central figure of the man 
(,::1) in Lamentations 3. Linafelt believes that this emphasis, seen particularly in the 
commentaries ofWeiser23, Kraus24, Childs, Brandscheidt, and Hillers25 , is attributable to 
one of three primary factors: "( I) a male bias towards the male figure of the chapter; (2) a 
Christian bias towards the suffering man of Lamentations based on a perceived similarity 
to the figure of Christ; and (3) a broader emphasis on reconciliation with God rather than 
confrontation.,,26 Whatever the contributing factor, corporately they lead to a theology for 
the book that is ultimately (like Westermann) untenable for Linafelt: a theodicy in which 
God is confirmed as just and the people must submit to his punishment as a direct 
consequence of their sin. 
While he does not believe that this theological thread can be divorced from the 
poetry, he rather shifts the calculus by looking to the figure of personified Zion in 
Lamentations 1 and 2, a figure characterised as more theologically confrontational rather 
than submissive.27 By focusing upon the speeches of personified Zion in Lamentations 1 
and 2 rather than upon the man (,::1) of Lamentations 3, an alternate theological model 
can be understood. This model is characterised by confrontation against God, anger 
against his actions, and a denial of the firm linkage between the people's sin and the 
22She believes Lamentations 3 belongs to a different "thought milieu" than the 
other chapters (Middlemas, The Troubles of Templeless Judah, 212, 226-27). 
23 Artur Wieser, Klagelieder (ATD 16; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1962). 
24Hans-Joachim Kraus, Klage/ieder (Threni) (BKA T; Neukirchen: Neukirchener, 
1960). 
25Delbert R. Hillers, Lamentations: A New Translation with Introduction and 
Commentary (rev. ed.; ABC; Garden City: Doubleday, 1992). 
26Linafelt, Surviving Lamentations, 5. 
27Linafelt, Surviving Lamentations, 5-18. 
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Lord's punishment: anti-theodicy.28 This advances Westermann's initial theology of 
lament for Lamentations. 
7 
While popular in recent research, Westermann's theological impulse towards 
lament remains unsatisfactory, not because it is absent from the text but because it is too 
broad a category. If the poems of Lamentations offer "lamentation" and express pain, then 
what is their nature and how do they go about doing this? The range of appeals to YHWH, 
and the variety of the ways he is described, raise questions as to the kind of theology 
Lamentations presents, the manner in which it is presented, and the effects this creates. 
This range also suggests an assortment of potential purposes for the book: to express grief, 
to confront the deity, and to confess sin. A degree of theological indistinctness exists in 
Lamentations that creates difficulties in defining both its theology and the concomitant 
question of its purpose. 
If there has been an over-emphasis upon Lamentations 3-and the concomitant 
theodicy assumed in it for the theology of the book-to the neglect of the figure of Zion 
in Lamentations I and 2, then recently there has been an overemphasis upon the poems of 
Lamentations I and 2 from Linafelt to the present-and the concomitant "anti-theodicy" 
assumed with these chapters for the theology of the book-to the neglect of Lamentations 
3. No research at present observes how Lamentations 1-3 present its theology in concert, 
synthetically. The present study aims to mediate this imbalance by assessing the poetry 
and theology of Lamentations 1-3 to discover how poetry functions to present the 
theology of the book to the reader. As Lamentations figures and addresses the Lord in and 
through the poetry, attending to its poetry-how the language functions, its poetic devices, 
genre, and structure-gives a means to access and assess the theology of the book. As 
Linafelt suggests, only close analysis, or attention to the "internal workings" of the poetry, 
sufficiently enables proper elucidation of the book's theology. 
There are a number of challenges to this enterprise. First, one must demonstrate as 
faulty Westermann's suggestion that Lamentations 3 is a later addition to the book and 
that the three chapters can be understood in concert from a historical basis. This shall be 
demonstrated in 1.2., below. Second, there is the challenge of focusing upon 
Lamentations 1-3 to the neglect of Lamentations 4-5. If one chooses to study the 
theology Lamentations, even the first three poems, then surely the whole corpus of would 
be a better object of study? And finally, why focus on the discreet book of Lamentations, 
28Linafelt, Surviving Lamentations, 35-61. 
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especially when fruitful work has been done on the theological relationships between 
Lamentations and other portions of the Old Testament canon? 
8 
To these questions I offer three responses. First, it is ideally more attractive to 
assess the five poems together so as to gain insight into the theology of the book as a 
whole. Yet the extent of analysis that is required for each poem-due to the density and 
complexity of the poetry-prevents examination of each chapter of Lamentations within 
the confines of the present study. As a result, only the first three chapters remain in focus. 
In the second place, in the recent history of research, it is precisely the first three 
chapters that have garnered the bulk of attention to assess the theology of the book-
formerly by focusing heavily on Lamentations 3 and more recently on Lamentations I 
and 2. Concentration upon Lamentations 3 is due certainly to its central position within 
the final form of the book, the unique features of its acrostic, and the role the man (i::ll) 
plays in the chapter. Moreover, the factors Linafelt mentions also fund scholarly interest 
in this chapter. Equally more recent attention on Lamentations I and 2 is understandable 
and attributable to the relatively recent recognition of interchange between voices in the 
poems,29 research into the persona of personified Zion, "Dear Zion" (l,'rI1::l) ,30 and the 
general influence of Westermann's theology oflament, outlined above. Research into 
these chapters, however, has not paid enough attention to how Lamentations I and 2 
prepares the reader for Lamentations 3, and how Lamentations 3 coheres with the 
previous poems poetically and theologically. As shall be demonstrated in the exegesis 
portion of Lamentations 1-3 (Chapters 5-7), the poems are interwoven particularly 
through repetition of language and imagery so they may be considered to be of a piece, 
working together stylistically and theologically. 
Moreover the present study will not wholly disregard Lamentations 4 and 5 from 
consideration. Their contribution will be seen in the arrangement of the book in Chapter 4 
and further consideration of these poems will be discussed in the concluding chapter 
(8.2.). In contradistinction to the interpretative methodologies of Linafelt, Westermann, 
and others on the one hand, and Childs, Berges, and Heater on the other, the present study 
29William Lanahan, "The Speaking Voice in the Book of Lamentations," JBL 93 
(1974): 41-9; 
30Barbara Bakke Kaiser, "Poet as 'Female Impersonator': The Image of Daughter 
Zion as Speaker in Biblical Poems of Suffering," JR 67 (1987): 164-82; Linafelt, 
Surviving Lamentations; Heim, "The Personification of Jerusalem," 129-69; Carleen 
Mandolfo, Daughter Zion Talks Back to the Prophets: A Dialogic Theology of the Book 
of Lamentations (SemSt; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, forthcoming). 
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assesses synthetically the poetry of Lamentations 1-3 to gain insight into the way that 
these chapters present theology, which should give some indications to the theology of 
the book. 
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Finally, while much work has been done on the relationship to Lamentations and 
other portions of the canon (the prophetic books and Isaiah 40-55 in particular),31 
sufficient attention has not been paid to the complexities of poetry and theology in 
Lamentations itself. Further work on the canonical and theological interchange between it 
and other books must arise only after analysis of the presentation of poetry and theology 
within the discreet book of Lamentations. And crucial to such analysis is the relationship 
between the first three poems in the book, which is the focus of this study.32 Nor will the 
present study analyse the placement of Lamentations within the larger canonical corpora, 
whether Greek or Hebrew. When "canonical" is used, I intend the final form of the work, 
with five poems, of which Lamentations 1-3 is a part. The focus of the present study is 
solely upon the discreet poetry of the book of Lamentations. 
1.2. Composition and Dating of Lamentations 
In order to maintain interpretative focus upon the interaction between and 
presentation of the first three chapters of Lamentations, it is necessary to begin by giving 
rationale as to why this can be done on a historical basis, especially seen in light of 
Westermann's view that Lamentations 3 is later than the first two poems. Despite his 
position, the present study maintains the book as a whole was composed in a relatively 
short time, certainly between the destruction of Jerusalem in 587 BCE and the 
reconstruction of the temple in Jerusalem in 515 BCE, but quite possibly between 587-
3lMiddlemas, "Did Second Isaiah Write Lamentations III?"; Boase, Fulfilment of 
Doom; Mandolfo, Daughter Zion Talks Back to the Prophets Patricia Wi11ey, Remember 
the Former Things: The Recollection of Previous Texts in Isaiah 40-55 (SBLDS 161; 
Atlanta: Scholar's Press, 1997); Christopher Seitz, Word Without End: The Old 
Testament as Abiding Theological Witness (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 130-149. 
Benjamin Sommer argues that Second Isaiah drew on Lamentations 1-4 but was unaware 
of Lamentations 5. See Sommer, A Prophet Reads Scripture: Allusion in Isaiah 40-66 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), 130; Linafelt, Surviving Lamentations, 62-
79. 
32Due to the way the poetics of Lamentations 1-3 function in concert, the 
interchange between them will be assessed in the course of the study (Chapters 5-7). And, 
due to the date of these poems (which wi11 be demonstrated in the next section), it is 
sensible to maintain a focus upon how their poetics function synthetically. 
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540 BCE. Thus it is reasonable to assess the poetry and theology of Lamentations 1-3 
synthetically. 
10 
There are at least three ways to arrive at this position. The first comes by assessing 
its language and perspective then posit historical setting(s) in which the book would fit 
this overall tone. The second is through linguistic analysis of Lamentations. The third 
examines intertextual interaction with Lamentations through quotation and response so 
that its dating can be set in relief against the relati ve dates of other texts. Each of these 
will be assessed in turn and then this chapter will demonstrate the plausibility of 
interpreting the theology of Lamentations set within a sixth century BCE context. 
Adopting this conclusion is fruitful for a number of reasons. It precludes one from 
explaining theological ambiguity through literary development. That is, theological 
discontinuity noted above need not be explained away as a result of later redactional work 
stemming from different theological viewpoints. Second, it enables thinking about 
reasons for the presence of apparently contradictory theology in the book. Third, it 
focuses the interpreter on the canonical book of Lamentations to answer these questions. 
Few scholars argue the book was either composed or compiled after the exile or 
that dating it remains uncertain. 33 Some argue that portions (especially Lamentations 1,2, 
and 4) were composed after the temple's destruction of 587 BCE and prior to its 
reconstruction in 515 BCE, while Lamentations 3 and 5 are later.34 If arguing for a date 
close to the destruction of Jerusalem, scholars believe the raw emotion that Lamentations 
displays actually reflects a proximity to the events of 587 BCE. As Dobbs-Allsopp 
summarizes, "A common assumption on the part of many students of Lamentations is that 
the depictions and images in the poems must correspond in some straightforward way to 
actual events of history.,,35 This indicates the first method for dating Lamentations-to 
date the book based upon what it seems to depict. 
Renkema is reflective of this trend. He states, "The songs leave one with the 
impression that they were conceived during a period of great misfortune after the fall [of 
33Fries and Lachs date the book after the exile, even to the second century BCE 
[So A. Fries, "Parallele zwischen den Klageliedern Cap. IV, V und der Maccabaerzeit," 
ZAW 13(1893): 110-24; S. Lachs, "The Date of Lamentations," JQR 57(1968): 46-56] 
while Provan remains agnostic about its date (Provan, Lamentations, 14). 
34For a recent survey of arguments, see Middlemas, The Troubles of Templeless 
Judah, 171-84, and Dobbs-Allsopp, "Linguistic Evidence for the Date of Lamentations," 
JANESCU 26(1998): 2, note 7. 
35Dobbs-Allsopp, "Lingusitic Evidence," 3. 
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Jerusalem], when chaos reigned throughout the land ... One can be sure then that this does 
not refer to a period decades after the fall of Jerusalem. The people did not need tens of 
years to arrive at a kind of modus vivendi with the downfall.,,36 This is difficult to 
maintain not least because it has no explicit references to Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar, or 
specific leaders of Judah at the time of Jerusalem's fall. This general ambiguity leaves the 
poetry sitting somewhat "loose" to history according to Joyce?7 The lack of specificity 
has led Provan to argue the date of the book simply remains uncertain.38 Using language 
that describes destruction to date a book remains a faulty way to go about assessing its 
provenance. Often language describing destruction is formulaic. 
I Mac 1.38-40 shares similar language and perspective on the attack on Jerusalem 
depicted there as does the language describing destruction of Jerusalem in Lamentations, 
though Maccabees is literary work usually dated to second century BCE.39 Although they 
employ similar descriptions of destruction, it does not then follow that Lamentations 
dates to the second century BCE. There may be a recognised relationship between the 
books from language and perspective but this does not provide further access into any 
chronological relationship between them. 
This fact becomes relevant when noticing the stereotypical language that 
Lamentations shares with ANE city-laments, as Dobbs-Allsopp has shown.4o Dobbs-
Allsopp argues that Lamentations shares a number of features with ANE city-laments to 
achieve description of city destruction: a specific field of themes, motifs, and poetic 
devices.41 In light of this, he contends that Lamentations sits in a common ANE tradition 
that described the destruction of cities in a particular way, through the city-lament genre. 
And yet although Dobbs-Allsopp reveals how ANE city-laments and Lamentations fit 
36Johan Renkema, Lamentations, (HCOT; Leuven: Peeters, 1998), 54. For a full 
list, see Dobbs-Allsopp, "Linguistic Evidence," 4, note 15. 
37Paul M. Joyce, "Sitting Loose to History: Reading the Book of Lamentations 
without Primary Reference to Its Original Historical Setting," in In Search of True 
Wisdom: Essays in Old Testament Interpretation in Honour of Ronald E. Clements (ed., 
Edward Ball; JSOTSup 300; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1999), 246-62. 
38Provan, Lamentations, 7-19. 
39Provan, Lamentations, 14-15. 
4oDobbs-AlIsopp, Weep. 0 Daughter of Zion: A Study of the City-Lament Genre in 
the Hebrew Bible (BibOr 44; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1993), 30-96. 
4lDobbs-Allsopp, Weep, 0 Daughter of Zion, 157-63; see also his comments in 
"Darwinism, Genre Theory, and City Laments," lAOS 120,4(2000): 625-30. 
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together typologically, he maintains that this typological relationship does not necessarily 
bear upon their chronological relationship.42 
In short, poets can use conventional language to describe something historically 
far removed from them and it remains methodologically unsound to determine the 
provenance of a book solely on the basis of how it appears to describe a certain historical 
event. This does not necessarily foreclose upon the possibility that language, which 
describes destruction like the fall of Jerusalem in 587 BCE, gives an indication of the 
time of its composition. It simply means that using this criterion alone does not provide 
sufficient evidence to confirm the dating of the text in question, in our case, the book of 
Lamentations. As a result of the foregoing conclusion, Dobbs-Allsopp dates Lamentations 
on the basis of linguistic analysis. 
It is important to assess this methodology for at least two reasons. First, at present 
no such evaluation of his work exists in Lamentations scholarship. Thereby it is 
somewhat difficult to assess his conclusions. His position becomes prominent by virtue of 
the fact that no arguments against his methodology have been offered. Second, Berlin 
makes the bold claim that the methodology represents the most reliable means to date 
Lamentations and cites Dobbs-Allsopp's work as proof. 43 Obviously Berlin is convinced 
by the methodology but she offers no evidence of why she is convinced. An evaluation of 
strengths and weaknesses of linguistic analysis must be made explicit prior to assenting to 
it; further evaluation of Dobbs-Alsopp's linguistic analysis of Lamentations must be 
made prior to agreeing with his conclusions about the dating of the book. From this 
evaluation, the amount of weight that should be placed upon Dobbs-Allsopp's analysis 
will become apparent. 
Generally, linguistic analysis assumes that the Hebrew language developed and 
altered over time much like every other language that exists. The theory purports that 
Hebrew was a conservative language from 1000-600 BCE, but the exile served as a major 
impetus that instigated changes, when social changes and dislocation as well as neo-
Babylonian and later Persian linguistic influence brought on developments in Hebrew. 
Pre-exilic Standard Biblical Hebrew (SBH) remains identifiable in inscriptional evidence 
from the monarchic period and can be contrasted against the Hebrew that underwent 
42Dobbs-Allsopp, "Darwinism," 625. 
43BerIin, Lamentations, 34-5. 
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alterations due to the effects of exile, or Late Biblical Hebrew (LBH).44 SBH and LBH 
can then be differentiated from Mishnaic Hebrew (MH), where specific changes in 
Hebrew are evidenced in the Mishnah.45 
13 
In Dobbs-Allsopp's estimation, Lamentations' linguistic profile exhibits language 
belonging to the exilic period, in which the two dominant phases of Biblical Hebrew were 
in flux. Lamentations' Hebrew presents seventeen SBH features that are either replaced or 
fall into disuse in LBH as well as eighteen LBH features. Of these LBH features, seven 
are limited exclusively to LBH without occurring in SBH. In light of the presence of these 
seven LBH features, Dobbs-Allsopp asserts that Lamentations cannot have been 
composed prior to the exile. Yet the percentage of LBH features is far lower than that of 
other books said to display classical LBH: Qoheleth, Esther, Ezra, Nehemiah and 
Chronicles.46 In light of this, he argues that though the Hebrew of Lamentations displays 
some features of LBH, compared to the language of other classical LBH texts, the 
language does not share high enough percentage of LBH features to be considered 
classically LBH. From this Dobbs-Allsopp contends against dating Lamentations to late 
Persian or Maccabean periods; it makes little sense to date Lamentations to periods that 
use classic LBH when the language of the book clearly is not classical LBH. He 
concludes by describing the linguistic profile of Lamentations as representing a 
transitional phase in Hebrew and therefore fitting within the exile. By comparison with 
other biblical books, Lamentations shares linguistic features similar to that of Ezekiel, and 
was written in the sixth century after 587 BCE and perhaps as late as 520 BCE, in the 
general period of the exile.47 
At this point, it remains helpful to evaluate linguistic analysis as a methodology 
and highlight some of its strengths and weaknesses. One of its strengths is that it does 
highlight morphological, syntactical, and orthographical differences within and across 
44For fuller discussion, see A vi Hurvitz, "The Evidence of Language in Dating the 
Priestly Code," RB 81 (1974): 24-56; A Linguistic Study of the Relationship between the 
Priestly Source and the Book of Ezekiel: A New Approach to an Old Problem (CahRB 20; 
Paris: 1. Gabalda, 1982); "The Historical Quest for 'Ancient Israel' and the Linguistic 
Evidence of the Hebrew Bible: Some Methodological Observations," VT 47 (1997): 30 l-
IS. 
45Ziony Zevit, "Introductory Remarks: Historical Linguistics and the Dating of 
Hebrew Texts ca. 1000-300 B.C.E.," HS 46(2005): 321-6. 
46Dobbs-Allsopp, "Linguistic Evidence," 34. 
47Dobbs-Allsopp, "Linguistic Evidence," 8-9. Middlemas pushes the terminal date 
down roughly five years prior to the dedication of the second temple in 515 BCE (The 
Troubles of Templeless Judah, 178-9). 
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biblical texts. It also helpfully suggests a way to posit dates of biblical books without 
resorting to the kind of correspondence theories between textual depiction and actual 
historical events that Dobbs-Allsopp rejects. Despite this, there are some significant 
drawbacks to the methodology that cause Young to conclude paradigmatic ally that 
biblical texts cannot be dated linguistically.48 Whether Young is correct in his conclusion 
still remains uncertain when observing the ongoing work of scholars employing linguistic 
analysis to date biblical texts.49 
The weaknesses of linguistic analysis include: the possibility that SBH is not a 
standardised form, but that pre-exilic Hebrew was in fact quite varied, the possibility that 
SBH did not cease in the post-exilic period, and the possibility that the differences 
between SBH and LBH are not due to chronological change but rather differences in oral 
register. Young argues that pre-exilic inscriptional evidence reveals inscriptional Hebrew 
from this era "as an independent corpus within ancient Hebrew, rather than a mere 
adjunct of Standard Biblical Hebrew.,,50 Thus what Hurvitz identifies as SBH may not 
have been standard at all. Moreover, even if SBH was the benchmark for Hebrew in the 
pre-exilic period, it does not follow that the use of SBH desisted in the exilic and post-
exilic period. There may not be enough evidence to make such a conclusion.51 Finally, 
Rendsburg and Young have argued that SBH and LBH coexisted, SBH being "a 'High' 
48Ian Young, Diversity in Pre-Exilic Hebrew (FAT 5; Tubingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 
1993); "Evidence of Diversity in Pre-Exilic Judahite Hebrew," HS 38(1997): 7-20; "Late 
Biblical Hebrew and Hebrew Inscriptions," in Biblical Hebrew Studies in Chronology 
and Typology (ed. Ian Young; JSOTSup 369; London: T & T Clark, 2003),276-311; 
"Biblical Texts Cannot be Dated Linguistically," HS 46(2005): 341-51. 
49Mats Eskhult, "Traces of Linguistic Development in Biblical Hebrew," HS 
46(2005): 353-70. 
50 Young, "Biblical Texts," 344. But see the exact opposite conclusion of Mats 
Eskhult, who states, "The epigraphic texts, albeit few in number and length, show that 
ancient Hebrew, the language used in central and southern Palestine, is the same language 
as that which we call Biblical Hebrew" (Eskhult, "Traces of Linguistic Development," 
353). 
51 Especially when one considers the analysis of M. Ehrensvard, who argues that 
some post-exilic texts (Zechariah 1-8 and Haggai) do not display features of LBH. See his 
"Lingusitic Dating of Biblical Texts," in Biblical Hebrew Studies in Chronology and 
Typology, 164-88. See also Davies' assertion that differences in typology do not 
necessarily entail chronological development of Hebrew. Philip R. Davies, In Search of 
'Ancient Israel' (JSOTSup 148; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992),97-101. 
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prestige language over the top of diverse local dialects ... 52 Thus differentiation between 
SBH and LBH may not be due to linguistic change as much as differences in register. 
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Though not all agree on these points,53 it does raise questions about the 
dependability of the method for dating biblical books. One must be careful not to put too 
much weight on linguistic dating. This does not mean that it should be rejected out of 
hand as a viable way to date biblical books but that the methodology is not so objective 
and unproblematic that it reaches certain results. Essentially, it seems that linguistic 
analysis ultimately depends upon probabilities to make its case; so for dating 
Lamentations, the question remains whether or not Dobbs-Allsopp's linguistic analysis 
has given evidence that raises a higher or lesser degree of probability for the correct 
dating of the book. As Dobbs-Allsopp has argued his case, the probability of 
Lamentations fitting within the exile is fairly high. Despite this, it can only take one so far. 
He does not address any of the drawbacks to linguistic analysis and so his results remain 
probable, but not in no way certain. 
I conclude this discussion by assessing the third option, to see how Isaiah 40-55 
and Zechariah (specifically chapters 1-2) respond to Lamentations. Scholars believe these 
two works to have been composed between 587-515 BCE and they give a helpful control 
to linguistic analysis so that the relative dating of Lamentations can be set in relief against 
the dating of these texts. Most scholars agree that Zechariah 1-2 was composed between 
520-518 BeE. 54 For example, Boda has argued convincingly for dating Zechariah 1-2 in 
this timeframe through historical analysis of the text. 55 It appears, then, that the time frame 
of Zechariah 1-2, fits within a period in which it could have received and interacted with 
52Young, "Biblical Texts," 346. Young follows Gary Rendsburg on this point. See 
Rendsburg, Diglossia in Ancient Hebrew (AOS 72; New Haven: American Oriental 
Society, 1990). 
53Eskhult still argues in favour of linguistic development in biblical Hebrew on the 
basis of unique aspects of verbal syntax in LBH prose when compared with verbal syntax 
in SBH prose. See "Traces of Linguistic Development," 353-70. See also his Studies in 
Verbal Aspect and Narrative Technique in Biblical Hebrew Prose (AUP; SSU 12; 
Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1990). 
54See Mark Cameron Love, The Evasive Text: Zechariah 1-8 and the Frustrated 
Reader (JSOTSup 296; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 17-22; Ralph L. 
Smith, Micah-Malachi (WBe; Waco: Word Books, 1984), 169. 
55Mark Boda, "Terrifying the Horns: Persia and Babylon in Zechariah 1.7-6.15," 
CBQ 67(2005): 22-41, esp. 39-41. Alternatively, Edelman sees this as part of a later work 
composed in the time of Artaxerxes I (445-432 BeE). See Diana Edelman, The Origins of 
the Second Temple: Persian Imperial Policy and the Rebuilding of Jerusalem (London: 
Equinox, 2005). 
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Lamentations. And as to the book of Isaiah, it is commonly attested that the message of 
Isaiah 40-55, so-called Second Isaiah, is set against the background of the exilic 
period.56 Further, many argue that Second Isaiah knew of Lamentations and used it to 
construct its theological message. 57 Though some envision it as arising later, 58 scholarly 
consensus assumes that Isaiah 40-55 was written sometime between 550-539 BCE,59 the 
earlier date marking the rise of Cyrus II in his establishment of the Medo-Persian Empire, 
and the later date reflecting the edict of Cyrus (Ez 1.1-2), which enabled the return of the 
exiles to Jerusalem and the rebuilding of the temple.6o It is supposedly written in response 
either to Cyrus' ascension to power or to his famous edict, to give hope to the exiles and 
to those within the land.61 
Willey explores the ways that Isaiah 40-55 employs biblical texts to advance its 
theological message, and theological interaction with Lamentations is crucial for the 
opening words of Isa 40.1, but also appears in Isa 49. \3 and 51.12. The three verses read 
as follows: 
"Comfort, comfort! (17JnJ 17JnJ) my people, says your God" (lsa 40.1) 
56See H.G.M. Williamson, The Book Called Isaiah: Deutero-Isaiah 's Role in 
Composition and Redaction (Oxford: Clarendon, 1994), 2-21; Brevard Childs, Isaiah 
(OTL; Louisville: WJK, 2001), 289-91. Barstad agrees that Second Isaiah was written 
during the exile, but goes further to argue for a Judahite rather than Babylonian 
provenance. Hans M. Barstad, The Babylonian Captivity of the Book of Isaiah: "Exilic" 
Judah and the Provenance of Isaiah 40-55 (ICRHC; Oslo: Novus, 1997). An 
implication that arises from this work is that Second Isaiah and Lamentations both may 
have been composed in Palestine in the exilic period, strengthening their association and 
the theological interaction between them. 
57Max L6hr, "Der Sprachgebrauch des Buches der Klagelieder," Z4.W 14 (1894): 
42-50; Norman K. Gottwald, Studies in the Book of Lamentations (SBT 14; London: 
SCM Press, 1962),44-6; Willey, Remember the Former Things; Seitz, Word Without 
End, 130-149; Sommer, A Prophet Reads Scripture; Linafelt, Surviving Lamentations, 
62-79. 
58H._1. Hermisson. "Einheit und Komplexitat Deuterojesajas: Probleme der 
Redaktionsgeschichte von Jes 40-55," in The Book of Isaiah (Le Livre d'Isai"e) (ed. 
Jacques Vermeylen; BETL 81; Leuven: University Press, 1989), 287-312. 
59Claus Westermann. Isaiah 40-66 (OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1969); 
Paul D. Hanson. Isaiah 40-66 (Int; Louisville: John Knox, 1995); Jan L. Koole, Isaiah. 
Part 3 Volume I: Isaiah 40-48 (HCOT; Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1997); Joseph 
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 40-55: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary 
(ABC; New York: Doubleday, 2002); John Goldingay, The Message of Isaiah 40-55: A 
Literary-Theological Commentary (London: T & T Clark, 2005). 
60See note 1. 
61Peter Ackroyd, Exile and Restoration: A Study of Hebrew Thought of the Sixth 
Century B. C. (OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1968), 128-37. See also John Oswalt, 
The Book of Isaiah: Chapters 1-39 (NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986), 13-17. 
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"YHWH has comforted (em) his people" (Isa 49.13) 
"I, I am he, your comforter (e:::l~m~)" (lsa 51.12) 
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Willey argues that these verses likely respond to Zion's calls for comfort in Lam 1.2b, 9b-
c, 16b, 17a, and 21 a.62 The constant refrain in these verses is the lack of a "comforter" 
(enJ~) for "Dear Zion" O,'rT1J). Fishbane believes the way that Isaiah 40-55 responds to 
Lamentations is typical of ancient biblical interpretation.63 This kind of awareness of 
Lamentations is not secluded to these verses in Isaiah, for Willey shows how Isaiah 40-
55 quotes and inverts despondent verses throughout Lamentations to advance its 
theological message. Among the verses that she deals with are: Lam 1.2-4 and Isa 52.11-
12; Lam 3.25-30 and Isa 50.4-11; Lam 4 and Isa 51.17-23; Lam 4.15 and Isa 52.11; Lam 
4.17 and Isa 52.8; Lam 5.19-22 and Isa 54.6-8; Lam 5.20 and Isa 49.14.64 Willey states, 
"Second Isaiah takes on the terms of Lamentations not to continue their prayers but to 
answer them. to dispute. reverse, and reinvent them.,,65 If Isaiah 40-55 responds to 
Lamentations, then it is reasonable to proffer the date of Lamentations' creation, at the 
very latest, the edict of Cyrus, which gave an element of hope to the exiles, and probably 
the Judahite community as well, that Jerusalem's fortunes would reverse and the temple 
would be restored. 
This time frame also fits with responses in Zechariah 1-2 to Lamentations, as 
seen in the work developed by Love and Stead.66 In separate works, Love and Stead argue 
that Zechariah I and 2.1-4 manifest either allusions (Love) or intertexts (Stead) to 
Lamentations, specifically 2.1-17, arguing these allusions/intertexts advance the 
theological message of Zechariah by inverting the message put forth by Lamentations in a 
way that is similar to Isaiah 40-55. Love argues that the prophetic hope Zechariah 
provides for the exiles in Zech 2.4 is "a partial reversal of the situation in Lamentations 
2-the horns (T1U'i') of the nations are cast down" where"every horn of Israel" O'i' ':::l 
'K,iZr) is cut off in Lam 2.3 and YHWH "raises the horn (ni')" of Israel's adversaries in 
Lam 2.17.67 Love continues to draw out the connections between Lamentations and 
62Willey, 130-2. Michael Fishbane makes similar connections in Biblical 
Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon. 1985),497. 
63Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel, 497. 
64Willey, Remember the Former Things, 106-16, 125-32, 155-71, 181-93,211-41. 
65Willey. Remember the Former Things, 265. 
66Love. The Evasive Text; Michael Stead, "Sustained Allusion in Zechariah 1-2," 
in Haggai-Zachariah /-2 (eds. M. Boda and M. Floyd; LHBOTS; London: T & T Clark, 
forthcoming). 
67Love• The Evasive Text, 182, 185. 
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Zechariah in the theme of YHWH remembering Israel. In Lamentations he does not 
remember his footstool (Lam 2.1) whereas "Zechariah also portrays the deity once again 
remembering his footstool and presumably ending his anger" demonstrated extensively in 
Zechariah 1.68 
Stead's article reveals how Lamentations 2 serves as an intertext to Zechariah 1-2. 
He confirms Love's analysis of Zech 2.4 and Lam 2.3, 17 but also highlights other 
connections as well. In particular, he notes that similarly to Isaiah 40-55, Zechariah 
employs the concept of YHWH becoming the comforter to Lady Zion, a concept that is 
picked up in Zech 1.17b: "And YHWH will again comfort Zion O,'r1'1N "17 ;";" om,) and 
again choose Jerusalem." Stead argues that this verse connects to Lam 2.13, "How shall I 
liken you to comfort you. fair maiden Zion (1"r1'1:l1'1~11'1:l 1~nJK,)?,,69 This is because of 
the rare usage of the terms om and 1"~ in proximity (Zech 1.17b, Lam 2.13, and Isa 51.3). 
Further Stead locates four other instances of Zechariah's response to Lamentations 2: 
Lam 2.17a and Zech 1.6b, Lam 2.6 and Zech 1.12b; Lam 2.8 and Zech 1.16b; Lam 2.3, 7-
9 and Zech 2.8b-9. 70 Zechariah 1-2 was probably composed between 520 BCE and 518 
BCE, and if Zechariah does quote Lamentations, then Lamentations would have to be 
written prior to Zechariah. pushing the terminus ad quem of Lamentations to at least 520 
BCE. but probably earlier. 
The difficulty with accepting this last method lies in the fact that one must accept 
that Isaiah 40-55 and Zechariah actually respond to Lamentations and not vice-versa! 
This remains the point of contention for Dobbs-Allsopp, especially in the relationship 
between Isaiah 40-55 and Lamentations. another factor that leads him to linguistic 
analysis for dating the book. It is unclear which way the direction of influence goes: does 
the book of Lamentations respond to the hopeful tone of Isaiah 40-55 with a negative 
response or does this corpus provide a hopeful response to Lamentations?71 Leaving this 
question aside. at least Zechariah' s interaction with Lamentations creates a high degree of 
68Love. The Evasive Text. 185. 
69Though the Hiphil imperfect of ..J;"rV is rare. it occurs in Isa 46.5: "To whom will 
you liken me and compare me. and make me similar that we may be alike" ( 'J"7J,1'1 '7J' 
;'7J,J, 'J"rV~m "rV1'1'). 
70Stead. "Sustained Allusion." 
71This point becomes heightened if one regards Isaiah 40-55 as composed by 
Isaiah of Jerusalem (8th centuryBCE): Alec Motyer. The Prophecy of Isaiah: An 
Introduction and Commentary (Downers Grove: IVP, 1999); Oswalt, Isaiah 1-39. 
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probability that it actually received the book and interacted with it rather than existing 
prior to Lamentations. 
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On the basis of the date of Zechariah, and its apparent theological interaction with 
Lamentations, it is reasonable to conclude that Lamentations was written between 587 
and 520 BCE. If one adopts Willey's arguments, then the terminus ad quem moves Up.72 
Noting Dobbs-Allsopp's caveats about the direction of influence between Isaiah 40-55 
and Lamentations, the present study concludes that the text of Lamentations was written 
between 587-520 BCE in response to the destruction of Jerusalem. The dating of 
Lamentations between 587-520 BCE accords well with Dobbs-Allsopp's conclusions 
from linguistic analysis and leads one away from dating the book as post-exilic or later.73 
If Lamentations was composed within a period of roughly seventy years, then it follows 
that by the middle to latter third of the sixth century, the book was being used, in part or 
in the whole, by the community in Judah. While it remains important to sustain research 
on how the book developed in the years preceding its completion, the present work 
examines precisely the theology that arises from the poetry at the book's completion and 
so shall focus upon the canonical form of the text, specifically Lamentations 1-3. 
1.3. Conclusion 
Once it is settled that Lamentations 1-3 can be assessed synthetically from a 
historical basis, the next question centres upon determining its theology. This is difficult 
due in part to the ambiguity arising from the poetry itself and to the variety of scholarly 
approaches to the question. Though many responses have been offered, no singular view 
holds sway. Is the the odic or anti-theodic position more persuasive? In the following 
chapter, a survey of research will reveal in depth how one frames the question of theology 
in Lamentations impinges upon what one determines it to be. 
72 The terminus ad quem moves up to 540 BCE by including the evidence of 
Isaiah 40-55. At latest, Berlin dates the book is between 550-538 BCE (Berlin, 
Lamentations, 34). 
73Westermann, Die Klagelieder, 65-71, 137-60 = Lamentations, 66-72, 160-93; 
Enno Janssen, luda in der Exilszeit: Ein Beitrag zur Entstehung des liidentums 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1956), 10-12. Kaiser is unique in that he 
meticulously dates each of the poems of Lamentations to sometime between the fifth and 
fourth centuries. Otto Kaiser, Klagelieder (ATD; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1992), 103-110. 
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The worlds "behind," "within," and "in front of' the text are metaphors that 
describe the different interpretative frames used by scholarship in what follows. 74 The 
world "behind" the text focuses the interpreter upon the history that lay behind the 
creation of the book of Lamentations: the book's literary or theological development or, 
alternatively, the theological traditions that infuse it. This focus is apparent in the 
monographs of Gottwald, Albrektson, Brandscheidt and Westermann. Renkema's 
structural analysis of Lamentations typifies a primary concern for the world "within" the 
text. 75 The feminist concerns of Guest, Seidman, and O'Connor ground their readings and 
foremost from a concern for the world "in front of' the text, that is, from a specific set of 
explicit questions and concerns that shapes how they read and understand the theology of 
Lamentations, namely, feminist theology. 
Implicit preconceptions, however, ground explicit questions in scholarship. 
Williamson summarizes the role of implicit concerns that colour interpretation: "[H]uman 
understanding never begins with a tabula rasa, a completely blank page. No one comes to 
the Bible (or any other book bearing truth claims which could affect the life of the reader) 
with complete objectivity-he or she will carry some preconceptions and be inclined 
toward one position or another.,,76 These "preconceptions" are the implicit concerns the 
interpreter brings to the text, which impact ones view of theology. This shall be discussed 
along with the challenges that the world "in front of' the text poses for interpretation. But 
with challenge noted, the world "in front of' the text serves as a helpful metaphor that 
foregrounds the specific set of questions and concerns of readers that shape how they 
interpret and understand the theology of Lamentations. 
Chapter 2 will also demonstrate how Dobbs-Allsopp's analysis comes closest to 
integrating all three horizons productively in interpretation. In his work the world 
74W. Randolph Tate uses these metaphors to describe the different ways for the 
interpreter to think about accessing meaning: Biblical Interpretation: An Integrated 
Approach (rev. ed.; Peabody: Hendrickson, 2003). Anthony C. Thiselton too uses these 
metaphors in a similar manner: '''Behind' and 'In Front of' the Text: Language, 
Reference and Indeterminacy," in After Pentecost: Language and Biblical Interpretation 
(eds. Craig Bartholomewet. al.; SHS 2; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2001),97-120. 
75Renkema, "The Literary Structure of Lamentations (I-IV)," in The Structural 
Analysis of Biblical and Canaanite Poetry (eds. Willem van der Meer and Johannes C. de 
Moor; JSOTSup 74; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1988), 294-396; Renkema, 
Lamentations, 72-9. 
76Peter S. Williamson, Catholic Principles for Interpreting Scripture: A Study on 
the Pontifical Biblical Commission's The Interpretation ofthe Bible in the Church (with 
preface by Albert Vanhoye; SubBi 22; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 2001), 79-80. 
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"behind" the text is in full view, though he too argues that Lamentations should be 
understood as composed in a specific period of time and should be read as a synchronic 
whole. In his analysis as well the world "within" the text remains prominent: a concern 
for the poetics of the text and how they function to make theological points. Finally in his 
attempt to negotiate the theology of Lamentations specifically from a post-Holocaust 
point of view, following Braiterman, it will be clear that he recognises the importance of 
the world "in front of' the text; in some way the present context in which Lamentations is 
received must be brought to bear in ascertaining its theology. Thus, Dobbs-Allsopp's 
work embodies what I shall term as an "integrated approach" following Tate's 
d · . 77 eSlgnatJon. 
In light of the discussion above, significant questions remain. The question 
regarding the historical justification for reading Lamentations 1-3 synthetically, 
however, is answered. The present study argues that the book came to exist and be used in 
its entirety within 50-70 years,78 then an analysis of the poetry and theology of the first 
three chapters of Lamentations is justified. There remains, however, a question of method. 
The present study employs the aesthetic theory of Umberto Eco. This decision 
stems in part from a belief, following Linafelt and Dobbs-Allsopp, that the theology of 
Lamentations is wholly enmeshed with its poetic quality. Stated another way, the 
theology of the book cannot be known without working through the poetry-its style, 
structure, and poetics. Theology only arises as one works through the poetry 
"successively, progressive1y.,,79 Eco's aesthetic analysis presents a theory to assess 
productively the poetics of Lamentations from the cultural world in which the book was 
created through the concept of the "encyclopaedia," makes a helpful distinction between 
"open" and "closed" textual strategies for model readers, and advances a hermeneutically 
sophisticated interpretative model. And, Eco's sophisticated philosophy of language and 
communication provides a more comprehensive means to access Lamentations 1-3 in a 
manner somewhat different to the more limited (but useful) scope of recent research 
employing Bakhtinian theory of polyphonic voices in Lamentations; thus Eco's model is 
77Tate, Biblical Interpretation, xxiv-xxvi. 
78 b See 1.2., a ove. 
79Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentations, 23-48. 
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preferred here.8o It is hoped that by assessing its poetry with Eco's aesthetic analysis, the 
theology of Lamentations 1-3 will come more clearly into view. 
In order to do justice to the "internal workings" of the poetry, a chapter is devoted 
to discussing the crucial elements of genre, structure and poetics in Lamentations and 
relates this information to encyclopaedic knowledge (Chapter 4). This information will be 
incorporated in the exegesis of Lamentations 1-3, which occurs in Chapters 5-7. Finally 
I offer conclusions concerning both the poetry and theology of the poems and further 
offer suggestions for such theological portrayal within the context of Judah in the sixth 
century BCE (Chapter 8). Thus in the present study I will assess the poetry of 
Lamentations 1-3 synchronically, employing the aesthetic theory of Umberto Eco to 
discern the theology of these chapters. 
80For the theory of Mikhail Bakhtin and his employment in Lamentations 
research, see Boase, Fulfilment of Doom?; Mandolfo, Daughter Zion Talks Back to the 
Prophets. 
CHAPTER 2: 
SURVEY OF RESEARCH ON THE THEOLOGY OF LAMENTATIONS 
2.1. Introduction 
This present chapter will not provide an exhaustive survey of research. That kind 
of work would constitute a monograph in its own right and miss the primary goal of the 
present study, namely, to assess the theology of Lamentations 1-3 in and through its 
poetry.81 However, it is in place to mention research that revolves around the question of 
theology in Lamentations. With this in mind, this survey includes further analysis of some 
of the views offered above (1.1.) as well as others in the field. 
The metaphors of the worlds "behind," "within," and "in front of' the text orient 
this survey, which then concludes with an "integrated approach," embodied by Dobbs-
Allsopp. The monographs of Gottwald, Albrektson, Brandscheidt, and Westermann have 
a focus upon the world "behind" the text to frame the theology of Lamentations, using 
tradition-history (Gottwald and Albrektson), form (Westermann), and redaction-critical 
(Brandscheidt) methodologies to address theological questions in the book. Though not 
alone in his emphasis upon the world "within" the text to get at the theology of the 
book,82 Renkema's structural analysis of Lamentations represents the most recent and 
extensive display with such an emphasis. He assesses how the text of Lamentations is 
structured, working from the rules of Canaanite and Hebrew poetry identified by the 
Kampen School. Finally those that frame the question of theology with a concern for the 
world "in front of' the text will be addressed. The analyses of Guest, Seidman, and 
O'Connor are reviewed to see how their feminist concerns address the theology of the 
book. Finally, the works of Dobbs-Allsopp will be explored; his work has advanced 
research into Lamentations' theology greatly. His cumulative body of work to this point 
81For a recent survey of research, see C. W. Miller, "The Book of Lamentations in 
Recent Research," CBR I (2002): 9-29. 
82The works of Johnson, Nagelsbach, Kaiser, and Shea will be explored in 4.3., 
below, in the analysis of the proposed structures of Lamentations offered in the history of 
scholarship on the book. 
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represents what I identified as an "integrated approach" for interpretation in the previous 
chapter (1.3.). 
2.2. "Behind" the Text 
2.2.1. Gottwald and Albrektson 
Historical critical research ascertains disparate views of God and certain 
theological concepts in the OT and then charts variations on a historical trajectory. In this 
way, theological variance is seen to be embedded within different historical strata of text. 
Through rational assessment, the historian traces textual development and then maps out 
theological development along with the growth of the text.83 For this methodology, 
historical reconstruction is the clue for theological interpretation. 
Two influential monographs on Lamentations come from this general perspective, 
though with different emphases. The monographs of Gottwald and Albrektson centre 
upon the presence and nature of hope in Lamentations, and how it arises theologically in 
the text.84 Gottwald looks at this question from the perspective of both the history of 
Jerusalem and the presence of the Deuteronomic tradition in Judah at the time of 
Jerusalem's destruction. While situating the question from the history of Jerusalem as 
does Gottwald, Albrektson looks at another purported tradition thought to have existed in 
Judah to gain insight into the theology of Lamentations. Both, however, deal with the 
issue of hope. Gottwald's argument has been influential in relation to the nature and 
origin of hope in Lamentations. 
He argues that the book's theology derives from a theology of hope and doom, 
which originated in Deuteronomic prophetic circles prior to Jerusalem's destruction; this 
theology teaches retribution and reward.85 The logic of this Deuteronomic theology is as 
follows: if Judah follows YHWH, then they will receive blessing; if they disobey him, 
then they will receive his punishment. And yet King Josiah, whom the book of 2 Kings 
affinns as a great refonner who encouraged the people to follow the Lord, died in 609 
83For a discussion on how historical critical research treats theology, see Walter 
Brueggemann, Theology of the Old Testament: Testimony, Dispute, Advocacy 
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1997), 9-42. 
8~he monograph of Johan Renkema raises this theological emphasis: "Misschien 
is er hoop ... ": Die theologische vooronderstellingen van het hoek Klaagliederen 
(Franeker: Wever, 1983). Renkema's ideas are later expanded in his commentary, which 
will provide the place for my critical engagement. The concern for hope is central in 
Kra~ovec's article, "The Source of Hope," 223-33. 
85Gottwald, Studies in the Book of Lamentations. 
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BCE at the hands of Egyptian Pharaoh Neco I. Political instability ensued after his death 
and contributed to the subsequent events of deportation of leaders of Judah (597 BCE) by 
the Babylonians and finally destruction of the capital city, Jerusalem, in 587 BCE at the 
hand of the Babylonian king, Nebuchadnezzar I. This serial trauma, according to 
Gottwald, has shaken Judah's confidence and leaves the nation in theological crisis that 
can be summarised in a question: if Josiah had accomplished such a great Yahwistic 
reform movement in the nation, then why has the nation received retributive judgment 
rather than reward? According to Gottwald, the gap between historical reality and 
Deuteronomic faith marks the "key" to the theology of Lamentations. 86 
But the retributive theology gives way to a theology of hope, according to 
Gottwald, a theology derived from "the unshakable nature of [YHWH's] justice and 
love," reflected in the central section of Lamentations, specifically 3.19-33. He contends 
that God's "constancy guarantees that the disappointments and defeats are not ultimate 
inasmuch as sovereign grace stands behind and beyond them (3.36-39).,,87 The hopeful 
section of Lamentations 3, where YHWH's justice is affirmed and trust in him is 
maintained, and not coincidentally sits at the structural centre of the book, ameliorates 
theological complexity and tension in Lamentations. 
Different from Gottwald's Deuteronomic theology, Albrektson argues that 
Lamentations' theology derives from royal Judahite ideology, specifically known as Zion 
theology, as the key to understanding its theological presentation and the source of hope. 
Zion theology promotes that YHWH has elected Jerusalem as his home (eternally), 
commits himself to the Davidic royal line, and that this election and commitment makes 
Jerusalem impenetrable. 88 This is evidenced in Pss 46.6 and 87.2, among other texts (Pss 
48, 76, 84; Isa 37.33-5): "YHWH loves the gates of Zion more than any other of the 
86Gottwald, Studies in the Book of Lamentations, 47-62. 
87Gottwald, Studies in the Book of Lamentations, 109. 
88Bertil Albrektson, Studies in the Text and Theology of the Book of Lamentations: 
With a Critical Edition of the PeshWa Text (STL 21; Lund: CWK Gleerup, 1963). 219-
30. Edzard Rohland gave full attention to the motifs and themes that distinguished the 
Zion tradition in his dissertation under the supervision of Gerhard von Rad: Die 
Bedeutung der Erwiihlungstradition Israels fur die Eschatologie der alttestamentlichen 
Propheten (Dissertation: University of Heidelberg, 1956); cited and assessed in Ben C. 
Ollenburger, Zion the City of the Great King: A Theological Symbolfor the Jerusalem 
Cult (JSOTSup 41; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1987), 15-19. For work prior to 
Rohland, see Gerhard von Rad, "Die Stadt auf dem Berg," EvT 9 (1948/49): 439-47; 
Martin Noth, "Jerusalem und die israelitische Tradition," VtSt 8 (1950): 28-46; Hans 
Schmid, "Jahwe und die Kulttraditionen von Jerusalem," ZA W 67 (1955): 168-97. 
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dwellings of Jacob," :l:l31' 1'1,J:lWIJ ':l1J 1"~ '131W ;";" :l;'K (Ps 87.2); "God is in her midst-it 
cannot fail," O'1J1'1-':l ;':J1i':l O';"K (Ps 46.6a). Albrektson believes that the key to 
Lamentations' theology is found in the tension "between the confident belief of the Zion 
traditions in the inviolability of the temple and city, and the actual brute facts" of 
history. 89 
Yet Albrektson agrees with Gottwald that there is an element of Deuteronomic 
faith present in Lamentations, and this theological strand emphasises the justice of 
YHWH's punishment, in line with the curses of Deuteronomy 28.90 God is not bound to 
his temple as Zion theology claims, but rather is "unfettered by the fate of his cult-centre, 
reigns supreme in history.,,91 Thus theological tension in the book is explained as tension 
between Zion theology and Deuteronomic faith, two separate traditions that coalesce in 
the book. For Albrektson, the strand emphasising the royal ideology of Zion provides the 
backdrop of pain and questioning in Lamentations, while the Deuteronomic strand 
actually explains, justifies, and offers a way out of the pain of the historical moment.92 
The monographs of Gottwald and Albrektson rightly ask questions about 
theological traditions which lie behind the text that may infuse the theological portrait of 
the book; yet their monographs fail to convince in that they consider these theological 
traditions to be determinative for Lamentations' theology. Gottwald's attempt to explain 
the theology through the Deuteronomic theology of retribution and reward and the reality 
of Jerusalem's destruction remains unconvincing. Recent research into the Urrolle of 
Jeremiah demonstrates that after Josiah's death in 609 BCE, the prophet Jeremiah 
portrays a highly critical attitude towards the leadership of Judah, especially the religious 
leaders, for their continued sinfulness and waywardness apart from YHWH.93 Seen in this 
light, Gottwald's historical portrait of a people questioning how the Lord could bring 
89 Albrektson, Studies in the Text and Theology of the Book of Lamentations, 230. 
90ln fact, Albrektson sees connections between Lam 1.3 and Deut 28.58; Lam 1.5 
and Deut 28.13, 41, 44; Lam 1.9 and Deut 28.43; Lam 3.54 and Deut 28.37; Lam 4.10 
and Deut 28.53; Lam 4.16,5.12 and Deut 28.50 (Albrektson, Studies in the Text and 
Theology of the Book of Lamentations, 231-4). 
9. 
91Albrektson, Studies in the Text and Theology of the Book of Lamentations, 239. 
92 Albrektson, Studies in the Text and Theology of the Book of Lamentations, 237-
93See Mark Leuchter, Josiah's Reform and Jeremiah's Scroll: Historical Calamity 
and Prophetic Response (HBM 6; Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix Press, 2006). Leuchter 
argues that Jeremiah was part of Josiah's reform movement and helped create the 
Deuteronomistic theology during Josiah's reign. After Josiah's death, Jeremiah took a 
radical theological position. 
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retribution instead of reward simply no longer remains tenable. In reality, after Josiah's 
death in 609 BCE, Jeremiah took his stance against the political Jerusalemite 
establishment and demarcates a radical theological position in his first temple sermon 
(Jeremiah 7), in which Judah will not be saved from disaster as long as the people 
continue in wickedness-religious leaders included. His second temple sermon (Jeremiah 
26) also reflects this perspective as well. This confrontation with the post-Josianic 
political establishment, with their rebellion and injustice, worship of foreign gods, and 
resistance to the word of God provides support to the notion that, at least in the mind of 
Jeremiah, Judah's activity warranted retribution, not reward. Leuchter correctly assesses 
Jeremiah's perspective on the political establishment, and his belief that they deserved 
judgment especially highlighted in Jeremiah's temple sermons.94 In light of this, 
Gottwald's thesis simply does not hold. The strong public confrontation between 
Jeremiah and the Judahite populace in his temple sermons reveals YHWH's activity was 
justified in the post-Josianic Judahite era in the mind of Jeremiah. There can be little 
doubt that others viewed the situation in this manner as wel1.95 
Moving to Albrektson, though linking Lamentations and Psalms about Zion is 
warranted, his supposition that this focus determines or explains the theology of 
Lamentations is tenuous. First, methodologically it is more fruitful to talk about texts and 
their relationship to Lamentations rather than attributing these texts to a larger theological 
tradition. More will be said of this in 3.4., below. But assessed on Albrekton's terms, 
from a tradition history methodology, one recognises Lamentations reflects a multitude of 
traditions and each of these bears upon the theology of the book. 
No single tradition adequately covers the book's theological diversity. What have 
been identified as broadly Deuteronomic, prophetic, or Zion traditions may be reflected in 
the book, but anyone on its own does not determine or exhaust the theology of the whole. 
For example, though these threads weave through the theological fabric of Lamentations, 
Berlin has exposed purity paradigms that derive from (generally) priestly traditions as 
well.96 The language that is connected with systems of purity and impurity arrives in Lam 
941n my view, Leuchter overdraws the evidence that links Jeremiah's relationship 
to the creation of Deuteronomistic theology in the Josianic court. 
95Jer 26.20-24 reveals that Uriah the prophet also prophesied with similar 
reasoning against the Jerusalemite establishment and Judahite populace. King Jehoiakim 
actually pursued Uriah to kill him. Uriah fled to Egypt; Jehoiakim brought him back to 
Judah b~ force and killed him. 
6Beriin, Lamentations, 19-22. 
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1.9, 17 as well as 4.13-15.97 Likewise, the paradigm of mourning plays into the theology 
of Lamentations and cannot be counted out.98 The act of mourning identifies one with the 
dead, inverts the ordered world, and separates one from vitality, life, and YHWH 
himself. 99 Moreover, grief and painful emotion is displayed in ancient Israel through 
phenomenological expressions. In Lamentations, the phenomenology of mourning paves 
the way for both expressing pain and sometimes enacting penitence. 100 Albrektson may 
correctly recognise Zion ideology in Lamentations, but this in no way exhausts the book's 
theology or isolates the "key" to unlocking its purpose. Attempts to reduce its theology 
into a specific theological tradition, or couple of traditions, do not fit the intricacies of the 
book.IOI 
2.2.2. Westermann and Brandscheidt 
Although they both focus upon the world behind the text, Westermann and 
Brandscheidt do not arrive at the same theological position. Through form criticism, 
Westermann concludes the book's theology is to be found in its earliest oral formulation 
rather than its artificial acrostic pattern witnessed in the text at present. He views 
Lamentations as an aggregate work of individual poems and seeks to determine the 
theology of the book by investigating its historical development. As such, he argues that 
the poems originally were not governed by the acrostic structure and first were arranged 
in the form of communal laments. Westermann argues that if one reads and interprets the 
text according to the artificial acrostic design, 
97This includes the terminology for the menstruant, ;'1J (Lam 1.17), as well as the 
language of impurity that comes from contact with blood: :i1'1~~~ as well as ~~~ (Lam 1.9, 
4.14-15). 
98Xuan Huong Thi Pham, Mourning in the Ancient Near East and the Bible 
(JSOTSup 302; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999). 
99Emmanuel Feldman, Biblical and Postbiblical Defilement and Mourning: Law 
as Theology (LJLE; New York: KTAV, 1977); Gary Anderson, A Time To Mourn, a Time 
to Dance (University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1991); Paul Kruger, 
"The Inverse World of Mourning in the Hebrew Bible," BN 124 (2005): 41-9. 
100For mourning as expressing pain, notice the acts of crying out, ";':l~~," a 
hallmark of mourning (Lam 1.1; 2.1; 4.1), the act of wailing and crying out (Lam 2.19), 
the act the act of sitting upon the ground in isolation (Lam 1.1), and weeping (Lam 1.16). 
But notice as well Lam 3.28, "Let him sit alone and be silent"; here this typical act of 
mournin~ is transformed into a penitential act. 
1 ISee the similar critique of Michael S. Moore, "Human Suffering in 
Lamentations," RB 90(1983): 536-7. 
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"proceeding on a verse-by-verse basis and disregarding the changes that could 
have been introduced under the necessity of adhering to alphabetic form, one 
constantly runs the risk of inferring conceptual relationships between sections, 
lines, or even clauses, where such are simply not present.,,)02 
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In his view, the acrostic remains derivative and purely stylistic, an aesthetic frame that 
hinders an accurate understanding of the theological meaning of Lamentations. In 
response to this he proposes to redeem the meaning of the book through form criticism 
and comparative analysis of the genre of communal laments. He has determined that the 
poems should be read and interpreted apart from one another and believes that 
Lamentations 3 (specifically through the parenetic section in Lam 3.25-39) is the ultimate 
redactional stage of Lamentations and dilutes the potent force of the lament genre that the 
poetry evinces in chapters 1,2,4, and 5. To interpret the book from the view of the latest 
redactional stage misses the lament theology that occurs in earlier oral formulations of the 
book. In fact the poems must be reformulated so as to highlight the formal elements of the 
communal lament genre rather than following their final form. After this reformulation, 
he argues Lamentations, at least in its earliest stages, is best seen as an expression of pain, 
lament, and grief to God rather than developed theology. While Westermann may be 
methodologically justified in looking at the oral stages of the lament imbedded in the text 
of Lamentations (such analysis is certainly defensible), this methodology is not 
particularly equipped to deal with the theological interpretation of the text in its final form. 
Westermann's monograph fails to fully convince when he argues that the poems 
should not be read together but assessed on their own. The results of section 0.2., above, 
reveal that Second Isaiah and Zechariah employed Lamentations-and the whole of 
Lamentations in the case of Second Isaiah-to construct their theological messages. This 
external evidence from Lamentations' usage by other biblical texts challenges 
Westermann's assumption of literary development. His view also faces the challenge of 
internal evidence in Lamentations. The book itself reveals internal clues that suggest that 
it was designed to be read together; internal clues bind the poems, inviting the reader to 
engage with them as a whole. These clues have been mentioned above and include the 
repetition offormulaic address 103 and terminology, the repetition of the acrostic structure, 
as well as repetition of divine representation within and between chapters all work to hold 
102Westermann, Die Klagelieder, 92 = Lamentations, 100. 
103The vocative of :'1';'1' + dual imperative (:'1~':lm ;'IK', "look and consider") or 
--j:'1K' + the vocative of ;'IW: Lam 1.9c, IIc, 20a; 2.20a; 3.59; 5.1 b. 
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the reader, opening avenues of engagement with them. 104 It is one thing to explain 
theological discrepancies along historical lines; it is another thing to explain what 
happens when the book comes together in its final form, and what theology emerges as a 
result of this. 
Another way of approaching the question of theology historically is by observing 
its redactional layers to see how its theological outlook developed in the book. This may 
seem an advance compared with Westermann's work, to shore up the methodological 
deficiency of form criticism. Brandscheidt's monograph represents such an approach. It 
centres upon Lamentations 3 as the high point of the book's theology. In accord with 
Westermann, Brandscheidt views Lamentations 3 as the final (Deuteronomic) redactional 
layer in the development of Lamentations as a whole and the structural centre of the book. 
On the basis of the varying views of the future of Zion in each of the poems, Brandscheidt 
argues that the final corpus developed as follows: Lamentations 2, I, 5, 4, and then 3.105 
The central chapter corrects the gross pain, suffering, and laments that Lamentations I, 2, 
4, and 5 present. The theology of this redaction espouses a penitent stance for the 
believing community, justifies the Lord's activity against his people, confirms his mercy 
and lovingkindness, and hopes in him on the basis of his beneficent nature. 106 
The Deuteronomic redactor compiled three pre-existing, separate poems 
(Lamentations 2, I, 5) and added Lamentations 4 to the corpus; he adjoined Lamentations 
4 to contrast the hopelessness of Lamentations 2 and provided a glimmer of hope through 
the addition Lam 4.22. The same redactor then completed the book by inserting the 
central chapter, Lamentations 3. Thus this chapter represents "der Mittlepunkt des Buches 
104A number of repeated terms bind the poem. In conjunction with the instance of 
..J31lZi~ in Lam 1.5. See 1l31lZi~, "we have transgressed" (Lam 3.42). Other terms in his list, 
that also appear in Lamentations, are ..J~'Jn (:'~'Jn ~'Jn, "she sinned grievously," Lam I.8a; 
'~'Jn, "his sin," Lam 3.39; 1'1~'JnIJ, "than the sin/punishment," Lam 4.6; 1'1~'JnIJ, "on account 
of the sin/punishment," Lam 4.13a; 1'1'1~'Jn, "your sins," Lam 4.22; '~'Jn, "they sinned," 
Lam 5.7; 1l~'Jn, "we have sinned," Lam 5.16), ..J;'1jIJ ('1'1'jIJ, "I have rebelled," Lam l.l8a; 
'1'1'jIJ ,jIJ, "I have rebelled exceedingly," Lam 1.20b; 1l'jIJ\ "we have rebelled," Lam 
3.42), ..J,'31 (1J'31-'31, "your sin," Lam 2.14b; ,;31, "sin," Lam 4.6a; mJ'31, "sins," Lam 4.13a; 
1J'31, "your sin/punishment," Lam 4.22a, C;'1'1'1J'31, "their sin/punishment," Lam 5.7). 
Previous work has been done on the fertile field of recurrent terms in Lamentations: 
specifically Albert Condamin, Poemes de La Bible avec une Introduction sur La 
Strophique Hibrarque (2nd ed.; Paris: Beauchesne, 1933),47-50; Renkema, 
Lamentations. 
105Brandscheidt, Gotteszorn und Menschenleid, 202-35. 
106Brandscheidt, Gotteszorn und Menschenleid, 350-1. 
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und der Kristallisationspunkt seiner theologischen Aussage."I07 With a parenetic section 
lying in the centre of it. the poem is structured concentrically lOS: 
Bericht eines Einzelnen 
Klage eines Einzelnen 
Aufforderung zum Vertrauen 
Belehrung 
Belehrung 
Aufforderung zur Umkehr 
Klage eines Einzelnen 
Bericht eines Einzelnen 
3.1-16 
3.17-20 
3.21-4 
3.25-33 
3.34-9 
3.40-7 
3.48-51 
3.52-66 
Thus the centre of the poem. and the book as a whole, functions as parenesis, teaching 
worshippers the appropriate manner to behave during the exile and in times of judgment 
on sin.109 Lam 3.21-41. especially the confession in vv. 40-1. offers proper response to 
the suffering Lamentations (repentance) as well as a basis for future hope (YHWH will 
deliver). This hope overrides the impulse towards lamentation. In her reading of Lam 
3.39-"why should a living human complain. a man. on account of the punishment for 
sin?"-Brandscheidt argues that the poet rejects lamentation and expression of pain 
(embodied in Lam 3.1-20) as appropriate means of religious behaviour: "Dam it sind die 
anklagenden Partien v. 1-16 und 17-20 als ein fUr den Frommen inadaquates Verhalten 
erwiesen worden.,,110 The Deuteronomic redactor shapes the central chapter so that the 
pare netic section. urging hope in God. overrides the lamentation of 3.1-20. This 
theological hope follows to the end of the chapter. from which Brandscheidt concludes: 
"Jahwe. der schon immer den Gerechten erretet hat (v. 52-63). wird zur Hoffnung fUr das 
im Gericht zerschlagene Volk (v. 64_66).,,111 Thus the chapter determines the theological 
outlook and the appropriate theological response to YHWH for the community; through 
confession of sin and trust in him. despite the emotional laments in the other portions of 
the book. the community can have hope that God will deliver as he has done throughout 
Israel's history. In sum. Lamentations' literary history culminates with a Deuteronomic 
redactor ultimately controlling the theological significance of the book; this editor 
afforded Lamentations a pious. submissive. and hopeful theology to contravene the raging 
despondency of the expression of pain found in other chapters of the book as well as 3.1-
20. Brandscheidt. then. brings attention to the final stage of theological development and 
I07Brandscheidt. Das Buch der Klagelieder. 157. 
IOsBrandscheidt. Gotteszorn und Menschenleid, 48. 
I09Brandscheidt. Klagelieder. 157. 
llOBrandscheidt. Gotteszorn und Menschenleid, 66. 
IIIBrandscheidt. Gotteszorn und Menschenleid, 234. 
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its value for theology in contrast to Westennann, who highlights the earlier, oral 
fonnulations and their value for theology. 
32 
Brandscheit's monograph rightly calls attention to the themes of suffering and sin, 
divine anger, and instruction in times of disaster. All of these comprise essential threads 
in the poetic tapestry of Lamentations. Likewise, her work appropriately views chapter 
three as a fundamental portion of the book, though she overestimates its value as a 
corrective for the other poems. Where Brandscheidt's work fails to convince lies in her 
understanding of a Deuteronomic redaction. Detennining what is, what is not, and what 
one means by Deuteronomic is notoriously difficult, 112 and her lack of precision flaws her 
understanding. From which Deuteronomic group does this redactor come and why is the 
redactor necessarily hopeful in YHWH's future deliverance for Judah?113 When does this 
redactor write, and why? These questions are not sufficiently answered. Finally there is 
the issue of why a pious redaction is necessarily aligned with a Deuteronomic perspective 
over and above any other theological tradition. 114 Her failure to sufficiently address these 
issues is detrimental to her argument. 
There also seems to be a general depreciation of honest prayer over and against 
her construal of Deuteronomic piety. She argues that the theology of hope is a 
Deuteronomic redaction designed to correct "inadaquates Verhalten" of lament in 3.1-20 
and indeed the remainder of the poetry, assuming that this is something that godly 
worshippers (die Frommen) would not do. But it is not at all clear why the Deuteronomic 
redactor would need to correct the tone of 3.1-20 or the previous chapters; what about 
them is theologically problematic to the degree the redactor was forced to "correct" them? 
112See Frank Moore Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic: Essays in the 
History of the Religion of Israel (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1973 
[1997]),274-89; 1. Gordon McConville, Grace in the End: A Study of Deuteronomic 
Theology (SOTBT; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1993), 33-44. 
II3The last question is significantly elevated in Cross' understanding of the exilic 
Deuteronomic redactor (Dtr2), who held out little hope for Judah in the exilic period. This 
goes exactly in the opposite direction of Brandscheidt's dating and argument. See Cross, 
Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 285-9. For a recent discussion of the DtrH, see 
Thomas Romer, The So-Called Deuteronomistic History: A Sociological, Historical and 
Literary Introduction (London: T & T Clark, 2006). 
114S0 the critique of Renkema, who argues that the theology that Brandscheidt 
favours could have just as easily derived from pre-exilic prophecies of judgment in Hosea 
or Amos, adapted to the Judahite community (Renkema, Lamentations, 37). 
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Westermann critiques her argument here and reveals the value of lamentation for 
the people of God, both in ancient Israel and in the present day. 115 Far from "impious," 
lament remains fundamental to the religious life of ancient Israel (especially in pre-exilic 
and exilic periods) as honest expression of pain to God. 116 Whether the source of pain 
derives from enemies, one's own sin, God's punishment, or his apparent lack of attention, 
through the lament prayer one faithfully brings that hurt to God vocally in worship. I 17 
In her devaluation of lament, Brandscheidt adopts an implicit understanding that 
lamentation is incompatible with proper religious expression. ll8 But Westermann rightly 
argues that lament should not be seen "outside the domain of prayer" and impious. 
Moreover, she neglects the "intrinsic" value of lament as a "component of prayer, as is 
shown in the Psalter with its high percentage of psalms of lamentation.,,119 Expressing 
pain and questioning God are part of faith and worship. 
Despite their differences, both Brandscheidt and Westermann commit to a 
hermeneutic which leads them to assess the theology of the book largely from historical 
grounds. Westermann assesses the book's theology from the perspective of early oral 
formulations while Brandscheidt focuses on the final redaction and its impact on the 
theology of Lamentations. Their assessments of the theology of the book, however, will 
be assessed in the exegesis of the text in Chapters 5-7. 
115Westermann, "Struktur und Geschichte der Klage im Alten Testament," Z4 W 
66(1954): 44-80; "The Role of Lament in the Theology of the Old Testament," Int 
28(1974): 20-38; Die Klagelieder, 78-87, 188-92 = Lamentations, 81-91,230-5. 
116Richard Bautch shows how communal laments transformed into penitential 
prayer after the exile. Communal lament, typified by a distinctive lament-petition-motive 
structure develops into penitential prayer in the late exilic and post-exilic periods, typified 
by an adapted lament-petition-confession of sin structure. Lamentations evinces elements 
of both structures through its poems. See his Developments in Genre between Post-Exilic 
Penitential Prayers and the Psalms of Communal Lament (SBLAB 7; Atlanta: Society of 
Biblical Literature, 2003). 
l17"In the Old Testament, from beginning to end, the 'call of distress,' the 'cry out 
of the depths,' that is, the lament, is an inevitable part of what happens between God and 
man .. .In the lament of affliction the sufferer reaches out for life; he begs that his 
suffering be taken away; it is the only possibility in life left for him as long as he has 
breath ... " [Claus Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms (trans. Keith Crim and 
Richard Soulen; Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1981), 261-2]. 
I18Westermann, Die Klagelieder, 78 = Lamentations, 81. 
119Westermann, Die Klagelieder, 79, 78 = Lamentations, 83, 82. 
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2.3. "Within" the Text: Renkema 
House's commentary on Lamentations is the only work to address Renkema's 
analysis in depth. 120 Yet if Renkema's assertions are correct, then interpretation of 
Lamentations' theology becomes much more manageable than has hitherto been 
maintained. He interprets Lamentations' theology from a proposed concentric logic 
displayed within the text itself, a structure that follows Canannite and Hebrew poetic 
convention. 121 Concentric structure is designed to push the reader to the centre of the 
poem to discover the theological "kernel," or thrust, of each poem. 122 This is based upon a 
methodological assumption of the Kampen School which surmises that ancient readers-
or more to the point, hearers-of ancient Canaanite or Hebrew poems would expect this 
concentric structure and suspend interpretation of the poem until the entire work was 
recited. Renkema's quote is instructive: 
"Subconcious!y we usually assume that they [Hebrew poets] wrote their songs in 
the same way as we read them: from the beginning to the end, that is 
linearly ... However it is highly questionable whether such an idea of literature also 
fits ancient texts, especially when they were meant to be recited and heard in a 
liturgical context, as were the Psalms and probably also the songs of 
Lamentations.,,123 
What I identify as the Kampen School, within whom Renkema's analysis fits, represents 
the group of scholars that give rise to the methodology of structural analysis, mainly from 
the Kampen School of Theology. 124 
12oHouse, Lamentations, 336-43; 374-6. House quotes Renkema no less than 
eighty-five times, in comparison with Berlin, who quotes his work fourteen times in her 
commentary, which is a typical trend in modern commentaries on Lamentations. 
121Repetition of terms or synonymous pairs of terms in opposing verses exhibits 
the structure. He argues that some poems are more explicitly concentric in structure than 
others. For instance Lamentations 2 has more of a concentric, or "concatenated," structure 
than does Lamentations I (Renkema, "The Literary Structure of Lamentations (I-IV)," 
309). The concentric structure of Lamentations 3 has already been mentioned in 0.3., 
above, in which two mirroring-panels exist: Lam 3.1-33 and Lam 3.34-66. The structural 
core of the poem is a combination of Lam 3.17, 50. 
122Renkema, "The Literary Structure of Lamentations (I-IV)," 294-396; 
Lamentations, 72-9. He uses the term "kernel" to describe the thrust of the poem in: "The 
Literary Structure of Lamentations (I-IV)," 321. 
123Renkema, "The Literary Structure of Lamentations (I-IV)," 294. 
124Now called Kampen Theological University. Oesch likewise identifies this 
group as the "Kampener Schule." See Josef M. Oesch, review of Pieter van der Lugt, 
Cantos and Strophes in Biblical Hebrew Poetry: With Special Reference to the First Book 
of the Psalter, RBL 2(2007). Its initial momentum derived from the various publications 
of Johannes C. de Moor but developed methodologically in the doctoral dissertation of de 
Moor's student, Pieter van der Lugt. After van der Lugt's dissertation, various Dutch 
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The Kampen School created a rule-based process of analysis to assess structures 
of Hebrew and Canaanite poetry. These rules (or laws) derive from empirical analysis of 
Northwest Semitic poetry-specifically Ugaritic and Hebrew verse. One benefit of such 
analysis lies in its supposed level of objectivity. That is. its laws give a framework by 
which a modem reader can understand how Northwest Semitic poets structured their 
poetry given that the modem reader is unfamiliar with a creative literary process that was 
certainly more intuitive for the ancient hearer of Northwest Semitic poetry. The first law 
that the Kampen School posits is that Northwest Semitic poetry primarily is governed by 
a hierarchal structure. Within the hierarchy. the smallest unit is the foot. followed by the 
colon. verse. strophe. canticle. sub-canto, and canto. They state that the hierarchy of units 
is governed by another crucial law: each structural unit can expand or contract within 
certain limits as the singers of the poetry saw fit. adapting the poetic structure to their 
creative needs. In this "breathing universe" of adaptation. the poets of Northwest Semitic 
had enormous flexibility within the larger structure of hierarchy.125 The editors of The 
Structural Analysis offer the following diagram to chart this hierarchyl26: 
Building Block Smallest Expandable Largest 
Foot I syllable Yes 8 syllables 
Colon I foot Yes 5 feet 
Verse I colon Yes 9 cola 
Strophe I verse Yes 4 verses 
Canticle I strophe No? 5 strophes? 
Sub-canto I canticle ? ? 
Canto 1 sub-canto ? ? 
With this as a starting point, one may note trends in Northwest Semitic poetry. A regular 
pattern is concentric structure, where certain units in the first part of the poem are 
repeated or mirrored in corresponding places in the latter half of the poem. This 
observation remains important for biblical exegesis because where modem scholarship 
may assume a linear development to poetic logic. the exact opposite is the case for 
Northwest Semitic poetry. According to structural analysis, Northwest Semitic poetry is 
reflexive. introducing the central message of the poem within its heart. Thus repetitive 
scholars coalesced around his methodology which eventuated into structural analysis. 
Promulgated primarily in the Netherlands, structural analysis was made available to a 
wider audience through van der Meer and de Moor, eds., The Structural Analysis of 
Biblical and Canaanite Poetry (1988). 
125van der Meer and de Moor. The Structural Analysis. 2. 60. 
126van der Meer and de Moor. The Structural Analysis. 60. 
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patterns and allusion provide clues for structure rather than linear progression, as in 
narrative: 
A: certain elements introduced 
B: another element introduced 
C: the heart or message of the poem 
D: some element of B repeated 
E: some element of A is repeated 
36 
Structural analysis offers a ten-step methodology by which the structure of biblical poems 
can be analysed. 127 The methodology, to be sure, remains far from perfect and van der 
Meer and de Moor recognise that the methodology will not provide unanimity in results. 
Renkema analyses Lamentations with the methodology of structural analysis and 
argues that the theological focus of each poem lies at its structural heart. Seeing the 
poems concentrically, Renkema believes that Lam 1.11; 2.11; 4.11; and 5.11 display the 
central thrust of those poems. Although "built" in a different way than the other poems, 
Lamentations 3 also is organised by concentric logic between mirroring cantos (Lam 1.1-
33 and Lam 1.34-66) which makes the theological core of the poem a combination of 
Lam 3.17 and Lam 3.50: "My soul goes from peace; I have forgotten the good / Until he 
127 (1) Delimit a poetic passage on the basis of petuhot and setumot; (2) Translate 
the passage and do the work of textual criticism; (3) Divide (provisionally) the passage 
into poetic verses, making use of Masoretic accents as a guide, though not a final 
authority. This is sometimes called "colometry" or dividing the passage into various cola. 
Sometimes this division is supplemented by an analysis of rhythm between cola and 
verse; (4) Describe (provisionally) the content of the larger portions of the passage. 
Expanding outward, these portions are called strophes, and the combination of strophes, 
stanzas. This proves to be a contentious step due to the subjectivity at play in assessing 
content. However, this is a helpful step because it provides an initial and provisional idea 
of the literary structure of the passage; (5) Produce a concordance of all words used in the 
passage; (6) Assess markers of separation. Often these markers function to separate 
strophes and can be indicated by vocatives, imperatives, deictic particles, syntactic 
constructions attracting attention, and long verses such as tricola or quatrains; (7) Note 
internal parallelism that binds together verses within cola as well as external parallelism 
that binds larger structural units together. This external parallelism aids the translator in 
determining which larger units come together in some way; (8) Identify the strophes then 
identify the larger units, stanzas. Some call this larger unit a canticle. External parallelism 
functions to be a most helpful guide in determining strophes and stanzas; (9) Identify the 
external parallelistic ties that bind canticles to create a larger whole called sub-cantos. 
Move outward and determine whether these sub-cantos fit into a larger unit, which shall 
be called a canto; (10) Determine the definitive form of the poem on the basis of 
accumulated results of the preceding steps. If several possibilities emerge, then the 
structure that offers the lowest number of counter-indications is most likely the correct 
one. If still no clear structure emerges, then reconsult step one and consider whether there 
are redactional glosses that skew the structure. This process is explained fully in van der 
Meer and de Moor, eds., The Structural Analysis, vii-ix; 1-61. 
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looks down and sees, [YHWH] from the heavens" (r:n'lV~ nJTT11 l')'vlV'-,l1 ;':l1l~ '1'1'lVJ 'lV~J 
C'~lV~ ;";'1' N"'). Differently from Bo Johnson 128, who sees the central verses of Lam I, 2, 
4 as transitions to the two halves of the poems, Renkema views the central portion of each 
poem in the book as interpretive guides; moreover, the poem as a whole is concentric so 
that the central message of the book arises from its structural heart in Lamentations 3. 
From what he identifies as an initial lament (Lam 3.17) and the following prayer 
(Lam 3.50) Renkema believes that the theology presented in the book rests on a question: 
"Can [YHWH] continue to allow such agony, can he persist in punishment, when 
witnessing the pain of his beloved people?,,129 Renkema believes the poetry is designed to 
appeal to God against God in a means to offset the hidden face of God by calling out to 
him. 130 Compared to the historicist oriented paradigms offered above, it is important to 
note that Renkema does not neglect questions about Zion, Deuteronomic, or any other 
historical theological tradition of Israel impacting the theology of the book. 131 But instead 
of beginning there and then moving to the text, he rather focuses primarily upon the style 
and structure of the poetry to then focus upon the question of theology for the book. Only 
after this first move does he enjoin historical questions as to what theological tradents 
could have informed such theology. Renkema's methodology is sound because it begins 
with the hard evidence first. 
Yet to arrive at his theological thrust for Lamentations, Renkema perhaps 
overdraws the evidence. Significant weaknesses exist in evidence he provides to posit his 
mirroring-panel structure of Lamentations 3. He adroitly identifies words that occur in 
opposing strophes in the panels, such as ' .. "hand," in Lam 3.1-3 (strophe I) and Lam 
3.64-66 (strophe 22). \32 He does this with opposing strophes throughout Lamentations 3, 
but how significant this repetition of terminology actually is in the text remains unclear. It 
is not certain that concatenation carries the pragmatic force (the intended effects) that 
Renkema points out. 133 It may only suggest that the poem is intentionally and artfully 
designed. 
128]ohnson, "Form and Message in Lamentations," 58-73. 
129Renkema, Lamentations, 58-71; 337-43. 
130Renkema, Lamentations, 70-1. 
131He specifically addresses these and other theological traditions and their 
potential impact upon the theology of Lamentations in his commentary: Lamentations, 
57-71. 
I32Renkema, "The Literary Structure of Lamentations (I-IV)," 321-34. 
I33Set in speech-act theory, the locutionary and illocutionary force of the act of 
repeating terminology in opposing strophes does not then guarantee the perlocutionary 
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Moreover, his recognition of concatenation between strophes in Lamentations 3 is 
inconsistent. He makes vague connections between within and between cantic1es; further, 
no linkages exist between strophes 5 and 18. He argues that song response exists in 
strophes and cantic1es and is ascertained on the basis of repetition of terms or content. 134 
The difficulty arises in that what counts as response remains too vague to be useful as a 
structuring device: it can be repetition of terms or synonymns or conceptual content. The 
repetition of terminology remains helpful because it is at the very least measurable. The 
main problem is the repetition of conceptual content. A brief example: Renkema links 
"who has seen affliction" ('l17 :1~i) with "He has consumed my flesh and my skin" (:1~:J. 
"'17' 'ilZl:J.). While it is true that God consuming one's flesh and skin would count 
certainly as affliction, it is not c1ear that the latter responds to the former or why one 
should take it as a responsion. It appears that this connection is made intuitively, but not 
in terms of firm structural evidence like repetition of terminology. Moreover, one sees 
that the concatenation of strophes does not completely hold in Lamentations 3. No 
unifying term exists between Lam 3.13-15 (strophe 5) and Lam 3.52-54 (strophe 18).135 
Though space does not allow full investigation of Renkema's conclusions on the 
concentricity of each of the poems pointing to the theological "kernel" of each poem, 
especially in Lamentations 3, it is enough at this point to note strong caution taking his 
structural argument wholesale. His concentric structures do not hold completely at the 
level of strophes, canticles, or cantos. In my view there is a tendency to make certain 
elements fit within a structure that otherwise is not necessary. But in focus here is his 
construction of the theology of Lamentations on the basis of the world "within" the text 
rather than primary emphasis upon the worlds "behind" or "in front of' the text. 
effect of bringing the reader to the centre of the poem to recognise the theological thrust 
of the poem. The distinction between illocutions and perlocutions remain the area that 
speech-act theory's originator, 1. L. Austin, identified as the most problematic. See 
Austin, How to do Things with Words (2nd ed.; eds. J. O. Urmson and Marina Sbisa; 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977), 110. See also Richard S. Briggs, Words in 
Action: Speech Act Theory and Biblical Interpretation (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 2001), 
44-103. 
134Renkema, "The Literary Structure of Lamentations (I-IV)," 322. Responsions 
are responses to statements made in previous strophes or cantic1es. 
135Renkema, "The Literary Structure of Lamentations (I-IV)," 321. 
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2.4. "In Front or' the Text 
2.4.1. Seidman 
39 
Historicist and structural orientations, however, do not comprise the only way to 
frame the question of theology for the book. Seidman, Guest, and O'Connor all share 
certain concerns about the violence enacted to the feminine in Lamentations and this 
concern becomes crucial for their inception point of interpretation. They argue the poetry 
vindicates the Lord at the expense of the female in Lamentations, personified Jerusalem 
or "Dear Zion" O,'r1'l:l); the reader must in tum resist and contravene divine vindication. 
The supposed divine complicity in violent destruction of the personified feminine city of 
Jerusalem leads Seidman to state of God: "If we forgive him, it is because we are too 
exhausted to do otherwise.,,136 Her ultimate desire is not to forgive God but to abandon 
him, in a sense. Her rage against God's violence, and her perception that Lamentations 
justifies it, leads her to wish for a bonfire in which all the books of lamenting and 
violence, destruction and abuse, could be thrown: the book of Lamentations included. 
From this she gains the title of her essay, "Burning the Book of Lamentations." 
2.4.2. O'Connor 
O'Connor, too, believes Lamentations theologically justifies YHWH's violence at 
the expense of the feminine, though she hopes the poet is simply wrong about YHWH's 
violence. She draws out a concept of protest against the Lord from the poetry, especially 
in Lam 2.20, where it appears that God's justice in his acts of slaughter and punishment is 
profoundly questioned. Far from allowing what she terms as Jerusalem's "abuse" to go 
unchecked, O'Connor argues that 
"the book's speakers stand up, resist, shout in protest, and fearlessly risk further 
antagonizing the deity. They do not accept abuse passively. They are voices of a 
people with nothing left to lose, and they find speech, face horror upon horror, and 
resist unsatisfactory interpretations offered by their theological tradition. From the 
authority of experience, they adopt a critical view and appraise and reappraise 
their situation. The result is a vast rupture in their relationship with God, yet they 
hold on to God, and in that holding they clear space for new ways to meet 
God."m 
136Naomi Seidman, "Burning the Book of Lamentations," in Out of the Garden: 
Women Writers on the Bible (eds. Christina Buchmann and Celina Spiegel; New York: 
Fawcett Columbine, 1995), 288. 
J370 'Connor,l.amentations and the Tears of the World, 123. 
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Like Westennann, O'Connor's reading of Lamentations is grounded in the view that 
Lamentations ultimately expresses the pain felt from the abuse of exile. The speakers of 
Lamentations, unable to see that this abuse could come anywhere but from YHWH, 
express pain and protest against Him. She says of Lam 1: 17: "Like a woman in an 
abusive relationship, she agrees YHWH is justified in his treatment of her because she 
has 'rebelled against his word' (Lam I: 18a).,,138 
O'Connor herself wishes that the Lord is not abusive and violent, but rather 
powerless to prevent the violence. She sees a monistic theology in Lamentations-that 
both good and evil come from YHWH (see Lam 3:38)-and she hopes that this theology 
is culturally conditioned and not true of God's character. Thus the speaker of Lam 3.38 
would be wrong in his monistic theology of suffering: God has not caused abusive 
violence-he is simply unable to halt it. O'Connor favours Lam 3.33, "For he [God] does 
not afflict willingly nor grieve the children of humans." 139 From O'Connor's analysis, 
Lamentations gives voice to pain and accuses God of violence, and the role of the modem 
interpreter is to construct theology out of the protest. 
2.4.3. Guest 
Likewise, Guest's analysis of theology in Lamentations derives from her concern 
to counter what she sees as a cycle of degradation of the feminine in the book. Guest 
judges that the explicit justification of divine violence (theodicy), as well as masculine 
concealment behind the naked, abused, raped, and humiliated image of the woman, 
persists in the ideology of the author of Lamentations, the history of (mostly male) 
commentary of the book, as well as in God himself. This must be contravened. She says: 
"Evading blame by hiding behind a woman's figure is nothing new ... The damaging 
ramifications for women ever since [Adam hiding behind Eve in Gen 3.12] cannot be 
overstated." 140 
Hers is an addition to the well-known debate over "pomo-prophetics," which turns 
on the view that God justifies himself at the expense of women in the Old Testament, 
often described as loose women or whores in the prophets. 141 She traces how personified 
1380 'Connor, Lamentations and the Tears of the World. 27. 
1390 'Connor, Lamentations and the Tears of the World, 122. 
140Deryn Guest, "Hiding Behind the Naked Women in Lamentations: A 
Recriminative Response," B/7, 4(1999): 413. 
141See Athalya Brenner and Fokkelien van Dijk-Hemmes, eds., On Gendering 
Texts: Female and Male Voices in the Hebrew Bible (BIS I; Leiden: Brill, 1993); 
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Jersualem is depicted as battered and the object of blame in Lamentations: she is raped 
(Lam 1.10), she is accused of gUilt (Lam 1.5, 8), and she confesses guilt (Lam 1.14, 18, 
20). So the author of Lamentations confirms the image of a battered woman to advance its 
rhetoric about Jerusalem's sin. She sees that mostly male commentators have reduced the 
pain and violation of the feminine, especially the rape in Lam 1.10, to advance the 
theology of just punishment: Jerusalem got what she deserved because of her sin. God too 
is implicated in abusing the feminine to advance the rhetoric of the city's sinfulness. 
Within the account of rape of Lam 1.10, Guest argues that God is implicated in this 
violation and justified for it through a form of theodiey: YHWH is justified, even in rape, 
because the city deserved punishment for sin. 
The persistence of justified violence toward the feminine in Lamentations and in 
the commentary tradition leads Guest to read against the text, invalidating its claims. She 
argues "an appropriate response to the personification of ZionlWoman in Lamentations is 
one of resistance to the text and a female solidarity" with ancient women in the situation 
of oppressive abuse. 142 She reads against those who created the metaphor of a personified 
city as female because she feels that these patriarchal "masterminds" justify their own 
oppressive worldview at the expense of the female, making "ZionIW oman the elected 
vietim, the offering given up on their behalf' in Lamentations. 143 This abuse of the female 
can then extend outward, to those who read and comment on the text. As a result, Guest 
concludes that the image of Jerusalem as a battered and abused city, the very 
personification itself, "must be rejected: literary oppression of women should not be 
continued."I44 Thus Guest sees in Lamentations' theology a clear affirmation of the city's 
. f I I d" 145 sm u ness, on y to rea agamst It. 
Guest rightly brings attention to the pain and destructiveness presented in the book; 
however she paints far too monochrome a portrait of the book's theology. This becomes 
apparent when one looks at the issue of "blame" in Guest's analysis. Guest underreads the 
Brenner, "Pornoprophetics Revisited: Some Additional Reflections," lSOT 70 (1996): 63-
86. See also Gerlinde Baumann, Love and Violence: Marriage as Metaphor for the 
Relationship between YHWH and Israel in the Prophetic Books (Collegeville: Michael 
Glazier, 2003), 167-74. 
142Guest, "Hiding," 427. 
143Guest, "Hiding," 430. 
144Guest, "Hiding," 444. 
145This theological response is very much akin to David Blumenthal's protest 
theology, in which he recognises God's violent image to resist and refuse it: Facing the 
Abusing God: A Theology of Protest (Louisville: WJK, 1993). 
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complexity of the issue of "blame" by placing blame of the destruction upon the female 
scapegoat. Jerusalem personified. Guest is certainly correct that Lamentations 1 and 2 
present the feminine personification of the city as battered. isolated. and abused. Even so. 
if one evades blame by hiding behind the female figure in Lamentations. then there are 
other persons behind whom the poet hides as well. On the basis of the text itself. not 
leaning upon any other theological tradition or any other canonical OT text. the blame for 
the disaster is spread around quite a bit and the feminine is not singled out. The man (1::1)) 
of Lamentations 3 is also to blame for the punishment. especially in 3.39: "Why should a 
living human being. a man [1::1l). complain about his punishment for sin?" Lee argues this 
works to implicate the 1::1) "man" in blame for the punishment of exile. 146 Lee further 
argues that Lam 4.13-15 contains an extended tirade against the leaders of Jerusalem. the 
priests and prophets. who are defiled and impure because they shed innocent blood. 
enraging the deity; the poetry blames the leadership for the downfall of Jerusalem here. 147 
A similar critique is levelled at the prophets in Lam 2.14. in which they have "seen for 
you [Jerusalem] false and deceptive visions; they did not expose your iniquity so as to 
restore your fortunes. They saw oracles that were false and misleading." Thus blame is 
spread around. not completely isolated to the female figure. though the female figure of 
Dear Zion certainly is implicated. 
In addition. the theological presentation of theodicy is not as straightforward as 
Guest supposes. The Lord is not necessarily justified carte blanche at the expense of the 
feminine. Rather. there is a strong protest element at work in the theology of the book. As 
evidenced in O'Connor's analysis. above. Lam 2.20 at the very least sees Dear Zion 
confronting YHWH in his activity: "Look. 0 YHWH. and consider to whom you have 
done this! Is it right that mothers consume their own fruit. little ones raised to health? Is it 
right that priests and prophets be killed in the sanctuary of the Lord?" The protest impulse 
weaves into the fabric of verse and raises questions about the justice of God rather than 
affirming it. The poetry is not so unequivocally oriented towards theodicy that the 
feminine city must be "re-membered" as Guest suggests. While helpfully elucidating the 
anguish and pain witnessed in Lamentations as well as the masculine bias in the 
commentary tradition. Guest obscures the complexity. the ambiguity. of the book's 
theology. While feminist hermeneutics remain viable methodologically. Guest's 
146Lee• The Singers of Lamentations. 175. 
147Lee• The Singers of Lamentations. 186-9. 
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employment of this methodology actually underreads theological data in Lamentations, 
skewing her results. 
2.5. An "Integrated Approach": Dobbs-Allsopp 
43 
Dobbs-Allsopp treats the theology of the book as a whole and concludes that it 
can be described in terms of a relationship between theology and justice. He arrives at this 
conclusion after careful analysis of the provenance and poetic characteristics of the 
work. 148 The exile remains a viable and plausible setting for uneasiness about the 
relationship between theology and justice to appear amongst God's covenant people. 
Moreover Dobbs-Allsopp believes Lamentations should be read and theologically 
interpreted on the basis of this synchronic whole. Through comparative generic analysis 
between Lamentations and ANE city-laments Dobbs-Allsopp concludes that 
Lamentations fits in this ancient context and evinces specific generic resemblance to ANE 
city-laments. 149 His recent research into the poetic usage of enjambment, and how this 
affects the theology of the book, further points to his synchronic concerns and further 
differentiates his methodology from that of Westermann. 150 
He arrives at his position on the theology of Lamentations-a relationship 
between theology and justice-from internal evidence within the text. In Lam 3.58-9, 
YHWH is called upon to defend the appellant's cause: "May you defend [n:1'], 0 Lord, 
the disputes [':1"] of my life; may you redeem my life. May you see, 0 YHWH, the 
wrong done to me; judge [;'1D!lllJ] my cause ['D!:lllJ~]!"151 God is called to judge the ':1", 
"disputes," of the anonymous appellant, though he likely is to be identified with the ':1l 
mentioned in Lam 3.1. 152 YHWH is figured as a judge, and most likely a just judge, who 
148Dobbs-Allsopp, "Linguistic Evidence for the Date of Lamentations," 1-36. See 
the fuller discussion in "Dating and Provenance" above. 
149Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep. 0 Daughter a/Zion. 
150F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp, "The Enjambing Line in Lamentations: A Taxonomy 
(Part I)," ZAW 113(2001): 219-39; "The Effects of Enjambment in Lamentations (Part 
2)," ZA W 113 (200 I): 370-85. In these, Dobbs-Allsopp engages the entire book of 
Lamentations and sees a decreasing use of enjambment as the reader progresses through 
the poems. 
1511 translate n:1'. n'~l, and ;'1n'~' as precative perfects, following Provan and 
others. For precative perfects, see; Provan, Lamentations. 105-9; "Past, Present and 
Future in Lamentations III 52-66: The Case for a Precative Perfect Re-examined," VT 41 
(1991): 164-75. See also IBHS §30.5.4c. For my full discussion, see the exegesis of 3.55-
66, Chagter 7. 
52See commentary, Chapter 7. 
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will rightly "defend" the disputant and "redeem" his very life. And the issue raised is that 
of justice, which has been perverted in some way and which the Lord must counter, 
rectifying the situation and placing the appellant back into a restored vitality, thus the 
notion of YHWH's redeeming life through a positive decision. So in 3.58-9, the appeal to 
YHWH exemplifies the issue of justice. 
Yet Dobbs-Allsopp projects this issue beyond the confines of 3.58-9 to the book 
as a whole. And he understands the relationship between justice and theology in the book 
in terms of polarised perspectives between "theodicy" and "anti-theodicy."ls3 Through 
the poetry, these perspectives aim to either (I) justify God, or (2) confront and resist God 
and his actions. Stemming from a concern for a post-Holocaust theology, Dobbs-Allsopp 
follows Braiterman's description of theodicy, which attempts to "justify, explain, or find 
acceptable meaning to the relationship that subsists between God (or some other form of 
ultimate reality), evil, and suffering. In contrast, antitheodicy means refusing to justify, 
explain, or accept that relationship."ls4 His dependence upon Braiterman reveals his 
attention to the world in front of the text. That is, in what way does the text of 
Lamentations engage the present, and how does the present impinge upon interpreting the 
book? 
Dobbs-A11sopp contends that as theodicy, Lamentations explains the destruction 
of Jerusalem in terms of God's just punishment for the sinfulness of his people. 155 
Theodicy is a we11-established theological category in biblical literature and needs hardly 
any justification as a way to frame the question of theology in Lamentations. Outside 
Lamentations, portions of OT historiography justify God's punitive action against his 
people through their sinfulness, establishing its theological links with theodicy.156 Job, too, 
raises the issue of theodicy profoundly. Both of these examples provide external OT 
evidence by which to confirm that theodicy is a possible way to frame theology for 
Lamentations. 
Moreover, Lamentations offers internal evidence that it conforms to this 
theological category. Instances of confession come in overt recognition of sinfulness or 
IS3Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentations, 29. 
IS4Zachary Braiterman, (God) After Auschwitz: Tradition and Change in Post-
Holocaust Jewish Thought (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998),4. 
15sMoreover, if God is just, then God is to be trusted, and the community may yet 
experience hope out of his merciful nature. 
IS6See Noth, The Deuteronomistic History, 89-99. But as to which portions and 
when they were composed, see Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 274-89. 
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covenant breach through legal tenninology set against Judah and Jerusalem: "on account 
of her transgressions" (Lam 1.5), "we have transgressed" (Lam 3.42), "she sinned 
grievously" (Lam 1.8a), "his sin" (Lam 3.39), "on account of the sins," (Lam 4.13a), 
"they sinned" (Lam 5.7), "we have sinned" (Lam 5.16), "I have rebelled" (Lam l.l8a), "I 
have rebelled exceedingly" (Lam 1.20b), "we have rebelled" (Lam 3.42), "your sin" (Lam 
2.14b), "sins" (Lam 4.l3a). In all of these, YHWH's activity against his people is 
affirmed and justified as a result of the people's sin. Further, confession of guilt and 
breach of covenantal relationship often comes through a characteristic usage of the 
term ji'U, "just" or "right," in a nominal phrase from the accused. 157 Such an example 
occurs in Lam 1.18: "YHWH is right [ji"~]. for I rebelled against his word." Certain 
elements within the poetry of Lamentations justify God through confessions of sin. These 
confessions in the poetry conform to the category of theodicy. 
But Dobbs-Allsopp contends that the book also exhibits anti-theodicy that 
functions to refuse to justify God's activity. He says "to read Lamentations as theodicy is 
finally to misread Lamentations.,,158 Anti-theodicy protests against YHWH's abusive 
actions against his people, expressing pain over injustice; more controversially, Dobbs-
Allsopp argues that anti-theodicy goes so far as to charge the Lord with crimes. The 
initial movement of anti-theodicy, protest, gains impetus from Westermann's theology of 
lament at work in Lamentations; Dobbs-Allsopp then pushes this observation further. 
Lamentations moves from questioning the justice of God (a function of protest 
speech) to legal accusation or indictment against God for criminal activity. Dobbs-
Allsopp sees the indictment of God as part and parcel of anti-theodic elements in the 
book. He contends that "antitheodic construals of God [in Lamentations] provide eloquent 
if troubling testimony that God is not always experienced as a beneficent force, and 
sometimes honest expression of God's felt oppressiveness is necessary and even 
healthy.,,159 As I understand it, this quote from his commentary can be interpreted in two 
ways. In the first half of his statement he invokes language of "testimony" which could be 
tied to legal semantics, aligning the quote with a juridical concept of anti-theodicy. Or he 
may mean that Lamentations offers questions to God's activity, resisting perceived 
157Ex 9.27; 2 Ki 10.9; Ez 9.15; Neh 9.33; Dan 9.14; Deut 32.4-5. See Pietro 
Bovati, Re-Establishing Justice: Legal Terms, Concepts and Procedures in the Hebrew 
Bible (trans. Michael J. Smith; JSOTSup 105; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 
1994), 103-4. 
158Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentations, 29. 
159Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentations, 31. 
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injustice through the literature without explicit dependence upon a juridical concept of 
anti-theodicy. It appears from his other writings, however, that Dobbs-Allsopp leans 
towards the legal function of anti-theodicy for Lamentations. Commenting on Lam 1.10, 
the well-known description of rape in Lamentations, Dobbs-Allsopp comments with 
Linafelt, 
"We are compelled to compassion by these images of victimization, and in so far 
as Yhwh is envisioned as the perpetrator of this crime (Thr 1.12b.13c. 22b) we are 
led by the poet to question the ethics of Yhwh' s actions. Is there anything that can 
justify such an abhorrent crime? Our answer, and we believe the poet's answer as 
well, must be an emphatic NO!,,160 
Whether he is correct in his interpretation of these verses in Lamentations, Dobbs-
Allsopp's language is unequivocal and aligns clearly with juridical terminology. In his 
view, the poet accuses YHWH of a crime. Thus Lam 1.10 refuses to justify YHWH's 
activity as a reaction against Judah's sinfulness (c.f. Lam 1.8-9), revealing a strong anti-
theodic stance that works to indict the Lord-and with juridical force. 
The the odic and anti-theodic positions remain polarised and difficult to conjoin. 
Both tum on the question of justice, and a limitation of Dobbs-Allsopp's approach lies in 
the fact that he does not offer adequate controls as to how the questions of justice and 
injustice would have been described and dealt with in ancient Judah in their relationship 
to YHWH. This limitation appears when Dobbs-Allsopp argues that anti-theodicy in the 
poetry of Lamentations works to accuse the Lord of criminal activity. He follows 
Braiterman, whose theology at large, as well as internal distinction between theodicy and 
anti-theodicy, is grounded in and developed from a post-Holocaust perspective. If Dobbs-
Allsopp is correct in his assessment of the legal aspect of anti-theodicy in Lamentations, 
then this legal function against YHWH would represent a novum in Israelite theology, 
much less Israelite literature. 
Westermann himself does not go so far but rather sees it as literature that brings 
the pain of the moment before the heavenly throne, leaving God to sort out his own 
relationship to the question of justice. 161 Westermann takes issue with the notion of Israel 
charging God of injustice through a legal indictment. Due to lack of a formal court in 
which this charge could actually occur, Westermann precludes the possibility that even 
the "Anklage des Gottes," "the accusation against God," within laments function to 
160F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp and Tod Linafelt, "The Rape of Zion in Thr 1.10," ZA W 
113(2001): 81. 
161Westermann, Die Klagelieder, 86-9 = Lamentations, 91-5. 
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legally charge the Lord. He says, "Such a nuance is ruled out because an indictment 
presupposes a judicial forum, but the existence of any such forum-one before which 
God could be held accountable-is impossible in the Biblical understanding.,,162 
47 
Westermann's idea is confirmed within the psalms of lament in the Hebrew Bible, 
as no formal legal suit can be seen to be brought against YHWH and his activity in this 
literature. Rather the focus of lamentation calls God's attention to a specific situation with 
the hope that he will adjudicate the situation faithfully and fairly as a just judge. 163 The 
typical movement of psalms of lament, whether communal or individual, moves from 
grief to praise 1M; there is little to suggest in the Psalter intended legal semantics (lawsuit 
or legal accusation) against God in its laments. Westermann rightly avers that opposed to 
offering "objective statements" that can be understood as legal indictments against God, 
the regularly occurring "Anklage des Gottes" only raises fundamental questions to 
God. 165 In light of this function of the "Anklage des Gottes" in the psalms of lament, 
Dobbs-Allsopp's assertion of the legal aspect of anti-theodicy in Lamentations perhaps 
goes too far. Put another way, one can query whether the ancient Judahite poet(s) of 
Lamentations would have recognised its theology as anti-theodic in the sense of legal 
indictment of the criminal activity of the deity. 
2.6. Conclusion 
This survey of research has highlighted a number of different avenues of 
interpretation available in the academy for assessing the theology of Lamentations. The 
historical paradigm with its various emphases upon the world "behind" the text is helpful 
in that it highlights the essential historicity of the text. Lamentations has been produced in 
an ancient environment different from the present day. Tate rightly comments, "While it 
is true that texts exist and are valued independently of their originating circumstances, a 
162Westermann, Die Klagelieder, 86 = Lamentations, 92. 
163Appeals to YHWH as ajustjudge, for instance, occur in Ps 7.12; 9.5. The 
justice of the Lord is confirmed even in the most unusual case in Psalm 82, where YHWH 
holds gods in the heavenly court into account for their unjust rulings (vv. 1-2). For 
explanation, see Hans-Joachim Kraus, Psalms 60-/50 (CC; Minneapolis: Fortress, 
1993), 152-8. 
IMAn obvious exception to this structure is Psalm 88, which remains despondent 
throughout without moving to praise. 
165Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms, 176-8. 
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knowledge of those originating circumstances will inevitably increase the appreciation of 
a text.,,166 
Yet the present chapter revealed that the historical analyses offered to this point 
do not adequately depict the theology of Lamentations. Neither Deuteronomic/istic nor 
Zion theologies can be argued to determine the theology of Lamentations. Further, 
Westermann's literary reconstruction of Lamentations does not explain the theology of 
this biblical book; evidence points towards the book being a unified whole. Finally, the 
redactional approach offered by Brandscheidt is not adequate for the same reasons. The 
discrepancy in the theological portraits between Lamentations 3 and the other texts noted 
by both Brandscheidt and Westermann need not be explained on the basis of literary or 
redactional development. 
A focus upon the world "within" the text rightly calls attention to reading 
Lamentations as a synchronic whole, yet caution is indeed in order when dealing with 
Renkema's structural analysis of the text. Renkema rightly highlights correspondences of 
terminology between some strophes and further notices helpful thematic linkages between 
poems as with the concept of disgrace in Lam I.\, 2.1,3.1, and 5.1. 167 Yet in my view, 
Renkema has overdrawn the evidence to fit into in his structural analysis. Moreover, even 
if he is correct about the concentricity of the text on the repetition of terminology, from 
the standpoint of philosophy of language, it does not then follow that the pragmatic force 
of this construction was to move the reader or audience to the centre of the poem to 
discover its theological kernel. It can be argued that the repetition of terms within and 
across strophes and canticles first and foremost highlights the literary artistry and well-
crafted design of the book. Despite its drawbacks, Renkema's approach can be rightly 
understood as contructing theology from a perspective of the world "within" the text. 
Finally, this chapter touched upon those who construe the theology of 
Lamentations with a concern for the world "in front of' the text. The feminist works of 
Guest, Seidman, and O'Connor rightly draw attention to the themes of abuse, degradation, 
and pain in the book of Lamentations. Likewise, Guest may be correct in her assumption 
that interpreters of Lamentations have enforced a paradigmatic reading of Lamentations 
that degrades the female. Yet it has also been revealed that Lamentations itself does not 
isolate the feminine figure as a victim of degradation. The ':Jl of Lamentations 3 was 
166Tate, Biblical Interpretation, 3. 
167Renkema, Lamentations, 39. 
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shown to endure an enonnous amount of pain in conjunction with 1,'::c-n:l in 
Lamentations 1-2. Thus the feminist concerns of these scholars may have contributed to 
them underreading the text and skewing the theological presentation in Lamentations. 
The present study adopts an integrated approach, typified by Dobbs-Allsopp's 
works. And though adopting an integrated approach, I do not argue that one approach 
necessarily or generally supersedes another. Rather I simply have endeavoured to indicate 
and assess the deficiencies of each frame for investigating the theology of one biblical 
text: Lamentations. Because an integrated approach accounts for the worldview out of 
which the text was created-the world "behind" the text-some interpretative 
"guardrails" exist (see 3.2.2.) that encourage certain interpretations and discourage 
others. 168 In section 3.3.1., below, it shall be demonstrated that Eco cal1s this knowledge 
of the world behind the text textual "circumstance." Factors that touch upon the world 
"behind" the text certainly include literary conventions but also any data that funds the 
worldview of the text: sociological data such as mourning rites, penitential rites, or 
covenant structures, other OT material available at the time of the text's production, other 
written texts, or generic and poetic conventions. As I shall demonstrate in section 3.2.2., 
this cumulative data will be identified as "encyclopaedic knowledge" in the semiotics of 
Umberto Eco. 
An integrated approach also brings the world "within" the text to bear upon 
theological analysis of Lamentations. The structure of Lamentations as well as its poetic 
features remains vital for theological interpretation. Dobbs-Al1sopp has done this in both 
his various readings of Lamentations-reading it as a tragic structure or a lyric 
sequence-aids analysis. 169 But this focus requires the text of Lamentations to be treated 
as a canonical whole so that specific portions can be measured against other portions 
poetical1y, so that theological understanding is gained without smoothing over 
discrepancies through historical deconstruction, as was seen in Westermann. This remains 
an important point. Apparent theological dissonance highlighted above need not be 
explained through historical and theological development of the text. Rather these can be 
read and analysed synthetically. Tate argues the "interpretation of a text is exactly that-
168 As demonstrated in the analysis on Dobbs-Allsopp's juridical view of anti-
theodicy in Lamentations. 
169Dohbs-Allsopp, "Tragedy, Tradition, and Theology in the Book of 
Lamentations," JSOT 74( 1997): 29-60; "Lamentations as a Lyric Sequence" (unpublished 
manuscript); Lamentations, 20-23; "The Enjambing Line in Lamentations: A Taxonomy 
(Part I)," 219-39; "The Effects of Enjambment (Part 2)," 370-85. 
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the interpretation of the whole and not just the stringing together of the interpretations of 
disjoined individual units.',170 Focusing on the world "within" the text provides richer 
understanding of its canonical form and its theology. This shall be discussed further in 
Eco's conception of "the intention of the work" (intentio operis) in 3.3.1. 
Finally, in the integrated approach, the world "in front of' the text is taken into 
account. The reader's concerns and preconceptions are brought to bear in the process of 
interpretation, engaging the "clue" of the text to initiate the interpretative process. There 
are two aspects of "concerns and preconceptions" of the reader intended here. On the one 
hand, explicit concerns and reading lenses influence the interpretative practice, as 
evidenced in Dobbs-Allsopp's characterization of the theology of Lamentations from a 
post-Holocaust perspective and Guest's feminist analysis. Reading Lamentations is 
accomplished with specific questions in mind and these questions necessarily help shape 
the interpretation of the work. On the other hand, implicit concerns and preconceptions 
also shape the reader as well. 
Human understanding never begins as a "tabula rasa," in the terms of 
Williamson's quote in the previous chapter. 171 Understanding is shaped by both conscious 
and unconscious concerns in the reading process. As ancient worldview and ideologies 
fund the imagination of the ancient text, so too, worldview and ideology do fund the 
imagination of the reader, unconsciously shaping and colouring the reader's interpretation 
of the ancient text. By noting the world "in front of' the text, an integrated approach 
recognises that the reader, interpreting the text with both explicit and implicit 
presuppositions, is determinative for instigating the process of interpretation-without the 
reader, the text remains inert. I will situate this position within Eco's theory and his 
differentiation between the empirical and model readers in section 3.3.1., but suffice to 
say at this point an integrated approach understands that the reader actively seeks 
meaning from a text. The goal for interpretation is a fusion of horizons between the 
worlds of the reader and the text so that communication from the text to the reader occurs. 
This discussion orientates one to previous attempts to discern the theology of 
170Tate, Biblical Interpretation, 78. This point is heightened in Lamentations, 
which not only can be read synchronically, but appears to have been created to be read in 
this manner. Tate's conclusion on the literary reading of a text may be overstated 
especiall.r; when considering the diachronic dimension to biblical texts. 
I IWilliamson, Catholic Principles for Interpreting Scripture, 79. 
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Lamentations and reveals both the challenges and prospects for theological analysis of the 
book. 
And yet, if understanding never proceeds value-free, then it is certainly the case 
that pre-understandings are involved in the interpretation of Lamentations demonstrated 
in the present study. So presuppositions of a present day Christian, Jewish, or agnostic 
interpreter may well impact how he or she interprets Lamentations. This is a reality that 
cannot be escaped, whatever position one adopts concerning either critical or fideistic 
approaches to the biblical text. 172 And yet, though I am a Christian interpreter, the 
proceeding analysis of Lamentations 1-3 is not necessarily simply a reflection of the 
ideology of the present author. Rather, I have adopted an integrated approach in the 
present study precisely because it appears to be the most balanced way to manage the 
process of interpretation; the present work follows Tate to integrate these constructively 
to gain a clearer understanding of the theology of Lamentations, especially Lamentations 
1-3. An integrated approach provides a plausible means by which the text can transform 
the present author's readerly drives so as to become a better interpreter and reader of the 
text. 173 This will cohere with the process of interpretation evinced by Eco, in which the 
text provides constraints that limit interpretative drives of the reader. 174 
172See Walther Eichrodt, "Does Old Testament Theology Still Have Independent 
Significance?" In Old Testament Theology: Flowering and Future. revised edition (ed., 
Ben C. Ollenburger; SBTS I; Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2004), 23-5. 
I73See also Anthony C. Thiselton, New Horizons in Hermeneutics: The Theory 
and Practice of Transforming Biblical Reading (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1992). 
174See 3.2.2. and 3.2.3., below. 
CHAPTER 3: 
SEMIOTICS AND AESTHETIC THEORY OF UMBERTO ECO 
3.1. Introduction 
As indicated in the previous chapter, the present study examines the final form of 
Lamentations, with interest to its theology. The diversity of views on the theology of 
Lamentations has also been demonstrated. It is clear that one's critical starting point plays 
a role in determining theology in Lamentations. Whether an integrated approach (Dobbs-
Allsopp), a focus upon the world "in front of' the text (Guest, O'Connor, and Siedman), 
the world "within" the text (Renkema), or a focus upon the world "behind" the text 
(Westermann, Brandscheidt, Gottwald and Albrektson), differing approaches act as 
critical lenses that colour the way the text is viewed. The present study studies 
Lamentations with an integrated approach in which all three horizons are informative. 
With an integrated approach for interpreting the theology of Lamentations in view, 
it is appropriate to now tum to the semiotics of Umberto Eco. At present the academy is 
open to a variety of critical methodologies, 175 opening a number of avenues to assess the 
biblical text. This kind of pluralism in the academy is beneficial because it allows the text 
to be scrutinised from a variety of critical perspectives, broadening textual understanding. 
One of the ways that the text has been explored is through semiotic analysis. This 
is a broad critical enterprise, but one of its main theoreticians outside of biblical studies, 
yet whose theory some biblical scholars have adopted,176 is Italian semiotician Umberto 
Eco. Situating Eco in the critical tradition is not an easy task. His positions on text and 
interpretation remain highly nuanced. Because the critical landscape is diverse, and also 
his hermeneutical theory may be unfamiliar to biblical scholars, it is important to situate 
Eco's semiotics critically within biblical studies, move to his aesthetic theory, and finally 
consider the benefits for Eco's theory for assessing the theology of Lamentations. 
175For a representative view of methodologies, S. E. Gillingham, One Bible Many 
Voices: Different Approaches to Biblical Studies (London: SPCK, 1998); Robert Morgan 
and John Barton, Biblical Interpretation (OBS; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988). 
176See, for instance, Edgar Conrad, Reading the Latter Prophets: Toward a New 
Canonical Criticism (JSOTSup 376; London: T & T Clark, 2003). 
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I employ the aesthetic theory of Eco for a number of reasons. Hermeneutically, it 
coheres with the integrated approach. But also Eco's theory takes literature like 
Lamentations as a purposefully crafted artefact designed for communication, and this 
distinction remains a helpful premise for Lamentations interpretation. Moreover, his 
theory offers a way to analyse specifically aesthetic texts, of which Lamentations is one, 
if by aesthetic one intends "artistic" literature created to elicit reactions to it rather than 
providing straightforward reportage. Recognising Lamentations as an aesthetic text 
should aid understanding of the theology of chapters 1-3. Finally, Eco gives a framework 
to assess the pragmatic dimension of aesthetic texts, and by this I mean how a text is 
designed to create different effects for its readers. 
Eco's aesthetic theory derives from his larger semiotic project, which provides a 
way of thinking about how communication works in general and a framework by which 
to assess how specific communication functions and to what effects. To this end, his 
semiotics deals with communication and pragmatics. In Eco's understanding, pragmatics 
has to do with the expected effects generated by textual discourse.177 "Open" and 
"closed" texts are the models that he uses to describe different pragmatic functions of 
texts, and this distinction will prove helpful for assessing indistinctness of theological 
portrayal in Lamentations 1-3. 
Contextualized within the realm of biblical studies, Eco's aesthetic analysis 
connects with both poetic and rhetorical analyses. As in poetic and much rhetorical 
analysis, the text is assessed as a synchronic whole, engaging with the stylistic devices 
that are employed for communication. There are a number of critical methodologies 
which can be identified as poetic,178 but I intend here poetic analysis that begins with the 
text, delimits its passages, analyses its genre, structure, conventions, and stylistics, then 
explains them. In short, poetic analysis that looks "not only for what the text says, but 
177Umberto Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language (AS; London: 
Macmillan, 1984), 68-80. 
178These include more theoretical analyses that take critical methodologies from 
literary theory and then apply them to biblical studies. This can be done in the veins of 
structuralist analysis, speech-act theory, or new criticism. These are properly poetic 
analyses in that they attempt to formulate general rules according to which the text as a 
synchronic whole was composed and what it means. See John Barton, Reading the Old 
Testament: Method in Biblical Study (London: DLT, 1984), 104-39. 
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also how it says it.,,179 Aesthetic analysis has much in common with poetic analysis in that 
it observes genre, structure, and stylistics in a text and explains how these function. 
Eco's aesthetic analysis also pays close attention to the pragmatics of style: how 
style produces effects (in terms of expectation and actual functioning) for the reader, and 
why. In this way, aesthetic analysis shares common ground with rhetorical analysis. 
Rhetorical criticism's founder in biblical studies is Muilenburg,I80 and his students l81 took 
up his programme and developed it to observe the pragmatic force of biblical texts. 
Rhetorical criticism is concerned with both the style of a text as well as how style impacts 
an aUdience. 182 And this is what I intend when I connect the concerns of rhetorical 
criticism to Eco's aesthetic analysis. It diverges from the former methodologies in its 
hermeneutical sophistication and its critical depth in dealing with pragmatics of aesthetic 
texts. In the remainder of the present chapter, I shall address his semiotics and aesthetic 
theory and distinguish its usefulness for assessing the poetry and theology of 
Lamentations 1-3. 
3.2. Semiotics of Umberto Eco 
3.2.1. Introduction 
Semiotics studies signs and the title of the discipline derives from the Greek word 
CrTlI..lEtoV, "sign." Understood in Eco's theory, signs are both linguistic and extralinguisitic 
markers that point to meaningful bits of information. 183 Aichele describes semiotics as 
179 Adele Berlin, Poetics and Interpretation of Biblical Narrative (Winona Lake: 
Eisenbrauns, 1994), 20. See also Wilfred G. E. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry: A 
Guide to Its Techniques (JSOTSup 26; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1984); Meier 
Sternberg, The Poetics of Biblical Narrative: Ideological Literature and the Drama of 
Reading (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985); Luis Alonso Schokel, A Manual 
of Hebrew Poetics (SubBi 11; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1988). 
180James Muilenburg, "Form Criticism and Beyond," in Beyond Form Criticism 
(ed. Paul R. House; Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1992),49-69. 
181 Phyllis Trible, Rhetorical Criticism: Context, Method, and the Book of Jonah 
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1994); God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality (OBT; Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1978). 
1820ale Patrick and Allen Scult, Rhetoric and Biblical Interpretation (JSOTSup 
82; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1990), 14. 
183Umberto Eco, A Theory of Semiotics (AS; Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1976), 30, n. 1. Signs may be words or language but they may also extend to 
phenomenal objects that signify something meaningful such as a semaphore, for instance, 
or a gesture (Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 9-13. 
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"the study of the possibility and conditions of meaningful communication," 184 and as this 
definition implies, semiotics is associated with communication theory. Eco wants to 
discover how information goes out from a sender along a channel to a receiver as 
meaningful communication. His semiotics accounts for (1) a theory of codes, that is, the 
structures available to produce messages for communication, and (2) a theory of sign-
production, that is, the contextual circumstances in which specific communicative acts are 
created and transmitted through signs. 185 These two sides of his semiotics address the 
framework and possibility of potential communicative acts (a theory of codes) and the 
generation and structuring of specifically instantiated communicative acts, such as texts (a 
theory of sign-production). 
A well-known model garnered from communication theoryl86 (sender --+ 
channel --+ receiver) grounds his analysis. Communication theory gives a frame for 
communication between human beings. The basic model proposes that senders produce 
certain messages and transmit them along channels; at the other end of the channels, 
receivers await the messages, obtaining them (or not, whatever the case may be). And yet, 
the relative simplicity of this model conceals the difficulty associated with real 
communication, especially between human beings. Eco argues that the simple model does 
not sufficiently "describe the actual functioning of communicative intercourses.,,187 
In reality, communication involves a complex process of production and 
interpretation that exploits signification systems. A signification system is an abstract 
network of cultural data available to be used to encode meaningful messages; it is "an 
autonomous semiotic construct that has an abstract mode of existence independent of any 
possible communication act it makes possible.,,188 Signification systems enable potential 
communicative acts and human beings employ elements from them to produce 
meaningful, or significant, communication. A sender produces a message and then the 
184George Aichele, Sign, Text, Scripture: Semiotics and the Bible (Interventions 1; 
Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 9. 
185Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 3-5. 
186A model first proposed by C. E. Shannon and W. Weaver, The Mathematical 
Theory of Communication (Urbana: University of Illinois, 1949). Eco relates the model to 
his theo~ in A Theory of Semiotics, 32-47. 
I 7Eco, The Role of the Reader: Explorations in the Semiotics of Texts (AS; 
Bloomington: Indiana Uni versity Press, 1984), 5. These "communicative intercourses" 
include oral and written communication, and the focus of the present study is upon 
written communication. 
188Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 9. See also Michael Caesar, Umberto Eco: 
Philosophy, Semiotics and the Work of Fiction (Cambridge: Polity, 1999), 81. 
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receiver begins to interpret this message. If the receiver is unacquainted with the world in 
which the sender produces the message, or the data from the signification system 
employed by the sender, then communication may fail or misunderstanding may occur; 
however the converse may occur as well. Eco modifies the basic communication model 
and incorporates various other elements: 
Figure 3.1.: Eco's Modified Communication Diagram 189 
Sender ~ Coded text--.. Channel~ text --.~ addressee~ interpreted 
cL ~ 
subcodes 
as 1 text as 
expression content 
context ~ codes ~ 
circum- subcodes 
stances 
A 
I 
I 
I 
: . : 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - "philological" effort to reconstruct sender's codes -- - - - - - - - - 2 
From this diagram, it is apparent that the traditional sender-to-receiver model has been 
advanced considerably. Eco has taken into account the codes and subcodes of the sender 
and how the sender codes a text. He also takes into consideration the context and 
circumstances in which the text is created. Moreover, he takes seriously the text as a 
created expression (important for aesthetic texts especially) and how this expression 
impinges upon the addressee. Finally, Eco relates the codes and subcodes of the addressee, 
as well as the context and circumstances of the addressee's reception of the text, into 
consideration. The dashed lines that extend downward from the sender and addressee 
point towards the addressee's attempt to reconstruct the codes and subcodes of the sender 
so as to gain greater understanding on the actual content of the message. In agreement 
with the integrated approach adopted in the present study, Eco acknowledges the world 
behind the text (codes/subcodes of sender, how the text was coded), the world within the 
text (text as expression), and the world in front of the text (codes/subcodes of addressee, 
context and circumstances of addressee's reception of the text). Thus the integrated 
approach adopted in the present study fits well with Eco's presentation of the 
communication process. 
189Diagram adapted from Eco, The Role of the Reader, 5. The diagram in The Role 
of the Reader is a revised version from A Theory of Semiotics, 141. 
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3.2.2. Eco's Theory of Codes and Encyclopaedia 
It is in place to explain Eco's theory of codes. In common parlance, the term 
"code" remains ambiguous. for at least three different plausible senses arise with the term: 
paleographic. correlational. and institutional. 19o In the first sense. paleographic, the code 
is written to refer to something else; Eco's example is the codex, nomenclature derived 
from Latin roots for wooden tablets smeared with wax and that came to be known as 
parchment or paper books. In this sense. code denotes something designed to tell about 
something else. In the second sense. a code is a correlational system that connects two 
other systems. His example is Morse code. in which electric signals are related to specific 
letters in the alphabet. The third sense of the term arrives in the idea of legal codes; 
institutional codes are systemic and conventional rules designed to govern a specific 
subject. While his example is legal code. other codes are understood in this sense as well: 
codes of etiquette. chivalry. and social systems (systems of mourning or shame).191 
Along with the semantic range associated with the concept of a code. Eco 
distinguishes between s-codes and codes proper. Eco says that a code is "a system of 
signification. insofar as it couples present entities with absent units. When-on the basis 
of an underlying rule-something actually presented to the perception of the addressee 
stands for something else. there is signification.,,192 S-codes (or "system-codes") however. 
are structures that exist in cultures independent of communicative processes but essential 
to them. S-codes are systems of possibilities designated in syntactic. semantic. or 
pragmatic structures that are potentially useful for signification. or meaningful 
communication. These can be (a) syntactic structures (such as language). or combinatory 
possibilities yet to be activated in a communicative act. (b) semantic structures or sets of 
possible meaningful states or notions which are conveyed through signals but as yet not 
realized, or (c) pragmatic structures. systems of possible behavioural responses 
anticipated from any communicative process. 193 Alternatively. a code couples any of the 
s-code possibilities designated by (a). (b). or (c). Eco argues that s-codes only gamer 
attention when they are inserted in an intentional communicational framework-a code. 
Through a code. a message is produced and this message can convey both information 
19°Eco• Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language. 164-6. 
191Eco. Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language. 164-6. 
192Eco, A Theory of Semiotics. 8. 
193Eco. Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language, 165. 
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and possible instruction for the receiver. This message is encoded in a sign or a text; the 
receiver actively interprets the text so as to understand the message and respond to it. 
Also associated with his theory of codes is Eco's important concept of the 
encyclopaedia. The encyclopaedia encompasses s-codes and can be related to Eco's 
understanding of the signification system. If a theory of codes frames how one might 
understand the structure of potential communicative acts, then the encyclopaedia proffers 
a way to describe the global material from which s-codes and codes are constructed that 
give insight to specific communicative acts. The encyclopaedia is a descriptor of the 
cumulative amount of cultural knowledge present to a creator of a message at the time of 
its genesis. Set in tenns of biblical studies. the encyclopaedia represents all cultural 
infonnation available to the creator of Lamentations in the period of its creation: social 
discourse, ritual practices (such as mourning, liturgy, sacrifice, worship, festal 
celebrations. etc.), theology, language, history, historical realities. literary genres, poetics, 
and conventional understandings. In short, the encyclopaedia comprises the total 
repertoire of cultural knowledge available to the creator of a text. 
Eco illustrates the encyclopaedia with the model of a "rhizomatic structure." A 
rhizome is a "tangle of bulbs and tubers" that appear in a mesh of interconnected 
points. 194 The qualities of a rhizome are: that every point of the rhizome must be 
connected with every other point. that it can be broken off at any point and reconnected, 
that it has neither recognizable beginning or end, that it has neither outside nor inside. it is 
susceptible to continual modifications. that it can grow outward or be cut off, that it 
cannot give a global description of the whole but rather only localized description due to 
the fact that it is always growing or changing. 195 Seen in this light. the encyclopaedia is a 
net or tangle of cultural infonnation. with each point of infonnation intertwined with all 
other points. The encyclopaedia. like the rhizome. grows and expands as culture expands; 
broadening the connections between infonnation points however disparate they might 
appear from one another. Moreover. describing the encyclopaedia (or any point of 
cultural infonnation) can only be accomplished from a localised level. and there is no etic 
perspective by which to empirically perceive and assess the whole. The encyclopaedia, 
then, remains theoretical yet knowable via localised descriptions of it. 
194Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language, 81. 
195Eco. Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language. 81-2. 
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Taking this discussion to a practical level for communication, though all possible 
points in the encyclopaedia are available to be actualised in a communicative act, the 
sender of the message only "blows up" or actualises a particular point through one's 
cultural knowledge and social location and "narcotises" other points. 196 Eco states, "[T]he 
knowledge represented by an encyclopaedia is a 'cultural' knowledge.,,197 Encyclopaedic 
knowledge is therefore local to whatever individuals are creating and receiving 
communicative messages. This has the effect of shattering the "crystal-like perfection" of 
dictionary models of semantic representation that demand universal semantics of terms 
grounded upon differentiae. 198 The benefit of an encyclopaedic model arises in the fact 
that meanings of things are "common social beliefs, sometimes mutually contradictory 
and historically rooted, rather than atemporal and theoretically fixed constructs.,,199 Thus 
interpretation can begin productively from a specific and localised level within the 
encyclopaedia and then move outward to discern meaning in a text. In this way the 
concept of the encyclopaedia becomes a '''regulative idea'; it is only on the basis of such 
a regulative idea that one is able actually to isolate a given portion of the social 
encyclopaedia so far as it appears useful in order to interpret certain portions of actual 
discourses (and texts).,,200 
But the quality of localisation of encyclopaedic knowledge creates a fundamental 
challenge as well. If all encyclopaedic knowledge is cultural and localised, there is no 
guarantee that the receiver of a message will have the same encyclopaedic competence as 
the sender; in Eco's conception of the encyclopaedia there always exists the danger of 
misunderstanding. Set in terms of his theory of codes, the codes employed by the sender 
to encode a message may not be the same codes employed by the receiver to decode the 
message. Eco agrees that the potential for code "mismatching" is ever present in 
communication, yet this in no way diminishes the force of his concept of encyclopaedia. 
Rather, he argues that this concept best reflects the actual act of understanding any 
communicative act. Thus in the rhizomatic labyrinth of the encyclopaedia "every local 
description of the net is a hypothesis, subject to falsification, about its further course; in a 
196Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language, 79-80. 
197Umberto Eco, "Dictionary vs. Encyclopaedia," pages 201-6 in Encyclopaedic 
Dictionary of Semiotics (ed. Thomas Sebeok; 3 vols.; Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1994). 
1: 206. 
198Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 100. 
199Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 99. 
20°Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language, 84. 
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rhizome blindness is the only way of seeing (locally), and thinking means to grope one's 
way.,,201 
Yet "groping one's way," or what he calls more technically "abduction," remains 
positive and constructive rather than negative and deconstructive, so that knowledge and 
ultimately understanding of the specific communicative act is garnered through it. This 
separates Eco from other post modern philosophers, notably Fish, Rorty and Derrida. Eco 
believes that texts are meaningful in an engagement between the reader, the text, and the 
encyclopaedia. He argues that this standpoint is theoretically "moderate" compared to 
other reader oriented theories of interpretation: 
I shall take a 'moderate' standpoint, arguing against some intemperance of so-
called reader-response criticism. I shall claim that a theory of interpretation-even 
when it assumes that texts are open to multiple readings-must also assume that it 
is possible to reach an agreement, if not about the meanings that a text encourages, 
at least about those that a text discourages.202 
In contrast to this view, Fish argues that readers of texts determine textual meaning 
specifically through "the authority of interpretative communities.,,203 Fish's reader-
response theory argues that there is no "meaning" in the text at all; meaning is a construct 
of the communally-constructed reader: "The reader's response is not to the meaning; it is 
the meaning,,204 of a text. Fish understands that the reader, and one's interpretation of a 
text, is determined by one's community. Eco, on the other hand, firmly argues that 
meaning of a text can be adduced through a process of abduction through the 
encyclopaedia. 
Rorty argues that texts cannot be interpreted but only used.205 Rorty avers, "[Eco] 
insists upon a distinction between interpreting texts and using texts. This, of course, is a 
distinction we pragmatists do not wish to make. On our view, all anybody ever does with 
anything is use it. Interpreting something, knowing it, penetrating to its essence, and so on 
are all just various ways of describing some process of putting it to work.,,206 Here Rorty 
20l Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language, 82. 
202Eco, The Limits of Interpretation, 45. 
203Thiseiton, New Horizons in Hermeneutics, 538. 
204Stanley Fish, Is There a Text in this Class? (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1980), 3. 
205Richard Rorty, "The Pragmatist's Progress," in Interpretation and 
Overitnterpretat;on: Umberto Eco (with Richard Rorty, Jonathan Culler and Christine 
Brooke-Rose; ed. Stefan Collini; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992),89-108. 
206Eco, The Limits of Interpretation (AS; Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1994),93. 
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firmly disagrees with Eco's theory due to its insistence on the discovery of meaning in a 
text, or interpretation. As Eco defines it, usage means "to start from it in order to get 
something else, even accepting the risk of misinterpreting it from the semantic point of 
view.,,207 As Eco states of usage, "I can read a text to get inspiration for my own musing," 
but to interpret a text, "I must respect [its] cultural and linguistic background.,,208 Thus, 
Eco believes that interpreting a text for its meaning (or meanings) comes from analysing 
the text itself, with rigor. Usage, on the other hand, comes from a belief that textual 
meaning only arises from the reader himself, as one finds in Rorty's "The Pragmatist's 
Progress,',209 and Derrida's deconstructive theory. 
Derrida argues that while texts may be interpreted, these interpretations are always 
provisional and never arrive at "meaning" of a particular text in terms of original sense.2lO 
Reading for Derrida is always something done behind the back of the author, something 
"unperceived by the writer" and thereby something foreign to the author's original 
sense.211 Though too expansive a discussion to explore here, this has to do with Derrida's 
fundamental dissolution of both the concept of, and relationship between, the subject and 
the object in his philosophy. In consequence, there is never a stable object that a 
controlling subject can analyse and assess. 212 Thus the text, like the author (and reader), 
remains temporally in flux and fixed meaning cannot be gained. 
Derrida avoids claims to concretised meaning and prefers openness, though an 
openness quite different from what Eco describes. For Derrida, the free play of reading 
does not hope to heighten emphasis on an ambiguous or ironic point within the structured 
framework of a text's unified meaning; rather Derrida's deconstructive reading collapses 
the whole system upon which the text's supposed "unified meaning" stands.213 Reading 
actually defers meaning, always revealing the absence of original meaning of a text. 214 
207Eco, The Limits of Interpretation, 57. 
208Umberto Eco, Interpretation and Overinterpretation, 69. 
209Rorty, "The Pragmatist's Progress." 
210See especially Jacques Derrida, "Difference," in The Margins of Philosophy 
(trans. Alan Bass; Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1984),2-27; Limited Inc 
(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1988). 
211 Derrida, OfGrammatology (trans. Gayatri Chakravarti Spivak; Baltimore: 
Johns HOf.kins Press, 1974), 158; 159-64. 
21 Derrida, '''Eating Well,' or the Calculation of the Subject," in 
Points ... Interviews, 1974-1994 (trans., Peggy Kamuf; ed., Elisabeth Weber; Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1995), 255-87. 
213Gayatri Chakravarti Spivak, "Translator's Preface," in OfGrammatology, Ixxv. 
214Derrida, Of Grammatology, 21. 
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Beardslee argues that in Derridean theory, "significant reading is not 'reproduction,' not 
reactualizing of a meaning that was once expressed by the author of the text or that is 
resident in the pattern of the text. Rather it is reading that challenges the reader, throws 
open the reader's world to creative discovery, to new associations that may be suggested 
as much by irrational or chance associations as by the logical relations so carefully 
studied.,,215 Thus, Derrida dismantles the "seeming coherence of the text" and reads it in a 
manner that avoids closure (final meaning) at all costS. 216 
Eco firmly distances himself from such tendencies. In contrast to these, Eco says: 
"The semiotic theories of interpretative cooperation, such as my theory of the 
Model Reader (Eco 1979), look at the textual strategy as a system of instructions 
aiming at producing a reader whose profile is designed by and within the text, can 
be extrapolated from it and described independently of and even before any 
empirical reading .. .In a totally different way, the most radical practices of 
deconstruction privilege the initiative of the reader and reduce the text to an 
ambiguous bunch of still unshaped ~ossibilities, thus transforming texts into mere 
stimuli for the interpretative drift.,,2 7 
Eco believes that cooperation between the text, the reader, and the encyclopaedia 
strengthen interpretations and give "guardrails" by which to ascertain good from bad 
interpretation of texts, distinguishing his theory from Rortian or Derridean positions. 
In Eco's theory of codes the encyclopaedia remains crucial. The encyclopaedia is 
the global universe of data available for a human being to fashion a code (through the use 
of s-codes within one's own localized position within the encyclopaedia). But it is also 
apparent in the discussion up to this point that the act of selecting and employing specific 
data from that encyclopaedia so as to produce codes presupposes a certain kind of work 
done by both a sender and receiver of a message, and this work is explained in Eco's 
theory of sign-production. 
3.2.3. Eco's Theory of Sign Production and Aesthetic Texts 
Caesar identifies Eco' s theory of sign-production as relating to both labour and 
pragmatics (the effects of encoded messages).218 Primarily Eco's theory of sign-
production assesses acts of labour: the labour involved when the sender encodes the 
215William L. Beardslee, "Poststructuralist Criticism," in To Each its own 
Meaning: An Introduction to Biblical Criticisms and their Application (rev. and expanded 
ed.; eds. Stephen L. McKenzie and Stephen R. Haynes; Louisville: WJK, 1999), 254. 
216Beardslee, "Poststructuralist Criticism," 256. 
217Umberto Eco, The Limits of Interpretation, 52. 
218Caesar, Umberto Eco, 90. 
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message to send it out as well as the labour involved in the decoding of that message by 
the addressee. 2J9 When a human being creates a text with a message designed to arouse 
"interpretative response in the addressee,,220 then what is involved to describe and analyse 
this procedure is a theory of sign-production. But the actual interpretative response of the 
addressee is brought to bear into his theory of sign-production as well. In this way sign-
production also engages the field of pragmatics. 
Eco's theory of sign-production also describes the production of aesthetic texts. 221 
Aesthetic texts require a specific type of labour for both creation and interpretation. They 
are identifiable by the fact that an aesthetic text manipulates language so that both 
semantic density and poetic quality exist in their expression rather than straightforward 
reportage. mentioning. or explanation.222 Aesthetic texts employ language primarily to 
stimulate reactions and open horizons for the reader rather than to only convey content. 
These reactions, however, are stimulated according to a particular order that "focuses my 
attention [through the text] and urges me to an interpretive effort (while at the same time 
suggesting how to set about decoding) it incites me toward the discovery of an 
unexpected flexibility in the language with which I am dealing.,,223 Aesthetic texts 
actually reveal themselves as "poetic" or "aesthetic" in the way they surprise the 
addressee by "violating" the norms of convention (whether a genre, an idiom, a concept, 
or such devices), so that the addressee's expectations are not met, providing a sense of 
bewilderment and creating space for further interpretation on the part of the addressee.224 
Thus the aesthetic text is simultaneously ambiguous (through the flexibility and density of 
219Caesar helpfully identifies and distils Eco's discussion on the various types of 
labour involved in the act of producing and interpreting messages in communication 
(Umberto Eco, 91). For Eco's full explanation, see A Theory of Semiotics, 154-354. 
22°Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 8. 
221 For a fuller discussion of his theory of sign-production, including the 
differences between semiotic and factual statements, mentioning, the problem of a 
typology of signs, and models of iconism, see Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 151-314. See 
also the helpful distillation of Caesar, Umberto Eco, 76-99. 
222Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 261-76. 
223Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 263. 
224Eco, A Theory of Semiotics, 264. This trait of aesthetic texts in Eco's theory 
derives from the concept of "defamiliarisation" known in the work of Russian formalist 
Victor Shklovsky. In Shklovsky's understanding, the function of aesthetic texts is to make 
strange what has become habitual, conventional and unexciting. This can be conventional 
literary devices or move outward to social systems. See Shklovsky, "Art as Technique," 
in The Critical Tradition: Classic Texts and Contemporary Trends (ed. David H. Richter; 
Boston: Bedford Books, 1989), 738-48. 
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its language as well as the way that it confronts the addressee's expectations) and self-
focusing (as it directs "the attention of the addressee primarily to its own shape,,).225 The 
producer of an aesthetic text constructs an ambiguous and self-focusing text so that the 
receiver might interpret it in this way: as a piece of art. 
3.3. Aesthetic Analysis of Umberto Eco 
Eco's focus upon the labour required to actually interpret that message reveals his 
theory of sign-production as hermeneutical. This fits well with his understanding of the 
nature of the localised encyclopaedic knowledge and the process of "groping" one's way 
through the encyclopaedia (abduction) to build understanding about meaning in a text. 
The clue that guides the interpreter through the encyclopaedia, validating or repudiating 
the interpreter's efforts, is the text: "Thus, more than a parameter to use in order to 
validate the interpretation, the text is an object that the interpretation builds up in the 
course of the circular effort of validating itself on the basis of what it makes up as a result. 
I am not ashamed to admit that I am so defining the old and still valid 'hermeneutical 
circle' .,,226 This hermeneutical quality of his theory is a vital clue to introduce the 
discussion on aesthetic analysis. 
The terminology "aesthetic theory" or "aesthetic analysis" is shorthand for Eco's 
semiotic analysis of aesthetic texts, and aesthetic analysis is a means by which to analyse 
artistic texts.227 Eco's aesthetic analysis takes into account the worlds of the text, reader, 
and author. Thus the model proposed in Figure 3.1. above is again highlighted. Two 
aspects remain fundamental for aesthetic analysis. The first is understanding that 
interpretation is a cooperative act between three entities: (1) the intentio auctoris (what 
the author "tries to say" as one is bound up in the world and ideology which fund one's 
imagination, hereafter "the intention of the author,,228), (2) the intentio operis (the 
mEco, A Theory of Semiotics, 264. 
226Umberto Eco, Interpretation and Overinterpretation, 64. 
227For his discussion of aesthetic theory, see his A Theory of Semiotics, 261-98. 
Aesthetic analysis encompasses all artistic discourses. Visual and music arts also fit 
within the range of analysis. I focus upon the literary text. 
228 The world and ideology of the author shapes how she understands reality and 
how she comes to create what she writes "about." Terms like "the world" and "ideology" 
are broad, highly debated, and ill defined. These can include almost anything from 
familial relationships, social location, or cultural matrices, and theology. All of these 
different threads work to comprise the personhood of the physical real-world author and 
help fund the creative impulse, what one "tries to say," in and through the text. 
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physicality of the artefact, the literary text, and its importance as a communicative device, 
hereafter "the intention of the work"), and (3) the intentio lectoris (what the receiver or 
reader sees as "text" as he or she is bound up in the world and ideology which fund his or 
her imagination, hereafter "the intention of the reader,,).229 The second aspect is his 
distinction between "open" and "closed" texts. I shall return to this pragmatic distinction 
below, and its potential for assessing the poetry and theology of Lamentations 1-3. 
3.3.1. The Intentions of the Author, Work, and Reader 
At the outset, it is in place to note that for Eco, the concept of "author" remains 
useful but fundamentally altered so that the "author" becomes "the intention of the 
author." This is a readerly construct generated by a real reader to attempt to describe the 
producer of a message. Eco builds upon his views of authorship from his mentor, Luigi 
Pareyson. 
Contrasting with the Italian Romantic theorist Benedetto Croce, Luigi Pareyson's 
aesthetic was material and not ideal. Pareyson differed from Croce, whose theory was the 
mainstream and idealistic trend in 1950's Italy. Pareyson's aesthetics centers on the 
concept of formativity, a term which emphasizes "the twofold dynamism of the artistic 
form ... 230 In the first place, the artistic form is something that is made or done rather than 
an idealistic notion of art as transcendent vision in the mind of the artist. In other words, 
Pareyson saw the work of art as a production rather than a pure expression. As such, the 
produced work of art needs to be interpreted rather than intuited. Secondly, the artistic 
form is organic, that is, "formed physicality with a life of its own.,,231 Formativity 
describes how knowledge about a work of art arises from the "continual exchange 
between the stimuli offered by reality [the work of art] as 'cues,' and the hypotheses that 
the person [interpreter] puts forward in response to the cues in order to give them a shape 
and meaning.,,232 In this way, the concept of formativity affords weight to both the 
production and individuality of a work of art. He clings to the role of the author as the 
producer and the role of the reader as the interpreter. The text, then, is the object of 
production and springboard for interpretation, so that for Pareyson, there is "a very close 
229Eco, The Role of the Reader, 3-7; Interpretation and Overinterpretation, 63-88. 
230Eco, The Open Work (trans. Anna Concogni; intro. David Robey; Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1989), 7. 
231Eco, The Open Work, 58. 
232Caesar, Umberto Eco, 8. 
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link between the genesis of the work, its formal properties, and possible reactions on the 
part of the receiver."m 
Eco's conception of author draws upon Paryeson. The author is the producer of a 
text, which is embedded with specific encyclopaedic content. So one must respect this 
fact and realise that the text is in fact produced by someone. Yet when one deals with a 
text, especially an ancient text, it necessarily means that the text has lived on while its 
author has not. The implication of this for Eco is that the artefact exceeds the controlled 
intentions of its author. 234 This does not mean that the author is somehow irrelevant to 
discern the meaning of a text, for one must trust that an author has created the text and 
actualised a specific range of encyclopaedic knowledge to make it communicative; 
interpretation, then, becomes a process of discovering and matching codes of 
encyclopaedic competence between the reader and the author so that the text becomes 
communicative.235 The difficulty here comes in the text itself. Because the text has 
outlived the author, the author can in no way correct misreading or misinterpretation. The 
most significant guideline for interpreting a text is a text. Eco conceives of an author as a 
"textual strategy," imputed by a real reader (which he calls an "empirical reader") of a 
specific text, to instigate the process of interpretation of that text. 236 Whatever the reader 
identifies as "author" or "authorial intention" is tied to empirical evidence adduced by the 
reader and verified by the text itself. 237 Eco's "intention of the author" then, is a readerly 
projection. 
233Caesar, Umberto Eco. 9. 
23~exts exceed the control of their authors in that (1) they are no longer kept 
private by the author. .. they are public domain and open to aberrant decoding, (2) they 
(may) outlive their creator, and (3) they may display structural characteristics that evince 
interpretations which go beyond what the author wished to convey. 
2351 say "communicative" rather than "meaningful." A text can be meaningful 
without being communicative of something particular, at least in the sense of 
communicating something foreign to the reader. 
236Eco, The Role of the Reader, 10-11. 
237 Poems like George Herbert's "The Altar" and "Easter Wings" reflect the 
principle of Eco's emphasis on the physicality of the text. The wing-like qualities of 
"Easter Wings" as well as the structure of "The Altar" immediately alert the reader to the 
mere physicality of the text. These "shape poems" leave the reader (somewhat 
unambiguously) questioning the purpose of the shape of the poems and their relationship 
to what each of the poems is about. The reader must first recognise this artistic device of 
shaping, however. One may not recognise the shape of the wing as a //wingl/ at all but 
rather a skewed hourglass. Because Herbert has died, he cannot hope to correct the error. 
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Eco describes this second hinge of the triad of cooperation as "the intention of the 
work." This concept is controversial and sounds embarrassing, for anyone can see that 
inanimate objects have no intentions! But in the concept of "the intention of the work" 
Eco demonstrates that because texts exceed the control of their authors, the text may in 
fact support a reading that goes beyond what the real author wanted to say-if an author 
is dead, real readers cannot ask the author to verify their interpretation. The concept of an 
"intention of the work" conceptually describes an interpretation that is grounded and 
demonstrated from structural, semantic, or pragmatic characteristics from the text. It is 
not that these characteristics are "not there." Rather they are there in the text. But the 
author never may have intended them as such. Interpretations that occur based upon 
certain textual phenomena from the physicality of the text remain justifiable in the 
absence of the author. 238 In this way, Eco defends his view of textual intention. The 
reader has much, but not total, control in the reading process; the text remains something 
distinct from the reader. Thus the reader must begin to make "sense" of this unique and 
created object. So the reader becomes a fundamental key to the interpretative act. 
Finally, Eco speaks of "the intention of the reader" in the triangular relationship 
between text, author and reader. This is the active "seeking of sense" from the text on the 
part of the reader. Eco avers that a producer of a text creates it according to specific codes 
and subcodes for a model reader who employs the same codes and subcodes to decipher 
the text. He states 
"To make this text communicative, the author has to assume that the ensemble of 
codes he relies upon is the same as that shared by his possible reader. The author 
has thus to foresee a model of the possible reader (hereafter Model Reader) 
supposedly able to deal interpretatively with the expressions in the same way as 
the author deals generatively with them.,,239 
The model reader, however is different from the real reader who picks up a text and 
begins to read it, so it is in place to note Eco's distinction between the empirical reader 
and the model reader to fully understand how Eco conceives how the reader seeks sense 
from a text. 
Eco makes firm distinctions between the model reader and the empirical reader. 
As intimated above, the model reader is "a set of textual instructions, displayed by the 
238Interpretations that occur based upon certain textual phenomena are justifiable 
in the absence of the author, though the author may never have intended them as such. 
See Eco, Interpretation and Overinterpretation, 73-4. 
239Eco, The Role of the Reader, 7. 
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text's linear manifestation precisely as a set of sentences or other signals.,,240 In this way, 
the model reader is a construct of the text, generated in the text by the producer who 
anticipates the interpretative moves of the empirical reader. As Caesar describes: 
To generate a text means putting into action a strategy which foresees the other 
side's moves, as in war or chess. The only difference is that generally (not always) 
the author wants his or her 'adversary' to win. The author must foresee accidents 
or mistakes or lack of information on the part of the reader and deal with them 
sooner or later. It seems, therefore, at this point that the author has to refer to a 
series of competences (a phrase which Eco describes as being 'wider' than 'a 
knowledge of codes') which confer content on the expressions which he uses ... So 
he foresees a Model Reader capable of making interpretative moves which 
correspond to his, the author's, generative moves. This sort of reader required is 
signaled by a number of different means: language, the choice of a particular kind 
of enc~clopaedia or ensemble of cultural references, particular vocabulary or style, 
genre.AI 
From this insightful quote, Caesar identifies Eco's placement of the author, the text, and 
the reader (at least the model one). 
The model reader and "the intention of the work" are constructed initially through 
the work of the empirical reader. For Eco, the empirical reader is the real "flesh and 
blood" reader that picks up a text to read it. This reader cannot hope to have the level of 
encyclopaedic competences of the model reader. But when faced with "linear text 
manifestation," the empirical reader moves through the text in a linear fashion, following 
its movement and "makes conjectures" about the model reader to help him grasp the 
text. 242 These conjectures are the "overgeneralised assumptions" mentioned above, and 
are summarized as follows: (I) the empirical should assume the text displays coherent 
message(s) and is communicative, else there is no point of communicating via written text 
anyway; (2) the empirical reader should assume that the text coheres; (3) the text is 
structured and it works according to a code.243 This function of a text makes good sense 
because "internal textual coherence controls the otherwise uncontrollable drives of the 
reader.,,244 The empirical reader "posit[s] a structure [garnered through his own 
encyclopaedic competences), inventing it as a hypothesis and a theoretical model in such 
a way as to leap ahead of the interminable work of empirical verification.,,245 By 
24°Eco, Six Walks in the Fictional Woods (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1994),15-16. 
241Caesar, Umberto Eco, 123. 
242Eco, Interpretation and Overinterpretation, 64. 
243Caesar, Umberto Eco, 62. 
244Eco, Interpretation and Overinterpretation. 65. 
245Caesar. Umberto Eco. 62. 
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imposing his own structure on the text, the empirical reader then uses it as a heuristic 
device, and permits the text to "correct" his imposed structure. The empirical reader 
determines textual structure and coherence through flexibility and a heuristic device (his 
imposed structure) rather than a rigid method. It is a process of dialogue rather than 
monologue, and this insistence remains crucial to understanding Eco's theory. 
Eco avows confidence that the empirical reader can grasp meaning in a text 
through the text, but it requires "a process of temporally progressive feedback.,,246 To 
make the dialogue as productive as possible, the empirical reader should familiarise 
himself with the s-codes (as much as possible) underlying the text. This includes 
linguistics, philology, history, literary genre, sociology of the text-anything that 
contributes to the encyclopaedia available to the model author of the text. By knowing as 
much as possible about the code underlying the structure, the empirical reader has some 
guardrails that prevent aberrant "decoding," or "misreading.,,247 The empirical reader tries 
then to "act" like the text's model reader, as Eco's statement makes clear, "The empirical 
reader is only an actor who makes conjectures about the kind of model reader postulated 
by the text. ,,248 Thus, the empirical reader tries to transpose himself into the position of 
the model reader to discern "the intention of the work." How does one accomplish this? 
Caesar lucidly explains how context or what Eco calls "circumstance" helps 
discern structure, and thereby, the communicative act. Caesar states, "Messages can be 
ambiguous, polysemous, but this polysemy can be limited by various factors such as the 
internal context of the syntagm, the circumstance in which the communication is made, or 
an explicit indication of the code to be adopted.,,249 In this way, "circumstance" is a 
combination of the context without and within the text, available generic conventions for 
the production of the text, and the world in which the text was created. Thus, as the 
empirical reader familiarises oneself with "circumstance," one positions oneself to more 
readily adopt the persona of the model reader and thus make interpretive judgments on 
meaning in the text. Obviously, Eco's theory suffers at this point if the empirical reader is 
246John Llewelyn uses this terminology in his discussion of the hermeneutics of 
Hans-Georg Gadamer, though there are similarities between Gadamer and Eco here 
(Beyond Metaphysics? The Hermeneutic Circle in Contemporary Continental Philosophy 
(CSPHS; New Jersey: Humanities Press International, 1985), 103. 
247For examples of misreadings Eco himself has done in parody, see his 
Misreadings (London: Picador, 1994). 
248Eco, Interpretation and Overinterpretation, 64. 
249Caesar, Umberto Eco, 63. 
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limited by the lack of knowledge of the encyclopaedic knowledge actualised in the s-
codes of the text. 250 But if the reader is acquainted with the codes of the text, then reading 
becomes productive towards interpretation. 
In this way the reader engages the text and posits both a possible author (model 
author) who could have created this work, and a possible person or group of persons to 
whom the text was written (model reader). To construct model author and reader, the real 
reader makes sense of the text on the basis of conjectures. Eco says, "Thus it is possible 
to speak of text intention only as the result of a conjecture on the part of the reader ... 251 
Conjectures are formulated by abductions through the encyclopaedia; these abductions 
can only be proved through structural, semantic, and syntactic affirmations of them from 
the text itself. Conjectures, of course, are open to critical debate and sometimes endless 
debate. But "making conjectures" remains the best way to describe what happens when 
readers attempt to understand a text 252 Out of conjectures, checked "against the text as a 
coherent whole,,,253 the reader will prove warrant for what will ultimately become the 
interpretation of the text. Eco says that the initiative of the "intention of the reader" only 
"starts to become exciting when I discover that my intention could meet the intention of 
the text.,,254 For Eco, the reader is a fundamental key to the interpretative act. Aesthetic 
sense is only recognised or "activated" within an engaged dialectic between "the intention 
of the work" and "the intention of the reader" so that the model reader is built up and the 
understanding of the meaning of a text becomes strengthened 
250This is certainly the case for some texts, but for Lamentations, a good deal of 
available data from the encyclopaedia has been assessed. Among this data, one can 
include: possible theological traditions (Deuteronomic, Zion, Priestly paradigms), biblical 
material (in terms of allusion), ANE material (city-lament genre and other pertinent 
lament categories), sociology of mourning in the ANE, poetics, poetic structures, liturgy, 
and worship practices. Available encyclopaedic content for Lamentations interpretation 
will be discussed in Chapters 4-7 with special reference to how these impact the book's 
theology. Chapter 4 will provide access to genre, structure, and poetics, while the other 
encycl0rsaedic knowledge will be addressed in the exegetical portions of the present study. 
51Eeo, The Limits of Interpretation, 58. 
252Eeo, The Limits of Interpretation, 59. 
253Eco, The Limits of Interpretation, 59. 
254Eco, The Limits of Interpretation, 59. 
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3.3.2. Pragmatic Distinctions between Open and Closed Texts 
As we come to Eco's perspective on interpretation, it is apparent that Eco has 
specific concerns for the reader but that one does not have complete autonomy in the act 
of interpretation. Readers remain important to Eco's hermeneutics but still are constrained 
by the text. That is, texts can move readers in different ways. Here, Eco makes a 
distinction between open and closed texts. It is important to note that the conceptions of 
"open" and "closed" have nothing to do with canonicity (an open versus closed canon) or 
generic distinctions (such as lyric, lament, hymn, etc.) but rather with text pragmatics-
how texts involve their model readers so as to elicit different types of responses from 
them. It is possible for texts to be constructed in different ways for their model readers. 
Whether open or closed, texts are "syntactic-semantico-pragmatic" devices "whose 
foreseen interpretation is a part of [their] generative process[es].,,255 Readers understand 
texts along "syntactic-semantico-pragmatic" relationships within them-which are 
governed by codes. Eco' s open/closed distinction advances a textual theory where texts 
can be distinguished (semantically, syntactically, and pragmatically) as functioning 
differently for their model reader. 
"Closed texts" contain monotonous strategies for their model reader. They 
"obsessively aim at arousing a precise response on the part of more or less precise 
empirical readers.,,256 Eco typifies this tendency in his analysis of the myth of Superman 
comics. In his description of a hero like Superman, Eco states, "The mythic character 
embodies a law, or a universal demand, and therefore must be in part predictable and 
cannot hold surprises for US.,,257 Eco is not making generic distinctions here as much as he 
is making pragmatic distinctions. Superman will always get away from the villain 
because he is Superman. The empirical reader fully anticipates Superman's escape from 
the disastrous situation because this is how the heroic comic strip genre plays out. The 
author exploits the expectation of the addressee, anticipating one, and only one, response 
from the empirical reader; through convention, the empirical reader is conditioned to 
make only that one response at that time. Thus Eco says that closed texts are structured 
"according to an inflexible project" 258 and demand the reader know the textual strategy in 
order to make sense of the work. James Bond stories also fit as examples of closed texts. 
255Eco, The Role of the Reader, 3. 
256Eco, The Role of the Reader, 8. 
257Eco, The Role of the Reader, 109. 
258Eco, The Role of the Reader, 109. 
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They aim at one kind of reader, one response, under one textual strategy. Readers know 
that Superman will always win in the end, as will Bond. They feel the excitement of the 
heroes' various dangers just when the text wants them to as well as the elation of their 
escape. The model reader of a closed text is manipulated to only one textual outcome of 
the hero: Superman wins in the end259 and Bond defeats the madman and gets the girl. 260 
Opposed to such texts are open texts which are designed in order to arouse a 
variety of interpretative options for the model reader. The open text is intentionally 
ambiguous, designed "at the moment of its generation" to elicit and negotiate meaningful 
interaction between the text and the reader?61 Open texts contain among their "major 
analyzable [sic] properties, certain structural devices that encourage and elicit 
interpretative choices" on the part of the model reader. These depend upon "a system of 
psychological, cultural, and historical expectations on the part of their addressees. ,,262 The 
choices enact an interpretive "ideal insomnia" for the model reader. This means that "the 
intention of the work" demands the model reader follow its textual project in such a way 
that one faces uncomfortable and sometimes incommensurable realities, which one must 
interpret in some way, though not one way. The model reader is surprised and set off-
guard by the unexpected interpretative horizons afforded by the open text. 263 Eco states, 
"The type of cooperation requested of the reader, the flexibility of the text in validating 
(or at least not contradicting) the widest possible range of interpretative proposals-all 
this characterizes [sic] narrative structures as more or less 'open' .,,264 In this way, the 
reader has a degree of "autonomy" in interpreting the work.265 
It is important to note, especially for biblical scholars, that Eco understands open 
texts to be finished texts in the sense that they are in their final form. This fixity of form, 
however, does not then correspond to fixity in meaning. He says that open texts, "though 
organically completed. are 'open' to a continuous generation of internal relations which 
the addressee must uncover and select in his act of perceiving the totality of the incoming 
stimuli.,,266 And there are varying degrees of openness according to Eco. Some texts. like 
99. 
259Eco, The Role of the Reader. 107-24. 
260Eco• "James Bond: une combinatoire narrative." Communications 8 (1966): 83-
261Eco• The Role of the Reader, 3. 
262Eco• The Limits of Interpretation, 49-50. 
263Eco• The Role of the Reader. 33. 
264Eco• The Role of the Reader. 33. 
265Eco• The Open Work. 1. 
266Eco• The Open Work, 21. 
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James Joyce's Ulysses, are designed to elicit a plenitude of unforeseen connections of 
meaning. This is part of the point of the work. On the other hand, there are open texts that 
are open in the sense that they are aesthetic texts and forever open to interpretation due to 
the density of form, variation of imagery, and metaphorical mode of discourse. In this 
sense, there is a range of texts that vary in their degree of openness. 267 
But however they fit on this range of openness, open texts are not open to endless 
inventions of meaning, as the term "open" might imply. Rather, because open texts are 
created with possible responses of the addressee in mind, the open text remains 
intelligible, meaningful, and resists misinterpretation or endless deferral. Two features 
constrain moves against textual meaning for open texts: ambiguity and self-reflexivity. 
Ambiguity is the first clue to discovering clarity and sense in the text. Ambiguity is an 
intentional distortion of the code, and thus, the reader can place limits as to what the 
object of ambiguity might be. In this way, "productive" ambiguity "awakens one's 
attention and induces one to try to interpret it, but at the same time suggests directions in 
which one might go" within the encyclopaedia to begin to interpret it. 268 Ambiguity helps 
define the reader's limits of interpretation and point toward meaning. Likewise, Eco's 
discussion of the self-reflexive structure of poetic language limits interpretation and gives 
shape to the poetic message. The language of an artistic text is referential to itself; that is, 
it operates within the interplay of repetition of language and gives clarity and 
interpretative direction. Again in Eco's aesthetic theory one can see that the reader has 
autonomy in interpreting the work but not complete autonomy. The following quote by 
Eco in his earliest essay on open texts is helpful at this point. For an open work: 
"The possibilities which the work's openness makes available always work within 
a givenjield of relations. As in the Einsteinian universe ... we may well deny that 
there is a single prescribed point of view. But this does not mean complete chaos 
in internal relations. What it does imply is an organizing [sic] rule which governs 
these relations ... [the open text] is the possibility of numerous different personal 
interventions, but it is not an amorphous invitation to indiscriminate participation. 
The invitation offers the performer the opportunity for an oriented insertion into 
something which always remains the world intended by the author. . .In other 
words, the author offers the interpreter, the performer, the addressee a work to be 
completed. ,,269 
267Eco, The Open Work, 20-1. 
268Caesar, Umberto Eco, 64. 
269Eco, The Open Work, 19. 
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Though Eco later modifies his language about authorial intention to speak of "the 
intention of the work," for instance in Interpretation and Overinterpretat;on (1992), the 
basic contours of his aesthetics of openness are already present. 
3.4. Conclusion 
The semiotic project of Umberto Eco coheres with the integrated approach 
adopted in this study and his aesthetic analysis frames how to explore the theology of 
Lamentations, so that the worlds "behind," "within," and "in front of' the text are met in 
the intentions of the author, work, and reader. Eco's focus upon these intentions has 
revealed that the focus of aesthetic analysis begins with an empirical reader reading a text. 
Working from the basis of the linear manifestation of the text, believing that its message 
coheres and operates according to a code (produced by a model author), an empirical 
reader begins the process of reading and interpreting from one's own setting within the 
cultural encyclopaedia and then makes "conjectures" about the text under investigation. 
These conjectures strengthen the model reader and clarify questions concerning the 
meaning of the text on the basis of "the intention of the work." As such, dialectic between 
the intentions of the author, text, and reader provides an interpretative frame for the 
aesthetic analysis of the present study. 
This frame for interpretation remains productive and carries with it implications 
for Lamentations research. Most importantly it implies a primary emphasis upon the 
interchange between the reader (along with one's own encyclopaedic knowledge) and the 
text (along with the cultural encyclopaedia of the text).270 Secondly, there is an emphasis 
270The interchange between reader and text, it is admitted, occurs at two levels. On 
the first level, the present author has engaged the text along the integrated approach, so 
the philosophical presuppositions that I possess may be productive as I listen to the text 
so as to become transformed into the model reader. Thus it is entirely plausible (even 
likely) that my own presuppositions are latent and interwoven with the present 
understanding of poetry and theology in Lamentations 1-3 (and thereby my 
understanding of how this text impacts a putative historical community in the sixth 
century BCE), but this is a reality of any act of interpretation or critical analysis (see 
Walther Eichrodt, "Does Old Testament Theology Still Have Independent Significance?" 
23-5). On the second level, the present study focuses upon how the model reader is 
constructed for a sixth century BCE ludahite context. The model reader is flexible enough 
as a concept to encompass both ideas, but the purpose of this study is not primarily self-
reflective (the former position) but is rather interested in the poetry and theology that 
arise in respect to real readers interpreting this text in an ancient ludahite context-how 
individuals within the ludahite commuity become the model reader and then how the text 
moves these to respond to the work. It is conceivable that through some poetics (notably 
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upon the interchange between text and reader rather than upon a putative empirical author. 
Methodologically, then, it remains sensible to argue first for "the intention of the work" in 
Lamentations 1-3 before speaking about any real author, though other works investigate 
this field of study.271 The LXX, Vulgate, Aramaic version (Targum) of Lamentations,272 
and Lamentations Rabbah273 all conclude Jeremiah the prophet of the sixth century BCE 
is the author of the book; this study does not intend to contravene that tradition. But there 
is a methodological difference between ascertaining the author of a particular work and 
identifying its textual intention, much less its theology. In the direction that Eco's 
aesthetic analysis affords, the process of interpretation of Lamentations' theology moves 
from the empirical reader to the model reader through the "intention of the work." Only 
after this is given full attention can questions of authorship be explored. 
A brief word is in order about the present study's understanding of the text of 
Lamentations. Hillers believes the "Hebrew text of Lamentations is in a relatively good 
state of preservation" and thereby is relatively trustworthy to represent a hypothetical 
Hebrew Vorlage.274 The oldest extant manuscript evidence for Lamentations comes from 
a few Qumran texts (3QLam, 4QLam, 5QLama, and 5QLamb)275, and the most significant 
of these, 4QLama, contains Lam 1.1-17, part of verse 18, and a small fragment of Lam 
personification) the model reader can serve as a way to describe a collective (that is 
"community") of individual readers actualising the text of Lamentations. Thus in 
Lamentations, the individual reader and the community of readers are encompassed 
productively in the concept of the model reader. 
271Nor does the present study wish to maintain that the concept of authorship is 
unimportant. Rather it is a vital reality of any text. Lee argues that the authors of 
Lamentations are the prophet Jeremiah and female temple singers (The Singers of 
Lamentations). Renkema believes pre-exilic temple singers originated the poems 
(Misschien is er hoop). The present study is content to suggest with LXX and TgLam that 
Jeremiah is the author of the work, though primary emphasis should be given to the work 
rather than a supposed author. 
272Etan Levine, The Aramaic Version of Lamentations (New York: Hermon, 
1981); Christian M. M. Brady, The Rabbinic Targum of Lamentations: Vindicating God 
(SAIS 3; Leiden: Brill, 2003), 18-21. 
273Jacob Neusner, Lamentations Rabbah: An Analytical Translation (BJS 193; 
Atlanta: Scholars, 1989). 
274HilIers, Lamentations, 39. 
275HilIers, Lamentations, 41-59; Berlin uses other notation, 3QLam = 3Q3, 
4QLam = 4QIII), 5QLama = 5Q6, and 5QLamb = 5Q7. See DJD 3:95; 3: 174-7; 178-9. 
Other nonbiblical Qumran poems quote Lamentations: 4Q179, 4Q501, 4Q282 [formerly 
4Q24 I 1, 4Q439, 4Q445, and 4Q453 (Berlin, Lamentations, 36-7). 
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2.5.276 Hillers thinks 4QLama followed the Hebrew Vorlage but altered it in a number of 
places to either smooth out translation or shift the focus of the poem toward explicit 
liturgical use. as it is sometimes addressed to God where it otherwise is not in the MT.277 
One example in Lam 1.7a reveals this. For a full explanation of divergences 
between the MT and 4QLama on this verse and others consult Cross and Hillers; the main 
aim here is to show how the translator likely diverges from the Hebrew Vorlage to make a 
point. Lam 1.7 in the MT reads: 
;"I""~' ;"I'll1 ,~, C'lll'" ;"I'~T 
C'i' ,~,~ ";"1 'lllK ;"I"~n~ ,~ 
;"I' ,nl1 l'K' ,r":l ;"I~l1 '~l:l 
;"IT1:l111~-'l1 'i'nio C"l ;"I'K' 
"Jerusalem remembers the days of her miserable homelessness 
All of her precious things. who were from the days of old. 
When her people fell into the hand of the enemy. but there is no helper for her. 
The foes look on mockingly over her destruction." 
Using Cross' reconstruction of 4QLama column II. Lam 1.7. the text reads differently: 
;"1';"1' ;"I'(')~T ... 
'~l:l C'i' ,~,~ ";"1 'llll'\ 'l:l'I'\~~ ,[,~] 
'11 'i'nw ;"I"~ ,nl1 1'K' 'l ,':l ;"I [ ~11] 
... ;"I":lW~ ,[,~] 
"Remember. 0 YHWH. 
line 2 
line 3 
line 4 
line 5 
All our pain which were from the days of old when they fell-
Her people-into the hand of an enemy, and there was no helper; 
her foes mocked over 
all of her destructions." 
The observer's description of Jerusalem in the MT Lam 1.7a uses a Qal 3 fern. sg. verb 
(C'lll'" ;"I,~T) but the Qumran translator changes this to fashion a communal address to 
YHWH: "Remember. 0 YHWH. all our pain." In this permutation. ;"I'(1)~T translates as 
emphatic imperative278 and the Tetragrammaton is set in place of C'lll" .. Here the 
observer appeals to YHWH directly and anticipates the appeals by personified Jerusalem 
in Lam 1.9c, llc, and 20a. The change from "all her precious things" (;"I"~n~ ,~) to "all 
our pain" (U:l'I'\~~ "~) anticipates personified Jerusalem's focus upon misery in Lam 1.12 
276Frank Moore Cross. Jr .• "Studies in the Structure of Hebrew Verse: The 
Prosody of Lamentations I: 1-22." in The Word of the Lord Shall go Forth: Essays in 
Honour of David Noel Freedman in Celebration of His Sixtieth Birthday (eds .• Carol L. 
Meyers and M. O'Connor; Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns. 1983). 129-55. 
277Hillers. Lamentations. 41-6. 
278The , is unclear. but if it does actually appear on the manuscript. then it is 
explainable through equivalence to the Tiberian ;"I'~T. according to Cross, "Studies in the 
Structure of Hebrew Verse." 140. 
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(':IN:l~:l :J'I(:l~) and makes the speaker a participant in communal suffering. The 
divergences mark a shift away from pure description by the speaker (as in the MT) to a 
communal appeal to YHWH. heightening pain and suffering and the desire for the deity 
to change it. Lam 1.7 will be explored further in Chapter 5. but it is evident that 4QLama 
takes liberties in transforming the Hebrew Vorlage and diverges from the MT, likely to 
emphasise pain and suffering and focus appeal to YHWH to alter the situation. 
Other versions, the MT, LXX, and the later Peshina and Targum, presuppose a 
hypothetical Hebrew Vorlage on which the LXX and Peshina depend, which is almost 
identical to the MT. 279 The Masoretes made decisions about how the text of Lamentations 
should be understood and what was (or not) theologically appropriate. One example 
suffices. In Lam 1.21 b, the text reads, "All my enemies heard of my misfortune-they 
rejoiced; for You had done it" (1'1'izl17 ;"11'11( ':l ,izlizl '1'117' '17~tli ':J'I(-':l). Renkema recognises 
that the Masoretes were uncomfortable with the enemies being able to rightly identify the 
work of God and thereby place a zaqef qaton above ,tvtv, dividing the line there; the 
consequence of this notation relates the enemies' delight with dear Zion's misfortune 
('1'117') rather than their recognition of YHWH's activity (1'1'izl17 ;"11'1N ':l). "If we ignore the 
division [given by the Masoretes] we are left with a situation in which the enemy also 
recognises YHWH as the auctor intellectualis of the downfall of his people.,,280 Yet this 
is an interpretation of the Vorlage that forecloses upon another possibility: that the 
enemies rejoice that God had done what he had planned. As such the translation reads, 
"All my enemies heard of my misfortune; they rejoiced that you had done it" (Lam 2.21 b). 
It is important to realise how the MT interprets the Hebrew Vorlage which impinges upon 
how one understands the book theologically. 
The LXX interprets the Hebrew Vorlage with a generally literalistic translation. 
Contra Rudolph, Albrektson believes the LXX is a "quite literal" and at places "extremely 
slavish" translation of the MT; he believes the LXX translator was rather unskilled. 281 
Even so, the LXX translator interprets in a different direction from the MT in places, 
some significant. Perhaps the most obvious case of this lies in the prologue in the LXX 
that ascribes the book to Jeremiah and promotes a general tone of lament.282 Jeremiah is 
279 Albrektson. Studies in the Text and Theology of the Book of Lamentations, 210. 
28oRenkema. Lamentations, 194. 
281Wilhelm Rudolph, "Der Text der Klagelieder," Z4 W 56(1938): 10 1-22; 
Albrektson, Studies in the Text and Theology of the Book of Lamentations, 208-9. 
282Similar prologues appear in the Targum and Vulgate. 
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sometimes called the weeping prophet because of his grief over the realisation that 
YHWH's judgment was sure to come, despite his best efforts to preach repentance.283 By 
directly linking Lamentations to Jeremiah, the LXX translator provides theological 
commentary immediately into its translation-that of judgment enacted by God's hand. 
This theologically shapes the first few verses of the LXX in a manner somewhat different 
to the MT. 
Similarly, the Targum Lamentations interprets (or reads against) the Hebrew text 
as ajudgment for Jerusalem's sins. In his extensive analysis of the Targum, Brady 
summarises: 
TgLam [Targum Lamentations] makes it explicit that Jerusalem deserved her fate 
because of the sin of her people. Thus TgLam [Targum Lamentations] contains 
many statements such as Jerusalem was punished "because of the greatness of 
her rebellious sin which was within her" (1.1) and "the LORD commanded the 
House of Jacob to keep the Commandments and Torah, but they transgressed the 
decree of his Memra" (1.17). Furthermore, our targumist makes it clear that this 
punishment from God was not capricious, but was the fulfillment of the promise 
he made with Israel in the wilderness. "The LORD has done what he 
planned ... that if the children did not keep the Commandments of the LORD he 
was going to punish them" (2.17).284 
The Targum achieved this theological emphasis through its structure, translation 
technique, and use of specific language. As in the LXX, it opens with a theological 
prologue that vindicates God by ascribing the blame for the destruction of Jerusalem to 
the sins of the people.285 
Each of the versions contributes something to the way one reads the Hebrew text. 
The present study will follow the MT but will recognise where Masoretic notation 
impinges upon the interpretation of the Hebrew text in a significant way. I will also note 
where Qumran material, LXX, Targum, and Lamentations Rabbah (less so the Peshina) 
reads differently to the MT. This comparative process will help distinguish places where 
interpreters "close" or leave "open" interpretative possibilities in the text, especially in 
regards to the theology of the book. 
Also important for Lamentations research is Eco's concept of the encyclopaedia. 
Ideally, the encyclopaedia provides a way to compare theological traditions, genres, 
2831. G. McConville, Judgment and Promise: An Interpretation of the Book of 
Jeremiah (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1993), 155-56. 
284Christian M. M. Brady, ''Targum Lamentations' Reading of the Book of 
Lamentations," (D.Phil. diss., University of Oxford, 1999),247-48. 
285Brady, "Targum Lamentations' Reading of the Book of Lamentations," 248. 
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poetics, and politics to Lamentations to see how the poetry exploits it to make textual 
meaning. However, the undetermined nature of the origins and subsequent modifications 
of theological tradents in Israel's history undermines its value for theological traditions 
that have been studied before, as in the work of Albrektson, Gottwald, and Brandscheidt. 
Much of what is known of theological traditions in ancient Israel simply remains 
uncertain so the demonstration of certain theological traditions as "encyclopaedic" 
material available for Lamentations' construction remains difficult. This applies to 
Deuteronomic/istic theology (Gottwald, Brandscheidt) as well as Zion theology 
(Albrektson), all of which have been seen to determine the theology of the book.286 
Scholars remain divided about the nature of these theologies, their traditions, 
development, authors, and purpose(s). However scholars may conceive of 
Deuteronomiclistic theology, such conceptions usually depend upon assessing a span of 
material from Deuteronomy to Kings, some portions of Jeremiah, and perhaps other texts 
as well; assessing this material has elicited a broad range of suggestions as to the origin, 
nature, and development of the theological tradition. 287 Views range between a single 
redaction, a double redaction, or multiple redaction view of the Deuteronomistic History 
and it becomes quickly apparent that the contours of the theology are undetermined.288 
This creates unease about attributing a specific concept in Lamentations to a particular 
aspect of Deuteronomistic theology when the latter itself is under dispute. 
Zion theology, too, derives from a series of texts from both Psalms and Isaiah, 
though there is open discussion as to its tenets and development.289 It is unclear whether 
there was always a belief that YHWH was unconditionally bound to Zion, or if Isaiah of 
Jerusalem (the prophet of the eighth century BCE) modified this theological view to 
286See 2.2.1. and 2.2.2. 
287These other texts may include portions of Genesis-Numbers and possibly 
portions of Isaiah. All of this, however, remains disputed. For a helpful discussion of the 
debate on Deuteronomistic history and theology, see Thomas Romer, The So-Called 
Deuteronomistic History, 3-43. 
288For a range of the range of views, see Romer, The So-Called Deuteronomistic 
History, 13-43, who argues that at present there Nothian and "Neo-Nothian proponents 
who adopt a single-author theory (Martin Noth, Steven L. McKenzie, John Van Seters), 
proponents who adopt a double redaction of the Deuteronomistic History (Frank Moore 
Cross, Richard Elliott Friedman), and then proponents of multiple redaction of the 
Deuteronomistic History (Rudoph Smend, Walter Dietrich). 
289See Ben C. Ollenburger, Zion, The City o/the Great King: A Theological 
Symbol o/the Jerusalem Cult (JSOTSup 41; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1987), 
15-19. 
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accommodate a conditional basis of YHWH's allegiance to the capital city of Judah. 
Albrektson assumes that Zion theology always entailed the Lord's unconditional promise 
to protect Zion and interprets "Zion" elements within Lamentations accordingly. 290 
Conversely, J. J. M. Roberts argues that prophetic critique, specifically the eighth century 
BCE prophetic critique of Isaiah of Jerusalem (Isaiah 28 and 30) corrects an oppressive 
monarchy and transforms the Zion tradition at that point. 29\ 
Roberts' perspective proceeds after the publication of Albrektson's work, but the 
complications arising from identifying Zion theology in Lamentations as Albrektson has 
done in light of Roberts' understanding are immense. A line that follows Roberts' in 
relation to Lamentations' theology may imply that YHWH is justified in abandoning his 
sanctuary due to the sins of the people (especially the priests and prophets). Either way, 
the present study is left with a problem: how can one attribute a specific theological 
tradition to the theology of Lamentations when the contours of this theological tradition 
remain unclear? 
This problem can be carried over between the relationship between Priestly 
theology and Lamentations as well. Priestly theology depends primarily on Leviticus 1-
16,292 yet again there is no consensus as to who produced this materia] or when. 
Traditionally, this body of literature, and the theology it promulgates, is dated to the exile 
or after.293 But others contend against this line of thought, believing the corpus to be from 
290 A]brektson, Studies in the Text and Theology of Lamentations, 214-39. 
Similarly, Brueggemann states of Lamentations, "The theological implication of the 
destruction of [Jerusalem] that produced such profound grief is that the liturgical tradition 
of the inviolability of the city-a notion fostered in temple-monarchy ideology-is shown 
to be false" [Walter Brueggeman, An Introduction to the Old Testament: The Canon and 
Christian Imagination (Louisville: WJK, 2003), 334]. 
291 Roberts addresses the Isaianic transformation in these chapters: "The 'poor of 
his people' in Isa ]4:32 corresponds to the 'one who trusts' in 28: ]6, and this touches the 
point at which Isaiah corrected the Zion tradition in which he was steeped. He made the 
promise contingent upon trust and behavior appropriate to trust" [J. J. M. Roberts, 
"Yahweh's Foundation in Zion (lsa 28:6)," JBL 106 (1987): 39-40]. 
292Exodus 25-31, 35-40 and Numbers 1-10 is sometimes included in this corpus as 
well (Brueggemann, Theology of the Old Testament, 662). 
293For traditional arguments see Ju]ius Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the History of 
Ancient Israel, with a Reprint of the article "Israel" from Encyclopaedia Britannica 
(preface, W. Robertson Smith; forward, Doug]as A. Knight; At]anta: Scholars Press, 
1995),8-13,34-8; Albrecht Alt, Essays on Old Testament History and Religion (Garden 
City: Anchor, 1968), 105-7. 
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the pre-exilic period.294 This discrepancy points to the difficulty of relating this theology 
as viable encyclopaedic content for Lamentations' theology. 
There is no doubt that certain theological traditions were available to the authors 
of Lamentations at the time of its construction. And it may be that there were 
Deuteronomic, Zion, or Priestly theologies that impacted its theology. But any further 
research in this field would demand thorough demonstration and space to allow such 
argumentation; the space constraints of the present study preclude this. Rather than 
attempting to reformulate how theological traditions have been used in Lamentations, the 
present study will rather isolate OT texts as data for encyclopaedic content without then 
making the move to identify the trajectory out of which such content stemmed. 295 
Beyond OT texts, the encyclopaedic model structures comparative analysis 
between other cultural data and Lamentations. In the encyclopaedic rubric, one can 
expand the range of data beyond the confines of OT literary material to include other 
ANE elements that become pertinent data to compare with Lamentations. This includes 
social rites such as mourning, worship practices, genre, style, and poetic structures. 
For both OT and ANE elements, comparative method will be used in a heuristic 
manner to "grope" our way through the rhizomatic labyrinth of the encyclopaedia to 
discover instances where Lamentations "blows up" items in the cultural encyclopaedia to 
advance its theology. The comparative method opens a way to chart typological 
relationships and differences between Lamentations and extant ANE elements to address 
how the book constructs theology. I am arguing, where appropriate, for fruitful 
comparisons between extant ANE and OT genres, poetics, and structures and 
Lamentations on the basis of the interchange between "the intention of the work" of 
Lamentations and the ANE cultural encyclopaedia in which Lamentations sits. This 
comparative research in fact partly fulfils Berlin's plea: 
"Future studies should ask: How did the poet of Lamentations use the common or 
stereotypical motifs at his disposal? In what ways do the distinctive history and 
religion of Israel affect the use of shared ancient Near Eastern forms of expression? 
294See Avi Hurvitz, "The Evidence of Language in Dating the Priestly Code"; A 
Linguistic Study of the Relationship between the Priestly Source and the Book of Ezekiel; 
Menahem Haran, Temples and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel: An Inquiry into the 
Character of Cult Phenomena and the Historical Setting of the Priestly Code (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1978); Jacob Milgrom, Leviticus (3 vols.; ABC; New York: Doubleday, 1991-
2000); Israel Knol. The Sanctuary of Silence: The Priestly Torah and the Holiness School 
(Minnea~olis: Fortress, 1994). 
2 5Berlin, however, does such research in her commentary. 
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These are questions about cultural contexts and comparisons, rather than questions 
about the lineage of laments.,,296 
From this basis, one must query which genres were in existence by the sixth 
century BCE that might be pertinent for Lamentations. Most scholars have argued that 
city-laments, dirges, individual and communal laments from both OT and ANE literature 
were available during this period. Ferris unequivocally states that there existed both 
individual and communal laments, as well as dirges in pre-exilic Israe1.297 And for ANE 
literary texts, Dobbs-Allsopp, Bouzard, and Emmendorffer believe the biblical lament 
tradition was influenced by Mesopotamian paradigms of lamentation, especialIy city-
laments, in the pre-exilic period.298 It stands to reason, then, that these texts were 
available in the sixth century BCE. 
Yet Morrow's recent research tempers this assertion.299 Like Ferris, Morrow 
allows the existence of both individual and communal laments-or protests of national 
defeat-in the pre-exilic period.30o But he counters the idea of direct Mesopotamian 
literary influence upon biblical literature until the exilic and post-exilic periods 
(especially after 570 BCE).301 Direct influence between Mesopotamian and Israelite 
literature is tenable only after the destruction of Jerusalem.302 
In light of this, it is reasonable to argue for biblical and Mesopotamian generic 
forbears available to the cultural milieu for Lamentations' construction. The dating for 
Lamentations proposed in section 1.2. fits with Morrow's findings and so can be included 
as viable data for the cultural encyclopaedia of Lamentations. This means that dirges, 
communal laments, individual laments, and Mesopotamian city-laments are available for 
use in the construction of Lamentations; other generic material likely was available as 
well. Re'emi has rightly argued that complaints, thanksgiving songs, and wisdom material 
296Berlin, Lamentations, 28. 
297Paul Wayne Ferris, Jr., The Genre of Communal Lament in the Bible and the 
Ancient Near East (SBLDS 127; Atlanta: Scholars, 1992), 158. 
298Dobbs-Allsopp, "Darwinism," 625-30; Walter C. Bouzard, We Have Heard 
with our Ears. 0 God: Sources of the Communal Laments in the Psalms (SBLDS 159; 
Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997), 154-55, 20 I-II; Michael Emmendorfer, Der ferne Gott: 
Eine Untersuchung der alttestmentlichen Volksklagelieder vor dem Hintergrund der 
mesopotamischen Literatur (FAT 21; Tubingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1998), 17-38, 294. 
299WilIiam S. Morrow, Protest Against God: The Eclipse of A Biblical Tradition 
(HBM 4; Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2005). 
30oMorrow, Protest Against God, 82-105. 
30IMorrow, Protest Against God, 82-105. 
302Morrow, Protest Against God, 82-105. 
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also impinge upon Lamentations as well; this material should be considered as available 
content. 303 How Lamentations may exploit Or deviate from its cultural encyclopaedia shall 
be explored in 4.2. and in the exegesis sections of Chapters 5-7, below. 
Moving to poetics, evidence exists of various extant poetics in the OT and ANE 
used in Lamentations prior to its construction. Among these are: repetition and 
parallelism,304 rhetorical questions and direct address,305 speaking voices,306 imagery and 
personification,307 alphabetic arrangement,308 strophic structures,309 allusion,310 and a 
number of other stylistic devices. This field of data can and should be counted as relevant 
encyclopaedic content for this study and will be addressed in Chapter 4.311 Moreover, in 
the exegesis portions of the present study (Chapters 5-7, below) I will address how 
sociological elements-especially mourning rites-are "blown up" with a concern upon 
how they contribute to the theology of Lamentations 1-3. 
Finally, Eco's theory remains helpful to assess pragmatic questions. Eco's 
distinction between open and closed texts provides a way to think about how the model 
reader of Lamentations is projected from its "intention of the work," and how the model 
reader responds to the poetry of Lamentations 1-3. Namely, does the model reader 
interpret Lamentations in one manner (as in a closed text) or are there a variety of 
303R. Martin-Achard and S. Paul Re'emi, God's People in Crisis: Amos & 
Lamentations (ITC; Edinburgh: Handsel, 1984), 79. 
304Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 112-44; Barbara Kaiser, 
"Reconsidering Parallelism: A Study of the Structure of Lamentations I, 2, and 4" (Ph.D. 
diss., University of Chicago, 1983). 
305W. C. Gwaltney, Jr., "The Biblical Book of Lamentations in the Context of 
Ancient Near Eastern Literature," in Scripture in Context II: More Essays on the 
Comparative Method (eds. William W. Hallo, James C. Moyer, and Leo G. Perdue; 
Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1983), 206; See also Thomas, "Aesthetic Theory of Umberto 
Eco"; "The Liturgical Function." 
306Gwaltney, "The Biblical Book of Lamentations," 206; Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep, 0 
Daughter of Zion, 36. 
307Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep, 0 Daughter of Zion , 75-89. 
308Gottwald, Studies in the Book of Lamentations, 23-32. 
309Renkema, "The Literary Structure of Lamentations (I-IV)," 294-396; Renkema, 
Lamentations, 72-9. 
310Linafelt, Surviving Lamentations, 62-79; Sommer, A Prophet Reads Scripture; 
Willey, Remember the Former Things; Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel; 
John Day, "Pre-Deuteronomic Allusions to the Covenant in Hosea and Psalm LXXVIII," 
vr 36( 1986): 1-12; Michael de Roche, "Zephaniah 12-3: the 'sweeping of creation' ," vr 
30(1980): 104-9; David M. Gunn, "Deutero-Isaiah and the Flood," JBL 94(1975): 493-
508. 
311 Iconography of the ANE also is pertinent encyclopaedic content. 
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interpretative horizons that the model reader may be able to actualise due to the nature of 
Lamentations as an open text? This question becomes more pertinent in light of Conrad's 
research into prophetic materials. He argues the prophetic materials are closed texts and 
later states, "I agree with Barthes' observation ... that 'classical' works are 'closed texts', 
and I would include the Bible as just such a classical work.,,312 
Here Conrad makes a claim about the textual properties of the entire canon from 
observation of specific prophetic books. According to Eco's theory, if a closed text, then 
the OT brings the empirical reader along a "monotonous" pre-scripted (and often 
anticipated) course so as to elicit from the reader "precise responses." To be able to 
identify a text as being open or closed, the reader must know something about the 
properties of the text under investigation. It is not clear to me how Conrad can argue that 
every text in the OT (or the "Bible" at large) is indeed a closed text unless he has made 
some observation about the textual properties of each text in the canon. Since he has not 
demonstrated this with Lamentations, then the question whether the book is an open or 
closed text remains open. 
This point is heightened when considering Heim's analysis. Heim argues the use 
personification in Lamentations reveals it to be an open text. 313 Personification of 
Jerusalem O'~rJ'"1::l, "Lady Zion") provides "a powerful cultural icon with which the 
community can identify.,,314 As such, she can embody the sufferings of the entire 
community and express their varied emotional states. Further, dialogical interchange 
between the narrator and l'~rJ'"1::l contributes to "communal discourse" so that 
Lamentations offers various avenues for approaching the tragedy of destruction.315 
Confirmation of Heim's conclusion about Lamentations as an open text as a whole 
exceeds the scope of this study, but determining whether Lamentations 1-3 is open or 
312Specifically Isaiah and the Twelve; see Edgar Conrad, "Yehoshua Gitay: 'What 
is He Doing?'" JSOT 27 (2002): 239-40. See also Reading the Latter Prophets; "Forming 
the Twelve and Forming Canon," in Thematic Threads in the Book of the Twelve (BZA W 
325; eds. Paul L. Redditt and Aaron Schart; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2003), 90-103; 
Reading Isaiah (OBT; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991). 
313Heim, "The Personification of Jerusalem." He states in his concluding 
paragraph, "It appears, then, that Lamentations is a consciously 'open' text which gives 
multiple answers to complex questions related to Jerusalem's destruction" (Heim, "The 
Personification," 169). The main deficiency of Heim' s assertion is that it has not been 
proved through aesthetic analysis nor has he delineated the differences between open and 
closed texts. The present study aims at rectifying this. 
314Heim, "The Personification," 168-9. 
315Heim, "The Personification," 169. 
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closed demands assessment. This can only arise from aesthetic analysis of the text, which 
occurs in Chapters 5-7, below. But whether open or closed, Eco's pragmatic distinction 
aids thinking about how the poetry brings the model reader along to respond to the book 
as a whole. Determining how the empirical reader becomes the model reader depends 
upon familiarity with circumstantial evidence including genre, structure, and poetics, 
which are addressed in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER 4: 
GENRE, STRUCTURE, AND POETICS IN LAMENTATIONS 
4.1. Introduction 
"[Eco] foresees a Model Reader capable of making interpretative moves which 
correspond to his, the author's, generative moves. This sort of reader required is 
signaled by a number of different means: language, the choice of a particular kind 
of encyclopedia or ensemble of cultural references, particular vocabulary or style, 
genre.,,316 
Caesar's quote above highlights the importance of the competences employed by 
the producer of a text in its production for Eco's aesthetic theory; likewise the 
competences of the model reader enable one to make "interpretative moves" that mirror 
those of the producer of the work. Caesar highlights a few of these competences that 
should be analysed in determining how any text goes about creating meaning for its 
model reader. He includes genre, style (or poetics), language, and encyclopaedic 
knowledge, but these can include the micro and macrostructure of a text as well: both at 
the verse level and in the shape of the whole book. 
By way of exploration into questions of genre, structure, and poetics which may 
be pertinent for Lamentations 1-3, the present chapter will identify important "cultural 
references" within its encyclopaedic world. This includes, as indicated in the previous 
chapter, material from the OT (dirges, individual and communal laments, wisdom 
material) as well as ANE material (city-laments and related genres). The various 
structures offered by previous scholarship for Lamentations will be explored including 
the more recent Dutch research assessing the structure of Northwest Semitic poetry. I then 
come to conclusions on these proposals and reassess the usage of the alphabetic acrostic 
as the structuring device for Lamentations. Finally, I will attend to some poetic 
techniques at work in Lamentations. Following Eco's aesthetic theory, the empirical 
reader becomes the model reader only after research into the "language," "ensemble of 
cultural references," "style," and "genre" available in the encyclopaedia of Lamentations 
(or "circumstance") while keeping in mind the difference between open and closed texts. 
316Caesar, Umberto Eco, 123. 
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Understanding the encyclopaedic world of Lamentations will assist in the exegetical 
focus in Chapters 5-7 whereby the theology of Lamentations will be ascertained. 
4.2. Genre 
The OT contains a variety of extant lament material pertinent to Lamentations: 
individual and communal laments, city-laments, dirges, wisdom material, and 
thanksgiving songs.317 ANE city-laments too share similar characteristics with the 
book. 318 Comparative analysis between this generic material within the cultural 
encyclopaedia of the OT and ANE and Lamentations reveals how Lamentations diverges 
from, and converges with, these texts. Albertz argues that Lamentations marks a generic 
development in the literary history of Israel.319 Morrow affirms Albertz' contention; 
Berlin identifies the book as one of a number of texts falling under a new generic 
category of "Jerusalem Laments" arising after the destruction of Jerusalem.32o 
Though correct in noting the distinctive character of Lamentations, it is beyond 
the scope of the present study to confirm their views that it represents a generic 
development. The poetry uses available encyclopaedic material for its own purposes. 
Traditional research into the genre of Lamentations has focused upon individual poems 
rather than the book as a whole, following Gunkel's lead in form-critical research?21 He 
317See 2.4., above as well as: Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep 0 Daughter o/Zion, 25-6; 
Martin-Achard and Re'emi, God's People in Crisis, 79. 
318For critical editions of Mesopotamian city-laments, see Samuel N. Kramer, "A 
Sumerian Lamentation" and "Sumerian Lamentation" translated by Samuel N. Kramer 
(ANET, 455-63; 611-19). All references for the Lamentation over the Destruction of Ur" 
(hereafter LU) and "Lamentations over the Destruction of Sumer and Ur" (hereafter LSU) 
derive from Kramer's translation in ANET. For the Curse of Agade, see Jerrold S. Cooper, 
The Curse 0/ Agade (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983); Piotr 
Michalowski, The Lamentation over the Destruction 0/ Sumer and Ur (MC I; Winona 
Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1989). For balag and ersemma see Ferris, The Genre 0/ Communal 
Lament, 38-53; For comparative analysis between the ANE texts and Lamentations, see 
Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep, 0 Daughter o/Zion, 30-96. 
319Rainer Albertz, Israel in Exile: The History and Literature o/the Sixth Century 
B. C.E. (Studies in Biblical Literature 3; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2003), 
158-9. 
320Morrow, Protest Against God, 107; Berlin, Lamentations, 24-6. 
321Gunkel isolated the variety of distinct oral forms of poetry in ancient Israel by 
assessing the different Gattungen, "genres," in the corpus of the Hebrew Bible. See 
Hermann Gunkel and Joachim Begrich, An Introduction to the Psalms: The Genres o/the 
Religious Lyric 0/ Israel (trans. James D. Nogalski; MLBS; Macon: Mercer University 
Press, 1998). 
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classified Lamentations 1,2, and 4 as an assemblage of communal dirgesm , 
Lamentations 3 as a mixed genre poem that contains elements of both the individual 
lament (Lam 3.1-17, 48-66) and communal lament (Lam 3.40-7) as well as wisdom 
material (Lam 3.25-39); Lamentations 5 is a communallament.323 At present four views 
hold sway: communal dirges, communal laments, city-laments, or mixed genre poems. 324 
However, other positions have been offered. Kraus believes Lamentations 
represents a genre to mourn the destroyed sanctuary which was sung at the restoration of 
the temple in 515 BCE. Akkadian songs sung at the restoration of the temple are its 
generic forbears. 325 Boecker and Wieser diverge slightly from Kraus, considering 
Lamentations to be liturgical poetry, sung at an unspecified lament festival. 326 Lee 
believes Lamentations I ~ are "mixed genre" poems that combine the communal lament 
and communal dirge genres; Lamentations 5 is a communallament.327 Re'emi thinks 
Lamentations I, 2, and 4 share elements with the dirge genre, though "different elements 
in the contents of these songs"-including national laments, individual laments, 
complaints, and confessions of sin [ ... ] make generic identification uncertain.328 Berlin's 
view already has been mentioned.329 Dobbs-Allsopp cuts against the grain and argues that 
Lamentations is a lyric sequence. These options are evaluated below. 
4.2.1. Lamentations as Communal Dirges 
If Lamentations represents a set of communal dirges, then the poetry functions to 
mourn the destruction of Jerusalem and appeal to YHWH to counteract this disaster. 
322Gunkel and Begrich, An Introduction to the Psalms, 94-6. Jahnow employs 
different terminology, namely "Leichenlied," or "funeral song" [Hedwig Jahnow, Das 
hebriiische Leichenlied im Rahmen der Volkerdichtung (BZA W 36; Giessen: Alfred 
Topelmann, 1923)]. 
323Gunkel and Begrich, An Introduction to the Psalms, 94-6, 308; Jahnow calls 
Lamentations 3 an individual lament (Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 168-9). Among those 
who follow Gunkel are Notcher and Rudoph. See Friedrich Notscher, Die Klage/ieder 
(EB; Wiirzburg: Echter Verlag, 1947), I; Wilhelm Rudolph, Die Klagelieder (KAT; 
Giitersloh: Gerd Mohn, 1962), 191-2. 
324Most of these positions, except for Dobbs-Allsopp on city-laments, are based 
upon form-critical research. 
325 A. Falkenstien and W. von Soden, Sumerische und akkadische Hymnen und 
Gebete: Einleitung und Ubertragung (Zi.irich: Artemis, 1953). 
326Hans Jochen Boecker, Klagelieder (ZB 21; Zi.irich: Theologischer Verlag, 
1985), 12-13; Weiser, Klagelieder, 298-300. 
327Lee, The Singers of Lamentations, 33-7. 
328Martin-Achard and Re'emi, God's People in Crisis, 79. 
329Berlin, Lamentations, 24-6. 
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Through comparative analysis between dirges in folk literature of various cultures and 
analogous texts in the OT, Gunkel's student, Hedwig Jahnow, discovered mourning 
customs in ancient Israel-fonnal elements associated with the dirge, ritual acts in 
mourning, and occasions of recitation. She recognised that mourning in Israel demanded 
not merely emotional states but rather behavioural expressions33o and concluded that a 
privati sed "Leichenlied," "funeral song" (identified also as "Totenklage," "dirge") was 
sung around the funeral bier by the family and friends after a bereavement in Israe1.331 
The dirge was one of a number of Trauerbrauche, "mourning customs," associated with 
mourning that provided the community a way to express pain and deal with death.332 
The privati sed Leichenlied evinces certain elements. Lee summarises them.333 
I. Proclamation of death (often with the use of tenn 1K or ;"1:l'K334 comp,osed in 
the broken, stilted 3+2 qinah meter reflective of loss and mourning" 35) 
2. Complaint (Klage) over death/destruction often accompanied by weeping 
3. Melancholy over the transitoriness of the deceased/destroyed city 
4. An accusation (Anklage) against the perpetrator of the crime336 
5. Dialogic perfonnative style of different speakers in the poetry 
6. A brief question 
7. Summons for others to mourn 
8. Enacted mourning over the incomprehensibility of the event 
9. Impact of the death on the survivors 
10. Mention of the manner of death 
11. Reconciliation in which the survivor makes peace with the death in that the 
death was noble, brave, or honourable 
12. Contrast motif expressed in reversal 
13. Prayer to God 
330She anticipated later comparative anthropological studies between the OT and 
ANE: Gary Anderson, A Time to Mourn, A Time to Dance; Pham, Mourning in the 
Ancient Near East and the Hebrew Bible. 
331Jahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 73-86. 
332Jahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 2-11. See also the discussion of 
Anderson, A Time to Mourn, A Time to Dance, 49-97. 
333Lee, The Singers of Lamentations, 13-14. 
334According to Jahnow, the word ;"1:l'K, often translated 'how' or 'alas,' represents 
the hallmark of the funeral song in ancient Israel. 
335Jahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 2-11; For the qinah meter, see Karl 
Budde, "Das hebraische Klagelied," Z4. W 2(1882): 1-52. The qinah meter has come 
under scrutiny recently. Whether the 3 + 2 qinah meter actually exists, the present study 
omits it from consideration. 
336 At the funeral, dirge singers accused the perpetrator of death, especially in the 
case of murder, and "ertont von den Lippen der Leichensangerin zum ersten Mal der 
Name des Morders" (Jahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 88). The funeral bier was a 
place, like the city gate, where justice was demanded, though it is unlikely that justice 
was achieved there. See Lee on the relationship between this motif and possible OT 
parallels (Lee, The Singers of Lamentations, 35-6). 
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In Jahnow's view the Leichenlied was later used in a transferred sense ("im iibertragenen 
Sinne") by the prophets to a religious and public setting.337 These metaphorical, 
communal Leichenlieder, henceforth called "communal dirges," did not mourn an 
individual but rather "eine personifizierte Gesamtheit (Land oder Stadt).,,338 In the 
communal dirge, a typically non-cultic genre is transformed into religious poetry. For 
Jahnow, Lamentations I, 2, and 4 represent the most extensive evidence of the communal 
d· 339 lrge. 
Jahnow believes Lamentations reveals a number of elements revealing it as a 
communal dirge. In Lam 1.1; 2.1; 4.1, the term ;'I::l~N is used, about which she says, "In 
diesem Wort hat sich die wehmiitige Grundstimmung des Leichenliedes zu einer festen 
Stilform verdichtet." 340 Thus, for the hearer of the Leichenlied, as well as those singing it, 
the recitation of ;'I::l~!( conditioned the audience for what was about to come: melancholy 
and mourning over death. Lamentations also presents Jerusalem's reversal from glory to 
shame, evincing the contrast motif, as in Lam 1.1 ?41 The personified city also identifies 
the one(s) who have caused the bereavement, among them enemies and God.342 Jahnow 
notes that the typical call for public justice is "in der Form der Leichenklage. Hier wird 
die Klage zur Anklage. ,,343 If the city personified becomes the dirge singer in the 
communal dirge, then it follows that the "widow" of Lam 1.1 or l'~r11::l, "Dear Zion," of 
the remainder of the book becomes the "klagende Hinterb1iebene," the lamenting survivor 
who demands justice over the death of her children, the inhabitants of the city itself. 344 
These elements lead Jahnow to identify Lamentations 1, 2, and 4 as communal dirges. 
4.2.2. Lamentations as Communal Laments 
Westermann concurs with Jahnow that the dirge is a profane (non-cultic) genre 
and that elements of the dirge appear in Lamentations. But because Lamentations 
337Jahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 162. Lee summarises Jahnow: The 
Singers of wmentations, 12-37. 
338Jahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 164. 
339 Am 5.2 and Isa 23.1-14, as well (Jahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 165-
97). 
34oJahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 136, 168. 
341Jahnow calls this "Einst und Jetzt" motif "ein wesentliches Merkmal des alten 
Leichenliedes" (Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 170). 
342Jahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichen!ied, 171-2. 
343Jahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichen!ied, 88. 
344Jahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 172. 
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addresses God, these poems function differently than dirges and so cannot be called 
communal dirges. They are laments. Lamentations 3 is a mixed genre poem, 
Lamentations 5 is a communal lament, and Westermann identifies Lamentations I, 2, and 
4 as "communal laments" with elements of the dirge interspersed throughout them.345 
A number of distinctions exist between the genres. The dirge is not addressed to 
God and the name of YHWH never occurs in it. The address to the dead, the cal1 for 
lamentation, the announcement of death, and the description of suffering are elements that 
characterise the dirge. The communal lament has a future oriented supplication for 
deliverance within it while the dirge confronts the fact of death and looks to the past. 346 
The dirge expresses loss is a vehicle for the family to voice pain while the communal 
lament functions to direct pain heavenward, typically requesting the deity to intervene in 
the time of extreme pain or hardship. The melancholic mood expressed in the dirge is feIt 
too in the communal lament, but here that feeling is directed to the deity, which remains 
the key point. No where in the privati sed dirge does the complaint go to the deity. 
Direct address to the deity is crucial for laments because it focuses the prayer, 
notably in the Klage, "complaint," to God and appeals for relief from whatever 
oppression. The complaint contains three interchangeable aspects that always occur 
within a lament: an accusation or a call upon God to look at the suffering (die Anklage 
des Gottes), an expression of pain the sufferer endures (die Wir-Klage), and the act of 
naming and describing the enemy and their mockery (die Feindklage).347 
Westermann argues that the Anklage, "complaint" serves as the nerve centre or 
heart of the lament and brings the suffering community's issue directly to the one who 
has al10wed (or even caused) this suffering. Westermann states: "Die an Gott gerichtete 
Klage, die Anklage Gottes ist in den Psalmen der Nerv aller Klage: irgendwo stOBt jede 
Klage auf den, der als der SchOpfer und Herr seiner Kreatur das Leid zulieB. Die Klagen 
des Alten Testaments suchen den Urheber des Leides nicht bei einer gottfeindlichen 
Macht, sondem in Gott selber.,,348 
345Westermann, Die Klagelieder, 15-22 = Lamentations, I-II. 
346Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms, 167-8, n.12. 
347Claus Westermann, Der Psalter (Stuttgart: Calwer, 1967), 30-5. Westermann 
states, "Sie ist an Gott gerichtete Klage, als Wir-Klage (bzw. Ich-Klage) klagt sie das 
eigene Leid, als Feindklage klagt sie, was der Feind angerichtet hat. Diese drei Glieder 
der Klage stehen in einer lebendingen, vielfaltigen Beziehung zueinander. Nicht al1e 
brauchen in jedem Psalm zu ercheinen, aber jede Klage hat ihrem Wesen nach diese drei 
Richtungen, diese drei Aspekte" (Westermann, Der Psalter, 35). 
348Westermann, Der Psalter, 31. 
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The Anklage des Gottes strikes out at God, demanding his attention. This demand 
may focus upon an enemy, may question the length of suffering, but in any case it 
demands the Lord recognise present suffering, and then do something to change it. 
Differently to Jahnow, who views, for instance, Lam 2.20-1 as the accusation against the 
perpetrator of the crime in the communal dirge, Westermann views these verses as an 
Anklage des Gottes within a communallament.349 These verses do not formally "indict" 
God over injustice but rather ask the poignant question "How could you have allowed this 
to happen, Lord?" within the context of a people who are at a loss for explanation.35o 
Westermann's reasoning here is based upon the logic that no public judicial forum existed 
in Israel by which one could indict the Lord for injustice. This fact notwithstanding, 
however, the Anklage des Gottes appears to raise significant questions about the justice of 
God. Westermann argues that the Anklage goes "before the heavenly throne.,,351 The fact 
that communal laments often raise the question of "How could you have allowed this 
suffering to happen?" seems to indicate that worshippers could question God's justice. 
It is plausible to surmise, then, that communal laments may function as protest 
speech, raising the issue of God's justice, without reverting semantically to a form of 
legal indictment.352 It appears that protest speech raises the issue of God's justice without 
making further indictment with juridical overtones. The theology of Lamentations in the 
communal lament, then, is that of complaint and lament to God. 
4.2.3. Lamentations and City-Laments 
Many have attempted to make connections between the ANE laments and related 
genres and Lamentations.353 Kramer and Kraus argue that there is direct linkage between 
ANE texts and Lamentations. Kramer argued that Sumerian poets originated the lament 
genre which directly influenced the OT book of Lamentations.354 Kraus believed that the 
349Westermann, Die Klagelieder, 134-6 = Lamentations. 158-9. 
35Dwestermann, Die Klagelieder, 86-7 = Lamentations, 91-2. 
351Westermann, Die Klagelieder, 86 = Lamentations, 92. 
352But see Carleen Mandolfo, God in the Dock: The Dialogic Tension in the 
Psalms %, Lament (JSOTSup 357; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2002). 
3 3The view of the present study was hinted at in 3.4. in the application of Bco's 
model of the rhizomatic encyclopaedia to understand relationships between Lamentations 
and other ANE texts. It is possible to argue for the availability of certain genres in the 
cultural encyclopaedia for the creator of Lamentations to "blow up" for various purposes. 
354Samuel N. Kramer, Sumerian Literature and the Bible (AnBib 12; Rome: 
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1959), 185-204. 
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genre of the book fits not with the city-lament genre but rather with the "Klage urn das 
zerstOrte Heiligtum," or "lament over the destroyed sanctuary."m The supposed Sitz im 
Leben for the pronouncement of this lament was at the restoration of the second temple in 
515 BCE?56 He arrived at this position by building upon research in Sumerian and 
Akkadian literature in which festal texts were read at the reconstruction of temples.357 In 
this he affirms direct influence between Mesopotamian laments and Lamentations. 358 The 
main difficulty with Kraus' generic identification lies in the fact that Lamentations speaks 
little of the destroyed sanctuary compared with the frequent descriptions of plight of 
Jerusalem and its inhabitants as well as the land and inhabitants of the surrounding region 
of Judah. The focus for his generic identification-the destroyed sanctuary-remains too 
narrow. Kaiser summarises, "Kraus' attempt to determine the type [or genre of 
Lamentations], with the help of Sumerian parallels, as a lament for the destroyed 
sanctuary clearly does not do justice to the actual concern of the poems.,,359 
Rudolph and McDaniel argue against the line taken by Kramer. Rudolph denies 
direct linkage believing instead that similar situations depicted in both the Sumerian 
Lamentations over Ur and Akkad and the book of Lamentations explains their similarities 
without having to attribute direct influence of the former on the latter.36o McDaniel most 
extensively questions direct influence of Mesopotamian laments. He cannot see how the 
writer of Lamentations could have been exposed to Mesopotamian laments so he could 
not have imitated their style?61 Rather, similar circumstances created similar styles. 
However, if Lamentations was composed some time between 587-520 BCE, it is 
thoroughly possible that the composer of this text could have come in contact with the 
Mesopotamian lament traditions. Morrow's research shows the connection is at the very 
least tenable and at best likely?62 Recognising that the connection between Lamentations 
and the Mesopotamian city-lament genre are likely, Dobbs-Allsopp employs a 
355Kraus, Klagelieder, 9. 
356Kraus, Klagelieder, 12-13. 
357Falkenstien and von Soden, Sumerische und akkadische Hymnen und Gebete. 
358Kraus, Klagelieder, 9-10. 
3590tto Kaiser, Introduction to the Old Testament: A Presentation o/its Results 
and Problems (trans., John Sturdy; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1975); 356; Klagelieder, 101-
3. 
36oRudolph, Klagelieder, 9. 
361Thomas F. McDaniel, "The Alleged Sumerian Influence Upon Lamentations," 
VT 18 (1968): 198-209. 
362Morrow, Protest Against God, 82-105. 
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comparative method to uncover corresponding characteristics between them. Secondarily, 
he wonders whether Lamentations is a ludahite equivalent of the city-lament genre. 
This city-lament genre appears in primary and secondary production in 
Mesopotamia in, among other examples, the Lamentation over the Destruction of Ur, 
Lamentation over the Destruction of Ur and Sumer. The Lament for Nibru, The Lament 
for Unug; the city-lament genre is similar to the Curse of Agade and shares family 
resemblances with other Mesopotamian lament genres.363 After comparative analysis of 
the texts, Dobbs-Allsopp discovers nine distinguishing generic features between 
Lamentations and the Mesopotamian city-laments364: 
I. Unified subject and mood-that of mourning over the destruction of a city 
2. Unique structure and poetic technique 
a. Authorial point of view and speaking voices 
b. Contrast and reversal motifs 
c. Focus on destruction 
d. So-called qinah meter in Lamentations 
3. Motif of divine abandonment 
4. Assignment of responsibility for the disaster 
5. The divine agent of destruction 
6. Description of destruction 
a. City and environs 
b. Sanctuary 
c. Persons 
d. Social, religious, and political customs 
7. The image of the weeping goddess 
8. Lamentation 
9. A hope for restoration of the city and return of the gods 
From this he concludes that Lamentations exhibits characteristics congruent with the 
ANE city-lament genre. though it is probably an imitation of the city-lament 
prototypes.365 
Some of the motifs Dobbs-Allsopp notices share crossover traits with the lament 
and dirge. Motif four-the assignment of responsibility-mirrors lahnow's fourth 
element of the communal dirge: the accusation against the perpetrator. The obvious 
crossover trait, however, is that of the unified subject and mood of the city-lament and the 
communal dirge: that of mourning over the destruction. Another crossover motif is the 
emphasis on reversal of former glory to present abjection, what lahnow calls the "Einst 
363Such as balag and ersemma compositions and the Curse of Agade. See note 
318, above. 
364Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep, 0 Daughter of Zion, 31-94. 
365Like imitative balag and erSemma compositions (Dobbs-Allsopp, "Darwinism," 
629-30). 
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und Jetzt" motif and Dobbs-Allsopp identifies as, "contrast and reversal.,,366 Finally, both 
Dobbs-Allsopp and Jahnow identify different speaking voices as typical of the city-
lament and dirge genres, respectively, and suggests examples from Lamentations. The 
appeal to God, associated with the communal lament, is combined in the city-lament 
mode in motif eight and nine: lamentation and a plea for restoration and a return of the 
gods. Lam 5.21 is the most explicit prayer to God for restoration that Dobbs-Allsopp 
mentions, though Lamentations 5 is unequivocally held as the only pure communal 
lament in the book!367 Crossover traits raise questions about classifying Lamentations to 
one genre: it shares traits characteristic to the city-lament, lament, and dirge genres. 
4.2.4. Other Proposals: Jerusalem Lament and Lyric 
Most recently, Berlin argues that Lamentations reflects a type of lament genre that 
arose in the history of Israel only after the destruction of Jerusalem in 587 BCE, the 
"Jerusalem Lament.,,368 This lament questions how one sings about Zion when the city, 
temple, and environs are destroyed. The opposite of the Jerusalem lament is the "Zion 
song.,,369 After the fall of Jerusalem, theological and historical changes necessitated the 
creation of the new genre that would express the dismay over the destruction. 
Lamentations is this new genre that functions to mourn Jerusalem's destruction?70 
Gottwald, Lee, Re' emi, and Pro van identify Lamentations as mixed genre poems. 
Gottwald thinks the lament is the primary mode of Lamentations but that various literary 
. II 371 Le L . . f· d types are Interwoven as we .. e, too, sees amentatlons as a senes 0 mlxe poems; 
they combine the communal dirge of Jahnow and the communal lament for specific 
reasons. The communal dirge begins Lamentations I, 2, and 4 and then morphs into 
communal lament towards the latter half of each of these poems. The poetry cannot be 
understood properly without recognising the usage of both genres within it.372 Re'emi 
believes the mixture elements from communal lament, dirge, individual lament, and 
wisdom material leave one unable to assign the poems to a specific genre beyond a broad 
366Jahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 170; Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep. 0 Daughter 
of Zion, 38-41. 
367House, Lamentations, 455. 
3680ther than Lamentations, Berlin identifies Pss 74, 79, and 137 as Jerusalem 
Laments (Lamentations, 24-5). 
369pSS 46,48,50, 76, 84, 87, and 122. 
37°Berlin, Lamentations, 24-5. 
37lGottwald, Studies in the Book of Lamentations, 41. 
372Lee, The Singers of Lamentations, 33-7. 
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category of national lament. Provan identifies Lamentations broadly as laments without 
f h ·f·· 373 urt er SpeCl lCIty. -
In the late nineteenth century, Keil anticipated Dobbs-Allsopp's recent 
identification of the book of Lamentations as lyric poetry. As he discusses the question of 
Jeremianic authorship of the book, Keil discusses how the alphabetic form points to its 
classification as lyric poetry. Different from prophetic address that is intended to "warn, 
rebuke, and comfort," Keil argues that the book of Lamentations is 
"lyric poetry, which has its own proper style of language, and this [is] different 
from prophetic address. Both the subject-matter and the poetic form of these 
poems, smooth though this is in general, necessarily resulted in this-that through 
the prevalence of peculiar thoughts, modes of representation, and feelings, the 
language also received an impress, in words and modes of expression, that was 
peculiar to itself, and different from the prophetic diction of Jeremiah. ,,374 
As lyric poetry, Lamentations displays a style of speech fundamentally different from 
prophetic speech. Distinctive characteristics of lyric are: repetition of specific clauses and 
terminology (such as '~n K' in Lam 2.2, 17, 21; 3.43), specific poetic usage of the divine 
epithet l"'lI, "Most High" in Lam 3.35, 38, and a formal structure (the alphabetic acrostic) 
that organises various "chords" of emotion in the poetry.375 
Dobbs-Allsopp, too, argues that the poetry of Lamentations is lyric, specifically a 
lyric sequence, though his primary aim lies in assessing how the poetry functions rather 
than identifying genre per se. So he speaks of modes of discourse rather than genre 
classifications.376 How texts go about generating meaning through language deals with 
their modes of discourse. Lyric sequences are composite works containing mUltiple and 
discreet poems that display a degree of coherence and tell their "story" without recourse 
to features normally associated with narrative: plot, theme development, or argument.377 
Lyric sequences tell their story through non-narratival and non-representational (non-
dramatic) means. 
Due to the fact that its mode of discourse is paratactic, imagistic and non-
narratival, Dobbs-Allsopp believes Lamentations fits the lyrical mode of discourse more 
than anything else and can be understood as a lyric sequence?78 It tells its story through 
373Provan, Lamentations, 5. 
374Keil, K&D, vol. 8,472. 
375Keil, K&D, vol. 8,471-3. 
376To his claim about the genre of Lamentations, reference is made to his earlier 
work on the relationship between it and the city-lament genre. 
377F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp, "Lamentations as a Lyric Sequence," 1-5. 
378Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentations, 12-20. 
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the poetic usage of language. repetition. and the progression of the acrostic rather than 
dramatic portrayal or narrative plot development. This point runs counter to the 
performative aspect noted by Lee. who believes that the communal dirges of 
Lamentations have oral roots that indicate they may have been performed by the prophet 
Jeremiah and female temple singers; the alternative speaking voices may represent real 
singers who sang their alternative perspectives on the disaster of Jerusalem. though this is 
h · . 179 not er pnmary pOInt.· 
Whether these speaking voices represent crystallised dialogue performed between 
Jeremiah and the temple singers is yet to be proved. In my view. these poems represent a 
stronger communal focus in which the community was active in the laments rather than 
merely viewing the performance of the laments between two sets of speakers. In any case. 
Dobbs-Allsopp is right in noting that lyric functions differently than other modes of 
discourse. His recognition alerts one to the necessary involvement of the reader in the 
interpretative process to make ties between disparate parts within the poetry and may give 
insight as to the discrepancy in divine imagery. sources of blame for the destruction. and 
the nature of hope in Lamentations. More shall be added to this assertion in the exegesis 
in Chapters 5-7. 
4.2.5. Conclusions 
In light of the proposals offered above one recognises the difficulty in assigning 
Lamentations to a specific genre. Though there are crossover traits between available 
genres of the day-the dirge. communal lament. and city-lament. among others-
Lamentations cannot be reduced to anyone of these. Even if one wants to argue that the 
primary mode of the book of a whole is that of a general lament. as do Provan. Gottwald. 
and Re·emi. then one still must deal with the fact that other generic elements appear as 
well. notably dirge motifs as well as wisdom material that occurs prominently in Lam 
3.25-39. Identifying the primary mode as lament does not cover all generic aspects of the 
poetry. This point is heightened significantly if one takes the view that the theological 
centre of the book is the wisdom material of Lam 3.25_39.380 
Moreover. I am not persuaded by Jahnow or Lee's argument for the presence of 
(or existence of) a communal dirge. though the profane (that is. non-cultic) dirge is a 
379Lee• The Singers of Lamentations. 41-6. 
380 As does Gottwald. Studies in the Book of Lamentations. 96-111. 
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viable generic category. The communal dirge genre, as 1ahnow has identified it, is in fact 
the mixture of the city-lament and the dirge genres. The texts she identifies as communal 
dirges in the Old Testament are in fact adaptations of the city-lament genre in Israelite or 
1udahite contexts.381 Her recognition of specific elements within the profane dirge, 
however, is fruitful as a number of them do appear and are exploited in Lamentations: 
certainly the use of :1:l'N (Lam 1.1; 2.1; 4.1), summons for others to mourn (Lam 1.18b; 
2.18-19), enacted mourning (Lam 1.1-2a, 4; 2.5c, 10, 13; 5.15), impact of death on 
survivors (Lam 1.4b-c; 2.10, 11 c-12; 4.3-5, 9-10, 14) and the general tone of melancholy 
over death. 
Lamentations may represent a generic development in Israelite and 1udahite 
literature, as Albertz maintains,382 but proving this moves beyond the aim of the present 
study. The same holds for Berlin's 1erusalem laments and Dobbs-Allsopp's suggestion of 
Lamentations as lyric poetry. Dobbs-Allsopp does helpfully argue that the mode of 
Lamentations is lyrical rather than narratival or dramatic as he claims something about 
how the text functions rather than its genre. The present study accepts this modal 
understanding of how Lamentations' poetry functions. It advances its logic through 
repetition of language and paratactic imagery through the alphabetic acrostic. 
On the evidence, Lamentations is a mixed genre poem. Lament, with the 
complaint element, is a primary generic influence, though the dirge, city-lament, and 
wisdom material also playa role. Its precise generic identification however, is something 
different than each of them. Not only crossover traits between genres establish this view, 
but also how the present study understands genre analysis. Following Dobbs-Allsopp, 
genre analysis is a "tool of criticism" that helps the scholar explain interrelations between 
texts in terms of motifs, imagery, poetic devices, and even structures.383 In this way, 
genre analysis is a comparative device that assesses crossover traits occurring between 
texts. 
The fact that Lamentations is a mixed genre poem carries with it theological 
significance. To associate Lamentations to communal laments (as Westermann does), 
misses the ambiguity that arises from the variety of grounds for complaint: the sinfulness 
of the people, the punishment received at the hand of YHWH, abusiveness of the enemies, 
feelings of distress, and shame and disgrace experienced in the downfall. The basis for 
38lDobbs-Allsopp, Weep, 0 Daughter o/Zion, 30-96; 100-156. 
382 Albertz, Israel in Exile, 158-9. 
383Dobbs-Allsopp, "Darwinism," 625. 
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each complaint is theologically distinct. While it is certainly true that Lamentations 
mourns the disaster of Jerusalem, as Berlin's Jerusalem Lament or the city-lament genre, 
this flattens the theological complexity present in the poetry. The theologies that arise 
from these sources of mourning are distinct from one another in the way they picture both 
the Lord and the people. 
4.3. Structure 
Moving to the question of structure for the book of Lamentations, like biblical 
poetry in general, structure and semantics are interrelated. 384 Ridderbos argues that the 
structure of poetry is like architecture in a building. What the various Psalms want to 
express are constructed according to a "blueprint," and each poem's architecture frames 
the meaning it conveys.385 And yet it is the structure of Lamentations that creates 
problems for understanding its theology; a brief survey of literature reveals that scholars 
have seen in Lamentations a number of them at work. In this section, concentric 
structures, tragic structures, the qinah structure, and the alphabetic acrostic will be 
assessed to discover if anyone of them can rightly be argued to organise the book. 
4.3.1. Concentric Structures 
Some have argued for concentric structures. Johnson believes that Lamentations 
was composed to respond to a specific theological question, namely, "How can the events 
of 587 BCE be associated with a continued and vital faith in [YHWH]?,,386 He argues that 
the poetry guides the reader to theological response through the structure of the book. For 
Johnson, with the exception of chapter five387, the poetry exhibits the following structure: 
"fact" in the first half of each of the poems followed by "interpretation" in the latter half; 
384J. P. Fokkelman, Reading Biblical Poetry: An Introductory Guide (Louisville: 
Westminster John Knox, 2001), 34-5. 
385N. H. Ridderbos, Die Psalmen: Stilistische Verfahren und Aufbau mit 
besonderer Beriicksichtigung von Ps 1-41 (BZA W 117; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 
1972),112-115. 
386Bo Johnson, "Fonn and Message in Lamentations," 59. 
387Lamentations 5 does not follow the structural pattern of the previous chapters 
even though it touches upon all of the themes and theological ideas that are expressed in 
the previous poems. Johnson suggests that chapter five is the earliest of all the poems and 
the themes and theological ideas of the previous poems were based upon this poem 
(Johnson, "Fonn and Message," 70-3). 
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the central verses of each poem (Lam 1.11-12; 2.11-12; 3.21-41; 4.11-12) function as 
significant transitions between the "fact" and "interpretation" portions. 388 
Lamentations I and 2 exhibit this organization. Lam 1.1-11 represents the "fact 
half' of the poem, describing the state of Jerusalem and her inhabitants while Lam 1.12-
22 represents the "interpretation half' of the poem, explaining that this destruction is a 
result of the Lord's anger (Lam 1.12) over the transgressions of the people. The day of the 
Lord's anger is a crucial theme from Lam 1.12 which chapter two picks up and expounds 
upon. In Lam 2.1-11, the "fact half," expands on the day of the Lord theme and describes 
the actions taken by God on the day of his anger while Lam 2.12-22, the "interpretation 
half," reveals the practical causes of God's wrath: the sin of the prophets and God's very 
decision to enact judgment long ago. 
Lamentations 3 is the core of the book and the theological answer to the question 
that the book raises. Lam 3.21-41 focuses upon God's continued relationship with Judah 
and the proper attitude and worshipping response from the people and thus responds 
fundamentally to the theological question the book raises. From these verses, the 
theological answer of Lamentations comes: God has been angry and punished the people 
for sin (3.37-9), but this was just punishment and the people must not complain (3.39) but 
rather "test and examine" their ways in prayer and worship (3.40-1). 
Lamentations 4 reiterates concerns which have arisen in the previous poems and is 
structured similarly to them. Lam 2.4 focuses upon hunger and famine in Jerusalem, and 
the "fact half' of chapter four (4.1-11) focuses upon the reality of famine in the land. The 
"interpretation half' explains the present famine as a result of the sins of the priests and 
prophets. Also included in this chapter is a hopeful tone of continued relationship with 
YHWH (4.21-2) which coincides with the perspective taken in 3.21-41. Lamentations 4 is 
formally incongruous though it provides a call to repentance as a way for rehabilitating 
the people's relationship with God. Johnson concludes, "Ch. 5 is this prayer for 
forgiveness; it is the lifting up of 'hearts and hands' (3,41) to God in heaven.,,389 
Condamin and Renkema too see concentric structures in Lamentations. Through 
the occurrence of repeated terms in opposing verses, Condamin argues that the N verse 
corresponds to the 11 verse, the::l with the IJ), etc.390 Lamentations 1 and 2 display this 
structure without pressing any further into the remainder of the book. As described in 2.3., 
388Johnson, "Form and Message," 58-73. 
389Johnson, "Form and Message," 73. 
390Condamin, Poemes de La Bible, 47-50. 
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above, Renkema takes Condamin' s general conclusions of the structure of Lamentations I 
and 2 further. He follows the Kampen School and sees a concentric structure emerging in 
each of the five chapters of Lamentations. This structure is designed to move the reader to 
the centre of the poems where the theological "kernel," or thrust, of each poem resides. 391 
He sees in it a deliberate structural logic where the central portion of each poem, 
excluding Lamentations 3, promotes the theological thrust of each poem. Lamentations 3, 
however, is constructed of two mirroring panels (Lam 3.1-33 and Lam 3.34-66).392 The 
combination of the central panels culminate in the book's, primary theological concern. 
The Kampen School has identified some of the structures of both U garitic and 
Hebrew poetry.393 It rightly highlights the important use of repetition in Northwest 
Semitic poetry beyond the level of the verse. Yet as demonstrated above (2.3.), Renkema 
overdraws the evidence. Recognising the value of observing the repetition of terminology 
within and across the poems of Lamentations is valuable but does not provide the 
structure that Renkema proposes. 
4.3.2. Tragic Structures 
Apart from concentric structures, tragic structures have been suggested as well. 
Known as Freytag's Pyramid for the theorist who originated it,394 the tragic structure 
illustrates how plot develops within a five-act tragedy. Freytag concluded that five-act 
tragedies contain three essential elements: rising action, climax, and falling action. The 
climax represents the most significant point or turning point in the action of the work. The 
rising action remains developmental and secondary to the climax. The falling action 
391Renkema, "The Literary Structure of Lamentations (I-IV)," 294-396; 
Lamentations, 72-9. 
392Renkema, Lamentations, 337-43. 
393Johannes C. de Moor, "The Art of Versification in Ugarit and Israel (I)," in 
Studies in Bible and the Ancient Near East Presented to S. E. Loewenstamm (Yitzhak 
Avishur and J. Blau, eds.; Jerusalem: Magnes, 1978), 119-39; "The Art of Versification in 
Ugarit and Israel (II)," UF 10 (1978): 187-217; "The Art of Versification in Ugarit and 
Israel (III)," UF 12 (1980): 311-15; M. C. A. Korpel and Johannes C. de Moor, 
"Fundamentals of Ugaritic and Hebrew Poetry," UF 18 (1986): 173-212. 
394c. Hugh Holman and William Harmon, A Handbook to Literature (6th ed.; 
New York: Macmillan, 1992), 153-4,207-8; Gustav Freytag, Teknik des Dramas 
(Leipzig, 1863) = Technique of the Drama: An Exposition of Dramatic Composition and 
Art (Honolulu: University Press of the Pacific, 2004). 
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represents the shift in perspective which comes after the climax, sometimes accompanied 
by catastrophe or restored order.395 This can be seen in the diagram below: 
CLIMAX 
Rising Action 
Inciting Moment Moment of Last Suspense 
Early on, Nagelsbach suggested that the five poems of Lamentations can be read 
together and evince a structure quite similar to that of Freytag's Pyramid: crescendo 
(chapters 1-2), climax (chapter 3), and decrescendo (chapters 4-5). Nagelsbach argues 
that chapter three serves as the climax, or "Spitze," of the poem and says: "Dadurch ist 
die Hervorhebung des Mittelgliedes und im Zusammenhang damit ein Hinauf- und 
Herabsteigen, ein crescendo und decrescendo mit deutlich markierter Spitze moglich 
gemacht.,,396 For him, Lamentations 3 is central both stylistically and theologically. The 
hopeful section (Lam 3.22-42) is the theological core of the book and gives indication of 
the purpose of the poetry: to give hope to God's people after the events of 587 BCE.397 
Kaiser, too, envisions a tragic structure for Lamentations. A representation of 
Kaiser's structure reveals affinities to Freytag's Pyramid: 
2. The wrath of God 
Inside View 
I. The city 
r r 
Outside view 
CLIMAX 
Upward View 
4. Sin of foP)e 
Overall view 
5. The prayer 
r 
Future view 
In his arrangement, Lamentations I and 2 focus upon the city and the wrath of God, 
respectively, and offer the ascent steps up to the climax of the book. Chapter 3 represents 
that climax by focusing upon the hopeful section that speaks of the compassions of God 
(Lam 3.18-33). After the climax, Lamentations 4 and 5 represent descent, or for all 
practical purposes, denouement. 398 After the climax, the intensity of the pain expressed in 
395Diagram adapted from Holman and Harmon, Handbook, 85. 
396Eduard Nagelsbach, Die Klagelieder (THBAT 15; Bielefeld and Leipzig: 
Belhagen und Klasing, 1868), vi, vii. 
397Nagelsbach, Die Klagelieder, vii-viii. 
398Kaiser, Grief and Pain, 19-22. 
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the book gradually recedes; he bolsters his opinion by citing the prevalence of third 
person speech in chapters four and five, which suggests that the raw emotionalism of first 
person speech in Lamentations 1, 2 and 3.1-17 have receded as a result of the turn to 
God's compassion in Lam 3.18_33.399 Both Nagelsbach and Kaiser's tragic structures 
follow Freytag's Pyramid, though without acknowledging it. 
The tragic structure has two positive points that remain suggestive for theological 
analysis of Lamentations. It highlights the importance of Lamentations 3 and emphasises 
its value for the interpretation of the book as a whole. This point is also raised by 
Renkema, Grossberg, and Johnson, who see chapter three as an interpretative key for the 
book. Next to Psalm 119, Lamentations 3 is the most extensive and elaborate acrostic in 
the Old Testament. Its length, elaborate design, and placement at the centre of the book 
bring attention to Lamentations 3. This poem, and the theology it presents, should be 
considered as a crucial element within the theological portrayal of the book at large. 
Secondly, the tragic structure rightly takes the canonical form of Lamentations into 
account. It is entirely proper to treat the book as a coherent set of poems designed to be 
read and interpreted together.4oo 
Yet the difficulties associated with the tragic structure ultimately undermine its 
value. In the first instance, it is anachronistic to place a nineteenth century CE literary 
structure over a sixth century BCE text. One must query as to what textual clues drive the 
reader to conclude that Lamentations 1 and 2 represent something analogous to 
"crecendo" or "ascent" in the terminology of Nagelsbach or Kaiser and further, what 
clues drive one to surmise that Lamentations 4 or 5 display "decrescendo," falling action, 
or resolution as the tragic framework suggests. The argument offered by Kaiser, that the 
pain of the poems decreases with the shift away from first to third person speech is hardly 
satisfying. If anything, the level of pain brought to the fore in Lamentations I and 2 is 
redressed once again in the final chapters; and with the unsure conclusion of Lam 5.22, it 
is not certain that resolution has been achieved when the reader reaches the final verse.401 
In fact, the despondent tone associated with Lam 5.22, "Unless you have utterly rejected 
us and are exceedingly angry with us," leads Jewish liturgists to repeat the less 
399Kaiser, Grief and Pain, 21. 
400See 1.2. 
40l See the explanation of S. Goldman, "Lamentations," in The Five Megilloth: 
With Hebrew Text. English Translation. and Commentary (SBB; ed., A. Cohen; London: 
Soncino, 1970), 102. 
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despondent plea of 5.21 in the festal celebration of the Ninth of Ab: "Return to us. 0 
YHWH. and we shall be restored to you; renew our days as of old" (Lam 5.21). 
The tragic structure also fails in light of the logic of Lamentations 3. Though 
prominent theologically. hope that marks the central section of Lamentations 3 may not 
serve as the kind of climax or change in perspective that Kaiser desires. I will address this 
in my exegesis of Lamentations 3. below. but at this juncture it is appropriate to highlight 
Dobbs-Allsopp's opinion on the chapter. Far from offering a climactic point to the book. 
he believes that chapter three offers a complicated vision of God. where YHWH's justice 
is "localized. countered. questioned and generally complicated in important ways.,,402 The 
return to lament after Lam 3.18-39 mitigates their role as the theological "core" of the 
book. The preponderance of the alphabetic form in chapter three prevents the reader from 
remaining at the central. hopeful. portion of the chapter. Once attained. the hopeful verses 
then give way to a communal lament and a general plea for God to act on behalf of the 
people. Seen in this light. the acrostic serves to move the reader up to, but then beyond, 
the supposed climactic section of hope. Far from ameliorating the pain which has 
preceded Lam 3.18-39. the remainder of the chapter sustains the immediacy of the pain. 
Finally. one must question the use of narrative structure for understanding a non-
narrative text like Lamentations. The idea of reading Lamentations with a five-act tragedy 
assumes that the two in some way parallel one another as narrative modes of discourse: as 
the five-act tragedy tells its story in a certain manner. so then does Lamentations. This 
assumption is misleading. Lamentations does not "tell a story" in the same manner of 
tragedy or many other modes of narrative discourse. as intimated in 4.2.4. and 4.2.5. One 
of the key features in tragedy is the character development of the protagonist for hislher 
great fall. Though there are speaking voices in the poetry of Lamentations, they are 
personae. and not characters. The personae tell their experiences through the language 
and imagery in the poetry rather than plot or character development. Interpreting 
Lamentations' poetry through a narrative structure moves beyond what the poetry offers. 
Hillers summarises. "Neither narrative nor logical sequence is a dominant feature in 
contributing to the structure of Lamentations. ,,403 
402Dobbs-Allsopp. Lamentations, 48. 
403Deibert Hillers. "Lamentations. Book of," in ABD IV. 137. 
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4.3.3. William Shea: qinah Structure 
Shea approaches the question of structure differently, believing the framework of 
the book to be inspired by its supposed meter, the qinah meter.404 Shea looks at the entire 
corpus of Lamentations and questions why the poet arranged the book with five poems. 
He analyses the book on the basis of colometry, and discovers the following: 
Lamentations I, 2, and 3 display three poetic lines per verse while Lamentations 4 
displays two poetic lines per verse and chapter five exhibits only one poetic line per 
verse.
405 He then makes the following suggestion: "What we have here then is another 3:2 
or qinah pattern which is demarcated for us by the acrostics present.,,406 The qinah is the 
limping 3 + 2 meter suggested by Budde.407 He argues that the third chapter represents the 
most complete acrostic poem, as the opening word of each poetic line corresponds to a 
letter in the alphabet, while chapters one and two are "incomplete" in that only the first 
word in each poetic line corresponds to the alphabet. From this, he argues for a 2: I 
pattern in Lamentations 1-3. He sees a similar 2: 1 pattern emerge in chapters four and 
five; chapter four exhibits two poetic lines per verse while chapter five only exhibits 
single poetic line per verse thus providing a 2: 1 pattern. He then diagrams the structure of 
Lamentations408: 
Lamentations 
5 chapters 
---------------~--------------r 3:2 pattern "" 
3 chapters (1-3) 2 chapters (4-5) 
r-------~~~--------~ r---------~~--------~ 
2 chapters (1-2) 
incomplete 
acrostics 
I chapter (3) 
complete 
acrostic 
I chapter (4) 
evincing two 
poetic lines 
I chapter (5) 
evincing one 
poetic line 
~ _______ ~~_------_J ' ______ ~~ __ ------J 
2: 1 pattern 2:1 pattern 
Shea's structure however, is inconsistent. His overall 3:2 structure is based is on a 
2: I pattern between the first three chapters and the other two chapters. In the first unit, the 
2: 1 pattern is achieved by observing differences in the acrostics between the three poems: 
upon two "incomplete" acrostics and one "complete" acrostic. In the second unit, the 2: I 
404William H. Shea, "The qinah Structure of the Book of Lamentations," Bib 60 
(1979): 103-7. 
405Shea, "The qinah Structure," 106. 
406Shea, "The qinah Structure," 106. 
407Budde, "Das hebdiische Klagelied," 1-52. 
408Shea, "The qinah Structure," 107. 
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pattern is achieved by observing difference in number of poetic lines between 
Lamentations 4 and 5. This is an almost arbitrary method to accomplish the 2: 1 structure 
between parts and verges upon superimposing structure on the text of Lamentations. 
Perhaps the most evident challenge to Shea's argument is the critique of the 
presence of identifiable meter in Hebrew poetry. In different works, Longman and Vance 
study the two most prominent metrical systems of Hebrew poetry and conclude that at 
best, Hebrew meter cannot be known (Longman) and at worst, there is no such thing as 
meter in Hebrew poetry (Vance).409 The two basic ways to count meter are (a) the 
repetition of stressed syllables throughout a span of poetry, and (b) the repetition of the 
number of words within a poetic line. Longman concludes that in the first option, meter 
cannot be said to exist in Hebrew poetry if one depends upon counting syllables in an 
unemended or emended MT.4Io Further, if one employs a syntactic-accentual method for 
analysing Hebrew meter, then one may arrive at slightly more balanced poems but then 
not arrive at a consistent number of words throughout the span of the poem, meaning that 
there is no consistent meter. 411 
Using a more precise methodology, Vance supposes that a regular meter in 
Hebrew poetry would demand that 97% of the lines must display a regular pattern. 
something that both author and audience would recognise. This is how most metrical 
systems in other cultures operate.412 For the qinah meter then, in 97% of the lines in the 
book, the first half of the poetic line (A) must be longer than the second half (B); 
Lamentations does not fit this standard in either counting method (syllabification or 
accentual units).413 Vance thereby concludes that the qinah meter does not exist in 
Lamentations. The question pertinent here is as follows: in light of Longman and Vance's 
evidence in regards to Lamentations in particular. can one count qinah meter as a reliable 
and probable structuring device for the book as a whole? In light of the evidence, a 
409Tremper Longman III, "A Critique of Two Recent Metrical Systems," Bib 
63( 1982): 230-54. Donald R. Vance. The Question of Meter in Biblical Hebrew Poetry 
(SBEC 46; Lewiston, NY: Mellen, 2001). 
4IOLongman, "A Critique," 250. 
41lLongman, "A Critique," 253. 
412Vance studies both Romance languages and Japanese poetry as controls. 
413Just under 70% of lines have "A" longer than "B" through syllable counting; 
word counting yields only 51.612%. Thus Vance sees little evidence for regular metre in 
Lamentations (Vance, The Question of Meter, 485-7; 489-97). 
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positive response remains tenuous. This is not to say that it is not there but rather there is 
no compelling evidence that warrants it as a means to structure the book as a whole. 
4.3.4. Acrostic Structure 
Acrostic structures were prevalent in Israelite literature. Aside from Psalm 119, 
Lamentations 3 is the largest acrostic in the Old Testament. The remaining chapters of 
Lamentations embody the acrostic in their poems except for Lamentations 5, which has 
the vestiges of an acrostic with 22 verses. Lamentations 1 follows the normall1-!) order of 
the alphabet414 while Lamentations 2, 3, and 4 transpose the two, displaying !)-11. The 
meaning of the acrostic is disputed. Early Jewish rabbis argued that holy people kept the 
Torah from N to n. 415 Here, N to n becomes a merismus that conceptualises totality. The 
acrostic structure becomes a way of expressing completeness of both Torah and the 
keeper of Torah. For Lamentations, then, the acrostic becomes the means to organize 
outpouring of pain so as to express grief completely: from N to n.416 
However, Wiesmann avers the acrostic remains only a stylistic artifice. He says, 
"Die Acrostichis ist also nur eine auBere Zugabe flir das Auge, eine zierliche Einfassung 
des Gedichtes, die Andeutung einer auBeren Ordnung; natiirlich unterstiitzt sie auch das 
Gedachtnis.,,417 For Wiesmann, the acrostic serves as an addition that provides an 
external order. Or it may serve as a memory aid. Westermann agrees, though argues that 
one should not follow the acrostic to get to the original meaning of the poems as they are 
secondary additions, put in after the original laments were uttered.418 
Gottwald counters these dismissive stances. He envisions four possible reasons for 
the acrostic. First, that the acrostic had magical power. Second, it served as a pedagogical 
device. Or, it served as a mnemonic device. Finally, the acrostic functions conceptually so 
that the reader is forced to deal with its physical presence. Writing itself was sometimes 
imbued with symbolic and magical power,419 but a magical explanation for Lamentations 
jars strongly against the theology among the Israelites reflected in the sixth century 
41~e Qumran text of Lamentations (4QLama) follows an !)-11 order. 
415 The Soncino Edition Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Shabbath, vol. 1 (London: 
Soncino, 1935-1953), 254. 
416Gottwald, Studies in the Book of Lamentations, 29-30. 
417Hermann Wiesmann, Die Klagelieder: Obersetzt und erkliirt (Frankfurt am 
Main: Philosophisch-theologische Hoschule Sankt Georgen, 1954), 28. 
418Westermann, Die Klagelieder, 91-2 = Lamentations, 99-100. 
419Susan Niditch, Oral World and Written Word: Ancient Israelite Literature 
(LAI; Louisville: WJK, 1996),44,57-8,81-4. 
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BCE420. which after the reforms of Josiah. would have tended towards monotheistic 
expression and anti-magical bias. As a result. he jettisons this view. The pedagogic 
function of the acrostic. too. ultimately fails. In this view. acrostics in Lamentations 
trained students in the alphabet as well as in the literary style of the funerary lament. an 
idea purported by Munch.421 Gottwald rightly follows Rudoph's critique. arguing that it is 
unlikely the extraordinary grief and emotional outpouring. not to mention the literary 
artistry of Lamentations. is wasted in a mere "exercise of style" for pedagogy.422 
Indoctrinating students into a style is not a sufficient explanation.423 Finally Gottwald 
addresses the view that it serves as a mnemonic device. a theory that supposes the acrostic 
was an aide memo;re for the believing community designed to keep the grief it presented 
fresh on their hearts.424 Gottwald counters by highlighting the typical proficiency of 
ancient cultures for memorising literature. most of which is not acrostic literature.425 
He concludes that the acrostic functioned. then. visually and conceptually. In the 
recitation and hearing of Lamentations. one may not especially notice the alphabetic 
structure. But when one sees the textual manifestation of the alphabetic acrostic on the 
page. the reader is forced to deal with it in some conceptual manner. to explain it. He 
thinks the acrostic encourages "completeness in the expression of grief. the confession of 
sin and the instilling of hope.,,426 The different orders of the acrostic on display in 
Lamentations I. 2. 3. and 4 helped distinguish which poem should be read during and 
1 f · d . 427 annua Ive- ay mournmg ceremony. 
Through five poems. the emotional complexities of the poetry could be explored 
and expressed. Second. in a minimal function. the poems functioned mnemonically. with 
the caveats that the poems were composed and practiced separately.428 As a literary form 
42oGottwald. Studies in the Book of Lamentations. 25. 
421p. A. Munch. "Die Alphabetische Akrostichie in der jtidischen 
Psalmendichtung." ZDMG 90 (1936): 703-10; cited in Gottwald. Studies in the Book of 
Lamentations, 26. 
422Gottwald. Studies in the Book of Lamentations, 26. See Rudolph. Die 
Klagelieder. 191. 
423Ukewise Niditch seriously doubts the pedagogical nature of acrostic texts. 
believing that acrostic texts much more likely hold symbolic. magical. or religious 
significance (Niditch. Oral Word and Written Word. 45. 70). 
424Goldman. "Lamentations." 68. 
425Gottwald. Studies in the Book of Lamentations, 28. 
426Gottwald. Studies in the Book of Lamentations, 28. 
427Gottwald. Studies in the Book of Lamentations. 27-8. 
428Gottwald. Studies in the Book of Lamentations. 32. 
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the acrostic presents the "completeness of grief, responsibility and hope" that the poet 
wished to convey. For the poet coping with the trauma of 587 BCE, "an aspect of grief is 
not systematically described when it first appears, but is allowed to return again and again 
in the various poems, thereby contributing immensely to the passion and rugged power of 
the document.,,429 
I agree with Gottwald that the acrostic functions in a visual and conceptual 
manner. There is little reason to question the function of expressing the totality of grief 
and pain in Lamentations. Yet another function of the acrostic appears alongside the 
conceptual totality role, and it is linked to Gottwald's view that the acrostic functions 
visually to do things for the reader. Because of the acrostic, the reader is constantly 
moved forward through the poems in a linear manner. That is, the reader cannot stop at 
one point or another; the acrostic moves one from N to J, from J to l, on and on until one 
arrives at 1'1. This movement precludes the reader resting at one specific point in the poetry 
and provides the reader constant movement forward. Once arriving at 1'1, however, the 
acrostic begins anew with the next poem reinforcing this forward directionality. 
The constant repetition of the acrostic between Lamentations I ~ only heightens 
this forward movement and reinforces it until one arrives at Lamentations 5, an abrupt 
change in the flow of the poetry that is appropriate as a conclusion of a lyric sequence, 
according to Dobbs-Allsopp. He argues that the repetition of the alphabetic acrostic is 
reinforced by each succeeding repeated pattern, making it more secure and stable, binding 
the sequence together. Yet "[t]his experience of starting the alphabet over again 
noticeably diminishes the closural force experienced at the conclusions of Lamentations 2, 
3, and 4, and consequently, further strengthens the feeling of cohesion, the expectation of 
continuation.,,43o One of the most difficult realities poems governed by repetitive 
structures face, however, is how to conclude them. The most basic way, Dobbs-Allsopp 
maintains, is simply to "modify its governing patterns of repetition.,,43I 
Such modification occurs in Lamentations 5. After the 1'1 verse in Lam 4.22 the 
reader encounters Lam 5.1, "Remember, 0 YHWH, what has happened to us" ( ;"1';"1' ':IT 
,J, ;"I';"I-;"I~). This clearly disrupts the alphabetic pattern evinced in the previous four poems. 
Lamentations 5 is a a communal lament with only the vestiges of the acrostic appearing in 
the 22 lines of verse; unlike the previous four poems, in Lamentations 5 "there is no 
429Gottwald, Studies in the Book of Lamentations, 31. 
430Dobbs-Allsopp, "Lamentations as a Lyric Sequence," 59. 
43I Dobbs-Allsopp, "Lamentations as a Lyric Sequence," 70. 
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perceptual stanzaic structure given to the poem.,,432 But this does not then detract from its 
relation to the book as a whole. Rather "[t]he net effect of this formal variation, when 
viewed retrospectively and as a whole, is to suggest the building to a crescendo through 
the first three poems and then slowly dying away through the last two poems, the radical 
change in the dominant patterns of repetition alerting the reader to the sequence's 
impending conclusion.,,433 Upon encountering the conclusion of Lamentations 5, the 
reader is not necessarily surprised but rather prepared for the end of the book, as the 
reader has "been formally prepared for this eventuality,,434 by the modification of the 
repetiti ve pattern of the alphabetic acrostic occurring in Lamentations 1-4. For these 
reasons, it is plausible to see the alphabetic acrostic as a primary, rather than secondary or 
artificial, structuring device for the poetry. 
4.3.5. Conclusions 
A wide range of proposals have been offered to understand the structure of 
Lamentations. The concentric, tragic, and qinah structures have been shown to be 
unsatisfactory. Arguments in favour of the central section of Lamentations 3 as the 
theological core of the book (Brandscheidt, Nagelsbach, Kaiser, Gottwald) remain 
deficient. While important, the acrostic structure in Lamentations prevents one remaining 
there, precluding it from determining the theological meaning of the book. 
The present study recognises the acrostic as the most obvious structuring device 
for Lamentations. Alongside this, the acrostic structure functions to conceptualise the 
trauma of the destruction of Jerusalem in 587 BCE (and subsequent grief of life in the 
land) and to provide constant, linear movement for the reader. The acrostic structure is 
evident even in Lamentations 5 with its 22 poetic lines representative of the 22 letters of 
the Hebrew alphabet. This chapter evinces only the vestiges of the acrostic, to be sure, but 
seen with the other four poems. Lamentations 5 fits within the acrostic form. Differences 
between the acrostics in each of the chapters of Lamentations. as well as alternation of the 
11 and ~ strophes between Lamentations 1 and Lamentations 2. 3. 4 will be addressed in 
the exegesis portions of Chapters 4-6. 
43200bbs-Allsopp. "Lamentations as a Lyric Sequence." 66. 
43300bbs-Allsopp. "Lamentations as a Lyric Sequence," 66. 
43400bbs-Allsopp, "Lamentations as a Lyric Sequence," 71. 
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4.4. Poetics 
The language and stylistic devices in Lamentations work to tell its story rather 
than narrative. Some of the poetic devices were mentioned in 3.4., above, as pertinent for 
Lamentations research. Among these were repetition, parallelism, rhetorical questions, 
direct address, speaking voices, imagery and personification, alphabetic arrangement, 
allusion, and strophic structures. I have addressed some of these up to this point, though 
the present chapter will focus specifically upon repetition, wordplay, speaking voices, 
imagery and personification, and allusion. 
4.4.1. Repetition 
Repetition is central in the poetry of Lamentations, though it has been greatly 
underdeveloped in research into the poetics of the book. As seen above, Renkema is the 
only developed research specifically exploiting the use of repetition in the book. The 
present study will pay greater attention to its usage, though come to different conclusions 
than Renkema. What is repetition in poetry? lakobson suggests that poetry is 
characterised by "recurrent returns." He states: 
"We have learned the suggestive etymology of the terms Prose and Verse-the 
former [ .. .is] 'speech turned straightforward,' and the latter [ .. .is] 'return.' Hence 
we must consistently draw all inferences from the obvious fact that on every level 
of language the essence of poetic artifice consists in recurrent returns.,,435 
Kaiser sees the value of lakobson's conclusions for understanding Lamentations and 
argues: 
"In fact the meaning of a poem derives from the various relationships among 
recurrent elements. It is the major task of the critic to determine what kinds of 
recurrence function in the poem, which individual elements relate to one another 
through repetition, and in what specific manner they are related. A critical method 
for analyzing [sic] poetry, therefore, should consist of a way of exposing 
relationships among recurrent e1ements.,,436 
From Kaiser's statement, it follows that repetition can be used to bind poetry together, 
reminding the reader that this is text coheres. It can emphasise a particular point. It can be 
used to alter semantics of a term. But however it functions, repetition is constitutive of 
poetic texts.437 In Lamentations, repetition works to bind the poem together while creating 
435Roman lakobson, "Grammatical Parallelism and its Russian Facet," Language 
42(1966): 399. 
436Kaiser, "Reconsidering Parallelism," 1. 
437 Adele Berlin, The Dynamics of Biblical Parallelism (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1985), 10-17. 
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nuances in the meaning and theology of the poetry. This can be seen in the repetition of 
fonnulaic address to YHWH where similarity in fonn contrasts against the foci of the 
appeals, causing the reader to read them one against the other.438 Renkema rightly 
recognises the importance of repetition as a poetic device, though his conclusions as to 
how repetition reveals structure are suspect. Poetics of repetition work alongside the 
acrostic; the acrostic moves the reader forward in Lamentations while the poetic use of 
repetition drives the reader in a reflexive movement backward. Both reflexive and 
projective movements are characteristic of the poetics of Lamentations, which will be 
explored in Chapters 5-7. 
4.4.2. Wordplay and Enjambment 
Wordplay is prevalent in Lamentations. According to Watson, wordplay is a 
descriptor of poetic usage of lexical ambiguity, that as a device it exploits the fact that 
"words can be polyvalent" and have multiple meanings.439 Lexical polyvalence occurs in 
two different ways: homonymy (two or more words are sound the same but have different 
meanings) and polysemy (one in the same word has different meanings). Both these are 
extensions of the poetics of repetition. In Lamentations, the pun is a common, as is 
antanaclasis: the repetition of the same tenn (throughout the course of a poem), which 
takes on different shades of meaning as it is repeated.44o The pun is an example of 
homonymic wordplay while antanaclasis an example of polyvalent wordplay. Hendiadys 
is another poetic device employed in Lamentations.441 Hendiadys is understood as the 
expression of a single idea or concept through two tenns linked by a coordinating 
. . 442 
conJunction. 
Another poetic feature that occurs in Lamentations is enjambment, as Dobbs-
Allsopp has shown.443 Though the present study shall focus more on wordplay, repetition, 
imagery, and personification, it is important to recognise enjambment's contribution to 
the poetry. This poetic device is known as the absence of pause or end-stopping at the 
438See Thomas, "Aesthetic Theory of Umberto Eco"; "The Liturgical Function." 
439Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 9.6. 
440 Anthony R. Ceresko, "The Function of Antanaclasis (m.( "to find"l/ m~' "to 
reach, overtake, grasp") in Hebrew Poetry, Especially in the Book of Qoheleth," CBQ 44 
(1982): 551-69. 
441 Berlin, Lamentations. 4. 
442Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 11.13. 
443Dobbs-Allsopp, "The Enjambing Line in Lamentations: A Taxonomy (Part I)"; 
"The Effects of Enjambment in Lamentations (Part 2)." 
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conclusion of a poetic line. In Lamentations, enjambment creates stylistic cohesion in the 
poetry, gives it forward motion and pace, heightens specific portions, and impinges upon 
the meaning of certain verses.444 This trope occurs in other Semitic literature, especially 
. Akk d' 445 d U .. 446 I L . . b I In a Ian an gantlc poetry. n amentatlons enJam ment occurs not on y 
externally between two succeeding poetic lines, but also internally within poetic lines as 
well.447 Clause internal enjambment occurs when a crucial element necessary for 
understanding the sense of the poetic line is shifted to its latter half. Clause external 
enjambment occurs when a dependent or subordinate clause, in some way reliant 
(temporally, logically, or syntactically) on the main clause, is shifted to the succeeding 
line. Two examples reveal the phenomena: 
External: 1'" 1.l' ;"1'1'( ,,/jl'(' CMI'(' 
"To their mothers they said, 
'Where is the grain and the wine'?" (Lam 2.12a) 
Internal: 1;"1"" "Ill:lI",J/jn, C'IllJ ", 
"The hands of compassionate women 
Boil their children" (Lam 4. lOa) 
In the external enjambment above, the rejet (group of words shifted to the second half of 
the poetic line) is logically tied to the former half by virtue of the quotation-the words 
the children uttered to their mothers. In the example of internal enjambment above, the 
sense of the line cannot be understood until the second half is actually read. The verbal 
clause is thereby shifted into the second half of the poetic line. Dobbs-Allsopp believes 
clause external enjambment is the most dramatic and gives the poems "energy and a 
444Dobbs-Allsopp, "The Effects of Enjambment in Lamentations (Part 2)," 370-
85. 
445K. Hecker, Untersuchungen zur akkadischen Epik (AOAT 8; Neukirchen-
Vluyn: NeukirchenerVerlag, 1974),79-121; Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 335. For 
full listing of Akkadian examples, see Dobbs-Allsopp, "The Enjambing Line in 
Lamentations (Part l)," 220, note 7. 
446J. C. de Moor and K. Spronk, "Problematic Passages in the Legend of Kirtu 
(II)," UF 14(1982): 183; Stanlisav Segert, "Parallelism in Ugaritic Poetry," lAOS 
I 03( 1983): 300. For full listing of U garitic examples, see Dobbs-Allsopp, "The 
Enjambing Line in Lamentations (Part 1)," 220, note 8. 
447His taxonomy of internal enjambment includes: vocative enjambment, adjunct 
enjambment, subject enjambment, object enjambment, combinations, verb enjambment 
and appositional enjambment. His taxonomy of external enjambment includes: dependent 
clauses, syntactically marked sequentiality, quotative frames, and unmarked dependency 
["The Enjambing Line in Lamentations (Part I)," 224-39]. I am using "poetic line" as a 
way of speaking of the culmination of versets that comprise a line of poetry in 
Lamentations, following the terminology of Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical Poetry 
(New York: Basic Books, 1985),8-9. 
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palpable sense of forward movement.,,448 In Lamentations, this forward movement works 
alongside the forward movement of the alphabetic acrostic, as discussed in 3.3.4. 
4.4.3. Imagery 
Imagery is one of Lamentations' most significant tropes. As a category, imagery 
encompasses other tropes including metonymy, metaphor, and personification. All of 
these subsets of imagery occur in one form or another in Lamentations. Personification 
and metaphor, however, seem to be most prominent. 
Metonymy is a kind of imagery in which a word is substituted to describe the 
word itself. In England, "the crown" is used as a metonym for the monarch or the royal 
family. Similarly, in Lam 4.9a, "sword" (::1,"), is a metonym for war or warfare. Lam 4.9a 
reads, "Better are those slain by the sword than those slain by famine" ( ::1'"-"'" ";'1 t:l'::1'~ 
::1l1, ,""~). The immediate slaughter affected by the blow of a sword in warfare is 
considered better than the slow death of famine. 
Metaphor, too, is common in Lamentations, and divine metaphors highlight the 
significance (and prevalence) of this trope. Bergant contends that "the most significant 
poetic feature of the book of Lamentations is its use of metaphor.,,449 By this, she means 
that images applied to the deity as well as explicit comparisons between the deity and 
other objects (foes, lions, bears, judges, and even a storm) are used in Lamentations to 
both create a descriptive relationship and create a response from the reader.45o Her 
recognition is fecund because it assumes that the metaphor implies an enlarged semantic 
relationship between two associated objects as well as an intended effect for the reader 
from the association.451 
Because of its interest in how poetry impacts theology, the present study is 
interested in how YHWH particularly is described in Lamentations. YHWH is compared 
to a judge, a warrior, a harvester, a bear, and a lion. Metaphors of God as warrior and 
judge suffice to reveal how this trope functions in the book, though the other metaphors 
will be explored in the exegesis in Chapters 5-7. In the OT YHWH is described often as a 
warrior. This is most prominently displayed in the declaration of Ex 15.3 in Israel's 
448Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentations, 19; Dobbs-Allsopp, "The Enjambing Line in 
Lamentations (I)," 237-8. 
449Bergant, Lamentations, 19. 
450Bergant, Lamentations, 19-20. 
451This understanding of metaphor coheres with Eco's understanding in his 
semiotics. See Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language, 87-129. 
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victory song over the Egyptian anny, "YHWH is a warrior!" Isaiah depicts the deity 
going to war against Jerusalem complete with siege tactics and technology (Is 29.1-4). 
Metaphorical depiction of deities as divine warriors is common in the ANE and the OT 
follows this convention.452 Kang believes that the divine warrior imagery in Israel was 
first "a conventional idea in the time of the Davidic Kingdom," and the image revealed 
YHWH "as the divine warrior in history, that is, the Lord of history"; later, in the exilic 
and post-exilic period, the image of YHWH as warrior took on a cosmic significance (as 
in Canaanite beliefs about Baal) so that he became "the cosmic and mythical Lord beyond 
history. ,,453 
Whatever the historical development, Klingbeil's analysis of the Psalms and ANE 
iconography makes clear that ANE understanding of gods as warriors was prevalent: 
iconography shows various gods holding various battle implements, among them swords. 
bows, and spears.454 ANE theologies saw no problem metaphorically depicting some of 
their deities as warriors.455 Arising from this context, it is no surprise in Lam 2.1-9 that 
YHWH is described metaphorically as a warrior: he has a bow (Lam 2.4; 3.12); he has a 
net to capture people (Lam 1.13b); he bums like a flame (Lam 2.3c), he goes to war, even 
holy war (Lam 2.17b).456 
452For comparative analysis between YHWH as warrior and ANE gods as 
warriors, see D. T. Tsumura, "Ugaritic Poetry and Habbakuk 3," TynBuI40(1988): 24-48. 
453Sa-Moon Kang, Divine War in the Old Testament and the Ancient Near East 
(BZA W 177; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1989), 204. 
454Martin Klingbeil, Yahweh Fighting from Heaven: God as Warrior and as God 
of Heaven in the Hebrew Psalter and Ancient Near Eastern Iconography (OBO 169; 
Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1999), see especially 38-195, appendix. 
455Though not exhaustive, listing some of the divine warriors in the ANE proves 
the point: in Mesopotamia, the deities Ninurta, Ishtar, Marduk and Assur all are pictured 
as warriors; in Anatolia. the god Teshub and the goddess Arinna are pictured as warriors; 
in Canaan, the gods Chemosh, Baal, Anat, and Reshep are figured as warriors (Kang, 
Divine War in the Old Testament and the Ancient Near East, 11-110). In Ugarit, the god 
Athtar, like Baal, is a warrior god with all of the accoutrements of war [Mark S. Smith, 
"The God Athtar in the Ancient Near East and His Place in KTU 1.6 I," in Solving 
Riddles and Untying Knots: Biblical, Epigraphic, and Semitic Studies in Honor of Jonas 
C. Greeteld (eds. Ziony Zevit et al.; Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1995),627-40]. 
4 6This language is similar to description of the divine warrior in U garitic texts. 
See Patrick D. Miller, The Divine Warrior in Early Israel (HSM 5; Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1973); Moreover, Ballard identifies all of these implements as divine 
war implements in the OT: Harold Wayne Ballard, Jr., The Divine Warrior Motif in the 
Psalms (BDS 6; North Richland Hills: Bibal, 1999),39. 
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The metaphor of YHWH as judge is also employed in Lamentations. This is 
perhaps best seen in Lam 3.58-59. In this passage the 1:1", positioned as a litigant, makes 
his dispute to the deity: 
"n [1?K" 'lli~J ':1'1 'J1K [1:11 
"Judge, 0 my Lord, the disputes of my soul; redeem my life!" (Lam 3.58) 
'~~lli~ ;-r~~lli '[1ml1 ;-r,;-r' ;-r[1'N1 
"May you see, 0 YHWH, the wrong done to me; judge my cause!" 
(Lam 3.59) 
This metaphor is set with submetaphors: the divine judge has ears and eyes to both hear 
the dispute and see the wrong done to the 1:1".457 From what he sees and hears in the 
dispute, YHWH will give positive response as a just judge. 
Gibson argues that this metaphor has two sides to it in OT understanding. It can 
either be a source of comfort or trepidation to Israel, because it can either express hope in 
God's justice and judgment against Israel's enemies, or express the Lord's verdict against 
his own people in judgment, especially in the prophets.458 Brueggemann believes the 
comforting side of the judge metaphor "becomes a ground for appeal, even for individual 
persons who plead their cause before 'the judge of all the earth'. ,,459 Such an 
understanding is present in Lam 3.58-59, but also throughout other portions of the book 
as well. However, the association with the other side of YHWH as judge, who enacts a 
"day" of judgment against his people, is brought to bear in the poetry as well. 
Personification, too, is prevalent in the book, especially in Lamentations 1-2. 
There, the city Jerusalem is personified as a woman, "Dear Zion" O"r[1:1). 
Personification of Jerusalem as a woman as well as other cities as women is well attested 
in poetic texts of the OT.46o Isa 3.26 personifies Jerusalem as a woman, "And her gates 
and will lament and mourn, and empty she will sit on the ground" (1?:lN' 'IN' ;-r[1jiJ, ;-r'n[1~ 
:llli[1 r1N?); Jeremiah personifies Dibon, capital city of Moab, as a woman in Jer 48.18a: 
457For a discussion on metaphor and submetaphor theory, see Klingbeil, Yahweh 
Fighting/srom Heaven, 21-33. 
4 8J. C. L. Gibson, Language and Imagery in the Old Testament (Peabody: 
Hendrickson, 1998), 125. 
459Brueggemann, Theology of the Old Testament, 235. 
460U nder various designations: "mother" (eN) (Is 50. I) who has sons and 
daughters-dty inhabitants (Is 47.8-9; 54.13; Ezk 16.20; Lam 1.5, 16); "widow" (;-rJ~?N) 
(Is 47.8-9, 54.4; Lam 1.1); "princess" ('[1:11) (Lam 1.1). Ezekiel explicitly personifies 
Jerusalem as YHWH's wife (Ezk 16.8; 23.37). Tarshish is called "Maiden Tarshish" 
(lli'lli1[1-[1:1) and Sidon is identified as "Virgin Maiden Sidon" O'1'rl1:1I1?1I1:1), in Isa 
23.12. Jerusalem is personified as a woman who sits upon the ground in Is 3.26 and 
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"Come down from honour, sit on the parched ground, Enthroned Maiden Dibon" ( ", 
l':l"-l1:ll1:1111' N~~J ':llll' ":l~~). 
The practice of personifying cities in the OT may have derived from ANE texts 
associating goddesses to capital cities.461 Imagery in the ANE city-laments of weeping 
goddesses, sometimes called mothers,462 reveal the potential connection. The goddess 
Ba'u, (ama dba-d, "mother Ba'u") laments over destruction with the refrain, "Alas, the 
destroyed city, my destroyed temple!,,463 The prototypical example lies in the goddess 
Ningal's weeping and lamenting over Ur's destruction throughout the poem in 
"Lamentation over the Destruction of Ur. ,,464 The motif of the weeping goddess in ANE 
city-laments "portrays the city goddess grieving over the destruction of her city and 
temple and the killing, suffering, and dispersement of her people.,,465 
Whether a direct connection should be made between ANE descriptions of city-
goddesses and personification of capital cities as female in the OT is yet to be proved.466 
If there is direct linkage, the poet of Lamentations, faithful to the monotheistic religion in 
Israel, does not afford something as syncretistic as the image of the goddess into his 
malediction of suffering, but instead appropriates the image as a feminine weeping city, 
the weeping city of Zion, incorporating the epithet typically used for a weeping 
goddess.467 This feminine persona represents a complete expression of suffering.468 The 
land cries out and mourns like a human being at the threshold of disaster; the poet 
Dibon, the capital city of Moab, is personified through the title "Enthroned Maiden 
Dibon" O,J"-l1J l1Jlll'). As with Jerusalem, Dibon too sits on the ground. 
461 50 the thesis of Aloysius Fitzgerald, "BTWLT and BT as Titles for Capital 
Cities," CBQ 37(1975): 167-83. 
462Ba,u (LSU 117, 161), Ninisina (LSU 137), Ninlil (LSU 141), Damgalnuna, 
"mother of the Emah" (LSU 247). 
463LSU 118, 122. 
464 Samuel Noah Kramer, "The Weeping Goddess: Sumerian Prototypes of the 
Mater Dolorosa," BA 46,2(1983): 71. 
465Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep 0 Daughter of Zion, 75. 
466Peggy Day questions this connection: "The Personification of Cities as Female 
in the Hebrew Bible: The Thesis of Aloysius Fitzgerald, F.S.C.," in Reading from this 
Place, Volume 2: Social Location and Biblical Interpretation in Global Perspective (eds. 
Fernando F. Segovia and Mary Ann Tolbert; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995), 283-302. 
467Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep 0 Daughter of Zion, 77; "The Syntagma of bat Followed 
by a Geographical Name in the Hebrew Bible: A Reconsideration of Its Meaning and 
Grammar," CBQ 57(1995): 451-70. 
468Kaiser, "Poet as 'Female Impersonator' ," 164-82. Kaiser argues that the 
feminine persona capture the completeness and humanness of suffering and pain. In this 
way, the poet of Lamentations communicates human pain first and foremost. 
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describes her anguish, "She weeps bitterly in the night and her tears are on her cheeks" 
(Lam 1:2a). 
However it arose, it is clear that Jerusalem is personified as a woman in 
Lamentations, though her identity ranges. She is personified a princess (Lam 1.1), a 
widow (Lam 1.1), a slave-labourer (Lam 1.1), a niddd (Lam 1.17), even an adulterous 
woman (Lam 1.19). This range functions in a unique manner, congruent with Dobbs-
Allsopp's understanding of parataxis within lyric poetry. In essence, images in 
Lamentations appear and fade as quickly. Often discordant images sit together, leaving 
the reader to discern the purpose of the parataxsis. 
Heim's analysis of personification in Lamentations reveals that it functions in a 
variety of ways. He identifies four "transformations operative in the personification of 
Jerusalem,,469 : 
I. ideation: the translation of humans into an abstract idea 
2. topification: the translation of humans into a geographical location 
3. personification: the translation of a nonhuman quantity into a human being 
4. impersonation: the translation of a group of people into one person who 
speaks for them. 
Through the language of the text, concrete and real people-the residents of Jerusalem-
are transformed into abstract ideas. This is first order ideation. This serves as a basis for 
the remaining functions of personification. In topification, the city once full of people 
(Lam 1.1) is now devoid of inhabitants due to destruction. Heim comments, "Through the 
metaphorical relationship of 'containment,' all who are still living within Jerusalem's 
geographical limits (the 'contained') have now been reduced to a geographical location 
(the 'container,).,,47o Transforming from an architectural site as in topification, 
personification re-humanises the inanimate city, making it a person, a woman. And 
finally, impersonation functions to distil the individual citizens of Jerusalem into the 
person of "Dear Zion" (1,'rn:l). She becomes a representative of the whole. This occurs 
also in any personification of Jerusalem in Lamentations, whether "Dear Zion" O,'rn:J) 
or "widow" (;"Il~'N) or otherwise. Impersonation enables every individual to see "his or 
her sufferings and painful emotions" lived out in the representative's plight; he states, 
"This representative function explains why personified Jerusalem can be depicted in 
surprisingly different roles, which at times appear to be mutually exclusive. She is a wife, 
prostitute, divorcee, widow, mother, daughter, and so on, thus impersonating the various 
469Heim, "The Personification of Jerusalem," 135. 
470Heim, "The Personification of Jerusalem," 136. 
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individuals suffering distress.,,471 In tenns of Bco's concept of the model reader, it is in 
impersonation where individual readers are subsumed into a collective, and the model 
reader becomes a conceptual strategy to engender cohesiveness of individual readers as a 
collective despite the fact that a number of real readers may be reading and using the 
text.472 This is at work in the personification of Zion Lamentations 1-2, and to a degree 
in Lamentations 3, below (Chapters 5-7). 
4.4.4. Speaking Voices 
Scholars have widely held that speaking voices function as poetic devices in 
Lamentations. Lanahan's seminal work addressed the poetic usage of speaking voices in 
Lamentations.473 He saw that one of the major stylistic devices in the book was the usage 
of different personae, or the variety of characterisations "assumed by the poet as the 
medium through which he perceives and gives expression to his world.,,474 For Lanahan, 
the use of different personae enables the poet to assume a variety of viewpoints, to exhibit 
a number of insights into the human experience of destruction. He identifies five major 
personae at work in Lamentations: an objective "reporter" who narrates destruction (Lam 
1.1-9b, 10-11 b, 15a, 17; 2.1-19), Jerusalem personified as a woman (Lam 1.9c, II c-14, 
15b-16, 18-22; 2.20-22), a soldier, "a veteran who has endured hard use in the war" (Lam 
3.1-66), a bourgeois "surprised by the economic upheaval in the fallen city" (Lam 4.1-22), 
and a choral voice hoping to express misery to God so that he will change his attitude 
towards them (Lam 5.1_22).475 Lanahan saw five speaking voices while Wiesmann 
identified six, Bergant four, and Provan three.476 
No consensus exists, though his research has been taken up on a variety of fronts. 
Lee has sought to identify the historical personages making the various speeches while 
others have not. Lee identifies the main poets in Lamentations as the prophet Jeremiah 
and a set offemale temple singers.477 Jeremiah and the temple singers sing in response to 
one another, which reflect the dialogical interchange in the poetry. Ph am identifies the 
47l Heim, "The Personification of Jerusalem," 138. 
472See 3.4., above, note 270. 
473William Lanahan "The Speaking Voice," 41-9. 
474Lanahan, "The Speaking Voice," 41. 
475Lanahan, "The Speaking Voice," 41-9. 
476Wiesmann, Die Klagelieder; Lanahan, "The Speaking Voice," 41-9; Bergant, 
Lamentations, 15-16; Provan, Lamentations, 6-7. 
477Lee, The Singers of Lamentations, 40-6. 
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narrator as a "comforter" and "Lady Jerusalem" as the bereaved in a mourning ceremony 
in Lamentations 1_2.478 On the other hand, Kaiser follows Lanahan in seeing the 
speaking voices as personae: a narrator and then prominently Daughter Zion, whose 
insertion into the dialogue in Lamentations 1-2 reveals that "distinctively female 
experience was regarded highly enough to function as the chief metaphor through which 
the poet expressed his own agony over Jerusalem's fate and encouraged community 
catharsis.,,479 Provan recognises not five, but three speaking voices in the book: the 
narrator, personified Zion, and the people of Jerusalem.48o He understands rightly that the 
speaking voices are personae, masks put on by the poet rather than real people. 
Employing speaking voices is a poetic device. 
To be fair, it remains very difficult to tell exactly who the speakers are in the 
poetry and whom they address. The poetry of Lamentations only identifies one speaker 
explicitly, in Lam 3.1: the poem opens "I am the man (who) has seen affliction under the 
rod of his wrath" ('m~l1 O~lZl~ 'Jl1 :1K' '~l:1 'JK). The ':ll is the only identifiable speaker, 
though the speech of personified Jerusalem may be identified by virtue of her description 
of her children, the people who have been destroyed (Lam 1.16c; 2.20). 
Though the methodology used by scholars to identify speaking voices is not 
always explained,481 the most common manner by which to assess where speakers begin 
and end their speech is by observing the "shifts of person and the distinctive content" of 
the speech.482 Yet Meier admits that none of the words attributed to personified Zion are 
"explicitly introduced as belonging to her [ ... ] identifying the speaker and the boundaries 
of the speech is not always an easy task.,,483 Further, he recognises that speakers within 
each of the poems need not be identifiable to one another, for instance the "narrator" 
common to both Lamentations I and 2 in Lanahan's analysis.484 Though speaking voices 
do occur in Lamentations their boundaries and identities are rather unclear. 
This distinguishes Lamentations from the Mesopotamian city-lament genres. It is 
true that Lamentations, like the Mesopotamian city-laments, does have a third person 
478Pham, Mourning in the Ancient Near East and the Hebrew Bible, 37-147. 
479 Kaiser, "Poet as 'Female Impersonator' ," 164-82, 182. 
480Provan, Lamentations, 6-7. 
481Lanahan, for example, never explains how he identifies the speakers. 
482Samuel A. Meier, Speaking of Speaking: Marking Direct Discourse in the 
Hebrew Bible (VTSup 46: Leiden: Brill, 1992), 34. So too, Mandolfo, God in the Dock, 
9-103. 
483Meier, Speaking of Speaking, 34. 
484Meier, Speaking of Speaking, 35. 
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narrator who reports the destruction and its aftermath, addresses the motivations of God, 
and even addresses Jerusalem.485 Yet unlike city-laments, which often introduces the 
boundaries of speech (especially the speech of gods and goddesses) by way of explicit 
discourse markers-the phrases "she wails" or "bitterly she wails" or "she keened a 
lament" preceding or proceeding direct discourse-Lamentations simply does not afford 
such tidy borders.486 This should raise a note of caution when identifying the speakers in 
the poetry. While it is true that speaking voices are apparent in the poetry, and shifts in 
person and content are the best way to go about recognising them, the blending of speech 
boundaries nevertheless creates a certain degree of ambiguity: instances that could be 
identified as speech from personified Jerusalem can just as easily be attributed to the 
narrator, or vice versa. Moreover, there is no reason to assume that the narrator is male-
the voice could just as easily belong to a female narrator; the linguistic data affords no 
clues.487 If nothing else, ambiguity in marked speech highlights another point of 
divergence between the city-lament genre and Lamentations. 
Heim argues that instead of identifying speakers as isolated entities, the reader of 
Lamentations should instead realise and embrace the ambiguity. One "is confronted by a 
profusion of utterances, speakers, and voices. These utterances are directed at different 
audiences within the textual world of the book. They convey different, and often 
competing, messages, and they struggle for the readers' attention.,,488 Instead of 
attempting to identify the personage speaking whichever utterance, or attributing these 
different voices to different sources or different redactors,489 an intentionality lies behind 
the ambiguous and even confused nature of the speaking voices in question: these voices 
are "distinctive contributions to a discussion of suffering and communal catastrophe in 
progress [ ... the book] may have been designed to reflect the historical situation of a 
community going through turmoil and crisis.,,49o The use of speaking voices, then, is an 
485Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep, 0 Daughter ojZion, 32-8. This persona, however, 
should not be identified as embodying the perspective or theology of the poet. In the MT 
Lamentations, as intimated in 3.4., above, "the intention of the work" should not be 
collapsed into "the intention of the author." 
486These examples come from the speech of Ningal (LU, 247, 299-301), the 
speech of Ba'u (LU, 115-18,271-77). See Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep. 0 Daughter ojZion, 
75-90. 
487Bergant, Lamentations, 15-16. 
488Heim, "The Personfication of Jerusalem," 146. 
489Brandscheidt, Gotteszorn und Menschenlied. 
490Heim, "The Personfication of Jerusalem," 146. 
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indicator that the book is not a "reasoned treatise on the nature of suffering" but rather 
reflects the disintegration of a known world into chaos and the community's attempt to 
deal with this crisis, theologically.491 
4.4.5. Allusion 
The discussion on allusion here follows the lines set out by Willey in her 
monograph; hers is a persuasive argument for the function of allusion and sits well with 
Eco's aesthetic analysis.492 In her understanding, allusion is a poetic device that recalls in 
one literary text other literary texts independent of it. On the one hand, in Eco's aesthetics, 
it has been demonstrated that all texts are interconnected in the rhyzomatic structure of 
the encyclopaedia. Or as Willey describes, "all texts, all systems of communicative 
symbols, are unavoidably intertextual: they are semiotic patterns created by the 
reutilization [sic.] of previously understood words, signs, or codes.,,493 Willey cites Julia 
Kristeva, who coined the term "intertextuality": "Any text is construed as a mosaic of 
quotations; any text is the absorption and transformation of another.,,494 Understood in 
Kristevan terms, any text employs the fabric of other texts to comprise its own tapestry. 
Yet understood in Eco' s aesthetics, some texts are more explicit in the pattern they use. 
Quotations and citations embedded within a text indicate to the reader that the text he or 
she is reading is using a previous text in a specific way. Willey states, "Quotations and 
citations enlarge the audience's understanding by putting the immediately present text's 
conversational partners on display, making them accessible so that the audience can place, 
by a strategy of mental triangulation, the thoughts of the present writer.,,495 
Yet sitting in between explicit quotations and the invisible fabric of text that 
interweaves all writing, there is a realm of intertextuality which is sometimes difficult to 
trace but nonetheless extant. This, according to Willey, is the realm of "allusion, response, 
appropriation, recollection, and echo.,,496 Allusion is useful in texts precisely because it 
awakens to the reader previous texts that enlarge or enhance the text at hand. Hays puts it 
this way: "Allusive echo functions to suggest to the reader that text B should be 
491Heim, "The Personfication of Jerusalem," 146. 
492Willey, Remember the Former Things, 57-84. 
493Willey, Remember the Former Things, 59. 
494Julia Kristeva, Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1980), 66. 
495Willey, Remember the Former Things, 61. 
496Willey, Remember the Former Things, 61. 
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understood in the light of a broad interplay with text A, encompassing aspects of A 
beyond those explicitly echoed.,,497 
Most scholars have recognised allusion going on in Lamentations. Berlin 
frequently cites OT passages and incorporates them into her analysis of how 
Lamentations functions poetically.498 And as mentioned above, Dobbs-Allsopp has 
recognised allusions to the book of Exodus and the exodus tradition in Lamentations 1.499 
Albrektson recognised that Lamentations frequently alludes to Deuteronomy 28 and even 
chapter 32 (Deut 28.13, 44 and Lam 15a; Deut 28.41 and Lam 1.5c, 18c; Deut 28.43 and 
lam 1.9b-c; Deut 28.53 and Lam 2.20, 4.10; Deut 28.37 and Lam 3.14, 45; Deut 28.50 
and Lam 4.16, 5.12; Deut 32.25 and Lam 1.20) and certain Psalms (Ps 48.3 and Lam 
2.15c; Ps 50.2 and Lam 2.15c; Ps 76.13 and Lam 4.12). His argument is that the 
Deuteronomy and Psalms texts actually were available for the creator(s) of Lamentations 
11 d . .. f b' f 500 to actua y use an IOcorporate IOtO Its a nc 0 verse. 
Yet allusion is difficult to pin down, and caution is warranted. Williamson 
correctly admonishes that the scholar searching out allusions must attend carefully to 
"matters of method" in ascertaining them.501 Willey adopts Hays' "tests" for ascertaining 
allusions.502 Hays identifies allusion with the criteria of: 
1. Availability: was the proposed allusion available to the author? 
2. Volume: what is the degree of explicit repetition of words or syntactical 
patterns? 
3. Recurrence: what is the frequency with which the allusion is used in the text 
being interpreted? 
4. Thematic Coherence: does the argument of the allusion cohere within the 
argument of the text being interpreted? 
5. Historical Plausibility: does the text identifiable as an allusion exist so the text 
being interpreted could have used it? 
6. History of Interpretation: do other interpreters recognise the allusion as such? 
8. Satisfaction: does the proposed allusion make sense, does it illuminate the 
surrounding discourse, and does it produce for the reader a satisfying account 
of the effect of the intertextual relation? 
497Richard Hays, Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul (New Haven: Yale 
Universit~ Press, 1989), 20. 
49 Berlin, Lamentations. 
499Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentations, 16, 58-60. 
500 Albrektson, Studies in the Text and Theology of the Book of Lamentations, 219-
37. 
501H. G. M. Williamson, "Isaiah 62.4 and the Problem of Inner-Biblical 
Allusions," lBL 119 (2000): 734-39. 
502Hays, Echoes of Scripture, 29-32. 
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Hays' tests frame how to assess and confirm potential allusions in certain texts. 
Incidentally, Hays' approach sets itself in the more historicist-oriented theories of inner-
biblical exegesis, which recognises the historical process of a biblical text using another 
specific text and (re)interpreting it, rather than inner-biblical allusion, which recognises 
that the Bible is a cumulative corpus of literature, necessarily allusive, irrespective of its 
historicity.503 
The present study immediately recognises that identifying the direction of 
influence and/or interpretation of allusions is notoriously difficult. The subjectivity 
involved in recognising lines of influence between texts led Dobbs-Allsopp to date the 
book of Lamentations from linguistic analysis, as explored above.504 Yet if Albrektson' s 
views on the availability of Deuteronomy and the various Psalms hold, then Hays' 
conception becomes fruitful for studying allusion in Lamentations. With this in mind, the 
present work will compare OT texts to Lamentations where pertinent (specifically 
portions of Exodus, Deuteronomy 28, some Psalms, Isaiah 10, Jeremiah, and some 
portions of Leviticus, and the Former Prophets). Whether Lamentations alludes to these 
texts or vice-versa is a question that deserves more study and cannot be accomplished in 
full here. At the very least, marked allusions in this work, even if not borne out 
historically, shall point to a need for further comparative analysis. 
4.5. Conclusion 
This chapter has demonstrated the relevant items to be considered as 
encyclopaedic content within the cultural world present at the time of Lamentations' 
construction. It has demonstrated the problems associated with attributing Lamentations 
to one particular genre within the cultural world of sixth century Judah. In fact the book 
evinces a number of crossover generic traits between the communal lament, the dirge, and 
the city-lament genres, which reveal the book to be a mixed genre written in a lyric mode: 
highly paratactic and non-narratival discourse. 
Moreover, in light of the investigation into plausible structures of the book, a 
number of proposed structures have been seen to be unpersuasive. Specifically 
Renkema's rigid characterisation of the concentric structure of Lamentations, the tragic 
503See for instance Williamson, "Isaiah 62.4 and the Problem of Inner-Biblical 
Allusions," 734-39; Lyle Eslinger, "Inner-Biblical Exegesis and Inner-Biblical Allusion: 
The Question of Category," IT 42 (1992): 47-58. 
504Dobbs-Allsopp, "Linguistic Evidence"; see also 1.2., above. 
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structure which envisions the parenetic section (Lam 3.18-39) as the theological "climax" 
of the book (Nagelsbach and Kaiser), as well as the supposed qinah structure of the book 
(Shea). However, the acrostic structure has been determined to be the most persuasive 
structuring device of the book. 
Finally, poetics that occur in other ANE literature (and related genres) has been 
demonstrated to be active in Lamentations. Some of these poetics move the reader 
forward, such as the use of enjambment and the linear progression of the alphabetic 
acrostic. Others, however, create a kind of reflexive arc within the poetry, moving the 
reader backwards to previous portions of the poetry through the linear progression 
through the text. This is especially achieved through repetition. The reflexive movement 
drives the reader to make sense of the repeated items in light of new information garnered. 
An example of this is the constant formulaic employment of a vocative form of YHWH 
combined with either a dual imperative "look and consider (;'O':ln1 ;,~,)," or v;,~, 
combined with the vocative ;";" (Lam 1.9c, llc, 20a; 2.20a; 3.59; 5.1b). The variety of 
appeals creates a range of potential foci for the Lord to consider the pleas and figure the 
deity in different ways. In terms of imagery, personification, and speaking voices, among 
other poetics identified above, Lamentations sits within the ANE poetic tradition. 
Allusion moves the reader outwards, into the larger field of available OT textual material, 
incorporating its message into the fabric of Lamentations. How Lamentations uses these 
poetics, however, shall prove to be a point of interest in the exegesis chapters below. 
Recognising and understanding the poetic usage wi11 aid theological analysis. 
CHAPTERS: 
LAMENTATIONS 1 
5.1. Introduction 
This chapter assesses Lamentations I using Eco's aesthetic analysis to discover 
how the "intention of the work" constructs its model reader. Exegetical attention will be 
given to the blending of genres, the linear progression of the acrostic, poetics and the 
"blowing up" of potential encyclopaedic content to see how these elements impact the 
reader and interpretation of the poem. Rather than summarising its contents, the present 
chapter will work through the poem to discover how the poetry projects a model reader 
and presents its theology. 
The structure of the poem at large is governed by the alphabetic acrostic,505 and 
speaking voices divide the poem roughly in half. Following Longman's conclusions, the 
present study does not take up the question of qinah meter in the poem due to the fact that 
the very presence of meter in the canons of Hebrew poetry remains doubtful. 506 Each 
individual strophe contains three poetic lines (except for Lam 1.7, which contains 
four)507: 
} strophe 
An outline of the speeches in the poem is as follows: 
Lam 1.1-9b: 
Lam 1.9c: 
Lam 1.I0-llb: 
Lam 1.11 c-16c: 
Lam 1.17: 
Lam 1.18-22: 
505See 4.3.4., above. 
506See 4.3.3., above. 
speech of the observer 
appeal of personified Jerusalem 
speech of the observer 
speech and appeals of personified Jerusalem 
speech of the observer 
speech and appeals of personified Jerusalem 
507The structure of Lam 1.7 and 2.19 appears as: 
} strophe 
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In Lam l.l-II b (with the exception of Lam 1.9c) the voice of an unidentified observer 
describes a city's pain in terms of motherhood. I understand the speaker to be a literary 
persona rather than attempting to isolate his identity. His audience in these verses is 
undisclosed, though it appears that he addresses the reader, introducing and recounting to 
one the various plights of the city. In Lam 1.9c, Ilc-16, 18-22 Jerusalem personified 
speaks to two parties: YHWH in formulaic language (Lam 1.9c, l.llc, 1.20a; Lam 2.20-
22),508 and unnamed passers-by (1" ":llr':l) in Lam 1.12-16; it is unclear whether the 
passers-by are intended to be the reader or a real party in the sixth century BCE, though 
the reader can assume the role. Like the passer-by, the reader witnesses and hears the pain 
of personified Jerusalem, engendering compassion. 
S.2. Exegesis of Lam 1.1-22 
The unidentified observer describes the plight of an unnamed city and region in 
Lam 1.1-9. The city and region remain nameless until explicitly stated in Lam 1.7a. Lee 
believes the observer is the persona of Jeremiah,509 and others identify him as a 
"narrator,,,510 but as the poem is not narrative, to avoid confusion this anonymous speaker 
is identified as a persona, an "observer" of destruction.511 Anonymous observers like the 
. L . I . 1· h . I 512 one In amentatlOns are typIC a In t e Clty- ament genre. 
In his reportage, the city's straits are brought into a multifaceted portrait of pain 
through emotively charged personifications in Lam 1.1-2. She is a bereaved mother, a 
widow, a princess, a slave labourer, an abandoned woman, an isolated woman, a betrayed 
woman, and a pursued woman. The array of identities presents different aspects of 
suffering, offering a range of identification points with which the reader can relate to the 
city. With each new depiction of suffering the reader is prepared to hear Jerusalem's song 
of suffering that will come in Lam 1.llc-16, 18-22. 
Far from offering "objective," dispassionate commentary on the situation, as 
O'Connor believes,513 the observer's intimate portrayal of the city's sufferings reveals 
that he mourns alongside her. In city-laments, "The poet often abandons his role as 
508Thomas, "Aesthetic Theory of Umberto Eco"; "The Liturgical Function." 
509Lee, The Singers of Lamentations, 47-130. The persona of Jeremiah becomes 
increasin§ly significant in Lamentations 2. 
51 O'Connor, Lamentations and the Tears of the World, 17. 
511Lanahan, "The Speaking Voice," 41-2. 
512Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep, 0 Daughter of Zion, 33. 
5130 'Connor, Lamentations and the Tears of the World, 17. 
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impartial narrator and stands rather as a privileged, internal observer, who nonetheless is 
not actually involved in the action; he speaks from his own 'spatial level' .,,514 Like the 
"internal observer," the observer in Lamentations I evokes compassion for the city. 
"Lamentations I facilitates a compassionate disposition in its readers most spectacularly 
through the figure of personified Jerusalem [ ... ] the reader is unmistakably confronted by 
suffering in a most particular and personal form, which, as already suggested, is all 
important for the veracity and allure of the image.,,515 
In Lam 1.1, the dirge, mourning rites, and antanac1asis all work to emphasise the 
debased situation and great reversal of the city. The verse opens with the hallmark of the 
dirgeSI6 (;'I:l'K) part of an institutional s-code for mourning, which conditions the reader to 
anticipate the context of bereavement and loss. The next words reinforce this notion, as a 
female city ,,:l ;'I:lTZl" "sits alone." Sitting "alone" (,,:l) in the encyclopaedic content of the 
OT is, ironically. a positive position as it indicates the notion of solitary security.Sl7 This 
former reality, however, is shattered as the reader encounters the second half of Lam 1.1 a: 
the city once secure is now deserted ("the city once full of people," !:I~ '1'1:1, "~;'I).518 Pham 
notes the act of sitting on the ground in isolation is common behaviour for a bereaved 
mourner5l9 , and thus the poetry exploits the s-code "mourning" to develop for the reader 
the reality of loss and bereavement. Once full of people, or her "children," the fate of the 
mother is reversed as she now sits on the ground: "alone,"":1.s2o The motif of reversal is a 
common element found in the dirge and city-lament genres, which is further explicated in 
Lam I.1b-c: 
!:I'1l:1 '1'1:l, ;'Il~'K:l ;'11'1';'1 
C~, ;'11'1';'1 1'1'l"~:l '1'1,ill 
"She has become a widow; great among the nations, 
princess among the provinces, she has become a slave labourer." 
Once full of children and honoured greatly by the nations as a 'mill, "princess," the city-
mother has fallen into servitude (c~). The term '11:l' highlights the use of antanac1asis in 
Sl400bbs-Allsopp, Weep, 0 Daughter o/Zion, 33. 
SlsOobbs-Allsopp, Lamentations, 57. 
sI6Jahnow, Das Hebriiische Leichenlied, 136. 
517Deut 33.28; Num 23.9; Jer49.31; Mi 7.14. See Provan, Lamentations, 35. 
SI800bbs-Allsopp. "The Effects of Enjambment in Lamentations (Part 2)." 378. 
sl9pham• Mourning in the Ancient Near East and the Hebrew Bible. 13.48. 
s20This description is similar to the description of the mourning scene for 
Jerusalem in Isa 3.26 and Oibon in Jer 48.18a. Both cities personified sit on the ground 
(:lTZl11 Y'K'. Isa 3.26; K~~:l ':lTZl\ Jer 48.18a). 
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Lam 1.1: "full of people" (0l7 'T1:1') is a nominal construct chain521 while in the clause 
"great among the nations" (0'1):1 'T1:1'), 'T1:1' serves as an adjective which modifies the 
phrase O'1)J, "among the nations.522 Antanaclasis poetically blends the image of the 
bereaved mother into the simile of the forlorn and "widowed" city, both of which 
confront the reader with their debasement. m 
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Yet how does the personification of the city as widow function? By Lam 1.7a, the 
reader learns the city is Jerusalem, yet until that point, the reader has no explicit 
knowledge of the city's identity. Once understood as Jerusalem, the city's husband could 
be recognised as YHWH.524 The LXX, Targum, and Vulgate all introduce Jerusalem as 
the city in focus in their prologues of Lamentations 1.525 Unlike these texts and unlike 
Ezekiel 16 and 23-texts that identify Jerusalem as YHWH's wife and indicate her 
whoredom-the MT of Lamentations I does not immediately give this information away. 
Through personification, the observer depicts the feminine city in her debasement and 
suffering without then explicitly linking her to apostasy or whoredom, enabling the reader 
to witness her suffering without recourse to explicit linkage of sin, at least until Lam 1.5b. 
The observer continues his account of the personified city's pain in Lam 1.2. 
Again, reversal is depicted, linking the verse to the dirge genre and possibly the city-
lament genre as well. The pain of the reversal is in focus here rather than an explanation 
of what specifically caused the pain. The city is personified as an isolated and abandoned 
mourner and a betrayed woman. Lam 1.2 reads: 
:1'n, ,l7 :'IT1l7~" :'1,',:1 :1:::l:1T1 ,:::l:1 
521 GKC §90l; § 128. 
522JM § 1291, m, n. 
523Berlin, Lamentations, 45, note b.; Pete Schramm, "Poetic Patterning in Biblical 
Hebrew," In Michigan Oriental Studies in Honor of G. G. Cameron (ed., L. Orlin; Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1976), 167-91. 
524As in Ezekiel 16 and 23; Julie Galambush, Jerusalem in the Book of Ezekiel: 
The City as Yahweh's Wife (SBLDS 130; Atlanta: Scholars, 1991). 
525The LXX reads: Kut EyEV€tO J.l€tU to Ut;(J.luAwtcr911Vat tOV IcrPUllA Kat 
IepoucruAEJ.l epJ.lw911Vat €Ku9tcrEV Ip€J.lta~ KAatWV, "And it happened after Israel was taken 
captive and Jerusalem was laid waste, Jeremiah sat weeping." The Targum reads: 
"Jeremiah, the prophet and great high priest, said how it was decreed against Jerusalem 
and against her people,"K:1~17 '17' O'IZ.';'" ,l7 "lT1K l":::l'K K:1' Kl:1:" K':1l ';'1'~" '~N. The 
Vulgate's prologue reads: Et factum est, postquam in captivitatem redactus est Israel, et 
Jerusalem deserta est, sedit Jeremias propheta flens, et planxit lamentatione hac in 
Jerusalem, "And it happened, after Israel was carried into captivity and Jerusalem was 
deserted, that Jeremiah the prophet sat weeping, and mourned with this lamentation over 
Jerusalem." 
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:1'J:1K-'::l?J OnJ?J :1'-l'K 
O'J'K' :1, ":1 :1J ""J :1'l1,-,::l 
"She weeps bitterly in the night, and tears (are) upon her cheeks 
There is no comforter for her from all those who love her 
All of her friends betrayed her; they became like enemies to her." 
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The poetry actualises encyclopaedic content of mourning. as both weeping and the need 
for a comforter are common in mourning rites.526 The repeated refrain "there is no 
comforter for her" (cnm :1'-PN)527 heightens the importance of a comforter. Instead of 
finding comfort, the personified city is isolated from those who love her (:1'J:1K-'::l?J).52S 
This statement finds parallel in YHWH's words over Judah in the Book of Consolation. 
in Jer 30.14: "All your lovers have forgotten you; they seek you no longer" (TJ:1K?J-'::l 
Wi'" N' l111Nl1n::lW). Anderson argues that a loved one denying comfort to a mourning 
person in effect positions that person against the mourner. as an enemy.529 By Lam 1.19a. 
the reader will discover that :1'J:1K-,:m "all those who love her" may not be neutral 
terminology. but at this point, it merely points out that her loved ones do not offer the role 
of comfort that she desires: she is abandoned and betrayed. Those allies who once were 
friends have turned on her (:1J ""J :1'l1'-'::l). The language of "friends" and "enemies" 
carries political overtones, as it is a city that is being described through personification. 
It is appropriate to begin to ask questions about the developing "intention of the 
work." The range of personifications (widow. a slave labourer, a wife. a slave labourer, a 
mourner, a princess, and a betrayed woman) highlights the paratactic nature of this 
poetry-feminine images abut one another without logical connection-and provide 
different ways for the reader to identify with the city. specifically her multiform 
526Pham. Mourning in the Ancient Near East and the Hebrew Bible, 24-35; 
Anderson, A Time to Mourn, A Time to Dance. 82-7. 
527Lam I. 7c. 9b, 16b, 17a, 21 a. 
528 :1'J:1K-'::l?J, "from all those who love her." Pham correctly notices the verbal 
nuance between ..JJ:1K in the Piel and the Qal stems, especially in the participle (pham, 
Mourning in the Ancient Near East and the Hebrew Bible, 47) . ..JJ:1K in the Qal stem 
connotes felicitous love and devotion, while ..JJ:1N in the Piel stem connotes inconstant or 
infelicitous love (whoredom). The occurrence of ..JJ:1K in Lam 1.2 anticipates its only 
recurrence in Lam I: 19, in the Piel stem. allowing them to be read against one another. 
The variance in meaning between stems is another example of antanaclasis and will be 
explored further in the exegesis of Lam 1.19, below; See Ceresko, "The Function of 
Antanaclasis," 551-69. 
529"To fail to show solidarity in such a situation-or even worse, to rejoice while a 
[neighbour] was mourning-was to declare oneself an enemy rather than a covenantal 
partner" (Anderson, A Time to Mourn, A Time to Dance, 94). 
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experience of trauma and pain.530 Theologically, in these first two verses no imagery 
explicitly links the city to sin531 , enabling the reader to be drawn towards compassion for 
this disgraced woman. 
Interwoven into this portrait of pain, however, is a theological thread exposing the 
city's sin in Lam 1.3-5. Lam 1.3a-b depicts Judah going into exile from affliction ('J17~) 
and hard servitude (;":lll :l,?j,), sitting among the nations, and finding no rest. The referent 
of ;',:l17 :l'~' is vague, leaving the reader guessing. Berlin rightly recognises that this 
collocation occurs in Oen 15.13 and Deut 26.6: in both occasions depicting miserable 
slavery in Egypt and thereby highlighting for the reader this kind of slavery is intended 
here.532 Though recognising these textual links, the clause remains difficult. One issue is 
the nature of the clauses 'J17~ and :l'~l Dahood renders them "Judah went into exile for 
her iniquity and the diversity of her worship," taking 'Jl7~ from ...}"l7, "iniquity," rather 
than ...}'JlI.533 Deiana derives 'Jl7~ from ...};'Jl7, "to answer," and :l'~' from ...}:l'" "to strive": 
"Judah went into exile for her arrogance, and for her rebellion went into slavery.,,534 
While these are possible, it is just as plausible to derive the terms from ...}'Jl7 and ...}:l:J." 
respectively. 
The translation of the mem prepositions prefixed to 'Jl7~ and :l,?j, is the next 
difficulty. They may be either causal or conditional. Salters takes them causally: "Judah 
has gone into exile because of affliction and hard servitude," or that Judah has voluntarily 
gone into exile because of harsh conditions at home.535 Thus exile is the result of 
"affliction and hard servitude" enacted in the region prior to exile. Oordis however argues 
the prefixed prepositions on both nouns are "conditional," so that a condition or state of 
530Heim, "The Personification of Jerusalem," 169. It is conceivable that real 
readers may actualise different facets of the city's portrayal due to personification. And if 
the poem was read corporately the real readers ofthe poem may, through the image of 
personified Jerusalem, actualise different aspects of the city simultaneously. In this way, 
there may have been an interplay at work between communal and individual perspectives 
on Zion on the basis of the text, but both can be conceptualised under Eco's concept of 
the Model Reader. 
531 Explicit mention of sin arrives in Lam 1.3-5, 7-9, 14a, 18a, 19a, 20b, 22b. 
532Berlin, Lamentations, 51. She also cites Ex 1.11, where '1'1Jl7, "to oppress," 
conjoins cn':J.c:l, "with hard slavery," clearly depicting servitude, though not employing 
;',:J.l7 (Berlin, Lamentations, 51). 
533Mitchell Dahood, "New Readings in Lamentations," Bib 59( 1978): 175. 
5340. Deiana, "Interpretazione die Lam. I, 3a. 7a," BeO 23(1981): 101-3. 
535Robert Salters, "Lamentations I :3: Light from the History of Exegesis," in A 
Word in Season: Essays in Honour of William McKane (eds., J.D. Martin and P.R. 
Davies; JSOTSup 42; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1986), 73-89. 
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being is described: "Judah has gone into exile, in a state of affliction and hard 
servitude."s36 Berlin, following Hillers, believes the prepositions to be temporal, so that 
the situation being described is the way of life in Judah prior to the exile. Thus the poetic 
line reads: "Judah has gone into exile after affliction and hard servitude." That is, after a 
horrible period of trouble and turmoil in Judah, the nation was finally exiled by the 
Babylonians.537 With this in view, Lam 1.3a hails back to the city as a "slave labourer," 
(c~) in Lam l.Ie, and the plight of the Judeans has gone from bad to worse: slavery to 
exile.538 
The remainder of Lam 1.3 alludes to Exodus and Deuteronomy 28, giving 
theological shape to the dire reversa1.539 Lam 1.3b, "She sits among the nations; she finds 
no resting place" (nu~ :11(~~ 1(' O'U:1 :1:110' 1('o, recalls Deut 28:65: "And among those 
nations you will not find peace, and there will be no rest for the soles of your feet" ( O'U:1, 
l'l'-I'P' nmJ :1':1'-1(" l1'l'l"1 1(' 0:1:1). Other than Deut 28.65, Lam 1.3b marks the only 
instance of C'U:1 and mJ~ being used in such close connection. Both verses describe, in 
part, God's curse against his people for disobedience, where they will be cast out of the 
land and exiled as a result of breaking the covenant.540 
There is an inter-effectiveness between the language of "exile" (:1l"1'l) and 
"affliction and hard servitude" ('Jl1~ :1':111 :1'~') in Lam 1.3. Exile may be punishment of 
former sinfulness in Judah that resulted in "affliction and hard servitude" (taking the mem 
causally). Thus exile fulfils the covenantal curse in Deut 28.65 and suggests a theological 
rationale (though somewhat oblique) as to why the disaster has occurred. Alternatively, 
exile and sitting among the nations can be seen as the benchmark of supreme suffering for 
Judah, where formerly "affliction and hard servitude" were bad, but at least the people 
536Robert Gordis, The Song of Songs and Lamentations: A Study, Modern 
Translation and Commentary (New York: KTAV, 1974), 153-4. 
537Berlin, Lamentations, 45; Hillers, Lamentations, 66-7. This interprets the poetic 
line in light of the serial trauma Judah experienced from 609 BeE to 587 BCE. After 
defeat by Egypt and Pharaoh Necho I in 609 BCE, Judah was caught in the middle of the 
struggle for Levantine supremacy between Egypt and Babylon; eventually Babylon won 
out after the battle of Carchemish in 605 BeE and subjugated Judah in 604 BeE as a 
vassal state. Judah experienced Babylonian deportations in 597 BeE and finally 
destruction in 587 BCE. See Oded Lipschits, The Fall and Rise of Jerusalem: Judah 
under Babylonian Rule (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2005), 36-133. 
538House, "Judah has gone into exile under affliction, and under harsh servitude" 
(Lamentations. 332). 
539 Albrektson, Studies in the Text and Theology of the Book of Lamentations, 219-
37. 
54°Berlin, Lamentations, 52. 
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were in their own land (taking the mem conditionally). In this way, syntax opens for the 
reader two possible theological worlds for the reader: one in which the disaster is 
explained as punishment for sin. the other culminates in a heightening of the present 
experience of pain and suffering, portraying an urgent need for divine deliverance. 
This theological openness is exploited further through wordplay that recalls and 
inverts the Exodus experience. The term C"~~:1. "straits" (Lam 1.3c) puns the term C"~~. 
"Egypt." The poet expresses the ironic difference between deliverance in Egypt and the 
present state of exile. The affliction and servitude Israel experienced in Egypt in former 
days ('J17 and "'~17) is in effect what is happening now. again. to Judah.541 Dobbs-Allsopp 
argues that :1'~17 ~,~, 'J17~ reminds the reader of the Exodus narrative and are part of about 
a dozen allusions to the Egyptian captivity.542 In Lam 1.3c the term "straits" (c"~~:1) 
puns "Egypt" (C"~~) and alludes to the Exodus experience.543 Instead of being delivered 
from a dire situation. they are overtaken (:11l'tzl:1) and forced into straits (0"~~:1 p~). 
Whether psychological distress or real physical entrapment.544 the clause C"~~:1 p~ Judah 
is in a difficult and exhausting situation-she finds no rest from her pursuers.545 
The combination of pun and allusion in Lam 1.3 creates a dark irony. Instead of 
being delivered from captivity-represented by the allusions to Exodus: ~,~, 'J17~ :1'~17 
and C"~7:1:1 r~-God's people now go into captivity (:1,,:1' :1n7l). The references to exile 
and the return to slavery leave the personified city sitting not among friends but rather 
O"l~ "among the nations" (Lam 1.3b). a reversal of 0'1l~ 'n~' in Lam 1.1 b. Allusions to 
the exodus from Egypt bring to the reader an inverted "backstory" that may highlight the 
consequences of rebellion against YHWH and provides theological rationale for the city's 
degraded state. Yet the allusion may simply be a way of emphasising the present 
debasement. isolation. reversal. and pain the city experiences. 
541For'J17~. see Ex 3.7. 17;4.31. For:1'~17, see Ex 1.14; 2.23; 5.11; 6.6. 
542Dobbs_Allsopp. Lamentations. 16.59. 
543:11l'tzl;, :1'~"-7::l is a similar idiom used in Ex 14.9; 15.9 used to describe 
Pharoah's pursuit and capture of the Israelites [on, I( 'l'tzl" o;"l',nl( O"X~ I'J"", "and Egypt 
pursued after them and overtook them" (Ex 14.9); l'tzll( I'J"I( (Ex 15.9)]. 
544For Psychological interpretations. see Dobbs-Allsopp. Lamentations. 16; 
Provan. Lamentations. 39; Notscher. Die Klagelieder. 2; for physical entrapment. see 
Otto Thenius. Die Klagelieder (KHAT; Leipzig: Hirzel, 1855), 128; Albert Gelin, 
Jeremie, Us Lamentations, Baruch (2nd ed.; Paris: Cerf. 1959),252. 
545The term C"~~:1 carries psychological tenor in Lam 1.20a: "Look. 0 YHWH, at 
my distress" ("-,r'::l)! See discussion, below. 
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In Lam 1.-+-7. a cumulative portrait of a suffering people is expressed. drawing 
once again hum Deuteronomy 28. In the ~pan of four verses, the reader encounters: 
Lam I"+a: ah"ent k ... tal pilgrims (i~"': .~:: .~:;,:) 
Lam I.'+h: groaning prie ... h (:riiJ~: ;;';;;:) 
Lam I . .+c: grie\ing maiden" (;"I'~'~ ;;';"I~'J"::) 
Lam 1.5e: liltk children walking as capti\,e" (':;:.:,' 1:~:1 :1·~~1!.') 
Lam 1.6h: princes not finding pasture (;;~"': '1'\~':-N~ ... :1";':,') 
Lam 1.7h: her people who fall in the hand of an enemy ('~ ,':; :1~!.' ~!)):;) 
The experience of the maidens (Lam I . .+c) i" too much for the personified city. as the 
oh ... ener de,crihe, her agllny: ;;~-..,,: 1'\';;1, "and it. it is hitter for her." LXX. Aquila, and 
Symmal'llll' tran,late ;"1')': as (1yci~I[\'at. "to thrust away." and it is proposed that n",,) 
shlluld he emended to ,"':";;:. from <:-;;J. "to dri\'e away." as in the concept of exile."-l(' This 
emendatinn i" pn"ihle. though the normal derivation of 1'11)1) (Niphal pal1icipIe from ~;-U') 
i.., equally po"ihle,r Following Hillers and Berlin. the present study opts for mm from 
\;;~'. highlighting till' grief of the maidens \vhich lea\'es the city in hitter anguish.'i-lS 
Though not mentioning ""ons and daughters" um::J' O')::J) Lam I.Sc is an eelie 
rcmindcr of Deut 28 . .+ I: ...... on' and daughters ... walk as captives" ('::JI:}::J ,:'?:1 ... I'11J:;1 O'JJ) 
and prohahly an allu..,ion to it. The repetition of ·:r.:::; ':~:1 in both verses reveals the 
connection.<-l'J In these depictions the reader witnesses the most vulnerahle (little children) 
a ... \\cll a, the he..,t-off inhahitanh (prince,,) in the city share the same fate: they are under 
the control and dominatilln of other,. "'pecifically the ,~ and :"]"'. The parallel repetition 
of thc \crhal form, of ~~;; and .:!)~ c1aul,e.., in Lam I.Sc and 1.6c reinforce this connection. 
The U'l' of :-:i" in Lam 1.6c rCl'alb the description of the city's pursuers in Lam 1.3c while 
"" recall.., the ... ynonYI11Olh term :J':;'N in Lam 1.2c: the repetition of terminology binds the 
poem together and gi\·e ... the reader c1ue~ 10 make these connections in the poem. 
Allu"ion to Deuteronomy 2~ i" exploited and carried fUl1her in Lam 1.5. The verse 
apparently allude ... to Dl'llt 28 . .+-+ and hoth affirm the Lord as the administrator of the 
city'" fate. Moremer. it wa ... pllni..,hmenl for sin. Lam 1.5 reads: 
_ ...... ~iI"I .. """I...., ..... -II ,_ -'\- ........ 
II;." .... ~ _ :. ,I). 11,1 II ... 
<H'SO Pham tran"late\ :'!'}'J ;'i':'!~':'!:; • "her virgins have heen led away" (Pham. 
AIol/l'II/lI,!; /11 Ihe '-\,11'/('111,\'('(//,/::(/\1 alld Ihe He/nclI' Bih/t'. '+0 . .f.f. 65-6). 1'''',,:1) occurs in 
.+QLam". a" \\ell. 
<r\;;~. i, rare. and ()ccur~ most \1t'c\'akntly in Lamentations: Lam lAc. 1.5b. 12c: 
.' .. '~ .. '.'. The :,\iphal paniciple from \;;~. docs occur in one othcr instance: Zeph J.I~: ·m. 
q'Hdkr\. /.all/t'lIfufiolll. 67: Bcrlin. 1A/IIICl/fatiol/.l. '+5. notc c. Provan. too opt... for 
thi" rcadil1!:! tl'ntati\cl\ (/.{III/t'llIul/OI/.I, .+0), 
'l'II~L'llin. /'UI/;t'IIIUI/OIII. 5~-.'. Sl'l' abo Lam 1.1 81'. 
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"Her enemies have become her head: her enemies rest easy, 
For YHWH tormented her on account of the greatness of her offences. 
Her little children walk as captives before an enemy." 
135 
The observer portrays the city's re\'ersal from a powerful entity to a vassal: "Her enemies 
ha\'e become her head 1::ix,71." This reversal recalls Deut 28A4: ;'1':111 :111~1 tli~'~ :1W 1'\1;'1 
:m7, "He will become the head and you will hecome the taiL" In Deuteronomy 2X "Israel 
is told that obedience to God will lead to dominance over others and disobedience to their 
dominance over her.""o But the curse is carried further: Jerusalem has in fact committed 
offences to the degree that YHWH has ;'1)1;'1 "tormented her" as a result of them (Lam 
1.5h). 
The repetition of ~;u', here in the Hiphil (:1)1:1) and in Lam lAc in the Niphal 
(11m:), draws together the concepts of grief and the Lord's torment. Rather than other 
language descrihing the act of punishment, such as -.J1ji~ or -.J,1i7 (Ex 20.5: 11:1N ,1i7 1ji~ 
O'JJ"7!.'), ;'1)1;'1 is language charged with emotion. God's activity causes grief. The word 
;'1'!.';:i:::, "her offences," derives from '-l!-'::';~ and denotes some sort of hreach in the "rule of 
justice with regard to a person or community" and generally refers to the offence itself 
rather than its judgment."1 The noun i7i:i~ is often used in parallel with :1NlJn, "sin,"ss~ yet 
i7i:i~ carries slightly different connotations and is often associated with breaches between 
individuals in domestic life and community, according to Knierim, and therehy connotes 
"criminal activity" rather than "sin."'i'i' Both terms, however, indicate some form of 
deviation or rehellion from YHWH's rule over the world.)).! Differently than the allusion 
to Exodus, the allusion to the curses of Deuteronomy raises significant theological 
questions ahout the cause of the disaster the city experiences. 
What kind of theology does this verse, then, present'? On the face of it, it would 
seem that the verse presents theodicy. As Hunter says, "IThe I poets of Lamentations 1 ... 1 
seemed to have fully realised why the fall happened. Already in 1 Lam I .51, when the fall 
'i<;IJProvan, IBlIll'lItatiof/.I, 40. 
'i'iIHorst Seehass and Helmer Ringgren, "17W~. pii,\a'," TDOT 12 (2003) 136. 
'i'ie As in Gen 31.36, where Jacoh asks Lahan: 'l1~lJn ;'1~ 'ill,j;~";'11J, "what is my 
offence, what is my sin?" See also: Gen 50. I 7: 011XtJn1 Tn~ i7llf~ I'\J 1'\t.J'; Ex 34.7: il;li~1 ,1!-' 
;'11'\i.)n1; Ps 32.1: ;'1l\iJii '11:1:) i7i:i~·'1t·l ',:.:ht 
"'Rolf Knierim, Dil' Hallpthegrittl'ji'ir Siillde im Altell Testament (Giitersloh: 
Gerd Mohn, IY6S), 141. 
"~Stefan Poruhcan. Sin ill the Old Te,Hamellt: A Soteriolop,ica/ Stlldy (Rome: 
Herder, 196J). 26. 
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is attributed to the planning of I YHWH I for the first time, it is immediately also linked to 
the sinning of the city and its people."'i'i'i Yet Middlemas, Provan, Linafell, and Dohhs-
Allsopp argue that because the explicit description of offences is not given, Lamentations 
demurs the idea that Jerusalem's sins warranted such punishment, only offering a half-
hearted attempt to "pin" the cause of the disaster on the sins of Jerusalcm'i'iCl: "The 
'multitude' of Zion's 'transgressions' are acknowledged but never specified. We are 
never informed as tu the precise nature of Zion's infractions. Moreover, their pOltrayal is 
flattened, spare, and does not readily seize the reader's imaginatiun.,,))7 Instead of 
explaining why the disaster happened, the Lamentations theologically functiuns to present 
pain to the deity, to reach out for life, and persuade the deity to act on the peuples' 
behalf.''iX This view eventuates into the "anti-theodic" position.))') The offences depicted 
in Lam 1.5b are only rhetorical a means of getting YHWH to notice the pain that the city 
experiences, hut they do not actually justify the deity's actions; his divine punishment 
does not fit the crime. 
However another explanation for imprecise description of offences is possible. It 
may be that depiction of offences is intentionally underdetermined at this point to provide 
interpretati ve opportunity for the reader. In this understanding, underdetermined offence 
opens space for the reader to examine one's own culpability within the context of 
suffering. That is, the text functions perfomlatively rather than only descriptively; the 
reader is invited to be inm/l'ed in making sense of the text, and its theology, rather than 
explaining precisely the nature of Jerusalem's offences. 
Allowing the text does function descriptively, however, one is not compelled to 
conclude that the poetry underplays sin's significance. It may be that indistinct portrayal 
of sin provides a comprehell.lil'e means to depict the extent of the sin that warrants 
YHWH's stem punishment. Comprehensive language, rather than precise depiction, may 
be seen to offer the breadth of the offences of the people and city. Both the performative 
and the latter descriptive explanations are at least as plausible as arguing that the oblique 
'i'i'iJannie Hunter, Faces ora Lamenting City: The Del'elopml'llt al/d Coherel/ce or 
the Book 0( Lamentations (BEATAJ 39; Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1996), 144; 143-
47. 
'i'iI1M iddlcmas, The Trollhles or Templell'ss Judah, 210-16; Provan, Lamentatiol/s, 
20-5; Linafelt, SlIn'il'illg Lamelltatiolls, 43-61; Dobbs-Allsopp, Laml'ntations, 60-2. 
'i'i7Dohhs-Allsopp, Lamelltatiol/s, 61. 
'i'iXLinafelt, SI/Il"il'ing Lmllentations, 43-61. 
'i'iI)MiddIemas uses the inflammatory term rhco-diaholc, "god slander" to describe 
Lamentations' theology (Thc Trol/bles or Templeles.1 Judah, 212). 
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references to sin and sinfulnes~ are a way of deconstructing their importance in the poetry 
of Lamentations. :"611 
Yet even with sin in view, the variety of presentations ofsutTering among the 
people in Lam I A-7 counterbalances the emphasis upon si n and appropriates the reader's 
focus to the experience of Jerusalem' ~ pain. The observer threads together an emotionally 
charged portrait of suffering, even by the most defenceless members of the city: "her little 
children" (;""'!,'). The observer depicts these little ones oppressed, in captivity, and this 
image, along with the plight of maidens, priests, and princes, is brought into full view of 
the reader. 
Her sin as well as the city's suffering ambiguates distinct theology in the poem, 
leaving the reader to question its exact meaning. Does it primarily convey suffering of the 
city and her inhabitants (as Westermann believes) or depict the sin of the city (as Hunter 
maintains), or does it seek to protest against YHWH's activity (as Dobbs-Allsopp 
maintains)'? Rather than opting for one theological position, it appears the poetry offers 
(at this point) the reader all possibilities. 
Following the acrostic, the reader is forced forward in the poem, to the' strophe, 
where once again reversal that the city has experienced is described, introducing the 
reader for the first time to the city's personification as "Dear Zion" (l,';n':1). The 
translation of this title is an interpretative crux that is bound up in the grammatical 
relationship between the two nouns. Berlin opts for an appositional relationship: 
"Daughter Zion," or "Dear Zion," meaning that X belongs to the class of 11:1.)61 Thus the 
'i(,°Moreover, imprecision in description of offence occurs in at least one other text 
involving the usage of l:i:i!:l in the OT, leaving the same two options for explanation. In 
Gen 50.17, Joseph's brothers inform him that their father Jacob wanted him to forgi ve 
Cl11~i:m Tn~ !,';':'!:l, "the offence of your brothers and their sin." Whether or not Jacob 
actually spoke these words, it cannot be argued that the brothers do not specifically 
mention their offences because the narrator desires them to be downplayed. From the 
narrative account in Genesis, clearly they have committed the crime of kidnapping, but 
also they have broken kinship ties; they have perhaps even overstepped the authority of 
the patriarchal structure by selling someone into slavery without the father's knowledge 
(Knierim, H{/l/pthegrU(e, 178). Indistinctness in repol1age of crimes does not lead one to 
conclude that they are intended to be downplayed for the reader. Rather, the effect of this 
ambiguity in presentation is twofold: on the one hand, it calls the reader to consider the 
various ways the brothers have indeed offended and sinned against their brother; at the 
same time, it provides a comprehen"ive way to describe the various infractions of the 
brothers against Joseph. See Gordon Wenham, Genesis Jo-50 (WBe; Dallas: Word, 
1994),490. For an alternative view, see Sternhcrg, The Poetics (~tBihlical Narmtil'£" 379-
gO. 
'(>I Berl i n, Lamentatiol/.\, 10. 
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place name i ... being metaphorically associated with the lIomell rcgcl/.\·, 1'1::1. 'ihe In contrast 
Duhhs-Allsopp thinks any construction of nJ + geographical name (GN) as a locative 
genitive relationship. Thus, l"~-nJ, or 1'1J + GN, should he translated "Daughter of Zion" 
or "Daughter of GN" meaning "daughter that is from GN. ,,'ill, This construct chain 
min'ors the epithets for the goddess in the Hymll ol Nal/o typified by the construct chain 
mara[ + GN'ih4 and the epithet for the lamenting goddess in Taml1lu~ 11lmell[.'iIl'i The 
grammatical similarities between these ANE forhears and 1,'rI'1:J are obvious. 
Dobhs-Albopp goes fur1her and connects this epithet usage to the weeping 
goddess motif prevalent in ANE city-laments as well as ha/ag and ('r.l'cl1/lI/(I 
compositions.'i llh He says, "hu[ in the title hat GN, like the Akkadian mar/u in the title 
marat GN, signifies a goddess as an inhabitant or citizen of a particular city or 
country.,,'ih7 Thus Lamentations has adapted a city-lament convention, as well as 
conventional language, within its own context. The OT writers would not endorse the 
idea of a goddess in their literature; nevertheless, it represents an evocative way to 
describe the relationship of Jerusalem to her people. 
The weaknesses of his argument lie in his linkage hetween the IIlllrat + GN 
construction to the weeping goddess motif in city-laments and his reliance on 
geographical names. The Hymll olNal/o is a hymn, not a city-lament, and other than the 
Tammuz Lament, the Mesopotamian city-laments do not use m(lrat + GN in their epithets 
for goddes ... es. Thus the linkage between the weeping goddess motif to the epithet is weak, 
and thereby it is likewise tenuou ... to make the same application to Lamentations. The 
weeping goddess motif. adapted in Lamentations, stands on its own without recourse to 
'()CBerlin, Laml'llfatiolls, II. 
'i1l'Dobhs-Allsopp, "The Syntagma of hat," 451-70. 
'i1l4E. Reiner, "A Sumero-Akkadian Hymn of Nana," JNES 33( 1974): 221-36. 
'i1l'iW. G. Lambert, "A Neo-Babylonian Tammuz Lament," Studies ill Literature 
li'om [lie Allciell1 Near East Dedicated to Samuel NO(lh Kramer (AOS; ed. Jack M. 
Sasson; Nev,' Haven: American Oriental Society, 1984),211-15. Written in Akkadian and 
in Sumerian, the epitheh of the goddess arc as follows: marat IIl'i, "daughter of Ur" (II. 
6); /marlat eridu. "daughter of Eridu" (111.10); marat kill/aha, "daughter of Kullah" 
(111.10). and Imarat Nihlili. "daughter of Babylon" (lX.27). The Tammuz Lament, the 
goddess IStar laments her city and is identified by the titles I//(lrat llruk~', "daughter of Ur" 
( 1.3) miirat ({H(ldl'~'. "daughter of Akkad" ( 1.3), marat la/'{/k~', "daughter of Larak" ( 1.4), 
and marat llipPllrk" "daughter of Nippur" ( 1.12). See Dobbs-Allsopp, "The Syntagma of 
hat," 455-63. 
,flIlDohhs-AlIsopp, "The Syntagma of hat," 455-63. 
,h7Dohbs-AlIsopp, "The Syntagma of bat," 469-70. 
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linking the epithet with this motif. Moreover, what of other epithets that do not use a 
geographical name but still employ 1"1:J in them, such as "daughter of my people" ('IJ!.:-rr:l)? 
This has precisely the same construction as 1"1:J + GN and occurs five times in 
Lamentations (Lam 2.1\: 3.-1-8: 4.3, 6, 10). It is unlikely this epithet denotes a goddess 
that dwells among the people of Jerusalem. At any rate, there is no ANE parallel for this 
construction.'ihX The comtruetion m + noun is best rendered as an appositional genitive-
a genitive of association-and translated with such relationship in mind. Yet then, what is 
the meaning of 1"1J + nourl"! 
Berlin's argument is the most attractive. She understands that 1"1:J means 
"daughter" but also "female member of a group." It also is a term of endearment, as the 
term that Boaz uses for Ruth in Ru 2.8: 'i'1:J. This construction could be rendered "my 
maiden:' drawing in with it cotexts in which an epithet m + noun should be translated 
"maiden" (sensible in the context of 1"1:J + the name of a foreign place-"Enthroned 
Maiden Dibon," I'J',-m 1"1J;':i': Jer 48.18a). But in its context, it makes little sense for 
Boaz to call Ruth "my daughter", or "my maiden", but more plausibly "my dear.,,'iOlJ In 
this translation, "dear," rightly associates the construction with connotations as a term of 
endearment. 
This seems to be the force of the title 1,'rm in Lamentations. Hillers, Berlin, 
Kartveit. and Stinespring render 1"1:J + noun in Lamentations as appositional genitives, 
"dear X," and the present study follows this line as well.'i70 Thus the city is personified as 
a maiden or a dear woman who has lost her honour (;-Jj,;-J) and whose leaders are pursued 
without rest. Moreover, they walk before a pursuer (t")", 'J~.», repeating ..Jt")1' from Lam 
1.3c and emphasising the desperate and powerless state in which she finds herself. 
All of this drives the city to mull over her fate, which the observer describes in 
Lam 1.7. The poetry exploits the dirge genre at this point, as Zion becomes the bereaved 
mother, who through her memory depicts the effect her people's death has had on her.'?1 
The verse is longer than the other verses in the poem-four lines instead of three-but 
there is no need to omit the second half of the line from the verse as BHS suggests as it is 
sensible without emendation. 
'hSBerl i n, La11l1' 1I111 tio 11.1' , 12. 
wlWilliam R. Stinespring, "Zion. Daughter of." IDBSIIP, 985. 
'7°Hillers. 1.,(lInl'lItatiol/.l. 30-1; Berlin, Lamentatiolls. 12; Magnar Kartveit, "Sions 
dotter." Tid.l'.lkri/i jill' T£'%gi or Kirk£' 1-2( 200 I): 97-112; Stinespring, "Zion, Daughter 
of." 985. 
'71 See 3.2. I., motif 9. 
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Hendiadys in the phrase ;",1iIJ1 ;"JlJ 'IJ' heightens the misery Jerusalem 
experience", this time through memory. The text reads. "Jerusalem calls to mind the days 
of her miserahle homelessness" (;"'1iIJ1 ;"JlJ '~' e"n:i1i' ;'i:lT). The lI'ml' conjunction and 
repetition of the feminine suffixes on each /lome/l rectum clearly mark the hendiadys ;"JlJ 
;",1iIJ1. '7~ ;"'1':':' derives from ~'n. "to wander frecly.,,'i71 This root is repeated with 
similar nuance in Lam 3.19, and the entire hendiadys of Lam I. 7a finds parallel in Is 58.7, 
"miserable homeless ones" (e"1im e"JlJ1). The point of this, and the verse at large, is to 
depict yet again the intense suffering the personified Jerusalem experiences as she 
witnesses ;",IJn':, "her precious things," falling under the control of the enemy. 
Though unspecified. ;"'IJm:~ could he taken to be the "children" of Jerusalem that 
have heen taken by the enemies, which coheres with expressions of the city's inhabitants 
under enemy domination in Lam 1.4-6. Moreover. Jerusalem's grief comes from the fact 
that she has no helper (;,~ i1llJ j'N1, Lam 1.7b). perhaps another description of her isolation 
in accordance with the various repetitions of enJlJ ;"-1'~ or related language (Lam 1.2h, 
1.7c, 1.9h, 1.16b, 1.17a, 1.21 a), or in this verse a way of descrihing her inability to release 
her children from their captors. Either way, it depicts her powerlessness in the face of her 
present situation. In her plight, again the activity of the enemies (e'i~) comes to the fore: 
"the foes look on mockingly upon her downfall" (;'I1:JlZi~-'lJ 1jint:J e'iJi ;'1Ni). The two 
verbs here can he considered another example of hendiadys, though lacking a formal wall' 
conjunction. as a result of the common nominal antecedent, O"~, that conjoins the verhal 
'i7-1 Th d .. t' h .. h f . d' I' concept. e enslon 0 er enemIes IS anot er source 0 pam an gne. 
The ob"erver then turns again to the relationship between sin and the fate of the 
city. Lam 1.8a reads, "Jeru"alem has sinned greatly, accordingly, she has become a 
wanderer" (;,n';, ;"'J' P-'1' o?i.:i1" :1~t:n ~lJn). Jerusalem's sin is unspecified, but the 
syntax indicates its seriousness hy combining the nOlln with the verb, "she sinned a sin" 
or "she sinned greatly,',m This act of sinning is then directly linked to her plight as ;','J" 
through the compound P-'1" linking the causal statement 0.,\Zi1" :1Ntm Nun to the effect, 
'i7'· .., b 
"Watson, Cla.I,Hml Hehrell' Poell:\" I 1.1 .. 1( ). 
'i7\HALOT, s. v, "'1'1J." There is no need to emend the text to ;"i1'IJ, "her 
sorrows," as BHS; nor is it necessary to derive the term from ..J1'i, "to beat down," as 
Meek has done (Theophile J. Meek, "The Book of Lamentations," fR, vol. 6, 9). 
'i7-1Watson, Cla,l,liml Hl'iJrell' Poe II:\', I I, 13( d), 
q'GKC * 117p; Ps 14,5: ,n~ "n~, "they feared a fear," or "they feared greatly." 
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;'1;1';'1 ;'1i'J,."7f1 Yet what is it that Jerusalem has become, or put another way, what is the 
meani ng of ;'1i'J':'! 
Admittedly, this is an unclear term, though its ambiguity exploits its theological 
evocati veness rather than dearth of meaning. It is a homonym of the term ;'1i), 
"menstruant," that occur~ in Lam 1.17c.<,77 One should not avoid this association. 
However Qumran (4QLam<l) and later Masoretes derived the term from 'l/i1J to 
differentiate the term from the noun ;'1i), "menstruant." 'l/i1J either means "to move or 
shake the head" in the sense of being an object of derision or mocking57K or equally 
possihle "to wander.,,:i79 Berlin looks to Gen 4.12, 14 (Cain's banishment) and translates 
;'1i'J' "as a wanderer." Cain "is the prototype of the exiled person, who was banished for 
defiling the land with spilled blood,,"Ko; it follows that Jerusalem becomes a banished 
per~on, a "wanderer" because she has "sinned greatly" (;'1l'\t:m I'\on). LXX is middle ground 
with mil,ov, "object of shaking" or "she became ashaken.,,5xl Targum, and Rashi prefer 
the sense of "wanderer" while Ibn Ezra favours "derision." All, however, translate on the 
basis of Vi1J.'K2 Lamentations Rabbah connects the two understandings of ;'1i'J': 
'''Therefore she hecame filthy [;'1iJI': Condemned to wander [i1JI.,,5Kl 
Previous references to exile (Lam \.3) coupled with "her homelessness" (;'1'i1i~) 
of Lam 1.7a, rcveal that Jerusalem "as a wanderer" likely is the primary denotation of 
;'1i'J.,. For translation purposes, I follow the LXX, Targum, Rashi, and Ibn Ezra, and 
Berlin to argue that ;'1i'J' derives from 'l/i1J, and then follow Targull1, Rashi, and Berlin to 
translate the term "as a wanderer." As the term is contextualised with Lam \.8b, "all thosc 
qhJM * 170h. BHS suggests omitting P-'?17 because it impedes meter, yet as the 
qillah meter has heen shown to be questionable there is no need for its omission. 
m Alhrektson believes that ;'1i')' is a variant spelling, ;'1i) "menstruant," from the 
root 'ljiiJ, though he understands the term to mean "filthy thing" or "deplorable thing" 
(Stlldies ill the Text ond Theologr ot'Laflle1ltatiolls, 63-4). Syriac, Aquila, and 
S ymmachus all translate :1i'J., from -ViiJ. 
:i7SJer 11\.16: "And he will shake with his head" (1uil'\i:J i'J'1); Ps 44.15: "A shaking 
of the head (ohject of scorn) among the peoples" (C'IJI'\-'?:J WI'\'-i1J1J) . 
. '74 HALOT and Ibn Ezra understand -ViU in both senses. 
'i~()Berlin, 1,01/lClltatiol/.l, 54. 
'i~ I Sec Peter J. Gentry, "Lamentat ions," in A Nelt· Ellglish Trallslatioll (!t'the 
Sel'tl/agillt and other Greek Trallslations Traditiollal/y Indl/ded IInderthat Title (eds., 
Alhert Pietersma and Benjamin Wright International Organisation for Septuagint and 
Cognate Studies, Inc., 20(4), g. 
,K2Targum Lamentations uses ";:''';:''', "as an exile" (Levine, 711e Aramaic Versiol1 
or talllelltati(lll.l, 29): For Rashi and Ihn Ezra, see Berlin, Lamentatiolls, 54. 
'i~ l Nl'lIsnl'r, l,alllelltatioll.1 Rabbah, 151. 
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who honoured her (now) despise her, for they saw her nakedness" ( 1N1-':J ;"n'?'T:1 :1'1J:J7J-'?:J 
:1m-ll,'), it is reasonable to conclude that overtones of derision from :11'J' are evident, as 
Ibn Ezra and possibly LXX imply. The polyvalency of the term then, cOl11nines the shame 
and disgrace of Jerusalem's fall with the reality of the exile as a result of her sin."x-I 
Finally, necause it is a homonym of :11J, the concept of menstruant is raised implicitly for 
the reader ny the usage of :11'J; this will be exploited in Lam 1.17c. With :11'J'?, language 
is pushed to the limits to expose various interpretative possibilities for the reader: sin, 
pain, scorn, and reversal. 
Her wandering and scorn over nakedness causes her pain. Different levels of 
meaning were associated \\lith the exposure of nakedness (:1m1lJ 1N,-':J ;'11"T:1 :1'1J:J7J-':J) in 
the ancient world: 
"'Exposure of one's body, especially of the genitals, was to the ancient Israelites 
an almost immeasurable disgrace I.".J but in addition one may note that being 
stripped bare is also a curse connected with treaties and covenants [ ... 1 Finally, 
one may note that the expression 'to see the nakedness' of a country is used (Gen 
42.9, 12) of spying out its weakness from a strategic point of view, and it is 
possible that a play on this sense of the term is also involved here.":;x:; 
Renkema adds that exposure of nakedness is a common theme in the OT pat1icularly 
linked to YHWH'sjudgment, as seen in Nah 3.5 and Jer 13.26.:;Xn Through divine 
judgment. the city experiences humiliation, which coupled with her status as a wanderer 
(see also Lam 1.3a), leaves Jerusalem groaning, turning away (Lam 1.8e). These actions 
indicate her distress stems from various sources: sin, disgrace, shame, and patent 
suffering at the hands of enemies. The variety of sources of pain open theological 
question-.: is the deity to be conceived of as the one who has judged sin, the one who 
witnesses the city's disgrace, or the one who delivers from oppression of enemies? Each 
of these theological horizons is opened in the poetry. 
"X-IRobet1 Gordis argues that the employment of this polyvalent term is "'an 
instance of la/bin, a rhetorical figure where a word is consciously chosen because in 
addition to its dominant sense it carries another meaning on a secondary level" 171!e Song 
ot'Songs and ullllentation.\', 1551. 
,x'Hillers, Lalllentation.\', 86. 
,xhRenkema, Lamelltatioll.\', 134. 
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Lam 1.9 exploits this theological openness. The observer describes the sin of the 
city and her downfall. only to have the city break fOllh in speech for the first time. This is 
one of three instances of Zion's direct address to YHWH. 'iS7 Lam 1.9 reads, 
:1I'1'iriK :1i:JT 1'" :1"';':';~ :1I'1KIJD 
:1, t:liiJ~ rK 0'1"':: 1im 
:nK "1:':1 ':J "Ji..-rH\ :11:1' :11"1 
"Her undeanness is in her skirts; she did not remember her end. 
She has descended appallingly; there is no comforter for her. 
Look, 0 YHWH (at) my affliction! For the enemy triumphs!" 
Pham argues "her uncleanness," :1I'1KlJtJ, speaks of the lower pal1 of personified Zion's 
garments (which are associated with modesty) that have become soiled-rendered 
I b ·· h d . . 'iXX B b unc ean- y Slttll1g upon t e groun In a mourl11ng ceremony.' y contrast, ecause 
Provan and Kaiser understand :11'J' within a cognitive field of disgust and derive the term 
from ~:11J, "to drive out," they argue that the uncleanness represented in Lam I.Ya is 
menstrual blood and an object of revulsion. 'is'! The tem1 :11J in its normal cullic usage 
designates a menstruant isolated from worship at the sanctuary; yet no moral onus is 
associated with the condition (Lev 12.2,5; 15.19-27). Nor is menstruation disgusting or 
filthy except, as Berlin notes, "in the minds of modern scholars. ,,'ilJO Nor is the :11J 
particularly isolated from social contact--even though her cultic impurity is contagious 
h I h .. h h ,91 by contact. nonet e ess s e can assocIate Wit ot ers. 
It is best to understand the first poetic line as metaphorically speaking of sexual 
impropriety. The clue to this understanding lies in the term :1",tV:J, "in her skirt." Pham 
rightly notes that the skill is the lower part of a woman's garment and sometimes refers to 
modesty. Jer 13.22-26 depicts Jerusalem's rebellion against the Lord, in which the 
enemies expose her private parts (l'"tli ,,:'J; Jer 13.22). Here, too "in her skill" (:1'"lZ-;:J) is 
a euphemism for her private parts.'iY2 In my reading, :1mmu :1",tV:J connotes impurity 
neither from menstruation nor mourning. Rather, her impurity is a result of sexual 
"H7 Lam 1.9. 1.11, and 1.20 contain either a portion of or the entirety of the dual 
imperative "look and consider," :1iJ':J:1, :1Ni. and the vocative address to YHWH (only :1N1 
in 1.9. 20) followed by a ':J clause that describes the cause of the appeal. 
'iHX pham, Mournil/g il/ the Anciellt Near East al/d the Hebrell' Bih/e. 75. 
'iHYProvan, Lamel/tatiol/s. 44-5; Kaiser. Klagelieder, 125-6. 
'i')()Berlin. Lamelltatiolls, 58. 
,,')ITikva Frymer-Kensky: "Pollution. Purification, and Purgation in Biblical 
Israel," in The Word oj'rhe Lord Shall Go Forth: Ess(lYs ill HOllollr or David Noel 
Freedmall ill Celebratioll (!rHis Sixtieth Birthday (eds. Carol Meyers and M. O'Connor; 
Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns. 1983): 399-414. 
'i9;, HAU)T 4: 1422 translates 1'"t:i in Jcr 13.22 as "your pubic area." 
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impropriety; in this way. the uncleanness in her "skirt" or private parts is the result of 
sexual dalliance with metaphorical lovers. or other nations. Using the same logic, Berlin 
states the city is "not a menstruant; she is a whore.,,'lJl The theological tone fits well with 
the notions for ;;l'\~:: in Jeremiah and Ezekiel. where moral impurity, notaoly whoredom, 
. I d h h d' . . h 'itj4 rs c eanse t roug rVlI1e PUI1lS men!. 
The notion of the city's dalliance with lovers immediately draws the reader oack 
in a reflexive arc to reconsider Lam 1.20: "there is no comforter from all those who love 
her" (:1'J;;l'\-':::1: OiiJ/: ;;, rl'\). Read through Lam 1.8-9. the neutrality of the former reading 
is thrown in question and "all those who love her" (:1':J:1~-":J) of Lam 1.2b takes on a 
different connotation. The city may be isolated specifically because she has been a whore. 
The tension hetween the readings is not resolved and this is a prime instance where the 
text creates an "ideal insomnia" for the reader so that the one is necessarily involved in 
attrihuting the theological understanding of the text. In this case, the poem exhibits an 
"open" strategy for its model reader. 
Association with sexual impropriety is further emphasised through the second half 
of the line, "she did not remember her end" (:1T1"n~ :11:lT ~"). The repetition of the 'I/':lT 
links back to Lam 1.8a (o,t:i,,' ;;1:::T) but here it refers to her failure to remember what 
would happen to her for wantonness with other lovers. Mintz argues, "Even in the 
anguish of her victimage Zion is not held to be entirely innocent of complicity in her fate 
1 ... 1 The text here implies that in her glory Fair Zion conducted herself with easy virtue 
and 'gave no thought to her end' (1.8). so that what began as unwitting. voluntary 
promiscuity, suddenly turned into unwished for. forcible defilement."'ilJ'i Wanton sexuality 
culminates in sexual violation. 
While her own whoredom is not denied. it is their actions, however. that she calls 
"my affliction" ("Jl:-I'l'\). 'i')/l Though complicit in her disaster. personified Jerusalem 
'ilJ1Berlin, Lamentatiol1s. 55. 
'lJ4See Ezk 22-24; Jer 13.22-6. Because of the admission of sin in Lam 1.8 and the 
association of "skirts" in Lam 1.9, the text here specifically is reminiscent of Jer 13.22, 
26, where Jerusalem's enemies expose her privates (1''''U';, 13.22) and rape her, and 
YHWH pulls up her skirts (1"';:'\ 13.26) and exposes her shame-apparently the 
evidence of sexual impropriety. Both arc a result of. or at least connected to. her guilt 
(lJ1l:. 13.22) and her forgetfulness of the Lord ('m~ nn:::tli, 13.25). 
'lJ'M' H I ')s IIltZ. . II,. Hill, __ . 
")l1 ln some instances in the OT, 'Jl.' expressly depicts rape: Deut 22.25-7; Ju 19.24; 
2 Sam 13.12, 14, 22, 32; Ezk 22.10-11. See also Lee. The Singers (~r Lamemalions, l)9, 
n.79,109-IIO. 
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desires YHWH to see her affliction from the enemy who has "raped her": "Look, 0 
YHWH, at my affliction-for an enemy triumphs" (J'1N "1l:1 ':J "Jln1N:11;'1' :1N')! The ':J 
following "j~'-T11'\ ;"m' :11'\' links the clause directly as the motivation for her appeal to the 
deity indicates that Zion calls upon him to act as a deliverer or just judge, to "see" the 
violence she experiences and save her from it. The appeal is characteristic of the lament 
genre rather than the dirge as the plea of suffering directly goes heavenward. sIn This 
appeal can be seen as an aspect of the communal lament genre after the Feindklage, "the 
complaint against the enemy" has been offered.'il)S Personified jerusalem, however, has 
not offered a formal complaint against the enemy by listing his unjust activity; the reader 
must go back to the observer's complaints against the enemies' activity in Lam 1.2-6 to 
discover how he has triumphed. 
Theologically, in her appeal, personified Zion depicts the deity as a just judge who 
will hear her complaint against the enemy and act on her behalf-despite her sinfulness 
and whoredom. Speech attributing the disaster to her wantonness does not characterise 
the final emphasis in the i: strophe. Rather, Zion's speech depicts a focus upon the pain 
that enemies arc causing the city. This final poetic line in the verse provides a theological 
nuance, shifting the focus of the strophe away from sill to .\"l(lferill~ allhe hands of 
enemies. Moreover, the shift in focus rhetorically alters the city's relationship to God. 
Instead of advancing theodicy, where YHWH is presented as the one who has enacted 
judgment against sinful Jerusalem so that her punishment is justified, the final line 
appeals to him as judge, who will act on her behalf and judge her enemy. 
The observer teases out these theological threads further through depiction of rape 
in Lam 1.10. Here he addresses YHWH for the only time in the poem. Lam I. lOa reads: 
:1'11:Jn7J-'J '1' i~ t'i!:) 11" "an enemy spread his hand over all her precious things"; 
personified jerusalem watches as :1;':';1j?1J 1~Cl 0'1l, "the nations penetrated her sanctuary" 
(Lam I: lOb). The correspondence between body II temple is prominent, and 
personification particularly enables it. SlJlj In this correspondence, :1'1IJnIJ-':J "all her 
precious things"likely denotes temple implements as well as either jewellery that adorns 
the female body or her body itself. The language of N1J, "he entered into," evokes sexual 
b . II I d . h h '" "bOO h h d a use espeCia y coup e Wit t e term i:,'1j?/J, sanctuary : I e enemy as rape 
'iII7Westermann, Praise and Lall/elll ill the Psalms, 176-81. 
'i'lSWestermann, Der Psalter, 35. 
,'I'IM · H I '"lC lntz, . 1/,. J(lII, __ 1. 
hfJlI Seri i n, Lamentations, 55. 
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Jerusalem. In light of this violation, the observer addresses YHWH directly. The final line 
reads: "whum you commanded, 'they shall not enter into your assembly'" ( ;"IJ1'1~ 1WN 
l? ?;"Iii:! 1NY-N?). In concord with Jerusalem's complaint in Lam 1.9c, the observer 
complains to YHWH about the activity of the enemies. typical of the Feindklage in the 
communal lament. 
His complaint reminds God of his former command. which was contravened by 
the enemy. This command may reflect Deut 23.3-4. where Moabites and Ammonites are 
forbidden from entering the assembly of YHWH (;11;1' ?;1P:l...KJ'-N?). Clearly. the logic of 
the association works beyond Moabites and Ammonites; the observer uses his former 
command to remind YHWH of the impropriety of foreigners penetrating the assembly. 
not least because it violates his decree. but also because it has enabled the wanton rape of 
the city itself-a violation that cannot go unnoticed. as the observer vividly and horribly 
depicts it to the deity. The observer's complaint rhetorically sets the city as a victim of 
enemy abuse, and figures the deity as a judge who will act on her behalf rather than in 
judgment against her. 
In the observer's concluding speech in Lam 1.11 (with the exception of Lam I. 17) 
repetition plays a key role that highlights the horror of the situation in Jerusalem. Lam 
1.1 I reads. 
Oil? o'i.:iii:m O'mNJ ;1l:lr?J 
i,:i!JJ :!'i,:';1? ?JNJ 0;1'11IJillJ 1JJ1J 
;1im 'J1";1 'J ;1D'J;1i :1W :1K1 
"All her people are groaning from seeking bread. 
They give their precious things as food to sustain life. 
Look. 0 YHWH. and consider! For I have become thoughtless!" 
The repetition of the verh nJK presents a panorama of suffering. with each verse offering a 
different scene: priests groan from a lack of worshippers in Lam lAb; Jerusalem groans 
from personal anguish over her sin, reversal. and disgrace in Lam I.~k; and in Lam 1.lla. 
all of her people now groan from scarcity of food and likely starvation. Groaning and 
starvation are common motifs in city-Iaments.nol Yet the misery is shown to be horrific 
through the repetition of 11Jill:. Repeated from the previous verse "her precious things" 
(O;"l'111JillJ) may refer to temple implements mentioned in I. lOa, but this is unlikely. The 
enemy has spread his hand over them and presumably carried them away. It is possible 
that 0:1'1ilJillJ refers to the last available riches in the city. as Renkema believes. hut the 
hili For groaning (LU 231-4); for starvation (LU 227; LSU 297-313. 392-4). 
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. I'k I . d h II oil' "p' h' ". L I II . h enemies I'e y carne t ese away as we . - reclOus t lngs III am . a IS cUer 
understood as the peoples' children, whom they give lip in exchange for food to sustain 
their lives (i.j;~J ::!'i.j;;"1~).hOl Despite this, the syntax gives no clue whose life is sustained-
the children, their parents, or both? The poetry leaves this question open. At any rate, the 
family unit, like the city itself remains fragmented. 
This final image of misery is juxtaposed against the startling appeal of personified 
Zion in Lam 1.11 c. Constructed like the appeal in Lam 1.9c,60-l the motivation for the 
appeal in verse II does not refer to enemies, but rather her own actions. To understand 
this, one must understand ;"1~:m, translated variously: "like a beggar60:i," "worthless6()(,," 
"despised," or "thoughtless." In the Hiphil. 'o/"T means "despised," as in Lam 1.8, "they 
despise her" (;"11~'T;"1). Yet 'o/~'T in the Qal means "thoughtless" or "rash," especially in case 
of gluttony as in Prov 23.20: "Do not be among tipplers of wine (drunkards) or among 
thoughtless eaters of food (gluttons)" (m~ 1iv::! "~in::! 1"-'N::!O::! ';"m-'N).607 Following the 
morphology of a geminate Qal feminine participle, I derive ;""T from 'o/"T and translate it 
"thoughtless." "Thoughtlessness" connects with 1.9a, where the city "did not rememher 
her end." Repetition of 'o/~~T again reveals antanaclasis but it also creates a reflexive 
movement for the reader, enabling the reader to revisit Lam 1.8 and why those who 
formerly honoured her now despise her: not only have they seen her nakedness, but she 
has forgotten YHWH and consequences of breaking faith with him (as in Lam 1.3h-c, 5). 
Zion's appeal in Lam 1.11 c functions more as cOIl(ession than an appeal. Seen 
from the co-texts of Lam 1.3, 5, 8, 9 and Deuteronomy 28, the tone of personified 
Jerusalem's appeal to YHWH has to do with her own sin, and thereby, to her own failure 
to remember the Lord and his word. Theologically if the appeal focuses upon the 
recognition of sin in disaster, then it implicates the city in the destruction and the 
suffering experienced. Such a perspective differs significantly from the complaint of Lam 
n()~Renkema, Lamentations, 149. 
6()lSee also Hos 9.6, where a child (1IJnIJ) is given for money. 
60-l::!"N "n).;, '::l "J)rI1N ;";"1' ;'N1 (Lam I. 9c) / / ;,,,n 'I1";' '::l ;"1tJ'::J;" ;"11:1' ;'N1 (Lam 
1.llc).Westermann calls this structural parallelism (Die Klagelieder, 114 = Lamentatio/ls, 
130). 
1111'B I' d H ' I' . "b " f h Akk d' '1 I~ S 
. er III an urOWltz trans ate ;','m as eggar, rom tea Ian ':.1 1/ 1/, ee: 
Berlin, Lamentations, 46, note 111: Avi Hurowitz, "~lIh = PeddlerlTramp/ 
Vagahond/Beggar: Lamentations I: II in Light of Akkadian :illll(l," VI' 59( 1999): 542-5. 
60h Bracke derives ;"1"n from ~~'T, "worthless" I Bracke, Jeremiah 30-52 alld 
Lamentations, 192, 196-71. 
nll7Berlin, Lamentations. 56-7. 
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1.9c. whose focus remains on the enemies who are triumphing over shamed Jerusalem. 
Zion. in her own words. is not a victim at the hands of enemies out rather a cause in her 
own downfall (Lam 1.1 Ie). Understood in this way. Zion's complaint docs not function 
as a typical complaint out rather a confession for YHWH to witness-that the city is 
aware of her complicity in disaster by virtue of her sin. This fits in line with the genre of 
. . I h h II bOX pellltentla prayer rat er t an a communa ament. 
Juxtaposed against one another. Lam 1.9c and lie invite the reader to make sense 
of them theologically in light of the whole poem. The reader's interpretative decision is 
significant. On the one hand. one can interpret the poem as an appeal against violating 
enemies. fashioning Zion as a victim in need of YHWH as deliverer. On the other hand. 
the reader can read the poem as a confession to the deity. an acknowledgement of sin so 
that he will forgive her. Either choice has implications. though it is important to note that 
the logic of both Lam 1.9c and lie works only if personified Zion envisages the deity as 
present to hear them and respond in justice. As Miller maintains. "[The] fundamental 
ground of prayer. that is. the responsiveness of God to the cry of human need. is lifted up. 
All the description of the plight of the afflicted. wherever it occurs in prayer. assumes 
. . lit' h . d' "f1()l) Th h h God's care and compassIOn. especla y or t ose III Istress. us w et er 
complaining to YHWH or confessing to him, in the poem up to this point. there is a tacit 
belief that upon hearing the appeal/confession. the deity will act out of gracious care. 
The confession of Lam 1.llc is not followed by further description of sin but 
rather more of Jerusalem's suffering. Lam 1.12 reads: 
'l'i" 1tJ'::J;"1 1'1 "::JlJ"?:l t:l:l'?l'i l'i'? 
" "13: ';':"l'i 'JIO~:l J1l'i:l~ 1.:,"-DI\ 
1!)1\ 11,n D1'J ;"11:1' :111:1 ,;.:,'1\ 
"Is it nothing to you, all those who pass by the road: Consider and look! 
Is there any misery like my misery. that was inflicted on me. 
that YHWH tormented me with on the day of his burning anger." 
Repetition of 1l'i,1 1!J'::J;1 ties Lam 1.9. II and 12 together (and. as shall be demonstrated. 
Lam 1.20). Yet Lam 1.12a is neither a complaint nor a confession. but an appeal by 
personified Jerusalem to passers-by (1'1 "::Jlr?:l). for them to see and consider the 
suffering she undergoes. As no-one else has comfOlted her anonymous passers-by may 
f10XMon-ow. Protest Against God. 161-8; Bautch. /Jel'elo{JllIents in Genre. 1-6; 
Westennann. Praise and Lament in the Psalms. 202-3. 
(1()9Patrick D. Miller. "Prayer as Persuasion: The Rhetoric and Intention of Prayer." 
Word and World 13. 4( 1993): 359. 
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serve as potential comforters to salve her pain. The source of it, however, is not enemies 
or sin, but the grief YHWH causes (:1).,:1) and the misery that he inflicts (?'71ll) upon her 
through his burning anger ('!)~ 1"n 01':1). Repetition of:1).':1 recalls Lam 1.5b (:1).,:1), but 
there the observer acknowledges the Lord's punitive action as just in light of the greatness 
of Jerusalem's offences; here no such explicit j usti fication is offered. Instead, she needs 
comFort from God's activity. 
As soon as the space is cleared for a focus upon the need for comfort, shifting the 
focus to pain, the third poetic line of the? strophe introduces (or "blows up" in Eco's 
theory) encyclopaedic content having to do with "day of YHWH" language from the OT, 
effectively moving the reader towards further theological affirmation of the city's sin. 
The day of YHWH is the concept of a telTible day of judgment for sin, though with 
judgment also comes the hope for salvation. Zeph 3.8 typifies the judgment aspect of the 
day of YHWH which is particularly drawn upon in Lam 1.12c: YHWH's burning anger 
('!)~ 1"n) will consume with fire (1l}~J) the land of Jerusalem, and indeed all the earth 
(Zeph 3.8). Yet in Lam 1.12c, his judgment is localised to Jerusalem and Judah, and this 
anticipates Lam 2.1-11, where the day of judgment against Judah and Jerusalem is 
explicitly described in language of divine war, where YHWH pronounces holy war 
against his own people. 
Day of YHWH language sets the tone for Lam 1.13-15, where the deity is 
depicted as a walTior. YHWH sends fire from on high (l:mmj w~-n?w, Lam I. 13a), he 
spreads a net of capture (")," 1"1C;' i!t',!), Lam 1.13b)nlo, and he gives personified 
Jerusalem over to captors ("the Lord has given me into the hands of those against whom I 
am unable to stand," 01j? ?:J'~-~' "':1 'J1~ 'JJ11J; Lam 1.14c). God sending down fire is 
reminiscent of Canaanite and Babylonian iconography depicting the deity with lightning 
in his hand.nll Yet different to these ANE depictions, which show the deity using the 
lightning (fire) in a "passive" sense612, YHWH has used the fire to destroy Jerusalem in 
judgment: the fire has descended into her bones (:1J,,', '1"1I.1)ll]J). 
61OFor a discussion of the net being an implement of divine war, see Henning 
Fredriksson, JallH'e als Krie~er (Lund: CWK Gleerup, 1945), 94-10 I. 
hll Klingbiel, Yahweh Fi~htil/~ ./i"Oll1 Heaven, 252-57. 
hl2Klingbiel concludes: "the meteorological weapon is not used to attack an 
enemy, hut rather held in an emblematic manner" (Yahll'eh Fi~htil/~/i'o/l1 Heal'en, 257). 
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With the repetition of Yili~, Lam 1.14a-b creates for the reader a reflexive arc hack 
to Lam 1.5b, tying the two verses theologically. This verse has long been an interpretative 
crux: 
",i1'1t," "'::1 'in:,'!) "l,,' ii't:,'j 
'1i:l ?'t:}:1~ 'il'\1:::hl,,' 1?l,,' 
'The yoke of my offences was bound; 
In his hand it was fastened together. 
They ascended upon my neck; he caused my strength to fail." 
ii't,'J is difficult because it is a hapax legomenon; BHS proposes emending ii'\!,'j to ii'iZlj, 
from .,hi't:,', "to be watchful." This is how the LXX reads the verb, and also reads the noun 
?ll, "yoke," as a preposition ?i.', "over." It retains '17iZl~, "my sins," with ra ucr£p1lllunl ~tou, 
"my impious deeds," Wiesmann follows LXX while Hillers follows the LXX yet emends 
'17iZl!lto 'yt,'~, "my steps."hl:1 While reasonable, these make a difficult reading all the more 
difficult. 
Ewald's solution is better. He looks to the parallel term ",i1'1tZl', "they were 
fastened together," to help determine the semantics of ii'tZiJ and argues that it is probably 
a technical term for harnessing a yoke onto an animal. hence his translation "0 wie ist 
durch seine hand-meiner strafen joch geschin1!"hI4 Ewald's explanation has been 
adopted by Albrektson, Rcnkema and House(1 ), and is preferred here. 
This reading is difficult syntactically, however because the verbal clauses 11'::1 
""1'1w' and "N'~-?ll '?ll both demand a plural antecedent. 'lIiZl~ '17 does not fit precisely as 
it is a singular yoke constituted of Jerusalem's offences, though such disparity in 
agreement is not unheard of in poetic syntax. For clarity the verhs can be rendered "it was 
bound" and "it ascended," referring to the yoke made up of Jerusalem's sins. Dahood 
translates '''J: as an infinitive absolute of the Phoenecian ...J'iil/!, "to mount," and translates 
the clause, "The yoke mounted my neck."hlh This derivation from Phonecian however is 
unnecessary as ,'l,,' remains sensible as it stands. The offences that have been fastened 
together into a yoke and bound by YHWH's hand have then ascended upon her neck, 
leaving her without strength. The yoke imagery refers to slavery, as is often the case in 
the OT: Gen 27.40; Deut 28.48; Jer 27.8, II, 12. 
hi 'Wiesmann, Die Klagelieder, 115; Hillers, Lamentations, 73. 
614Heinrich Ewald, Die Dichter des Altell Bundes: Die Psallllell IIl1d Die 
Klagelieder (Gbtlingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1866),329. 
615 Albrektson, Stlldies in the Text and Theology (~tLamentations, 74; Renkema, 
Lamentations 164; House, Lamentations, 335. 
hlnDahood, "New Readings in Lamentations," 178. 
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Theologically in personified Jerusalem's speech, YHWH's actions as well as her 
offences are linked together to comprise the stuff of her suffering. The Lord's actions arc 
clear: in his hand her yoke of slavery was fastened (",1ntzr 11':1), he has caused her 
strength to fail ('n;:, ?'r.:';:':1), and has given her over into the hands of those from whom she 
cannot stand (011' ?;:"K K? '1':1 'J1K 'JJnJ). Renkema argues that in general when 'J1N is 
employed in Lamentations, "we are left either with the context of his oppression in 1.5, 9 
[ ... J or it is said in general terms that he executes judgment.,,617 And, in light of the 
Lord's activity that personified Jerusalem describes in the following verses-piling up 
people like sheaves (Lam I. 15a) and treading people as in a wine press (Lam 1.15c)-
Renkema's observation is cogent. Yet the judgment that YHWH enacts, it cannot be 
gainsaid, comes as a direct result of her offences. Her repetition of l1tll~ draws the reader 
back to its only other occurrence to this point, in Lam 1.5b, where the observer has 
announced divine judgment as a direct result of Jerusalem's offences. Judgment and 
suffering go hand in hand in Lam 1.14: both the pain that is a result of God's action and 
the suffering that is a result of the acknowledgment of her offences ('l1lL'~). This leads 
House to comment, "Under such judgment the people simply cannot bring themselves to 
a standing position (1:1,1' ?;:"N N?).,,6IS 
Divine judgment is described further by personified Jerusalem in Lam 1.15, where 
traditional harvest language is gruesomely transformed into descriptions of divine wad'are 
against her. In the dirge genre, this would amount to a description of the manner of death 
that the deceased endured.ol ,! The text reads: 
':111':1 'J1N '1':lN-?;:' :1?0 
'1m:l 1:1r.:'? 11.'1f'J '?1.7 K11' 
:11':1'-m n?m:l? 'J1N ,11 m 
"The Lord heaped up all of my young men in my midst; 
He proclaimed over me a festal time to break my young men; 
(Like) a winepress the Lord trod dear maiden Judah." 
In her description, the Lord :1?0, "heaped up" her young men in her midst (Lam LISa). 
The verb is difficult not least because it is only one of two occun'ences of the verb in the 
OT, this instance in the Piel and the other (Ps 119.118) in the Qal stem. The versions are 
conjectural at this point and provide little more direction.o20 The root ~:1?O is close to the 
617Renkema, Lamentations, 167. 
o I SHouse, LamellIatiolls, 359. 
61LJSee 3.2.1., motif 10. 
62°Albrektson, Studies ill the Text and Theology (~lLamelltati(!lIs, 76. 
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geminate "0. "to heap up" or "to pile up," and Hillers believes that the MT may in fact 
retlect a scribal error so that "0 was the original roOt. 1121 Both Hillers and Renkema 
translate ;"0 from this basis and argue that the Lord has heaped up, as wheat sheaves, 
Jerusalem's young men in her midst ('Jij:'J '.J1~ 'i'JN-'J ;"0).(122 A similar image occurs in 
Jer 50.26, where divine judgment is declared against Babylon: "heap her up like heaps of 
grain, and devote her to destruction" (;'1'0 ;'1IJ'in;'1 O'IJi17-mJ). YHWH pronounces over 
her a "festal day" (i!J"IJj, yet instead of celebration of harvest or a worship service, normal 
connotations with i),,'m,h2~ the celebration is the breaking of Jerusalem's young men. 
Renkema argues that the infinitive connotes the act of threshing, as in crushing or 
threshing corn, and carries harvest imagery forward62-1 though this understanding is not 
crucial to grasp that the Lord has pronounced judgment over Jerusalem's people. Harvest 
imagery is taken over in the third line where instead of trampling grapes for their juice to 
make wine, the Lord "trod" dear maiden Judah like a winepress (m). The grain harvest 
has been followed by the wine harvest; yet traditional harvest language has been 
transformed into gruesome war imagery: dead bodies are piled in the midst of Jerusalem, 
her young men arc broken-perhaps threshed, and Judah is trampled in blood by the Lord. 
Clearly, YHWH's severe judgment has come and personified Jerusalem's speech depicts 
this in disturbing detail. 
This suffering leaves Jerusalem weeping constantly. The text reads: 
O'IJ ;'ii' 'r)'" 'J'!J' ;"J'J 'J~ ;"~-'17 
'iZ}:lJ :J'iZiIJ OnJIJ 'JIJIJ j:'n'-'J 
:J'1N i:J) 'J O'IJIJW} 'J:J 1';' 
"On account of these I weep, my eye constantly descending with water. 
For far from me is a comforter, the one who restores my life. 
My children have become desolate, for the enemy is superior." 
Personified Jerusalem weeps over the suffering she endures and weeps "constantly."h2) 
Albrektson follows much German scholarship as well as BHS in deleting the second 'J'),,' 
as ditlography. While plausible, this is unnecessary. Dahood's emendation to 'JlI, "my 
sorrow," is likewise gratuitous.h2h The duplication of 'J'17 suggests poetic license that 
h21 Hillers, i.£llllellt{l(ions, 74-5. 
h22Hi lIers, Lamentatiolls, 74-5; Renkema, Lamentatio1ls, 168. 
h2~Klaus Koch, "i~'iIJ, /I/(I 'cd," TDOT8 (1997) 169-71. 
112-1Renkema, Lamentations, 169-70. 
h2)Thenius, Die Klagl'lieder. 136; Notscher, Die Klagelieder, 5; Kraus, 
Klagelieder, 23; Kaiser, Klagelieder. 116; Boecker, Klagclieder. 21; and Westermann, 
Die Klagl'lieder, 101-2 = Lamentations, 113. 
/,e/'Dahood, "New Readings in Lamentations," 178-9. 
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k " . h "fJ27 fl d . (,2X d . I' I evo 'es a certain pat os, re eets eep pain, an IInp les a constancy to t1e 
weeping, as in Deut 2.27: "N/:jt./, rIJ' '1ON N' l'N l'1::l l'1::l, "I will constantly stay on the 
main road. and will not turn to the right or left."fJ29 Her constant weeping profiles her 
suffering as persistent and unremitting. Yet the referent that causes her weeping is 
unclear. In her speech, Jerusalem says that it is ;-r'N-'lJ, "on account of these things." Lee 
isolates the antecedent to ;-r'?W'lJ, "these things," to YHWH's activity in Lam 1.13-15, but 
there is no reason to limit the things of which Jerusalem weeps to YHWH's activity, 
though certainly it is one of the causes for suffering. The repetition of --.j;-r'J::l draws the 
reader back to the only other instance of this term (Lam 1.2), where the city weeps 
bitterly over her reversal from honour to degradation, betrayal, and isolation from ;-r'lJ" 
"all her friends." In light of the repetition and in light of the variety of sufferings she 
mentions in her speech, it is more sensible to broaden the referent of ;-r'N-'?lJ, "these 
things," as broadly as possible, to the sufferings the observer mentions as well as the 
entire account she has given up to this point, in Lam 1.1 I c-IS. 
One must still deal with the ''J that introduces Lam I. 16b, which could be 
understood in a causal or an evidential sense. If causal, then the reason for Jerusalem's act 
of ceaseless weeping is demonstrated in Lam 1.16b; if evidential, then Lam 1.16b 
presents evidence or motivation that lies behind why she has said that she weeps 
constantly.fJ30 Either way, the second poetic line in the verse is logically connected to the 
first. In Lam 1.16b, personified Jerusalem mentions for the first time a theme that the 
observer introduced in Lam 1.2b, 7c, 9b: the lack of a OnJIJ, "comforter." But differently 
than the lack of comforters described by the observer, whether friends or loved ones, the 
onm that Zion speaks of is YHWH himself. The apposition 'W~J ::l'W1:l, "the one who 
restores my life," likely alludes to Ps 23:3, where the Psalmist says about the deity, "He 
restores my life" (::l::l'W' 'W~j).h' I If this is the case, then personified Jerusalem has 
connected her weeping to divine absence. 
Moreover, the repetition of t:i~j + ::l'W moves the reader rellexively to Lam 1.11 b. 
There the people give their "precious things" (children) as food "to restore life" ( ::l'w;-r'? 
W~J). The literary connection creates richness and multilayered levels of meaning. 
fJ27Provan, Lamentation.\', 52. 
n2x Linafelt, SlIIl'il'illK Lamentation.\', 45. 
n2'!IBHS 7.2.3c. #13; 12.5a. 
n30GBHs * 4.3.4(a), (b). 
n3l YHWH is also described as the one who restores life (W~J ::l'WIJ'?) in Ru 4.15. 
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YHWH's absence as a comf0l1er, the life-restorer, creates a situation that causes the 
people to give up their "precious things" to "restore life." This, too, causes Jerusalem to 
weep. This connection between verses is fecund, especially considering the way 
Jerusalem links her weeping to the Lord's distance from her through the 'J clause. Thus in 
1.16b, personified Jerusalem attributes her suffering, her cause for weeping, to divine 
distance (i?n,) and lack of comfort. 
Yet immediately her attribution creates an interpretative challenge for the reader. 
What theology does she present? Reading the text linearly, the reader may interpret 
:1~!\-~;; from what has preceded in her speech, centring upon the Lord's violent judgment 
against her, which has been part and partial to her J1!\:lIJ, "misery" (Lam 1.12b), and at 
least pal1 of the cause of her weeping (:1J1J 'J~ :1?!\-?1l, Lam 1.16a). Yet when faced with 
Lam 1.16b, the cause of her weeping has shifted, to divine absence. The reader is left in 
an interpretative quandary: does Zion lament divine ahsence or his violent presence? 
The poetry blurs the lines of theology and opens two interpretative horizons for 
the model reader. He or she may interpret the poem as theologically positive towards 
YHWH, that his role of comforter or absence thereof. is a source of pain for Jerusalem in 
light of Jerusalem's miserable state. Alternatively, the model reader may interpret the 
poem as theologically problematic; YHWH's role as divine warrior, meting out judgment 
for sin, creates the problem of suffering and pain, especially for the city's inhabitants, 
whom he heaps up, crushes, and treads. Neither theological nor interpretive horizon is 
foreclosed upon. 
In light of this interpretative aporia, the issue of text pragmatics becomes 
important. For Eco, a text that leaves interpretative options availahle to the reader, 
justifiable on the hasis of the "intention of thc work," is to he identified as open rather 
than closed. In this case, the reader is left with (at least) two interpretative possibilities: 
the poetry laments divine presence-he has caused in her a bloody harvest in which 
Zion's people have heen heaped up, crushed, and trampled, or the poetry laments divine 
absence-the fact that he has left and is in effect deliS ahs('(}nditlls, leaves the city dead, 
without life, and open to violation from enemies (Lam 1.9c, 16c).0'2 
h~~This openness remains valid whether one reads Lam 1.16 following the acrostic 
arrangement in the MT or 4QLlma. The MT of Lam 1.16 transposes the normal !:l - II 
order while 4QLam J , however. sets v. 17 before v. 16 so that ~ precedes ll. following the 
normal alphabetic sequence. If in its sequence 4QLam" reads without the openness 
displayed in the MT. then one may prefer emendation of the MT on the hasis of textual 
corruption. This. however, is not the case. Reading with 4QLam". the cries of personified 
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In the :J strophe. the observer breaks in for an interlude. This interruption is 
evidenced by the shift in person. Namely. Zion is spoken of hy the ohserver. who says: 
:1, t:lnJr. r~ :1'1'J 11'~ :1t:.i1!l 
1'i~ 1'J':JO Jiilr, :11:1' :11~ 
t:l:1TJ :11J' O,i,:,;n' :11'1':1 
"Zion spreads out her hands: there is no comforter for her 
YHWH commanded for Jacoh. those sUITounding him (become) his foes. 
Jerusalem has hecome as a niddc1 in their midst." 
Different to the enemy. who spread (~'i!l) his hand over Zion's precious things (Lam 
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1.1 Oa) or to YHWH, who spread (t'i:J) a net for her feet. Zion spreads out (:1Wi!l) her 
hands in vain for a comfol1er. The motif of "no com I' 011" is reinforced with the repetition 
of:1' t:lnJIJ r~, hinding this verse to the previous verse (t:lnm 'JIJIJ iin'-':J), as well as Lam 
1.2b. 7c, and 9b. God and sUlTounding nations have turned against her, his command ( :1'~ 
1'i~ "J'JD Jj:ll-"'7 :11:1'), leaving her isolated. The betrayal of friends (;'J m,:l ;"17'-,:l) from 
Lam 1.2c can be read as political betrayal at the hands of sUlTounding nations, who have 
now become foes. 
The !l strophe reveals both artistry and theological density in the poem. The main 
difficulty with this verse is the term "as a nidd{i"(;'1J'), which scholars translate variously 
I h· " "1"1 h h' "" h' 1l~.1" "Ab h 111.J" "Ek 11l1~" as "unc ean t mg, I t y t mg, c ose Impure, sc eu, ·e· . , 
"GreueI1l11l," "menstrual rag," and "object of loathing." It is not clear why scholars 
translate ;'1J as something filthy, disgusting, or abholTenl. The :-m was baITed from 
worshi p at the sanctuary, but this was due to laws that dealt with things that prevent 
purity rather than notions of disgust.1l17 Thus while "unclean thing" may fit the primary 
denotation ;'1J. the other translations remain questionahle, especially "Greuel," "Ekel," or 
"Abscheu." Yet in contrast to the regular denotation of :11J, Lam I. 17c uses the term 
Jerusalem (4QLama, v.17: MT, v. 16) are preceded by an affirmation of her suffering and 
isolation (4QLam", v. 16a), YHWH's command for punishment (4QLam", v. 16h), and a 
description of Jerusalem as an impure woman (4QLam", v. 16c). ;"l'\-'l-', "these things," in 
4QLam", v.17a connotes a range of suffering. including YHWH's punishment (as in the 
MT). Moreover, the phrase Ir~I;" t:lnJIJ (4QLam", v. 16a) is coupled with It:lnJllJ I'JIJIJI ~':J 
j:lni (4QLam", Y. 17h), affirming that the deity's distance is a prohlem and that his 
presence is needed (as in the MT). For fUl1her analysis, see Cross, "Studies in the 
Structure of Hebrew Verse," 134-35. 
Id'Gelin, Jen;mie. Les wlllen/a/iolls. Baruch, 256. 
h\.lWieser. Klage/ieder, 307. 
h1'iOtto Pll)ger. Dieji'i/!lMegillo/h (HZAT 18: TUbingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1969), 134. 
h"Thenius, Die Klage/ieder. 136. 
II \7Leviticus I 1-15. See Freymer- Kensky, "Pollution, Puri fication, and Purgation 
in Bihlical Israel." 399-414. 
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differently so that the nations consider Jerusalem in a manner divergent than their former 
view of her. 
The logic that lies behind :m, in Lam 1.17cis understood when compared with 
Lev 18.19: "Do not approach a woman in her menstrual impurity; do not draw ncar to 
uncover her nakedness" (;'m1ill m?:I' ::l'j?Tl K' ;'TlK~tJ Tl1lJ ;'VK-"K1). As a cognitive filter for 
the verse, former allies-now enemies by YHWH's decree (;'1;" ;'1::£, Lam 1.17b)-
become like (perhaps unwitting) adherents of Torah (specifically the decree of Lev 18.19) 
so that they do not approach the ;'1l (Jerusalem) and stay away from her-though in their 
midst, Jerusalem is isolated from them. This reading is strengthened through the pun of 
;'1l' (Lam 1.17c) on ;'1'l' (Lam I.Sa). 
;'1l', "as a Ilidda," puns ;'1'l'" "as a wanderer" (Lam \.8a). The pun recalls the 
state of wanderer or exile that is a result of sin demonstrated in the observer's speech in 
Lam I.Sa. It is significant that I.Sb speaks of those who formerly honoured Jerusalem 
now despise her because they saw her nakedness (;,mill), tying Lev IS.19 to both Lam 1.8 
and 1.17. Jerusalem becomes as a wanderer (;'1'l") as a result of her sinfulness (Lam I.Sa); 
in Lam 1.17 Jerusalem is equated to a woman (;'1l') who is isolated and rejected by the 
nations surrounding her ( ;'1J'7 Q'7V1" ;,n';, /O;"l'),J 1'J'JO 1',::£ ). Where normally associated 
with cultic impurity only, ;'1l'7 takes on a metaphorical connotation of moral impurity as a 
result of blatant sinfulness, making her, in effect ;'1'l' "as a wanderer." Moral impurity is 
retlected in a number of places in the Pentateuch, two of which are Lev 18.24-8 and Num 
35.33-4, and elsewhere in Ps 106.34-41; Ezk 22.1-4; 36.18; Jer 2.23; 3.1. In the case of 
moral impurity, sin attaches to the individual and thus contaminates the land in which the 
individual lives. As a result, the land "vomits" (~K'j?) out its inhahitants (Lev 18.25,28; 
20.22); the act of vomiting is understood as exile. If this is the case, ;'1J" puns ;'1'J' and 
ties the exile to Jersualenl's sinfulness and transforms the normal denotation of the term 
;'1J to a ;"'J, a morally impure wanderer or exile. Jerusalem has become cultieally alld 
morally impure. She has become unclean, morally culpable of her sins and so goes into 
exile, in the midst of the nations: "Jerusalem has become like a nid£ia in their midst" ( ;,n';, 
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O;"J'J ;'1J" 0.,i:i1i,).h'X Only through working through the pun can the notions of moral 
. . d·1 b h d ("l) Impunty an eXI e e attac e to ;'1J. 
After the observer's brief interlude, personified Zion resumes her speech in Lam 
1.18, which continues to the end of the chapter. She confirms "YHWH, he is right. for I 
have rebelled against his mouth" ('1'1'ilJ 1;"!J ':J ;'1;" 1'\1;' j?'U). Divine authority over her 
punishment cannot be discounted and thereby her statement should be understood as a 
confession and affirmation of her previous admissions of offence against God (Lam 1.1 \C, 
14a) as well as the observer's statements of her sin (Lam I.Sb, ga, 9a). This 
understanding contrasts against Lee, who reads it as protest speech. She translates 'l'1'ilJ in 
a stative or performative sense (it is unclear) and the '::I as "an emphatic 'but !"'; Zion 
ironically declares YHWH as "innocent" though the 'J signals her continued rebellion 
against him: "Innocent is YHWH, but I rebel against his speech!,,6-10 The existence of an 
"emphatic" ':J is questionable at best. '::I may function assc\'cratil'ely ("indeed") but it is 
unlikely that personified Jerusalem would be seen confidently revelling in her own 
rebellion against God. The preposition can also be used ad\'er.Wltit'ely and translated 
"but." In order for this to be the case, however, ':J usually is coupled with ON or preceded 
by a negative clause (N., + verb), neither of which is the case here.6-1J Thus the 'J is best 
understood as either causal, providing the cause for the preceding statement, or evidential, 
providing evidence that justifies the former statement.6-1~ Moreover treating '1'1'ilJ as 
stative or performative is doubtful. If stative, then Zion COIltilluOIlS/Y rebels against God: 
"[ am rebelling." If performative, then her speech is actually a speech-act of rebellion: 
"by speaking about YHWH's innocence, I am acting out in rebellion against him." Either 
way, nowhere in the OT is ~;'ilJ used to describe positive activity of a human agent 
rebelling against the deity, whether his law or his judgment. Rather, '1'1'ilJ is best 
understood as focusing upon completed activity of rebellion against the Lord-likely 
against his command, signified by W!J, "his mouth"-which has come under the 
judgment of YHWH, which Zion now confesses. 
h'KThe present study does not emend with MT, where O;"J'::1, "in their midst" is 
emended to O:1'J'l.'J, "in their eyes"; the clause is sensible as it stands. 
h"JThis pun may be the origin of the moral impurity that is associated with :11J in 
exilic and post-exilic literature (Ezk 36.17 and Ez 9.11) hut this ultimately moves heyond 
the discussion at hand. 
6-1°Lee, The Singers o( Lamentatiol/s, 123-4. 
h-llGKC ~ 163a; GBHS ~ 4.3.4. 
6-1 cGBHS ~ 4.3.4.(a), (h). 
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Immediately after this confession, Zion shifts the focus of her speech towards 
others as she did in Lam 1.12. The difference here is that she does not address 111 '1:nr~J 
"all those who pass by the road" but rather o'm:-~J, "all peoples." emphasising the 
universal scope of her appeal. In Lam 1.ISb, she makes an entreaty (/'\J) for the nations to 
hear (1lJ1:1<.i) and see (1/'\11) her misery (::l1NJIJ). The reader makes a reflexive move to Lam 
1.12 where identical language is used: 1/,\11 and '::l1/'\JIJ. Whereas in Lam 1.12 her misery 
that she wanted others to see was God's activity, here it is the fate of her people: "my 
maidens and young men walk in captivity" ('::lll-;::l 1J':1 '1m::l1 'T1~1J1::l). The repetition of 1J~:1 
and '::l:':'; recalls Lam I.Sc. where Zion's little children walk as captives ('::ll':'; 1J~:1 :1'''1lJ) 
before a foe. The emphasis of her suffering here lies in the plight of her inhabitants, 
something that carries through in the j? strophe. 
Lam 1.19 reveals that she has called to her "lovers" for help, who have deserted 
her. The text reads: 
'J1r.J1 :1r.J:1 '::l:1Nr.J' 'T1N1j? 
11m 1'1,'::l 'Jj?n '):1J 
!:llj~J-T1N 1::l'i:h 11J' 'IN 1tz,;j?::l-'J 
"I called to my lovers; they deserted me. 
My priests and elders died in the city, 
As often as they sought food to restore their lives." 
The repetition of ..J::l:1N reminds the reader of Lam 1.2, where there was no comforter for 
the city from all those who love her (:1'::l:1N-'JIJ). Yet there, where :1'::l:1/,\ reads 
innocuously, the reader has come to realise that the "lovers" are evidence of Jerusalam's 
whoredom, clearly described in Lam 1.7-8. Jerusalem having "lovers" is well attested in 
terms of marriage imagery between YHWH and Jerusalem (Jer 3.7,8, II, 12). Thus 
:1'::l:1N-'JIJ "all those who love her" from Lam 1.2 arc re-read in light of her lovers in Lam 
1.19; while the original pathos for the city does not diminish, a crucial cause of her 
suffering becomes somewhat clearer. Jerusalem, in her own words, promotes a theology 
that recognises her own sinfulness (whoredom) as a contributing factor to her isolation 
and abandonment. 
Yet as quickly as this theology is raised, the second and third lines highlight the 
burden Zion feels for her people. "As often as" ('J) the priests and elders went out for 
food to restore their lives (Otz,;~J-T1N 1::l'IZh), they died. 6-1' This links back to Lam 1.11, 
6-1'1 render'J in the third line temporally (IBHS 38.7.a, #2; JM * 166m). Kraus. 
however. abandons the MT as nonsensical and follows the LXX (Kat Ol>X EUpOV, "and 
found nothing") so that he translates, "Ja, sic suchten nach Speise lind 'fanden nichts'" 
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where the people of Jerusalem give their children lip for food "to restore life" (t:i!:)J J'lli:17). 
The scarcity of food, death, and deprivation highlights the hurden personified Jerusalem 
feels for her suffering people-despite the fact that the Lord was right in his punishment. 
In light of her (and her people's) suffering, Zion makes her final appeal and 
complaint to the deity. She says in Lam 1.20: 
'1~1IJn 'lJ~ "-1X-'::1 ;',:1' :110\1 
'I'1'1~ '11J '::I 'J1jiJ 'J, l!:):1J 
I'1VD I'1'JJ J1n-:1'::II.:i rmlJ 
"Look, 0 YHWH. at my distress! My innards hum, 
my heart turns inside me. for I have rebelled exceedingly. 
Outside, the knife kills; in the house (inside) a place of death." 
This appeal is structurally similar to the other appeals in the poem. I take 'J in Lam 1.20a 
to be perceptual.h~~ attempting to garner God's attention at her own inward anxiety, which 
is heightened through idiom ("my innards burn, my heart turns inside me." l!:l:1J "IJ'~n '171J 
'J1jiJ) that highlights internal struggle. The second '::I is causal. revealing what creates this 
anxiety: "for I have rebelled exceedingly" ('I'1'11J "IJ '::I).h~) The repetition of 'I'1',1J links 
back to Lam 1.18b, confirming her rebellion yet again. 1~ draws the reader back to C'1~~:1 
from of Lam 1.3c; there the external forces push her into "straits" while here it is internal 
distress that leaves her crying out to the deity. Her rehellion has created anxiety and pain 
that personified Jerusalem wants YHWH to notice. Different to Lam 1.9c. where her 
complaint centres upon enemies. and Lam 1.llc, where her complaint centres upon her 
(Kraus, Klagelieder, 22). Despite this. he fails to recognise the enjamhment between the 
second and third lines. The poet abuts 117", in the second line and 1IlijiJ-'::1 in the third to 
reveal the linkage between the two verbal ideas. The subordinating pal1icle '::I conjoins the 
two verhs poetically and thus the tendency of end-stopping hetween the second and third 
lines desists. In this way. the verbal concepts of "dying" and "seeking" conjoin 
temporally to entail the logic of the second and third lines: 'The priests and elders died in 
the city as often as they sought food to restore life." In this way. enjamhment poetically 
links the logic of the verse. Without recognizing this poetic feature, Kraus must emend 
the text. The effect of this enjambment reflects on the endless cycle of death which 
personi fied Jerusalem experiences. 
h~~GBHS ~ 4.3.4.(j). 
M)Scholars rendering '::I asseveratively (Renkema. Seow, Berlin) suppose the 
phrase "-1~-'::1 is formally parallel to 'I'1'11J "IJ-'::I. This supposition is accurate hut this 
parallelism does not require '::I to he asseverative in order for the lines to cohere. The first 
poetic line employs a perceptual '::1. with the poet pleading for God to perceive the city's 
anxiety. while the '::I in the second poetic line functions causally, explaining the source of 
the anxiety IGBHS ~ 4.3.4.(a)l. Seow argues that 'I'1'11J 1'1J derives from ~'11J rather than 
~:111J. Though possible. this emendation is not necessary. See C. L. Seow. "A Textual 
Note on Lamentations 1.20." CBQ 47( 1985): 416-19. 
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own thoughtless behaviour, Lam J. 20a complaills to YHWH ahollt her allxiety thllt hlls 
come abolll as a re.\'lIlt ol her rebellion. This, too, can be understood as a confession of 
sinfulness (like Lam 1.18a), garnering the deity's attention so that he might reverse the 
situation of death and killing inside and outside her walls. 
Dobbs-Allsopp also notes the term i~, "distress," repeats C'i~/j;' (Lam 1.3c) and 
puns i~, "enemy," used throughout the poem.Mfl The pun enables the reader to recognise 
the enemy's (i~) culpability for the distress (i~) Jerusalem experiences.h.\7 In this 
understanding, even admission of offence against YHWH is tempered by a reference back 
to the wrongdoing of enemies, which creates distress for personified Jerusalem. Rather 
than foreclosing upon either interpretative horizon, the poetry opens both of the sources 
of distress for the model reader. 
The verse concludes with the effects of rebellion, indicated by the merismus of 
"outside" and "inside." Merismus represents totality by dividing that totality into two 
halvesn.Jx, and this is how the outsidelinside relationship should be understood here, a 
motif that occurs also in the Lament over the Destruction of Sumer and Ur: "Ur-inside it 
is death, outside it is death; inside we die of famine, outside we are killed by the weapons 
of the Elamites" (LSU, 402_4).n.JLJ Despite the similarities to the city-lament, the phrase 
"Outside the sword bereaves, inside: death" (nm:J n'::J::J ::Jin-;''?:JtV ym/j) in Lam 1.20c is 
strikingly similar to Deut 32.25: "Outside the sword shall bereave, and in the chamber. 
terror" (;'~'N O'i1nm ::Jin-'?:Jllin rm/j). which Albrektson marks as an allusion.h)O No safe 
place exists in Jerusalem-everywhere is death, and Zion pleads to YHWH for respite. 
The final verses of the chapter reinforce the themes of suffering, sin, pain. and 
anguish, and personified Jerusalem directs her appeal heavenward. I take Lam 1.21-22 as 
personified Jerusalem's prayer to God. In the verses, he is figured as a trustworthy dcity, 
the divine judge, who will hear her plea and respond on her behalf. She focuses 
particularly upon the actions of enemies (rather than sin), who have heard her suffering 
and rejoiced over her misf0l1une, typical of a Feindklagc in the communal lamcnt.h) I As 
Lam 1.21 a begins, it is unclear exactly to whom personified Jerusalem speaks. She says: 
n.JhLam 1.5a, c, 7c-d, lOa. 17b. 
h.J7Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentatioll.\', n. 
n.JX Luis Alonso Schake!, A Mal/ual (~l Hehrew Poetics (SlIbBi II; Rome: Pontifical 
Biblical Institute. 2000), 83-4. 
6.JlJANET,618. 
h'iIlAlbrektson, Studies il/ the Text alld Thl'ology (~lt"e Book (~/"Lamel1lati(}lIs, 236. 
n'iIWestermann, Del' Psalter, 36-7. 
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,~ OnJ~ rN 'IN ;1nJNJ '::l 1)mlZi 
I"1'tvl.,' ;'1I"1N 'J 1i:;C' 'I"1lJ1 1lJIJiV 'J'W~::l 
'J1~::l 1';'1'1 mnjl-Q1' I"1~J;'1 
"They heard that I was groaning: 'There is no comfot1er for me!' 
All my enemies heard. rejoiced over my disaster. Indeed. you have done (it). 
You brought on the day you had proclaimed; but may they he like me!" 
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Rather than reading 11.'~C' as a plural imperative. with LXX or BHS. or following the 
PeshiHa to read the verb as a singular imperative. I read this verb as it stands in the MT; 
personified Jerusalem is describing the activity of her enemies. whom she does not 
explicitly mention until the following line. after repeating the verh again.6)~ What is it that 
the enemies hear'? They hear that she is groaning ('J~ ;'1nJNJ 'J). Moreover. she may, in the 
following half of Lam 1.21 a. actually describe the words the enemies hear as she groans. 
namely ,~ onm r~, "There is no comforter for me!" especially if the 'J in the preceding 
clause is to be understood as clarifying what the enemies hear.('5~ Lam 1.21 h expands 
knowledge of the activity of the enemies as personified Jerusalem makes them not merely 
passive agents who have heard of Jerusalem's fate but active agents. who fUI1her rejoice 
(1iZltv) over her misfortune. 
All of her description concerning the enemies, however, is directed towards a 
specific audience, when she indicates that n'wlJ ;'1nN 'J, "indeed, you have done it." This 
half of the poetic line can be distinguished from the preceding half; otherwise, 1tviZlmay 
be associated with n't.:t'!7 ;'1I1N '::l. leading to the translation, "They rejoiced that you have 
done it." This would imply that the enemies know and rejoice over YHWH's punishing 
Jerusalem. The Masoretes were uncomfortable with this and inserted a ~alJl~( qato/l 
immediately above 1t.:,'ti" indicating its disjuncture from what follows. 65 .J This 
interpretative decision affects how the '::l is understood. so that it is rendered 
asseveratively.6)) Thus. in light of what the enemies have heard and done, personified 
Zion then turns to the deity and confirms his activity in it all. 
The third poetic line in the verse reinforces this as Zion confirms that he is the one 
who has brought on the day that he proclaimed. The referent of this former proclamation 
is unclear. and to make sense of it the reader goes back through the poem, searching for 
explanation. In Lam 1.12c, the reader was confronted with 1!:lN 111n 01'J ;'11;'1' ;'1:\1;'1 1C'N, 
I1'iCRenkema emends 1lJ1JlZi to a Qal imperati ve, "HealT (Lall/ellllltion.\", 193). 
11'i~GBHS * 4.3.4.(c). 
(,).JJM * 15g. k. 
11'i'iGBHS * 4.3.4.(i). 
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"that YHWH tormented in the day of his fierce anger." This is likcly thc day that Zion has 
in view, that is, the day of the Lord that was proclaimcd over her in casc of her rehellion. 
This becomes more apparent when considering the allusions to thc curses of 
Deuteronomy 28 that Lam 1.3,5 made use of to descrihe Jerusalem's present state of 
degradation. In line with the covenant curses, Jerusalem confirms that the day of the Lord 
has come in judgment. This confirmation of divine judgment movcs towards theodicy and 
her recognition of sinfulness in light of it. 
Yet precisely as that moment is gained, the concluding half of the line shifts the 
focus once again to the enemies as she concludes a curse, typical of the communal lament 
genre. She curses the enemies through an imprecatory appealil'ill: 'J17:l:J ";"1", "hut may they 
be like me!" The use of the jussive is fairly common for the imprecatory appeal, and this 
is how the present study translates ";'1", "but may they be."o'i7 One must deal with thc 
~t'aw in some manner, though Renkema simply avoids it. But in light of the shift in focal 
point, from Jerusalem's individual sin to her focus upon the enemies, I have rcndercd thc 
H"aH" disjunctively, "but." This nuance keeps both her own sin and the activity of the 
enemies in tension, so that either cannot be removed from the reader's attcntion. 
The final strophe retains this tension as Zion pleads for divine justice: shc wants 
him to deal with her enemies as he has punished her sin. The poem concludes as it hegan, 
with the city's great anguish. The I'1 strophe reads: 
17:l~ ~~'17' 1'J~~ 1:lT'l17'-~:J ~:m 
'17it;!;l-~:J ~17 ,~ I'1~~'17 1it;~:J 
", ':J~' 'I'1nJ~ m::J,-':J 
"Mayall their wickedness comeh'iX hefore you, and deal with them 
As you have dealt with me, on account of all my offenses. 
For great are my groanings; indeed my heart is sick." 
Her imprecation against the enemies is driven by her desire for YHWH to judge them as 
he has judgcd her. Antanaclasis links the wickedness of the enemics (CT'l17'-~:J) with the 
disaster ('T'l171) of personified Jerusalem in the previous verse. The terms, repeated with 
different shades of meaning, confirm her knowledge that the disaster is a result of her 
h'iilFerris, The Genre or Communal Lament in the RiMe alld the Ancient Near East, 
124-8. 
1l'i7Ferris, The Genre or Communal Lamelll in the RiMe and the Ancil'llt Near EasT, 
126. 
h'iXRenkcma understands l'\::JT'I as a Hiphil jussive, asking the Lord, "May you hring 
all their wickedness before you" (Lamentations, 198). The MT remains understandable 
as a Qal jussive, as I have translated it, but either option is plausiblc. 
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own wickedness (which YHWH has judged) and indicates her desire for the Lord to 
transform the wickedness of the enemies (!:l1'111'-':::l) into disaster as well! She prays that as 
she has been dealt with hecause of her offences ('11i[..;~-':::l 'l1" 1'1",l1 1WN:::l), so too would 
he deal with the wickedness of her enemies (11.J' "1l11 TJ~' !:l1'1l1'-,:::l N::11'1). The interplay 
between the sinful activities of the enemies, which has included, 
Betrayal and desertion of Jerusalem (Lam 1.2c, 19a) 
Pursuit, capture and exile (Lam 1.3, 5c, 6h-c, 7c, 18c) 
Mocking or rejoicing in Jerusalem's destruction (Lam 1.7d,2Ih) 
Despising Jerusalem (Lam I.Sb) 
Rape (Lam 1.10) 
is set in relief against the extreme suffering of Jerusalem herself. Lam 1.22c hails back to 
Lam 1.1. with the repetition of l'11::11 and behaviour once again associated with mourning. 
The city once described as a mourner now embodies it in her own speech. The phrase 
'"my heart is sick" (,n '::1,) parallels Jeremiah's speech in his lament over his people in Jer 
8.IS: "Incurable sorrow ovel1akes me; my heal1 is sick ('n '::1,)." Like the prophet. 
external realities of the destruction of Jerusalem. the plight of her people, and the triumph 
of the enemies leaves Zion miserable and sick of hearth),!; she can only appeal to YHWH 
to hear her: '"Lady Jerusalem is in an extreme state of physical and mental exhaustion. 
She is on the verge of death. She needs a comforter. She needs I YHWH'sl 
deliverance. "hhO 
5.3. Conclusion 
This chapter concludes with a brief summary of the ways that Lamentations I 
exploits genre. poetics, and the acrostic to build up a model reader whose construction 
directly impacts theological presentation in the poem. Through the alphabetic acrostic, the 
reader moves through the poem, past depictions of loss, sorrow and pain, to admissions of 
sin, depiction of suffering. to further presentation of guilt and back again to pain. The 
physicality of the acrostic precludes the reader from resting at one specific point in the 
poem, but rather (almost) forcihly advances one from strophe to strophe until arriving at 1'1. 
h5lJFor a discussion of how distress. sickness of heart. weeping. and turmoil of the 
intestines. as is evidenced in Lam 1.20-22. see Terence Collins. "The Physiology of Tears 
in the Old Testament. Part I." CBQ 33 (1971): 18-38; "The Physiology of Tears in the 
Old Testament. Part 2." CBQ 33 ( 1971): 185-97. 
(]()()Pham. MOl/rnillg ill the Ancient Near East alld the Hebrew Bible, 94. 
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Through the text. the model reader has been confronted with a range of interpretative 
horizons, which will be summarised and assessed as they bear upon the poem's theology. 
5.3. I. Genre 
Lamentations I deploys the dirge, lament, and city-lament genres to advance 
differing purposes in the poem. Through elements of the dirge-among them the use of 
:-1:::'1'\ (Lam I. I ), reversal moti f (Lam I. I. 2, 8b). weeping (Lam 1.2). the impact of death 
on the bereaved (Lam 1.7), depiction of the manner of death (Lam 1.15 )-the poetry 
presents pain and suffering, and commemorates it. However. the lament genre, too, is 
deployed in such a way as to complain to YHWH, and petition him for favour and release 
from oppression. This is most explicitly seen in Lam 1.9c. Ilc, and 20a-22. In these 
appeals, however, it is apparent that the focus of the complaints vary-from misery over 
enemies (Lam 1.9c), to pain over the city's own thoughtlessness (Lam 1.1 Ie). to anxiety 
over rebellion (Lam 1.20a), to finally an appeal for YHWH to heed the city's plight as a 
result of the enemies' mocking and for him to bring a day ofjudgmcnt upon them (Lam 
1.21-22). Finally, the city-lament genre has been exploited at the most basic level to 
personify Jerusalem in a variety of ways and to provide an ""internal observer" to depict 
her sutTering and enact dialogue with her. The poem also uses common themes of 
starvation and idiomatic language of outside/inside to depict the city's current misery. 
5.3.2. Poetics 
Speaking voices playa crucial role in understanding Lamentations. The observer 
establishes a portrait of pathos in his opening speech (Lam 1.1-9h, lOa-II h) that preparcs 
the reader for Zion's speech in Lam 1.9c. Ilc-16. and finally 18-22. The speaking voiccs 
enable a dialogic interchange where Zion's speech can be read in light of the ohserver's, 
and vice-versa. At some points, the speeches coincide while at other points. especially 
when the language of Zion's speech recalls the observer's, their speeches must be 
negotiated by the reader. At any rate, speaking voices project at the most fundamcntal 
level different testimony of suffering both endure. It is of note, as well, that embedded 
speech plays a significant role in opening windows of emotion for the reader: the 
observer's feelings (Lam I. IOc) and Zion's personal anguish (Lam 1.2IhP). 
The language of Lamentations I has been shown to generate response from the 
reader through personification, enjambment, wordplay. repetition. and allusion. As Heim 
recognises. the various personifications of Jerusalem open a number of possibilities for 
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the reader to identify with her suffering.flfll That she can be personified as a vidim 
(widow, oppressed woman, and abandoned woman) and a morally loose woman (whore) 
provides a range of interpretative possibilities for the reader. Yet in it all, personification 
enables the city to be seen as a mother pleading the calise of her inhabitants, pal1icularly 
innocent children. Enjambment works to highlight reversal and present misery. In Lam 
1.1 a enjambment highlights the great reversal from the secure past to the debased present 
and in Lam I. 19b-c it reveals the present reality of starvation and scarcity of food. 
Wordplay occurs throughout the poetry, demanding interpretative effort for the 
reader, especially with hendiadys, pun and repetition. Hendiadys occurs at Lam 1.7a ( 'IJ' 
:1'11'1J1 :1')37), and I. 7d (1i'ntli' C"~ :-mi'), and heighten both the misery Jerusalem 
experiences (I. 7a) and the mocking she receives ( I. 7d). Prominent puns occur at Lam 
1.3c ("straights," C"~IJ:1, puns "Egypt," C"~IJ) and between Lam 1.17c (:11J") and 1.8a 
(:11')'i). The pun on Egypt draws the reader to encyclopaedic content from Exodus to 
depict a reversal of the exodus from Egypt; the pun on :11'J" ties the exile to Jerusalem's 
sinfulness and transforms the normal denotation of the term :11J to a :11'), a morally 
impure wanderer or exile. Jerusalem has become cultically alld morally impure. The 
reader is forced to re-read Lam 1.8 in light of the pun in Lam 1.17, enabling a refiexive 
movement for the reader, breaking the progression of the acrostic. Antanaclasis is an 
example of repetition, a trope that matches the forward movement of the acrostic and 
creates a refiexive arc for the reader, forcing one to re-read portions of the poem in light 
of new information garnered through repetition of language. Repeated elements occur 
throughout the poem, for various purposes. The prevalence of repetition in Lamentations 
I necessitates summation: 
Function: Intensification 
I. To emphasise suffering: 
a. 'TlJ' I m:11, Lam 1.1 a-b, 21 c: mourning of the city as a result of 
loss of people, honour (an example of antanaclasis). 
b. 'J~' + 1::1":1, Lam 1.5c, 6c, 18c: suffering of inhabitants. 
c. :1' CnJlJT!ot (or related language), Lam 1.211, 7c, 9b, 16b, 17a, 
21 a): isolation and persistence of mourning. 
d. 11JnlJ, Lam 1.7b, lOa, I I b: the loss of children, temple 
implements, and valuables of the city. 
e. :m,,; + t:l~J, Lam 1.11 b, 19c: emphasis on scarcity of food and 
deplorable situation. 
2. To emphasise judgment: 
a. :1;\1:1, Lam 1.5b, 12c: focus upon divine punishment. 
flf11 Heim, 'The Personification of Jerusalem," 169. Thlls the model reader 
encompasses both communal and individual perspectives. 
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h. Dl" Lam 1.12c, 21e: focus upon the day of YHWH. 
c. ~rJ~tV, Lam 1.13c, 12c: focus upon desolation experienced ill 
divine judgment. 
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d. lJili!), Lam 1.5h, 14a, 22h: focus on the suffering and judgment 
that comes from offence. 
e. ~:,.,~, Lam 1.18a, 20h: affirmation ofjllllgment due to Zion's 
rehellion against YHWH. 
Function: Combination 
I. To construct interpretive depth: 
a. ~:1"'. Lam l.4c, 5h: comhines YHWH's punishment (:1,.,:1) as a 
source of grief (mm). This is also an instance of antanaclasis. 
h. ~"T, Lam 1.8h, lie: comhines the swrn of the nations (:1"'T:1) 
with the city's pain over thoughtlessness (:1"'T). This is another 
example of antanaclasis. 
c. ~11)']1, Lam 1.21 h, 22a: comhines the misf0l1une of Jerusalem 
('11),]1) with an appeal that her enemies will receive the same 
fate (011),]1-'). 
d. tV1!), Lam I. lOa, 13h, 17a: comhines different agents actively 
spreading hands over precious things (enemies, v. lOa), a net 
for Jerusalem's "feet" (YHWH, v. I3h), and hands Ollt to God 
(Zion, v.17a). 
e. :1N1 + :l'N)~, Lam 1.12a-h, 18h: comhines (and contrasts) the 
misery administered hy YHWH (v. 12a-h) with the misery of 
her people (v. ISh). 
2. To refocus previollsly held understandings: 
a. ~:l:1N, Lam 1.2h, 19a: revises previous understanding of the city 
(abandoned woman) to a new understanding (whore). 
h. :11'J' / :11J' (homonym and pun), Lam 1.8h, 17c: refocuses the 
primary denotation of :11J to incorporate into it a connotation of 
sinfulness and exile (:11'J). 
c. (:1t:l':l:1,) :1N1 + vocative of ;";" + ') clause, Lam 1.9c, II c, 20a: 
refocuses different sources of pain for Jerusalem. 
d. rJ'1::t~;, /1::t. Lam 1.3c, 20a: contrast the "straits" produced hy 
the enemy (v. 3c) with the "anxiety" produced hy Jerusalem's 
rehellion (v. 20a). This is an instance of antanaclasis. 
Next to repetition, allusion plays an imp0l1ant role. Allusion can he understood as 
the poetry actively "hlowing up" specific portions of the cultural encyclopaedia from 
which Lamentations drew to construct its argument. From the OT, Lamentations I alludes 
most prominently to Deuteronomy 28 (and Deut 23.3-4), Exodus, Ps 23.3, and Jer 8.IS. 
Each of these allusions makes an impOt1ant contrihution to the poetry. Below is a 
summary list of them: 
Deuteronomy 
I. Lam 1.3b = Deut 28.65: the theme of "no rest" in judgment. 
2. Lam 1.5a = Deut 2S.44: the theme of enemies hecoming the "head." 
3. Lam 1.5c = Deut 2S.4I: the theme of children's captivity. 
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4. Lam 1.IOc = Deut 2.3 . .3-4: command ahout who may enter into the 
a"emhly, which Lam 1.10 cites for its rhetoric. 
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Exodus 
Ps 23.3 
I. Lam I.:k (u'''::'~;'i, "straits") puns the term O'''~~, "Egypt." Instead of 
deliverance (Exodus), God's people go into slavery (Lamentations) . 
.., Lam 1 . .3a ('J:'-' and \iJ:'-') draws from language of slavery in Exodus ('J!"~: 
Ex 3.7, 17: 4 . .31: ;'iiJ::: Ex 1.14; 2.23; 5.11: 6.6). The aftliction and 
,ervilude brael experienced in Egypt in former days is in effect what is 
happening now, again, to Judah. 
3. Lam 1.3c (;'i'}'::";'i ;'i'~'''-'::) recalls the idiom of Ex 14.9; 15.9: ~"" 
ujl1t\ n':':'''' O;'i'''i1t\ ~"::.~, "and Egypt pursued after them and ovel100k 
them" (Ex 14.9): r::'t\ 1),,1\ (Ex 15.9). 
Lam I. 16b (':':}~J J':':';~) alludes to Ps 2.3 . .3 (JJ'l..:i' 't:i~J) and contrasts the 
psalmist's positive experience of YHWH to Zion's negative 
experience of him: there he is present: here he is distant. 
Jer 8.18 
Lam 1.22c ("'my hean is sick," '" 'J,) alludes to Jer 8.18 ("Iny heart is 
sick," '" 'J~). Zion employs the prophet's speech to depict her own 
mi,ery owr the destruction of the city. 
5 . .3.4. Theology 
Poetics playa key role in developing the theology of Lamentations I, and it is 
seen that different theological horizons arc projected for the model reader. From 
intensification structures of repetition, there is a key emphasis upon YHWH's judgment 
and Jerusalem's ,in. Matched with allusion to Deuteronomy 28 and the Exodus material. 
theodicy is a horizon that i, explored in the poem. Similarly, hoth speaking voices 
confirm God's activity as a result of the offences of the city, further emphasising the 
rationale for the state of degradation in which Jerusalem finds herself. On the hasis of 
personified Jerusalem's own views, this sinfulness leaves her in distress ("-'~-'::l ;";" ;'l'i', 
Lam 1.20a). YHWH i, figured as the just judge who has meted out judgment against a 
rehellious and sinful people-a people who deserved the punishment they received (Lam 
I. 18a). Thus the theology of Lamentations I, does, in fact suggest rationale for the 
disaster, contra We,termann's view that explanation of disaster is not pal1 of the original 
theology of the hook. hoC To foreclose upon this theological horizon from the poem nattens 
its theological depth 
Ho~C\'er, the model reader of Lamentations I is likewise confronted with the 
reality that theodic), i" not all that is offered in this poem, opening another theological 
hhCWe.,termann, Oil' K/agclit'c/er, 77 = [.tllllel/tatiol/.\, 81. 
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viewpoint. From combination structures of repetition, pal1icularly repetition that 
constructs interpretati\"e depth, the reader notices quite readily the activity of enemies: 
their rape, their scorn, their mocking, and their oppression. Moreover, repetition 
structures of intensification focus upon the suffering of the city and people, often at the 
hands of enemies. Both the actions of the enemies and the suffering of her people 
becomes the motivation for appeal in Lam 1.21-22. In this, YHWH is figured as the judge 
who, it is hoped through the rhetoric of the poem, will be moved to act 0/1 /Jeha(t"ot"his 
people and city, to deliver them from both suffering and their enemies. 
Finally, the reader must confront the reality that God's actions are questioned, 
opening a final horizon. This is seen immediately in the observer's aside to YHWH in 
Lam 1.IOc and Zion" s speech about "over these things" (:1?~-?3J) in Lam 1.16a. The 
observer recognises that the violation of Jerusalem is, in some way, wrong, and YHWH 
has administered it, perhaps going against his own law. His statement is rhetorical, 
designed to get YHWH to act. Personified Jerusalem fUl1hers this critique by p0l1raying 
YHWH as a violent warrior deity, harvesting his own people (Lam 1.15). Rather than 
accepting this judgment. however, her speech in Lam 1.16 blurs the lines theologically 
between divine presence and absence as being a fundamental problem. The rhetoric of 
this, however, is designed to get YHWH to act in beneficence towards his people. 
Different theological horizons, then, are projected for the reader. 
From Eco's theory. we may ask why Lamentations I presents its theology as it 
does. In terms of text pragmatics, this range of theological horizons projected for the 
model reader provides interpretative possibilities with which he or she must engage and 
actualise in the process of reading. hiLl That is. when the empirical becomes the model 
reader for Lamentations. he or she is offered a number of interpretative possibilities with 
which to engage. Opposed to arriving at one conclusion for Lamentations I, as in closed 
texts. a model reader may tease out a number of theological horizons presented in the 
poem. These options afford the model reader an open strategy for interpreting the poem; 
whatever theological horizon the model reader actualises directly impinges on how one 
understands the theology of the poem. Thus the theology, like the text itself, is more open 
than closed. In terms of the real-life flesh and blood Judahite readers of the sixth-century 
BeE. through the poetry of Lamentations I these survivors would have a text that enabled 
661E A 7" I'S" "76 co. ICO/\" 0 £,1/1I0l/CS, _ . 
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them to voice divep,e experiences to their God, based upon their interpretations of the 
poetry and by means of the text's diversity in theological portrayal. 
Yet these possible theological worlds have a governing logic in of all of them. 
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Underlying each is the tacit belief that YHWH is present to hear the cries of his peoplc-
whether the cries centre upon sinfulness, enemies, or even the Lord's own activity-and 
is beneficent, so that he will be moved by the poetry to act on his people's behalf. This is 
a theology of hope that permeates Lamentations I itself: not that a specific theological 
tradition offers a way out of the crisis, as Zion theology often has been figured, but that 
the poetry itself, as it is uttered to YHWH, remains the source of hope-a deity who is 
present to look and consider (;'i:':J;'1 ;'~') the various sufferings of his people, sufferings 
identified and actualised by the model reader. 
CHAPTER 6: 
LAMENTATIONS 2 
6.1. Introduction 
Analysis now moves to Lamentations 2. As in the previous chapter, using Eco's 
aesthetic analysis. the blending of genres, the linear progression of the acrostic. and usc of 
various poetics will be explored to understand how the model reader is constructed in the 
poem and how the "intention of the work" as a whole continues to develop. Interaction 
between Lamentations I and 2 will also be assessed to show how the poems respond to 
one another to produce interpretative opportunities for the reader. This chapter concludes 
with a catalogue of the ways genre and poetics are exploited in the poem, and then how 
these impact theological presentation in the poem, and by extension. the book up to this 
point. 
Like Lamentations I, two voices speak in Lamentations 2. The first speaker is 
unidentified, though his language is strikingly Jeremianic, leading Lee to identify him as 
Jeremiah the prophet.664 The similarity of language is unique and the present study 
believes the observer takes on the persona of Jeremiah (Lam 2.11-17), but nonclhc1ess 
'd 'f' h k .. b " . d' h Lt' I hI» Th h I entl les t e spea er as an 0 server 111 concor wIt amen atlons. e 0 server 
addresses the reader in Lam 2.1-12 and then personified Jerusalem from Lam 2.13-llJ. 
The second speaker is personified Jerusalem, who appeals to YHWH with prayer in Lam 
2.20-22. as in the previous poem. An outline of their speeches is as follows: 
Lam 2.1-9: 
Lam 2.10-12: 
Lam 2.13-19: 
Lam 2.20-22: 
Observer describes divine wrath 
Observer depicts suffering inhabitants of the city and 
describes his own pain 
Observer addresses personified Jerusalem 
Personified Jerusalem appeals to the Lord 
6.2. Exegesis of Lam 2.1-22 
With :1:J'K, Lam 2.1 a prepares one for the dirge only to subvert the reader's 
expectations as Lam 2.lb-9 portrays the wrath of YHWH against 1,'rm, "dear Zion." 
6h4Lee. The SiIlR£'fS oj' Ull1lelltatiollS, 131-62. 
66~As does House, Lal1l('lllatioll.\·, 398. Specifically Lam 2.11-17. 
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with divine warrior imagery similar to Lam 1.12c-15. Rather than the communal lament 
genre, these verses are similar in tone to the oracles against the nations (OAN).()()() As 
Jeremiah proclaimed God's judgment against the nations-like the oracle against Egypt 
in Jer 46.10, "For this is the day for the Lord, YHWH of the Armies, a day of vengeance 
when he takes revenge on hi s foes, "",~~ ujiJ:1'7 :1~i'J t:J1' ml'\::1!i :1':1' 'nl'\'7 1'\':1:1 t:J1':1'-the 
Lord has enacted a day of judgment against his own people and city. The major 
difference, however. is the cause of destruction. In the OAN, sin is generally the reason 
for YHWH's wrath. In Lamentations 2, sin is only explicitly mentioned in Lam 2.14. The 
model reader may draw from previous depictions of sin to attribute the cause of divine 
wrathhfl7 or may simply suspend the question of what caused destruction.hos 
The prominent depiction of YHWH's role as the agent of destruction links Lam 
2.1-9 with the city-lament genre, though other motifs are present as well.hhtj Blending 
generic elements highlights the various purposes at work in Lam 2.1-9 and creates a 
variety of ways for the reader to access the poem, among them mourning (dirge), 
depicting and commemorating disaster (city-lament), and recognising judgment of the 
deity for his people's sin (OAN). The blend of these genres effectively differentiates this 
poem from Lamentations I, which blended the dirge, city-lament, and lament genres. 
Lam 2.1-9 vividly displays divine judgment in a manner unparalleled in the ~T. 
Thirty active verbs concentrate upon the day of wrath.o7o Through "object 
h(l(lJer 4-6; 8-10; 46.1-51.58; Isa 15.1-16.14; 23.1-14; 47.1-15; Mic 1.2-16; Zeph 
2.13-15. 
ol17Lam 1.5b, 8-9a, 14a, 18a, 20b, 22b 
ollH Lam 2.14 depicts the sins of the prophets which calise divine wrath. 
hl1lJA hId" l' d . d' f mong t em arc: reversa, escrIptlon 0 estructlon, an assIgnment 0 
responsibility. Sec 3.2.4., above. See also Dobhs-Allsopp, Weep, 0 Daughter (~rZi(}l1, 
100-21,134-41. 
117(JLam 2.1 a: He beclouded (::1');'); Lam 2.1 b: He cast from heaven to ealth the 
beauty of Israel (?I'\,:.:,,, rnl'\:Jr1 nl-\ u'/Jioj'/J l''7ioj':1); Lam 2.1c: He forgot his footstool ( i::lT-I'\" 
":'))'-u1:1); Lam 2.2a: He swallowed (il.''7:l); Lam 2.2a: He did not pity C,/jn 1'\'); Lam 2.2b: 
He tore down (0':1); Lam 2.2c: He hurled to earth her kingdom and officials ( 17'). 
:1'iiL" :1::l'IJ~ ... nl-\'7); Lam 2.2c: He profaned her kingdom and officials (:1'iiV, :1::l'7IJ/j "n); 
Lam 2.3a: He Cllt off every horn of Israel ('l'\,ti" 11i' '::l ... 17i).); Lam 2.3h: He withdrew his 
right hand (u'~' 'm~ ::J'r.:,':1); Lam 2.3c: He burned in Jacob (::li'17'::l ,lJ::l',); Lam 2.3c: He 
consumed everything (::1'::10 :1'::l~): Lam 2.4a: He strung his bow (m~'i' l"); Lam 2.4b: He 
slaughtered ("':1"): Lam 2.4c: He poured out wrath like fire (WI'\::ll!:lW): Lam 2.5a: He 
swallowed (l.''7::1): Lam 2.50: He swallowed (l."::l); Lam 2.5b: He annihilated (nnw): Lam 
2.5c: He increased mouming and lamentation (:1'J~' :1'Jl'\n ... ::1i'1); Lam 2.6a: He treated 
violently (OlJn"): Lam 2.6a: He annihilated (nnt.i'); Lam 2.6b: He aholished (n::nll); Lam 
2.6c: He spumed O'~r'): Lam 2.7a: He spurned (nJT); Lam 2.7a: He repudiated (iI'\J); Lam 
2.7b: He delivers the walls of 1ersualem's citadels into the hand of an enemy ( ,'ltJ:1 
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enjambment"h71 in Lam 2.1 b, 2a-c, 3a, 4b, 5c, 6b-c, 7b, and Sa, Zion and her environs arc 
clearly marked as the object of divine wrath for the reader; enjambment effectively 
depicts her passivity and helplessness before YHWH's active judgmenl.()72 The alphabetic 
acrostic draws the reader steadily through graphic depictions of judgment and reinforces 
its divine authority in which the deity is presented as a warrior through imagery of the 
cloud, fire, and the bow. Drawing from OT texts and Canaanite mythological tradition, 
YHWH is depicted as an adversarial warrior who pours out his anger (I'J!\)-against his 
city, people, and temple. 
Set within Eco's theory, cloud imagery in Lam 2.1 "blows up" a portion of the 
encyclopaedic content of Israel, specifically theological conceptions both from OT 
traditions and from Canaanite mythology. The only instance of "cloud" c:m7) as a verb in 
the OToccurs in Lam 2.la: "he has beclouded," :l'11'. Re'emi and Lee recognise cloud 
imagery is often associated with theophany and divine protection in the OT.on The cloud 
was usually a sign of God's favour on his people, as in the Sinai revelation of Ex 11).1), 
where after defeating Egypt and the miracle of the sea, YHWH says to Moses, "Behold! I 
am coming to you in a cloud," :lj,':lT,t\ !\:l ':Jl!\ ;'U;', and Ex 34.5-6, where God descends in 
a cloud Ow::! ;'1;" "'1) and promises his presence: "YHWH, YHWH! A god 
compassionate and merciful; slow to anger, and full of lovingkindness and faithfulness" 
(Ex 34.6). Cross believes the Sinai theophany and divine battle theophany (as in Exodus 
15) are variant aspects of similar conceptions of the divine warrior; hc dcmonstrates that 
the OT draws from Canaanite imagery, usually ascribed to Ba 'aI, and transforms it 
polemically to refer to YHWH's power.67 .J Contrasted against thc imagery of divinc war 
against a foreign people (like Egypt), YHWH is figured as a storm-god who has gone to 
war against Jerusalem and her people with his cloud of wrath in Lam 2.1 a.()7~ This 
;,'rnm,!\ rm1n :l'1!\-":l); Lam 2.8a: Hc planned to annihilate the walls of dear Zion ( :lllin 
11'~-n:l nIJ1n n'm:l;''? ;'1;"); Lam 2.8b: He stretched out a line and did not turn back his hand 
from swallowing (17,?JIJ 11' :l'C;;'-!\'? 1i' ;,tJ.l); Lam 2.8c: He put in mourning rampar1 and 
wall (:11J1n1 '?n-':lt\'1); Lam 2.9a: He destroyed and shattered her bars (;1'n":l '::!W1 1:Jt\). 
h710bject enjambment occurs when the fl~iet of a line contains the object of action, 
pulling the reader to the rejet "as the syntax struggles to completc itself' (Dobbs-Allsopp, 
'The En~ambing Line in Lamentations: A Taxonomy (I)," 226-27). 
n 2Dobbs-Allsopp, "The Effects of Enjambment in Lamentations (Part 2)," 376. 
h7~Re' emi, God's People in Crisis, 92; Lee, The Singers (!l Lomcntations, 133. 
h7.JCross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrell' Epic, 156-77. 
675 Dobbs-Allsopp, Weep, 0 Daughter olZioll, 62. 
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theophanic "storm-god" language is applied to YHWH. Hc comes from the clouds and 
has arrows of lightning (Lam 2.4a) to ravage his own land in a storm.(17h 
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The specific objects of his wrath are the city, the peoplc, and his temple. "Dear 
Zion," 11'~-T1:l, is associated with "the beauty of IsraeL" 'iN,ilr n1N:)I'l, and "his footstool," 
1"?:\"-C1;', in the second and third poetic lines, respectively. But while "Dear Zion," 
11'~-T1:l, personifies Jerusalem, ambiguity persists as to the rcferents of 'NiW' J1iN:)I'l and 
1"""-Cl1;"1. 'il-\,t:r n1N:)I'l may refer to Jerusalem, the temple, or thc Ark of the Covenant. 
Faced with semantic ambiguity, Eco's aesthetic analysis suggcsts that the reader makes 
"abductions" about the terminology on the basis of the coherence of the text, context, and 
encyclopaedic competence. In this way, the reader gropes one's way to approximate the 
meaning of the terms. In this instance, based on coherence of the text, this is the first 
occurrence of 'N'W' 1'1'N:)I'l and 1"""-C1;', so no help is gained there. Nor is going to 
context, for the semantic problem arises specifically from the triplet of terms used 
together. 
Thereby, encyclopaedic content from the OT becomes helpful. 'NiW' ml-\:)1'1 is 
similar to Isa 13.19, where Babylon is identified as "the eminent beauty of thc 
Chaldeans," 1,l-\" J1il-\!JI'l C'1W::J. Thus the construct chain refers to Jerusalcm. But Frevcl 
thinks 'N,ilr n1l'\!J1'1 refers to the temple and reads it with "his footstool," "'''''-Cl1;', in Lam 
2.lc; precedent is found in Ps 132.7: "Let us go up to his sanctuary; let us worship at his 
footstool,"",,,, Cl1;"1'i ;,m1'1iVJ "mDiV~' ;"1/,\,:IJ. h77 This is not conclusive though because 
YHWH's footstool is the Ark of the Covenant in the later understanding of the 
Chronicler: "I had it in my heart of hearts to build a house as a place of rest for the Ark of 
the Covenant of YHWH. for the footstool of our god" 1"/,\, ;"1mm 1'1':1 1'1U:l' ':J:J,-m7 'J/'\ 
1J';''i/,\ "", Cl1:1'i, :1':1'-n":J. On the basis of encyclopaedic invcstigation, thc association 
between '/,\iti" 1'1'l'\!JI1 and 1-''''-Cl1:1 remains ambiguous as to its referents: this creates an 
openness rather than fixity of meaning. Whether the reader understands ?l-\,W' J1i/'\!JI'l and 
"''''-C7;' as the city, the temple, or the Ark of the Covenant, ambiguity of refcrcncc 
enables a multilayered depiction as to how YHWH has "cast" them all "from heaven to 
earth." Frevel believes that Lam 2.1 displays the utter collapse of Zion theology in the 
o7°Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hehrew Epic, 161-63. 
o77Christian Frevel, "Zerbrochene Zier: Tempelund Tempelzersti"lrung in den 
Klageliedern (Threni)," in Gottesstadt lind Gotte.\-garten: ~lt Gesc/Jic/JfC wll/7hcologie 
des Jerusale111cr Tempe 1.1' (cds. Othmar Keel and Erich Zenger; Quaestiones Disputatae 
191; Freiburg: Herder, 2002), 105-11. 
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mind of the poet; whether his view can be maintained or not, it is clear that God's activity 
demarcates a fundamental challenge to any continued relationship hetwcen the deity and 
h· I fl7H IS peop e. 
Firc and archer language builds upon divine warrior imagery already drawn from 
the encyclopaedic world of the ANE. Lam 2.2-4 read: 
:Jj:'lJ' rmtJ-':l T1~ 'IJn ~, 'J,t\ lJ,:J 
;"';"-T1:J "~:m 111':J11:J 0';' 
;"'iV, ;':l,1J1J "n y-lt\, lJ''';' 
,~,tv, nj:' ,:l ~~-"n:J lJ,,, 
:J',t\ 'J~IJ U'IJ' '1n~ :J'::i;, 
:J':JO ;":l~ ;':J;', t:.i~:l :Jj:'11':J 'lJ:J', 
'J'IJ' :J~J :J"t\:l mc;j:' 1" 
rlr"lJnIJ ,:l n;,' '~:l 
'Mn wt\:l 1~W 1,'rm ';'~:J 
"The Lord swallowed, he did not pit/79, all the pastureland of Jacob. 
He tore down, in his rage, the fortified cities of dear Judah. 
He hurled to earth, he profaned, kingdom and her officials. 
He cut off, in the heat of rage, every horn of Israel. 
He restrained his right hand from the face of an enemy. 
He burned in Jacob like a flame of fire: it consumed everything. 
He strung his bow as an enemy, strong (in) his right hand. 
As a foe he slaughtered all the precious things of the eye. 
In the tcnt of dear Zion he poured out his wrath like fire." 
Fire and wrath belong to divine warrior imager/xo, prevalent in OT and Canaanite 
literature. Miller explains in the OT, "The image of the 'devouring fire' I;':J;" lZi~1 secms 
to be predominantly expressive of the divine warrior's wrath and destruction," drawn 
from Canaanitc theological traditions.ox1 YHWH pours out wrath like fire against 
pastureland (:Jj:'lJ' mIU-'::l)oX2, cities (:-m;,'-m 'i~:JIJ), and temple o,'rm ';'~:J); the 
observer can rightly say the fire of the Lord consumed everything (::1'::10 ;":l~). 
07X"Die Dimension des Verlustes, die darin zum Ausdruck kommt, is kaum ZlI 
iiberschatzen: es ist der komplette Zusammenbruch der Ziontheologie" (Frevcl. 
"Zerbrochenc Zier," \06). For my view on Zion theology, sec 2.4., above. 
o7lJ'IJn ~, (Kethib) is read as 'IJn ~" (Qere) following the Masorctic notation, hut 
either wa6' thc sense of the line is clear. 
flX Antje Lahahn, "Fire From Above: Metaphors and Imagcs of God's Actions in 
Lamentations 2.1-9," JSOT 31 (2006): 239-56. 
hX I Patrick D. Miller, "Fire in the Mythology of Canaan and Israel." CBQ n 
(1965): 256-261. especially 259. 
hX2 m~J mcans "grazing place" or "pastureland" as in Jer 9.9: "Over the mountains 
I raisc weeping and lamentation; and over the pastureland of the wilderness, a dirge," 
;'J'j:' i:J'IJ m~J-'lJ' ';'J' '::l::1 ~tz.,'~ o";';'-'lJ. 
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Along with the weapon of fire, YHWH is an enemy warrior with a how. The 
divine warrior with a how appears in iconography with thc deity holding the how from 
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the heavens6x ,; the OT often pictures YHWH as an archcr with how or arrows, possihly 
understood as thunderholts and lightning.6X-1 In Lam 2.4a the dcity has strung his how ( lli 
1I'1lViI) and has it tensed ready to fire in his hand. The tenscd how scems to hc the force of 
"strong (in) his right hand," 'J'7J' J~J.nX) 
As in Lam 1.3b-c and 2.1, allusions to Exodus again reverse depictions of YHWH 
in the encyclopaedic world of the poetry to portray the deity as a warrior against his 
people. Boecker sees allusions to Exodus in the Song of the Sea in Lam 2.3h, 4a. In Ex 
15.6, YHWH's right hand (lJ'7J') wins glory for himself and his right hand (lJ'7J') shatters 
his enemy (J"K f1'ln). Where the Lord has formerly fought enemies with the strcngth of 
his right hand. Lam 2.3h, 4a reverses this tradition and presents YHWH as an cnemy 
warrior (J"KJ) fighting against his people with a bow in his right hand ('J'7J'); moreover, 
he withdraws his right hand from the face of the enemy (lmK J'lV;' :1"K 'J!)7J 'J'7J,).hX6 
Reversal of Ex 15.6 in Lam 2.3b, 4a presents a dark divine victory song: YHWH rcmains 
victorious, but his enemy is his own people rather than Egypt. 
The divine warrior literally slaughters (n;,) the precious things of Jerusalem's eye 
(1'!r'i7Jn7J) in Lam 2.4b. Repetition of the term i7Jn7J exploits its polyvalcncc and suggcsts 
another depiction of victims of destruction. 1'!r'i7Jn7J refers to the city's children whcn 
read with the information gained from Lam 1.7b, lIb. But ,'lr'i7Jn7J takes on a different 
meaning in Lam 2.4b, namely. her leaders.hx7 The similar syntactical constructions in 2.3a 
and 4b, 'J + construct chain (?Kltv' liil 'J and l'lJ-'i7Jn7J ?J), conjoins "leaders" with 
"precious things." The syntactic repetition creates another meaning to i7Jn7J, not only the 
city's children but also her leaders are precious, but YHWH slaughtered them hoth like a 
foe. 
From the observer's description of divine wrath in Lam 2.1-4, the comparison 
between YHWH and enemy (J"KJ) / foe (l~J) in Lam 2.4a-b, Sa is undcrstandahlc hut 
6!nKlingbeil, Yahweh FightingfrOln Heaven, fig. 88. 
6X-10eut 32.23, 24; Job 6.4; 34.6; Pss 18.14; 21.12; 38.2; 64.7; 77.17; 120.4; 144.6; 
Is 41.2, Hab 3.9; Zech 9.13. 
6S)BHS suggests emending 1J'7J' J~J to "an arrow in his right hand" (U'7J'J rn). Yct 
the Niphal participle from "h~J suggests the bow is raised and tensed, ready to firc at its 
target. Thus Boecker translates 'J'7J' JU "erhoben seine Rechte," "raised in his right 
hand" (Klagelieder, 38). 
nXtlBoecker, K/agelieder, 38-9. 
nH7Berlin, Lamentations, 69. 
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still shocking. The reader has seen language about enemies in Lamentations I, though the 
Lord is never named as such in itoHH ; the deity remains the agent of change, the one who 
(it is hoped) can counteract the negative work of the foe. Even where implicated in 
destruction, the poetry never names YHWH as "enemy."r,X'/ Rather he is the divine judge, 
able to restore the city and people, if only he would :1!\i, "look," upon the suffering 
described by the observer and personified Jerusalem.h9() In the previous poem, the 
enemies described are nameless and faceless. hLJ1 By contrast, Lamentations 2 collapses the 
role of enemy onto YHWH. As in Jer. 30.14, he enacts the day of his wrath like an enemy 
(:J',!\:J) or a foe (i::i:J).h'l2 
This metaphor has created difficulties in its history of interpretation, a point that 
highlights the ambiguity of the poetry. Central to the ambiguity is the understanding of 
the:J preposition in Lam 2.44.1, 5a.h'l' Gordis indicates the :J is asseverative, following 
Ugaritic and other OT precedents,h9-l so the clause reads, 'The Lord has indeed hecome 
the enemy." In light of the vivid depictions of YHWH as an enemy warrior against his 
own people in Lam 1.13-15; 2.1-9, it is at the very least consistent to render an 
asseverative sense to the:J. Following Gordis, the poetry confirms the deity's antagonism 
against his people and destruction of his city. 
The Targum and later Lamentations Rabbah, however, are careful to depict 
YHWH as compared to an enemy but not actually so, likely treating the:J comparatively. 
In the commentary on Lam 2.4-5 the Targum writer employs a series of comparisons to 
show how the language is not making a final judgment on YHWH's adversarial status 
against his people but merely compares his activity to an enemy: "He bent his how and 
shot arrows at me, like a foe. He stood to the right of Nebuchadnezzar and aided him, as 
though he himself were an enemy of the House of Israel" (TgLam 2.4); "YHWH has 
6XXLam 1.2c, Sa, c, 7c, d, 9c, lOa, 16c, 17h, 21 b. 
6XlJLam 1.5b, 10c, 13-15, 17b. 
hYOLam 1.9c, 10c, Ilc, 20a. 
hYI The Bahylonians or any other "foes" are not named (Joyce, "Sitting Loose to 
History," 247-8). 
hY2Jer 30.14: "For (as) the blow of an enemy I have struck you," :J',!\ I'm.) ':J 1'11':J:1. 
(l91The PeshiHa text does not translate the :J. Albrektson concludes the PeshiHa 
translator did not follow the MT (Studie.\· ill the Text and rheology (!l the Book 01" 
Laml'lltatiolls, 93). Dobbs-Allsopp believes the ::l was an editorial or theological addition 
though this cannot be known with certainty (tall/ellfotiolls, 83). 
6Y-lRobert Gordis, "Asseverative Kaph in Hebrew and Ugaritic," .lAO."" 63( 1943): 
176-8. This function is called "correspondence" in GBHS * 4.1.9.(h); Gordis, 
Lamentations, 162. 
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become like an enemy" (TgLam 2.5 t LJ <; Levine summarises, 'The! Hehrew I 'as an 
enemy' is paraphrased 'as though he were an enemy,' to emphasize that the appearance 
belies the reality: God is certainly not the enemy of his people!"hlJh In this understanding, 
divine antagonism is softened to a more palatable theological comparison. Brady agrees, 
"God's behaviour is like that of an enemy, but he is not truly an enemy of Isracl.,,(m 
Moreover, Lamentations Rahbah reveals anxiety concerning the proposition that God 
could be understood as an enemy: "What is written here is not 'an enemy' but 'like an 
enemy' .,,6l)~ As in the Targum, Lamentations Rabbah distances itselffrom reading the ::J 
asseveratively. The attempts by the Targum and Lamentations Rabhah to distance the 
asseverative understanding from the ::J demonstrate its inherent theological 
contentiousness. 
The present study leaves the final interpretation of the ::J unsettled as either an 
asseverative or comparative understanding is perfectly sensible. In light of the ambiguity. 
the reader is left to consider the theological positions that the poem provides here: 
YHWH may no longer side with the people with whom he has formerly established 
covenant-once a friend. he is now a foe; or it may be that his judgment only appcars to 
be adversarial-punishment for sin has come, but restored relationship will appear in the 
future. Either way, "That a Judean poet could call God 'enemy' is a telling sign of the 
deep distress and unparalleled suffering brought on by the catastrophe 101' the destruction 
of jerusalem). ,,699 The comparison reveals the fracture and tension in the relationship 
between YHWH, his people, and his city; the various readings of the ::J in the versions 
highlight theological ambiguity and tension apparent in the verse as well as the hook. 
This tension becomes increasingly significant as Lam 2.4c-9 explicitly depicts 
God's rejection of his temple, cult, and city as well as the leadership of Jerusalem, though 
this has already been intimated in Lam 2.1. In Lam 2.4c he pours out his wrath like fire 
into the tent of dear Zion (1T1IJn IliN:: l!:lui ,1'rm ';"iN:l). The "tent of dear Zion" likely 
indicates the temple itself, as it is drawn from the encyclopaedic content availahle to 
Lamentations' poet, and recalls the description of the tabernacle or "Tent of Meeting" 
hlJ'iLevine, The Aramaic Versiol/ of" Lamentations. 66. This function is called 
"agreement" in GBHS ~ 4.1.9.(a). 
h96Levine, The Aramaic Versiol/ or Lamelltatiol/s, III. 
6LJ7 Brady, "Targum Lamentations" Reading of the Book of Lamentations," 95. 
6YHNeusncr, Lamentatiolls Rahhah. 220. 
6YLJDobbs-AlIsopp, Lamentations, 83. 
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(iY11.J ,:nq in Exodus 27_40.70t) Moses is unahle to enter into the Tent of Meeting hecause 
YHWH settles upon it in a cloud (lJl.':1) and fills it with his glory (Ex 40.35). As in Lam 
2. I-where the Lord's "beclouding" his people invel1s the cloud imagery in Ex 19.9; 
34.5-6-his pouring out fire on the tent of dear Zion in Lam 2.4c exposes a reversal: 
YHWH is no longer present in the Tent of Meeting (iY11.J ?:1K) through the cloud OW:1) and 
glorified (Ex 40.35); he now pours out his fire upon the Tent of dear Zion (l"~-I1::1 '?:1~::I) in 
wrath (Lam 2.4c). This logic is advanced in in Lam 2.6-9. The verses read: 
nY'~ nnw '::1tz.,' lD 0~n'1 
I1::1W, iJ:1~ 1"~::1 :1,:1' me' 
1:1::1' 1'~ '~K-O~'T::I r~J" 
1lZlii?~ "KJ m::lm 'JiK nJT 
:1'mJ/j"~ I1/j1n ::I"K-i'::1 ""0:1 
iY,/j 0"::1 :1';"1'-I1'::I:1 1JIU "i? 
l"~-I1::1 I1/jm I1'nw:1'? :11;"1' ::Iwn 
il'::I/j 'i' ::I'I!.!;"1-~' 'i? ;"1[1J 
'''''/j~ lin' :1/j,m '?n-'::IK" 
;"1'n"::1 '::IVl i::l~ ;"1"YI.:/ r'K::I 1Y::I0 
:1'1[1 l'K Q''''::1 :1,,\0, :1::1,/j 
:1,:1'/j 1,m ,~~I.:-~' :1'~'::IJ-/j" 
"He treated his booth violently like a garden7o '; 
he annihilated his meeting-place. 
YHWH abolished in Zion festival and Sabbath, 
And he spurned, in his indignant wrath, king and priest. 
The Lord spurned his altar: he repudiated his sanctuary. 
He delivered the walls of her citadels into the hand of the enemy. 
They raised a sound in the house of YHWH as on a festal day." 
YHWH determined702 to destroy the wall of dear Zion 
He stretched out a line: he did not withdraw his hand from destruction. 
And he consumed rampar1 and wall-together they dwindled. 
Her gates sunk into the ground; he destroyed and shattered 7()~ her hars. 
71lllExodus 27.21; 28.43; 29.4. 10, II. 30, 32.42,44; 30.16.18,20.26.36; 31.7; 
35.21; 38.8, 30; 39.32.40; 40.2, 6, 7. 12.22.24.26,29,32,34,35. This language is 
carried through to Leviticus as well, in Lev 1.1. 
7°'LXX d d I' 1 "I'k ... Th' rea s 1"::1 as 1~"::1 an trans ates It we; a~1tl:I\.OV, I 'e a vll1e. IS 
translation provides no further clarity as to how YHWH's hooth is compared to a vine. 
702LXX reads Kat E1tEcrtP£\jI£V, "and he (the Lord) returned." See Gentry, 
"Lamentations," 12. The LXX translator may have misread the n for a :1, or he may have 
read ::IlZl", which explains Kat, which has no other equivalent in the MT (Alhrektson, 
Studies ill the Text alld 711l'%gr (~r the Book (~l Lalllelltatioll.\', 100). The MT remains 
sensible as a Qal perfect verb from ::IlZln. The Hiphil infinitive construct from I1nu} links 
with ::IlZln, indicating God's purposeful act of destruction. 
7(J:l'::IWl i::l~ may represent an early form proto-masoretie activity, where each term 
represents two text traditions. One tradition read i::l~; the other read '::Ill-'. Instead of 
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Her king and princes are among the nations-there is no Torah. 
Moreover, her prophets find no vision from YHWH." 
179 
God has utterly rejected all prior systems in Jerusalem, creating a profound theological 
challenge. With the abolishment of festival and Sabhath (11711J mW1), the spurning of king 
and priest 0:1:" l~1J), the rejection of altar and sanctuary (1uj1i'1J "1~J 1n:1m 'J1~ nJT), the 
exile of Jerusalem's king and princes (0'",:1 :1'"1tz.,'1 :1J~1J). no Torah (:1"111'1 r~), and the 
failure of prophecy 01rn 1~lm-:-\' :1'N':1J-1J~ :1,:1'1J), what could be said of any form of 
religious future for Jerusalem-how could worship continue?7o.J The failure of the 
religious system here is presented as a result of divine wrath-the people are victi illS of 
judgment against them. This presents a fundamental theological problem. How can the 
people appeal to the deity for deliverance from the enemy when he is the enemy? 
Ironically. when compared to divine presentation in Mesopotamian city-laments 
or related genres, divine potency descrihed in Lam 2.1-9 may providc an avenuc of 
theological hope and future. For Gottwald, the question of hope in Lamcntations stems 
from prophetic tradition about the love, faithfulness, and justice of God. so that even if he 
has destroyed his people. city, and temple. he remains availahle to his people to dclivcr 
them-if they will but repent from sin. 7m The foregoing discussion will not necessarily 
contradict his assertion but rather look at the question of hope from a different set of 
encyclopaedic content, namely LU and LSU. while also hringing othcr rclatcd texts to 
bear as well. I do this for two reasons: Lam 2.1-9 fits quitc wcll with thc city-Iamcnt 
genre,70o so comparative analysis is warranted; assessmcnt of divine prescntation from 
comparative analysis reveals a differcnt focus of theological hope than has hithcrto heen 
maintained. 
In LU and LSU. Enlil (the high-god and head of the pantheon) orders the 
destruction of the cities (LSU, 20-22: LU, 173. 180,2(3). and the patron-deities of the 
cities are powerless to counteract Enlil's decree.707 Enlil decrees that the kingship of the 
neglecting a variant, the early scribes included traditions and sct thcm side hy sidc and 
connected them by Wall" (Gordis. Lamentations, 162-3). 
70.JKraus, Klagelieder, 44. 
70)Gottwald. Studies in the Book (~l Lamentations, 91-1 I I. 
7061t is part of the "divine jUdgment" motif (Dohhs-Allsopp, Weep. () Daughter 4 
Zion. 55-75). 
71l7Dohbs-Allsopp rightly asserts that the conccpt of divinc ahandonmcnt was a 
way for a defeated people to deal with their loss rather than to attributc their defeat to thc 
impotence of their god in comparison to the deity of the victoriolls nation. From thc 
victor's perspective, however, their own god defeated the patron-god of the fallen city 
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city of Ur is handed over to another city (LSU, 366-72) and therehy Nanna, the patron 
deity for Ur, must ahandon his sanctuary. Similarly, as a result of Enlil's decree of 
destruction, a series of patron deities of Mesopotamian cities are forced to ahandon their 
sanctuaries, stripping them of their potency and worship (LU, 1-39). These deities arc 
powerless to stop the destruction and are powerless to return to their shrines until Enlil 
changes his mind. Although they remain loyal both to their shrines and worshippers, they 
are still forced to abandon both, which leads to their inevitahle destruction. 70K 
In the Curse of Agade, a genre related to the city-lament,70lJ the city goddess 
Inanna obeyed Enlil's decree to abandon her sanctuary (in line with LSU and LU) only to 
turn against her city (Agade) and shrine in battle, attacking it as a foe. 711l Although she 
attacks her city like a foe, Inanna, however, remains subject to Enlil's command. 
Lamentations, however, collapses both decree of destruction (Lam I. 15h, 17b) and the 
activity of the foe (Lam 2.1-9) onto YHWH rather than differentiating it to two deities, 
Enlil and Inanna respectively. 
The complete authority of YHWH is more in line with the authority of Marduk, 
god of Babylon, in a text known as the "Marduk Prophecy.,,711 In this text, Marduk 
describes how the enemies' sacking of his temple is actually associated with his volitional 
divine abandonment rather than his impotence. The fortunes of the city change when 
Marduk's disposition towards Babylon changes. Block summarises: "When Marduk had 
fulfilled his days in exile, he yearned for his city and recalled all the goddesses. The text 
does not speak specifically of the god's appointment of a new king (Nehuchadnezzar I), 
but this is implied in the 'prophetic' portion.',m Like Marduk, YHWH's power is never 
in question in Lamentations. Unlike Marduk, however, he docs not ahandon his sanctuary 
but remains its enemy, so that Jerusalem's own patron-deity has turned against his city, 
(Weep. a DouRIlter (!{ZiOI/. 45-6). In the city-laments, however, all patron-deities arc 
subject to Enlil's power and impotent next to his authority. 
16. 
7oKDobbs-AlIsopp, Weep. 0 Daughter (!{ZiOIl, 45. 
70l)For comparison between the genres, see Cooper, nil' Curse (d"Agade, 7-36. 
7lOCooper, The Curse (d"Agade, 53, 240-42; Block, The Gods o(fhe Nafioll.\', 115-
711 R. Borger, "Gott Marduk und Gott-Konig SUlgi als Propheten: Zwei 
prophetische Text," BiOr 28( 1971): 3-24; Tremper Longman III. Fictiollal Akkadiall 
AllwhioRraphy: A Gel/eric alld Comparatit'e Study (Winona Lake: Eisenhrauns, 1991), 
132-42; 233-5. 
wBlock, Tile Gods ofthe Nation.\', 124. 
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shrine. and people by his own initiative. The fervent outpour of divine wrath in Lam I. 1-'-
15; 2.1-9 confirms his adversarial status. 
Yet because destruction is achieved by YHWH rather than an enemy or foreign 
god. there is a tacit belief in the deity's perseverance and potency, especially when 
compared to LSU and LU. YHWH's supreme authority in his decree for Jerusalem's 
destruction in Lam 1.17b ("i:!i :::l':::l0 :::li'17" ;"1';"1' ;"1':!i) and his plan to destroy the wall of dear 
Zion in Lam 2.8a 01'rm I1I:Jm T1'ntV;"1' ;"11;"1' :::liZln) coheres with Enlil's authority in LSlJ and 
LU. As seen above, Enlil's authority in destruction was absolute. So too is YHWH's 
authority in Lamentations. Unlike the patron-deities in the Mesopotamian city-laments, in 
Lamentations YHWH has not been overpowered or coerced to abandon his sanctuary by 
another, more powerful deity like Enlil-he sits in the place of Enlil! Rather than 
differentiating the loss of Jerusalem and its decree for destruction to two deities-a high-
god and a patron-deity-monotheistic orthodoxy present in Jerusalem by and during the 
exile enabled a presentation of YHWH as both the agent of destruction (in the place of 
Enlil) as well as the one who suffers the loss of his sanctuary (in the place of the patron 
deities).71 ~ In light of the devastation of the city and cult, YHWH worship was essentially 
threatened and could never continue as it had done prior to the destruction. Yet. there 
remains an implicit hope in the deity-because YHWH destroys his own city and cult. 
then he has not been overpowered by another deity or carried off into exiIc 71 .J; therefore, 
hope for some kind of future with the deity exists. though a fundamentally different 
religious picture than the previous one. Even in destruction. theological hope is warranted 
713Whether one accepts Edel man' s position, that exclusi ve monotheism apparent 
by the second century BeE does not reflect the religious beliefs of the people of 
Jerusalem in the last years of the Judahite state. one can cel1ainly argue that Yahwistic 
monotheistic tendencies pervaded Judahite culture (certainly in the upper classes) in the 
latter third of the seventh century BeE and into the sixth century BeE. reflected in 
Jeremianic prophecy. Even by Edelman's reckoning for sixth century BeE Judah, that 
YHWH was the high-god of the pantheon, it is reasonable to construct a theology in 
which YHWH could destroy his own temple and still remain potent. Sec Diana V. 
Edelman. ed .. The Triumph olE/ohim: From Yaillrisms to Judaism.l· WBET; Kampen: 
Kok Pharos, 1995). 18-21. For a more positive assessment of exclusive monotheism in 
the Judahite state in the eighth and seventh centuries BeE, see N. Avigad, "The 
Contribution of Hebrew Seals to an Understanding of Israelite Religion and Society," in 
Ancient israelite Religion: Essays ill Honor olFrallk Moore Cross (cds. Patrick D. 
Miller. Jr.. Paul D. Hanson. and S. D. McBride; Philadelphia: Fot1ress. 1987), 195-20X. 
7I4As the Assyrian relief from the palace of Tiglath-pilcser III at Nimmd reveals. 
The Assyrian warriors carry off the images of foreign gods away from a captured town. 
thereby exiling the deity IF. F. Bruce. Israel and the Nations: From the Exodus to the 
Fall (?t" tIll' Second Temple (Exeter: Paternoster. 1969). plate 61. 
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when divine agency in Lam 2.1-9 is compared with LSU and LU. This hope is prescient 
of YHWH's continued presence and anticipates personified 1crusalem's fervent appeals 
in Lam 2.20-2.7l' 
Where Lam 2.6, 9 introduced the plight of the king, priest, prophet, and leaders, 
Lam 2.10-12 further depicts the misery of the people as well as the emotions of the 
observer, all of which is set in mourning language. This marks a shift again in genre, from 
judgment speech to city-lament genre, though his language evinces characteristics of the 
lament genre as well, as the tone of his speech verges on complaint, namely over the 
. . t" h' I 710 present situation 0 IS peop e. 
11'~-m 'Ji'T mi' fi"" 1~il.';' 
o'i'iV m,n oiV"''-'li' -'!:lli' 1'li';"1 
o,iVn' l1,mJ ll.ji"'i f1"" n',';"1 
'li'tI 1itlitln 'J'li' mli'tliJ "J 
'tlli'-m iJiZ}-'li' 'iJ:l fi"" .,!:ll.jiJ 
;"1'ii' rmniJ i'J1'1 "1li' ~tJli'~ 
1'" 1).1 ;"1'''' 'itl"" OI1t1"" 
i'li' mJni~ "n:l O!:ltJli'I1;"1J 
011t1'" i"n-,,,, OiV!:lJ .,!:ll1iV;"1J 
'The elders of dear Zion sat on the ground-they were silent. 
They placed ashes upon their heads; 
they girded themselves with mourning cloths. 
They bow their heads to the earth-the maidens of Jerusalem. 
My eyes fail with tears; my innards burn, 
My liver is poured out on the ground, 
on account of the breaking of my dear people; 
As little child and suckling languishes in the open plazas of the city. 
To their mother they say, 'Where is the grain and the wine'!' 
As they faint like the wounded in the open plazas of the city, 
As their lives are poured out upon the lap of their mother." 
m Like Albrektson, Brueggemann argues, 'The theological implication of the 
destruction of the city that produced such profound grief is that the liturgical tradition of 
the inviolability of the city-a notion fostered in temple-monarchy ideology-is shown to 
be false" (Brueggemann, All !llIroduc(ioll to the Old Tesf{llIIellf, 334). The kind of hope 
intimated in Lam 2.1-9 runs counter to Alhrektson and Brueggemann, who argue the 
destruction of the cult challenged Zion theology's views of 1crusalem's inviolahility, 
election, and YHWH's presence there, If Zion theology is present here, it fits more with 
the version developed by Isaiah the prophet in the Assyrian crisis I See Roherts. 
"Yahweh's Foundation in Zion (Isa 28:6)," 39-401. Backhandedly Lam 2.1-9 affirms 
YHWH's potency theologically despite the fact that he has decimated his own city and 
religious centre. 
7loLee, The Singer.\" of" Lallli'lltatiolls, 148. 
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Various behaviours associated with mourning appear in verse 10: sitting upon the ground 
in silence (1IJ1' ['1N' m~.h). pouring ashcs upon thc hcad (OUiNY,J; '~!7 "!7:1). girding 
oncself with mourning cloth (O'jiW ""n), and howing thc head to the ground (11'1':1 r'N' 
,WN1). Pham notes, "All these acts of self-abasement express grief and repentance in thl' 
face of sin and death. and servc as rcminders of onc's own mortality. Thc ciders or old 
men and the virgins or young womcn rcprcsent thc two opposite polcs of the population 
in terms of age, sex and experiencc. They form a merism to denote the whole surviving 
. II . f h h . ..7f7 TI b .. . commulllty: a survIvors 0 t e catastrop care mournll1g. lC 0 server. too, .I0ll1S 111 
the mourning as his eyes fail with tears and he attempts (vainly) to comfof1 personified 
Jerusalcm in Lam 2.13: "What shall I say for you. how shall I wail for you. dear 
Jerusalem?" 
The cause for mourning is explicitly stated-thc breaking orlhe dear people of 
Jerusalem. Though YHWH has unequivocally been affirmed as pote11l in Lam 2.1-9, it is 
his vitality in judgment that produces pain in the observer. especially the effect it has had 
upon his people. The term "breaking" (,::1tV) in Lam 2.11 b recalls divine activity in Lam 
2.9a: "he shattered (,JtV,) her hars." Lee argues ,JW is a Leitwort used to depict the 
suffering of Judah both in Lamentations and the book of Jeremiah.7fx "My dear people" is 
a generic term that encompasses everyone mentioned up to this point: 
Lam 2.2c: 
Lam 2.3a: 
Lam 2.4b: 
Lam 2.6c: 
Lam 2.9b: 
Lam 2.9c: 
Lam 2.IOa: 
Lam 2.IOc: 
Princes (:1'1W) 
Leaders of Israel ('N'W' ,'ji ,:l) 
Children (l'lr'17Jn7J ,:l) 
King and priest O:1:l, "'7J) 
King and princes (:1'1to, :1:l,7J) 
Prophets (:1'N'::1l) 
Elders <1,':n'J 'Jjii) 
Maidens (O,tV", n,m::1) 
'7J!7-nJ is a common epithet used hy Jeremiah for his peoplc (.Ier 4.11; 6.26; X.II. 19. 21. 
22,23; 9.6; 14.17); the ohserver's endearing description of Jerusalem here contrasts 
against the judgment she received from God. As with Jeremiah, the observer's turmoil 
derives from the pain of his dear people ('1JlrnJ). This cites Jer X.21 a almost exactly. 
"Because of the breaking of my dear people I am hroken," 'I11Jui:1 '7J17-nJ 1JtV-'!7. The 
citation further identifies the observer with Jeremiah thc prophct7f !); at the vcry Icast the 
717pham, M(}/lrnill~ ill the AI/ciellt Near East al/d the Hehrcw BiMe. 130. 
71 HLec, n,c S;I/~ers (~l Lamelltatiol/s, 14X. For rcfcrences. scc note 62. 
7f<-tee, The S;ll~ers (~l Lamelltatiolls, 147-48. 
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citation enahles the reader to recognise the ohserver takes on the persona of Jeremiah 
here, mourning the fate of his "dear people" as a result of divine wrath. 
As linafelt recognises, the ohserver almost quotes personified Jerusalem's 
description of inner turmoil in Lam 1.20a.720 The language of hurning innards ('!:~ 
IX4 
'1IJ1IJn) in Lam 1.20a matches the language of the ohserver ('lIIJ '1IJ1IJn) in Lam 2. I I a. It 
is unlikely this repetition is accidental and it drives the reader to make the connection 
between the poem~. Linafelt believes that the repetition reinforces the notion that the 
"scream of Zion has, almost literally, hecome the scream of the poet,,72I so that the 
observer's pain mirrors the pain of personified Jerusalem. 
Yet this view collapses a distinction between the parties. Repetition serves to 
contrast different sources of inner turmoil. In Lam 1.20 personified Jerusalem's turmoil 
stems from the anxiety over her rebellion ('I1'1IJ '1IJ '::J). In Lam 2.11, the ohserver's 
turmoil stems from the breaking of his people ('IJlI-I1~ 1~lZf-'1I). The prepositions 'Y and '::J 
function similarly in both verses: they reveal the causes of turmoil. 722 Once revealed thesc 
diverging wellsprings of pain are juxtaposed against one another, keeping hoth in view 
for the model reader and suggesting interpretative options. One may follow the 
"rebellion" option and focus upon the reality of divine punishment as a response to 
Jerusalem's sins (Lam 1.3, 5, 8-9, I I c, 18a, 20a-b, 22h), and read Lam I. I-I I as 
enactment of the day of divine wrath. Alternatively, one may follow the "hreaking of my 
dear people" option and draw from texts depicting victimisation and ahuse-hy enemies 
(lam 1.2c, 3-4, 5c, 6b-c, 7, 8h, 9c, 12-16, 18b-c, 19a, 20c-22a; Lam 2.1-11 )-hut 
possibly YHWH (lam 1.10). Neither option is foreclosed upon and reveals an 
interpretative fecundity. 
Lam 2.11c-12 rhetorically shifts its focus to the most vulnerahle and helpless in 
society. The Niphal infinitive that introduces Lam 2.llc (I'jtJY~) is one in a series of three 
temporal infinitive constructs72~ (O!:ltJlII1;"1~, Lam 2.12h; l!:lI1W;"1~, lam 2.12c) that depict 
the plight of Jerusalem's children in simultaneity with the ohserver's act of weeping: his 
eyes fail with tears and his liver is poured out. . . as he witnesses the children-little child 
and suckling (jiJ,', "'lI)-languishing in the open plazas of the city (Lam 2.lla, C).72-1 ",1I 
nOli nafelt, Survivinx Lamentatiol/s, 52. 
721 Li nafelt, Surviving Lamentatiol/s, 52. 
722GKC ~ 158b; GBHS ~ 4.1.16(d). 
n~GKC ~ 114('; WO ~ 36.2.2b; GBHS * 3.4(h). 
72-1jiJ",,,1lI occurs also in Jer 44.7 (jiJ,', ",1I) and Ps 8.3 (O'jiJ" O''''Y), likely 
idiomatic. 
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recalls :1"'1~ in Lam 1.5 and invelts the association, though hoth picture the suffering of 
little children: formerly they went away into captivity (bound and oppressed), whereas in 
Lam 2.llc they remain in the city's "open plazas"(:1'ij:"' m:mi), exposed and abandoned. 
Through the citation of children's speech in Lam 2.12ap, the reader not only sees their 
suffering but hears it as well.n~ Instead of finding sustenance, they are emaciated, 
fainting, and return to their mothers' laps as their lives ebb away. The helplessness of the 
children is matched only by the helplessness of their mothers to prevent their deaths. 
By following his admission of the source of his pain with a graphic and auditory 
depiction of the children's plight, the observer rhetorically shifts the focus from judgment 
(Lam 2.1-9) to the reality and immediacy of human suffering. For this reason, the 
breaking of his dear people--especially the children-the observer's eyes fail with tears 
and his innards burn. In central focus is the immediacy and horror of the suffering 
children and Linafelt believes this gruesome depiction is dcsigned rhctorically to attract 
the deity's attention and persuade him to act on their behalf. the kind of rhetoric typical of 
7'h the lament genre. -
The acrostic then moves the reader to the' strophe, depicts behaviour 
characteristic of mourning rites, and evinces an element of the Mesopotamian city-lament 
genre. Lam 2.13 reads: 
O'W1i' nJ:11'-:1lJil-t :11J li'lJl-t-;'11J 
11'::i-I1J 11'1nJ lIJnJl-t1 l'-:11WI-t ;'11J 
l'-I-t!)i' 'IJ liJW O':J ,m, -':J 
"How can] strengthen you 727 ; what can I compare to you, dear Jerusalem'! 
m"IJN' introduces the children's speech (Meier, Spea/';ing or.\'pea/.;ing, 337). 
72hLinafelt, Lamentations, 52-4. 
7271i'lJN-;'1/J is difficult. Following the Kethib, l"lJN is a Hiphil imperfect verb from 
'1lJ; the verb in the Hiphil means "to testify" or "call as a witncss." LXX follows the 
Kethib, "What witness shall I bear of you" (TlllaptUp'l(j(u crOl): Sce Gentry, 
"Lamentations," 13. The Peshina also reads the Hebrew Vorlage this way (Alhrekt~()n, 
Studies ill the Text alld Theology of the Boo/.; (d"Lamelllatiolls, 1(8). Qcre, li1lJl-t, is a Qal 
imperfect verb from i1~, presumably derives from the adverb i1lJ, and according to 
Albrektson (following BDB), gains its primary meaning "to repeat." This would be the 
only instance of i1lJ in the Qal stem in the OT, but Alhrektson and House neverthcless 
translate l'1lJl-t: "how can I repeat = produce yet anothcr case of, name a parallel to you" 
(BDB, '1lJ, 728; Albrektson, Studies ill the Text and Theology (!rlhe Boo/.; or 
Lamelltatiolls, 108; House, Lamentations, 371). Mci nhold emcnds li'lJN to lilJl-t, "to what 
can I liken you" IJ. Meinhold, "Thrcni 2,13," TAW 15( 1895): 2861; Hillcrs follows 
Meinhold (Hillers, Lamentations, 100). Gordis disputes thc cmcndation, as thc 
orthography would have to be l:JilJl-t for the emendation to stand (Gordis, Lamentations, 
164). Rudolph preferred the Kethib and translated thc verbal clausc, "was soli ich dir als 
Zeugnis, d.h. als Be\eg, als Beispiel anftihren'?" 1 Rudolph, "Ocr Text der Klagclicder," 
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What can I liken to you to comfort you, dear maiden Zion?72x 
For your break is as vast as the sea-who can heal you'!" 
IX6 
Offering words of comfort and encouragement is typical of the comforter in the Illourning 
rite729 while the dialogical style between the observer and personified Jerusalem is similar 
to the dialogue between the narrator and the patron city-goddess in Mesopotamian city-
laments.no It is unclear which aspect of the encyclopaedia the poetry aclualises at this 
point, but in either case it is clear that mourning and misery over devastation and los ... 
remains central, specifically the loss of little children (Lam 2.11c-12). 
Westermann believes this verse diverges from the lament genre and indicates a 
new theological awareness: that disobedience against the Lord leads to the suffering of 
the innocent.D1 The verse certainly diverges from the lament genre but slightly different 
to Westermann's theological assessment here, I argue that sin lies in the background, as it 
only appears explicitly in the next verse. Theologically, reading the poem with the 
acrostic, the verse and poem up to this point foregrounds the ellormity (!/'sl/ll'eri1lg as a 
profound problem, rather than sin. Linafelt avers, "The questions of verse 13 arc 
rhetorical: only the inadequate can be said; only the inadequate comparison can be made; 
h . h I' f b h h .. 712 t ere \s no ea 1I1g or a reac as vast as t e sea. 
And suffering is compounded here because of utter failure of comfort. Though 
attempting to become the comforter that both he and personified Jerusalem declared 
absent in Lamentations I,n, even here his consolation is empty: the city's wound 
remains. The observer's words draw from YHWH's speech in Jer 30.12, 15: "your break 
ZA W 56( 1938): 107).Gordis argues that the meaning of 1117 in the Hiphil is the same as the 
Polel and Hithpolel, thus translates 11'17N, "how shalI I fortify (strengthen) you" IHAUJT. 
I11l7; Gordis, Lamentations, 164; "A Note on Lamentations II 13," JTS 34( 19:n): 162-31. 
Rudolph follows Gordis (Kla!!,elieder, 220). "How shall I strengthen you" (11'17N-;'m) 
couples with "and how shall I comfort you" (1~nJN'), while "what can I compare to you" 
(1~-:1~1N :1~) parallels "what can I liken to you" (l~-:1'il.iN :1~), forming a chiasm, noted by 
Gordis: 11'17N-;'1~ 1/ l~nJN' ; 1~-;'1~1N ;'1~ /I1~-;'1,tzjN ;'1~ (Lume1ltatiolls, 1(4). This is how the 
present study understands the first two poetic lines of Lam 2.13, though reading with the 
Qere is sensible (Albrektson and House) as is 11'17N in its primary sense. "to bear witness" 
(LXX and PeshiHa). 
72KLXX reads w; O'wm:l 0'£ Kat 1tUPUKUAEO'£I, "who shall deliver you and comfort 
you?" However, "What can I liken to you" (11'17N-:1~), remains sensible (Provan, 
Lamelllatiolls, 73). 
72LJpham, MOl/ming ill the Allcil'1lt Near East alld tile Hehrew Biblc, 133-4. 
71IlDobbs-Allsopp, Weep. 0 Daughter o/,Zio/l, 33. 
n I Westermann, Die Klage/iedcr, 132 = Lamentatiolls, 154. 
n2Linafelt, SlIl'vi"ing Lamentatiolls, 54. 
m Lam 1.2b, 7b. 9b, 16b. 17a, 21a. 
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is incurable, your injury past healing" (1I1J1J ;"m 1.,Jll,;7 iU;1JK). "why do you cry out over 
your break, your misery is incurable" (1JKJIJ iU;1JK 1.,JiU;-'17 ji17TI1-;'IJ). For the observer, 
taking on the persona of Jeremiah, the break of his people is too vast-he cannot help. 
heal. or comf0l1. The comparison between the "sea" and city's destruction reinforces its 
. d I'k h . . .. ,,7~4 Y I h b I I' magllltu e; I'e t e sea, It IS too vast. et at cast teo server las attempte( comfort, 
even with vain words. His actions rhetorically contrast with YHWH, who too is 
confirmed as an absent "comf0l1er" in Lam 1.16. 
A focus on suffering and divine negligence in comforting Zion may appear to 
connote a lack of faith in YHWH. However, the opposite is the case. The poetry 
hackhandedly affirms YHWH as healer ('IJ 1'-K~"') with its lament in Lam 2.1 Jc. fL1I1her 
building upon allusions to Jeremiah 30. Jer 30.17 affirms YHWH as healer as he declares. 
"For I will bring health to you, and from your wounds I will heal you," l' ;'J.,K ;"lJK 'J 
1K~"K 1'TnJIJIJ1. In Lam 2.13c, the observer (in the persona of Jeremiah) draws from the 
Lord's own speech in Jeremiah, rhetorically designed for YHWH to overhear 
"Jeremiah's" lament over Zion and respond to the lament (IS healer. As O'Connor notes, 
"Who can heal you (1'-K!l'" 'IJ)?" is a rhetorical question aimed directly at YHWH. 'The 
only possible healer is God, but God is the very one who assaulted and smashed her in the 
first place.',m In this, the theology of judgment and wrath that was brought out in Lam 
2.1-9 is questioned as the enormity of the people's suffering, as well as the need for 
comfort and healing, is brought to light. This all is designed to be (over)heard hy the 
divine judge, who is the only one who is able to comf0l1 and heal the city's wound. 
The acrostic advances the reader past the focus upon suffering children and eity to 
the observer's depiction of the sin of her prophets in Lam 2.14. God's wrath against the 
people, as well as their pain as his victims, has been in view until here, where iniquity is 
explicitly mentioned for the first time and hlame is assigned to the prophets <1K'JJ), 
whose false visions have been followed hy destruction. This confession complicates the 
previous depiction of the prophets in Lam 2.9c-they were victims of divine wrath. 
YHWH was the source of punishment up to this point, yet in Lam 2.14, false prophecy 
led to the disaster, thus in the verse the eause of the disaster (or blame for it) is uncel1ain. 
much like Lamentations I and the sources of pain: sin, enemies, and YHWH. 
714Bergant, Lamentatiol/.\", 73. 
7~'iO'Connor, Lamentatiolls and the Tears (~r the World, 3X. 
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The verse alludes to Jeremiah and recalls the various denunciations of false 
prophecy throughout his preaching.71h Jer 5.31 warns, "The prophets prophesy with 
falschood" ('i'iVY1I'C1J t:l'N'JJ:1), and 6.13-14 states, "And from the prophet to the priest. 
everyone does falsehood. They have hcaled the brcaking of my people as if it were 
insignificant; saying, 'Peace, Peace!' when there is no peace" ( 'i'u} :1WN 1':J 1:1:J-'!71 N'JJm 
m,w l'N1 t:l1'iV m,w 'IJN' :1'i'J-'!7 '/J!7 'JtlhlN 1N:l"1). Adopting this Jercmianic persona in 
Lam 2.14, the observer evocatively outlines the utter failure of prophecy as Zion's 
prophets spoke false and deceptive words that led to punishment and exile: 
':lm N1iV l' nn TN'J) 
111'JW J'iV:1' 1J1!7-'!7 "''-/,\'1 
t:l'nl1lJ1 /'\1W J11/'\WIJ l' 1m'1 
"Your prophets saw for you emptiness and whitewash. 
And they did not expose your iniquity to restore your captivitl~7, 
And they saw for you worthless and misleading pronouncements." 
Provan perceptively notes the use of ambiguity in this verse to emphasise the failure of 
the prophets (both at present and in the past) as well as the relationship hetween sin and 
punishment.m Ambiguity arises from the polyvalence of 1'!7, 111'JW J'W:1" and t:l'm11J'. 11!7 
can either mean "iniquity" or "punishment," and the polyvalencc of the term highlights 
the failure of the prophets: they neglected to reveal Jerusalcm's sin and they failcd to 
explain the consequences of sin-punishment. 
The second half of Lam 2.14b is equally amhiguous and this has to do with thc 
way that 111'JW J'w:1,-which refers to the inability of the prophets to give good visions to 
lead the people out of present captivity-sits uneasily with the actions of the prophets, 
whose failure occurred prior to the exile and destruction, following thc logic of the 
perfective verbs 1m and ""-N'1. J'W:1, can mean "to return" or "to restore," and the noun 
1n'JW, likely derived from :1JW, means "to take captive.',7w Alternatively. it takes on the 
connotation of "fortunes.,,7-10 The clause then reads either "And they did not expose your 
iniquity (so as) to return your captivity" or "And they did not expose your iniquity to 
restore your fortunes." Eithcr interpretation cxposes the uttcr failurc of the prophets: 
73hJer2.8; 6.13-14; 8.10-11; 14.13-16; 23.9-40; 27.14-28.17. 
737 Rcad with Kcthib 1n'JiV rather than Qere 1mJ1l.i. 
nXprovan, Lamentations, 73-4. 
7VJReminiscent of thc children, maidcns, and young men that walk as "captives" 
('J1l.i) in Lam 1.5c, 18c. 
7-1°Lee, The Sin8ers (~r Lamelltations, 154; Albrektson, Sflldics ill the Text and 
Theology (~l the Book (~l Lamentatiolls, III. 
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formerly they did not expose iniquity, sin, and the punishment which would ensue, and 
this failure led them into captivity (lI'1':JV); at present they arc unahle to return the pcople 
from captivity with sound prophecy so as to restore their fortunes. This is a complete 
condemnation of the prophets that refocuses the plight of suffering children raised in Lam 
2.11-12 and sets blame squarely on the sin of prophets rather than upon YHWH, as in 
Lam 2.13. 
Blaming the prophets, rather than YHWH, for the present state is advanced further 
through the semantic polyvalence of C'n11/j. This is a hapax /Og0111C'II(JII, likely from mJ, 
meaning "to seduce or mislead," as in Deut 30.17, where the Lord descrihes the curse that 
comes if the hearts of the people are "seduced" or "misled" (rm1J1) hy following other 
gods. w However, the term can connote "banishment" or "expulsion." The LXX renders 
c'm1/j as £~wcrllara, "banishments.,,742 Lee recognises the affinities hetween Jeremiah's 
usc of n1J in his denouncement of false prophets and o'nm~ in Lam 2.14c. She states, "In 
Jer 23.12, YHWH says the prophets will be 'expelled.' This imagery suggests punishment 
of the prophets congruent with the way in which the prophets' oracles caused the 
'evicting' of the people in Lam 2.14 ... In Jer 30.17, in the salvation oracle to I Daughterl 
Zion, YHWH will 'restore her health' and 'heal' her, because 'they have called you an 
mlfca.\'1 (;"ImJ),.,,74' The seductive words of the prophets have led the people to 
banishment. Yet read with the intertext of Jer 30.17, healing from the sin of the prophets 
comes through YHWH, congruent with Lam 2.13; even while denouncing the prophets 
and affirming divine judgment, the poetry rhetorically looks to YHWH to heal the city. 
The acrostic takes the reader past the sin of the prophets to Lam 2.15-17, where 
the focus shifts to further delineate Jerusalem's ruin and mocking. Scornful words arc 
placed in the mouths of "passers-by" (1'1 ':JlJ-':;) in Lam 2.16. 1'1 ':JlJ-':; is identical tll 
1'1 ':JlJ-':; in Lam 1.12, where the "passers-by" appear as neutral parties or possihly even 
the reader to whom personified Jerusalem appeals. Yet here, they arc sinister paI1ies7.J.J: 
they scoff her downfall by clapping their hands (O'~:; 1":11 1i'~C), hissing and shaking their 
heads (O'V'i' l"1Y,lJ OVNi 1:11)'1 'i'iV), and verbally taunting her: "Is this the city that was 
called 'perfection of beauty, joy of the whole earth '" ( iz",tlm '~' n,',:; 1iIJN'tl} i'lJ:1 nNr:1 
741 See the discussion of McConville, Dellll'rol1(}I1/\', 430. 
7.J2Gentry, "Lamentations," 13. . 
74'Lee, The Singers o( Lamenlaliolls, 152, note 84. 
744The observer goes on to identify them in Lam 2.16 as "all your enemies" 
(1':J'1N-':; ). 
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["1N;"I-'J' ),?W Passers-by who personified Jerusalem formerly begged to witncs.~ Ill'r 
misery (Lam 1.12) now answer her pleas with taunting. 
Il)O 
Repetition, too, plays a par1 in Lam 2.16, raising LJuestions for the reader ahout the 
agent of the city's destruction? ..jlhJ ("we have destroyed," mhJ) recalls Lam 2.2a, 5a-h, 
8b, where the term is used to depict divine destruction in his day of wrath.74h Yet in Lam 
2. 16, the enemies take credit for Jerusalem's destruction: tlll'Y destroyed (1:l~'J) 
Jerusalem, in their own day of wrath (01';"1 ;"IT IN)-a day for which they hoped (1J'1j:"'t:n, 
obtained (':lN~7J), and finally witnessed (1:l'N1). The enemies' perspective contrasts against 
the perspectives of both personified Jerusalem and the ohserver, who confirm divine 
agency in destruction. This contrast briefly ambiguates the cause of destruction, enabling 
interpretati ve space for the model reader to decide between them or, equally, leave the 
question of the agent of destruction open. 
It may be that because the statement "we have destroyed" is inscrihed in the 
enemies' speech (,w,:J 117JN), it is thercby unrcliablc testimony, and the former confession 
of Lam I. 17 sets the record straight-YHWH is in control of the disaster. 747 But this 
interpretation moves too quickly through the poetry and neglccts the change in alphahetic 
acrostic in Lam 2.16. The introduction of the:J strophe here diverges from the normal ~-:J 
order of the alphabet as displayed in Lamentations I. This divergence may only represent 
variation in the Hebrew alphabet; a number of texts and text traditions follow the :J-~ 
order.74 !1 But following the MT, the reader notes the divergence hetwecn the alphabctic 
7-l'iRe'emi mistakenly bclieves the passers-hy "were moved" or empathise with 
Jerusalem's degradation (God's People ill Crisis, 97); our analysis reveals otherwise as 
they taunt her demise. Westermann rightly argues the epithcts "perfection of beauty" and 
"joy of the whole earth" were commonly heard titles for Jerusalem used hy Jerusalemites 
in their temple songs (Die Klagelieder, 134 = Lamentationl·, 156). 
746S . b ee exegesIs a ove. 
7.J7Huey, Lamentations, 465. 
74Xprov 3 I .25-26, Lamentations 3 and 4, an inscription on a storage jar from 
Kuntillet . Ajrud, and an alphabet inscription at 'Izbet Sal1ah follow :J-~ sequence I Frank 
Moore Cross, "Newly found Inscriptions in Old Canaanite and Early Phoenician Scripts," 
BASOR 238( 1980): 8-30; Renkema, Lamentations, 48; Z. Meshel, "Did Yahweh have a 
Consort? The New Religious Inscriptions from the Sinai," BAR 2( 1979): 30-31; A. 
Demsky and M. Kockavi, "An Alphabet from thc Days of the Judges," BAR (I97H): 231. 
The MT, LXX, and Targum follow the :J-~ order; 4QLam 'l follows the CJ strophe with :J 
strophe, though this evidence is less conclusive as the ~ strophe is lacking (Cross, 
"Studies in the Structure of Hebrew Verse," 134-35, 148). The Lucian Greek recension of 
Lamentations, the PeshiHa, four of Kennicott's Hebrew manuscripts and one of de Rossi's 
follow the ~-:J order; the divergent text traditions may retlect two Hehrew VorJagcn 
(Albrektson, Srudie.l· ill the Text alld Theology (~{the Book o{ Lamelltatiol/.\", I 14). 
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sequences between Lamentations I and 2, bringing attention to the strophe. Read in this 
manner, the change slows down the reading process and creates space for the rl'ader to 
consider the meaning of the strophe, pal1 of which is the question of divine agency of the 
city's destruction. 
As soon as this interpretative space is gained, however, the acrostic moves the 
reader forward to the lJ strophe, which affirms divine agency for destruction though 
complicates the issue of divine justice. In Lam 2.17, the ohserver says, "YHWH has done 
what he had planned; he fulfilled his word ('1'1i1JN), what he commanded (:1'~) from days 
of old. He tore down and did not pity C'1Jn N" Oi:1)." On a straightforward read, the verse 
clearly affirms God's role in destruction. Repetition of language and allusion to Jeremiah 
confirms this: :1'~ repeats :1'~ from Lam 1.17 where destruction is a result of YHWH's 
command; "He tore down and did not pity" Cn~n N" Oi:1) recalls Lam 2.2, where the Lord 
swallowed, did not pity ('1Jn N'), and tore down in his angcr (1I1i:llJ:l Oi:1) the f0l1ified 
cities of dear Judah. FlIIther, Lee recognises that the usage of om is peculiar only to 
Jeremiah, Zechariah, and in Lamentations, and in all cases where the term is associated 
with YHWH's activity in Jeremiah, it is used to depict his divine plan for destruction. m 
om is used in this way in Lam 2.17 and f1ll1her reveals the persona of the prophet in the 
observer. 
While confirming divine agency, through the Piel verh lJ~:l, the poetry potentially 
complicates the notion of divine justice. lJ~:l is a rare word in the OT and primarily 
describes actions associated with self-interest and violence, in hoth verhal and nominal 
forms. 75o The poetry could be drawing again from Jeremianic language, as in .IeI' 22.17, 
where the Lord condemns the King Jehoiakim for self-interest and gratuitous murder: 
'"For your eyes and your heart (are set on nothing) except upon personal gain 
(In:r'lJ-ON-':)) and upon shedding innocent hlood (l'!JIZh 'ji.l:1-01)." This is how the term 
is used, both in nominal and verhal forms, in 36 out of 39 usages in thc OT. With the 
intertextual connection hetween lJ~::l in Lam 2.17 and llJ~::l in Jer 22.17 in view, Lee 
believes the observer's affirmation of YHWH' s agency complicates theodicy in 
Lamentations: the Lord's "word" (11'1i1Jl-\) is unjust, accomplished hy gratuitous violence 
or even self-interest. 751 
HLJ .Ier 4.28; 23.20; 30.24. Lee, TI,e Sillgers (~r Lalllen/a/iolls, 153. 
750Ex 18.21; I Sam 8.3; Ps 10.3; Prov 1.19; 15.27; 28.16; Jer 6. 13; 8.10; 22.17; 
Ezk 22.12, 13,27; 33.31; Mic 4.13; Hab 2.9. 
751 Lee, The Singers ()(l..ml1elllalion.\·, 153-54. 
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This possibility raises questions in the readcr ahout the sufficiency of theodicy as 
the ovcrriding theological position advanced in the poetry. On the information the reader 
has garnered up to this point, it cannot be gainsaid that Jerusalem-or somc of her 
inhabitants-had sinned and committed offcnces (notahly whoredom and false prophecy) 
that were destructive, leaving her anxious (Lam 1.5h, 9a, II c, 14a, I Xa, 20a; 2.14); 
moreover, it is clear that in his "day of YHWH," the Lord cnacted punishment against sin 
(Lam 2.14). Yet the suffering of exposed and dying little children (and infants) descrihed 
in Lam 1.5c; 2.11 c-12 as well as recurrent descriptions of the oppression and ahusc hy 
enemies in Lam 1.3, 5b, 6b-c, 7c-d, 8b, 9c, 10, 16c, 17c-d, 21; 2.15-16, and 17c raises 
questions ahout the justice of divine activity. As often as Lam 2.13-17 alludes to Jercmiah 
up to this point, it is plausible that the poetry could exploit this notion to challenge the 
reader to re-consider divine justice: like lehoiakim's activity (ler 22.17), perhaps 
YHWH's punishment has been done out of self-interest (17:!l::!), constructing anti-thcodicy 
using Dobbs-Allsopp's language.m 
Alternatively, the use of n:l is used three times in the OT to communicate the end 
or completion of divine punishment.7:i~ Isa 10.12 particularly conveys this idea and it 
reads, "And when the Lord has completed all his deeds ('nK 17:!l::!'-':l ;";' 1;,tzllm-,ynK) with 
Mount Zion and with Jerusalem, he will punish7'i4 the fruit of the hoastful heart of the 
king of Assyria and the haughtiness of his eyes." In this instancc,17:!l::!' is in the Piel stem, 
as is 17:!lJ in Lam 2.17. Both texts, too, refer to the fulfilmcnt of divine judgment: either his 
word (mi~K, Lam 2.17) or his deeds (1;,izllm, Isa 10.12). Drawing from the semantics of 
17~::! in Isaiah 10 rather than its predominant denotation of "scl f-i nterest." the meaning of 
n::! in Lam 2.17 radically changes. In this reading, "IYHWHI fulfilled his word" ( 17~:l 
mi~K) affirms divine punishment while simultaneously anticipating its ("()lIlpll'tioll. 
Through this reading, Lam 2.17a also anticipates Lam 4.21-22, which states the cup of the 
Lord's wrath will be poured out on Edom and he will punish their iniquity. In Lam 4.22, 
the poet then declares, "Your punishment is complete, dear Zion; he will not exile you 
any longer," (lm'~;,' 11'01' K' 11'~-I1:l lJ117-on). If so, then Lam 2.17 suhtly responds to 
Zion's appeal in Lam 1.20-22 and advances a theodicy. 
Rather than promoting one position over another, the poetry leaves the qllestion 
open. This especially comes to light as Lam 2.17c concludes once again with a portrayal 
7:i2See 1.5., above; Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentations, 29. 
7s'lsa 10.12; Lam 2.17; Zech 4.9. 
7s4 Following LXX "he will punish" (1i'!)') rather than MT "I will punish" (1i'!)K). 
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of Judah disgraced and destroyed and the enemy elevated above her as he rejoices ( n~tlJ'i 
J'il'\ T'J,'). Even if there is anticipation for the end of punishment, at present, enemies 
remain. Through the poetry's use of li;:J. the readcr is allowed to consider ooth thcodic 
and anti-theodic proposals. 
In Lam 2.18-19 a speaker pleads with personified Jerusalem to appeal to the Lord 
over the lives of her little childrcn. The verses read: 
ji';:-T1J T1~m 'JiW'l'\ OJ, j?li;: 
;"1'-'1 O~i' ;"1lilJi ,nJ:) 'i'11;"1 
,rJ.·-m OiT1-'N " T1)1!:1 'Jnn-'l'\ 
m.,/J:.:lK ~;~n' "'J 'J., '1:J1j? 
'Jil'\ 'J!:I n:lJ 1J' 1J'~::l '::l!:lC; 
,''''li :.:l!:lJ-'li T!:I::l i"N 'Nt.' 
m;:m-'::l tiN"J JJ,'''J 0'!:I1:;J,';"1 
"Their heart cried out to the Lord, the wall of dear Zion. 
Let tears stream down like a river day and night. 
Do not give yourself rest; do not allow your eyes to be still/quietm ! 
Rise up, cry out in the night at start of the night watches. 
Pour out your heart like water before the face of the Lord. 
Raise your palms to him over the life of your little children, 
Those languishing with hunger in every street corner'." 
The di fficulties of syntax. nominal and verbal agreement, and obscurc language in Lam 
2.18 have proved to be contentious among scholars, leading many to argue for textual 
corruption and thereby emendation. 75f1 If the path of emendation is taken, Gordis provides 
the most plausible and elegant solution. Yet as Provan notes, the LXX and all other 
ancient versions support the MT. m Apparently the versions thought the text as it stands is 
mQal imperfect verb from ';O/Ji. Unusual in the way it is related to the pupil of 
the eye ('J'J,'-n~, see also Ps 17.8). the repetition of the root here contrasts against its 
previous usage in Lam 2.1 Oa and the silence of the elders. 
7'ifiGordis emends to, "Pour out your heart" (1J' 'j?;:), wherc 'i'~ dcrivcs from ,jpy" 
(Lamentatiol/.\, 166-67); Hillers follows suit (Laml'1I1a/iolls, 1(1). W cstermann follows 
BHS and emends to, "Cry aloud to YHWH, lament. 0 maiden daughter Zion" ( l' 'j?17Y. 
li'y.-m n'iT1J '~;"1 ;"1i;"1'-'K): Die K/agelicder 124. 126 = LOlllcn/atio/l.\". 143. 146. McDaniel 
emends j?liY. to 'j?17;:, and understands the melll on OJ, as an enclitic II/ell/ rather than a 3 
masc. pI. pronominal suffix. thus rendering the line "Cry out from the heart to the Lord" 
IThomas F. McDaniel. "Philological Studies in Lamentations, II," Bih 49( 19(8): 203-41. 
Albretkson offers ;"1:1'. "rcvcnge," as an emendation of OJ'?, so that the clause reads. "Cry 
out of revenge to the Lord." or if with a suffix (onJ'), "Cry out about their rage (thc 
ene mies' ) to the Lord" (Stlldics in the Text and Theology l!f the Book or L{//II(,lItlitioll.\"," 
116-17 ). 
7'i7Provan. Lamelltatiol/.\, 75. 
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plausible. There is no Masoretic notation to point toward emendation, either. How, then, 
does the text read as it stands? 
In the reading process, the semantic and syntactic difficulties in Lam 2.18 have 
the effect of slowing down the linear movement of the reader, forcing one to consider the 
meaning of the verses. Following the MT, the hear1 of an unidentified group of speakers 
cries out to the Lord (Lam 2. l8aa)-that is, disparate entities have been suhsumed into a 
collective (heart) to address the deity with an evocative appeal. This remains 
understandahle, though syntactically awkward. The identity of the collective "heart" is 
unknown. It could represent any of the groups of people within Jerusalem who have heen 
mentioned up to this point: princes (Lam 2.2c), leaders of Israel (Lam 2.3a), children 
(Lam 2Ab), king and priest (Lam 2.6c), king and princes (Lam 1.90), prophets (Lam 
2.9c), elders (Lam 1.IOa), maidens (Lam 1.IOc), little children and sucklings (Lam 
1.1 I c), or even the collective "my dear people" (Lam 2.11 h).7)X The vagueness lends 
itself to the reader "filling in" the antecedent. How one fills in the antecedent remains 
variable, depending upon how one reads the text. 
The semantic difficulty of 11'~-1'1:l n7J1n in Lam 2.18af3 is also an interpretative 
challenge. Is this a vocative construct chain or an appositional genitive, describing 'J1!\? If 
the former, then the poet "apostrophizes the walls, and personifies the city, so that the 
stich b is virtually an appositional genitive, 'the wall, namely, Zion' ."7'\') Yet in this 
reading, the collective appeals to God only then to address a different pal1y, namely "the 
wall of dear Zion." This is awkward, at best. The latter translation is preferred hy Provan 
and Gottwald. They understand 11'r1'1:l n7J1n as an appositional genitive, descrihing the 
protective power of the Lord; hoth cite Zech 2.9 as evidence: "And I, I will be for her-
utterance of YHWH-a wall of fire surrounding (her) and the glory I will he in her 
midst," 11:1:J'1 :1':10 lzi!\ n7J1n ;'11;'1'-O!\J ;'1'-;'1':1!\ 'j!\1 :1:J11'1:l :1':1~.7h() What follows in Lam 2.1 Xh-
19 is the content of the collective cry to the Lord. This understanding remains difficult 
because it supposes the group directs their address towards the deity only to urge him to 
appeal to hilllse(lin Lam 2.190 ("Pour out your heal11ike water heforc the face of the 
Lord")! 
7'iXRenkema thinks "their heart" refers to the "little children" in Lam 2.19c 
(Lamelltatiolls, 308); this is possihle, though could only he known to the reader after 
working through verse eighteen. I maintain the reader searches the repertoire of peoples 
mentioned already in the poem to discover the antecedent. 
7'iLJGordis, Lamelltations, 167. 
760Provan, Lamentations, 76; Gottwald, SII/dies ill the Book (I/Lamel/tatiol/s, 12. 
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A way to circumvent this impasse is to see Lam 2.18a as the ooserver's 
explanatory aside to the reader, depicting the cry of the people to the Lord, after which he 
then resumes his appeal to personi fied Jerusalem (Lam 2. I 8h-19). 7h I However, the 
resumption of speech equally could fit in the mouth of the unidentified collective voice 
that cried to the Lord in Lam 2.18a who then addresses personified Jerusalem, urging her 
to pray to the deity as they do! Ultimately, the speaker remains amhiguous in the verses, 
but fur reading purposes. the aherration of the four lines in Lam 2.19 retards the regular 
rhythm of the acrostic. In Lam 1.7, the only other four-line strophe in Lamentations, the 
realities of no helper, the fall of her people to an enemy, and the enemies' mocking were 
ever present. In Lam 2.19. the realities remain, though personi fied Jerusalem is 
encouraged to vociferously complain to the deity about them. 
The speaker calls upon personified Jerusalem to cry out, weep, stand up in the 
puhlic square, and pour out her heal1 before the face of the Lord to address the issue of 
the lives of her little children who arc languishing and exposed. l""lJ, '~:JlD, and O':J1tJlJ;"1 
recall Lam 2.11-12 and the plight of the children, reinforcing the notion that their plight 
represents an injustice to which God must surely respond. Renkema summarises, "Given 
the fact that God let himself he compelled to assist his people in need, such cries of 
distress also applied to him ... The person of faith directed his or her cry of distress to 
YHWH, knowing that he was attentive to the cries of those in need and was in a position 
to help.,,7h2 As the lives of the children ebb away (l:Jl1lD;"1~, Lam 2.12), Zion is to pour out 
her very heart (1~' O'7J~ '~:J~\ Lam 2.18) to God in their defence, for their help. Unlike the 
elders of Lam 2.10, who are silent (mi'), personified Jerusalem is admonished to he 
active and I'(wal (0i11-'~). as she has not spoken up to this point: "Jerusalem's prayer of 
tears must be oriented to him alone.',7h 1 
And in Lam 2.20-22 Zion offers her response, through complaint. The imperatives 
to YHWH in Lam 2.20a are matched hy second person verhs in Lam 2.21c, 22a so that 
these verses can he seen as the Anklage des Gones in the lament genre: they directly 
address the deity over present distress. 7M Yet equally they resemble the "weeping 
goddess" motif in the city-lament genre, as personified Zion here perhaps most dearly 
7hlThe observer, then, re-addresses the reader from his initial speech in Lam 2.1-
12. So Provan, Lalllelltatiol/s, 76-7. 
7h2Renkema, Lamentatiolls, 309. 
7t"Renkema, Lamelltatiolls, 315. 
7h.JWestermann, Die Klagelieder, 135 = Ltl/lIclltatiollS, 158. 
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can be seen as the goddess-mother pleading the case of her children, the city's 
inhabitants. 7r1 :i As in Lam 1.20-22, the complaint concerns the present suffering of the 
people, especially the vulnerable: 
:1J n??1!.' 'IJ? :1iJ'J:11 :11:1' :1N"1 
o'mm '??lJ O"~ O';':;J :1J?JNn-ON 
N'JJ1 1;"1J 'J1N tj1i'IJJ :. ';"1'-ON 
ii'n 'lJJ m~m ["N? 1JJ;':; 
J,nJ 1?~J ',mJ1 'I'1?1T1J 
I'1?lJn :6 nnJiJ l~N O1'J m,;"1 
J'JOIJ "UIJ 1!.'11J O1'J N'i'I1 
1',iD1 tJ'?~ :11;"1'-!"JN O1'J ;"1';"1 N?1 
O?J 'J'N '!'I'J'1 '!'In~iJ-'WN 
"Look, 0 YHWH, and consider whom you have dealt with in this way! 
Should mothers eat their fruit, little children of health and beauty? 7hh 
Should he be slaughtered in the sanctuary of the Lord, priest and prophet'? 
Young and old lay down on to the ground of the open places; 
Maidens and young men fell by the sword. 
You slaughtered in the day of your wrath, you butchered767, you did not pity. 
You called as on a festal day, terrors from every side. 
There was not-in the day of the wrath of YHWH-fugitivc or survivor. 
(Those) who I brought forth and rearcd, my enemy destroyed." 
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Repetition of day of YHWH language affirms divinc control over thc events ofjudgmcnt: 
1~N 01'J (Lam 2.1 c) II :11;"1'-!"JN 01'J (Lam 2.20b); Lam 1.15, 1lJ1IJ "lJ N'i'; Lam 2.22a, Nii'!'I 
13711J 1:]1'J. Yet his acti ve role has brought utter human catastrophe and loss of future, 
evidenced by the merism of the falling of young men and elders Oi'T1 '37J), the death 
teenagers in the prime of life ('inJ1 '!'I?1T1J), and the ascendancy of enemies (J'JOIJ 'iUIJ, 
Lam 2.22a; O,J 'J'I\, Lam 2.22c). 
Despite this confirmation of divine control, these verses have the effect of 
redressing the justice of his jUdgment, rhetorically drawing YHWH's attention (and the 
76SDobhs-Allsopp, Weep. 0 Daughter (~rZi(}II, gO; Contra Jahnow, who argucs 
these verses exemplify the communal dirge genrc (D{I.\' Hebriiische Leichelllied, 174-5). 
The present study doubts the existence of the communal dirgc. 
7hhON functions interrogatively, in the fashion of a prayer or entreaty, in thc second 
and third poetic lines of Lam 2.20. Sce GKC * 149c; *10711, p, r; * 109b, k; *151('; JM 
* 114g, h; * 1551. m; GBHS * 4.3.2.(g). 
767!'1nJtJ derives from ~nJtJ, which has connotations of in the OT of butchering an 
animal at a slaughterhouse for consumption, as in Isa 53.7; Prov 7.22. Here, as in Isa 
34.2,6; 65.12; Jer 48.15; 50.27; Ezk 21.15, the regular meaning of the term is 
transformed to depict the hOlTific killing of people and nations in prophecics of divine 
judgment. 
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reader's) to the plight of the people and their unthinkable situation. Personified Zion uses 
the particularly 1cremianic idiom :l':lO~ 'iU.~, "terrors from every side" (Jer 6.25; 20 . .1, 10; 
46.5; 49.29). In Jer 6.25; 20 . .1; 46.5, and 49.29, it depicts a situation of divinc agcncy in 
the destruction. And yet, in the confession of 1cremiah (Jer 20.10) as well as Ps .1 1.1 .1, the 
phrase :::l'JOIJ 'i,m depicts the slander and mocking of god's servant (Jeremiah or the 
psalmist, respectively). Zion's use of the Jeremianic idiom sees her taking on the 
prophetic persona, affirming divine judgement against her with "terrors from every side." 
Yet read with Jer 20.10 and Ps 31.13 as inteltexts, Zion takes on the persona of one who 
is in need of divine deliverance from an oppressive situation. Both positions arc viable for 
Lam 2.20-22. 
Repetition of formulaic address links Lam 1.10 with Lam 1.9c, lie, 1041, and 
brings a different focus to the appeals already offered and also raises the question of 
divine justice.7hx The triumph of the enemies (Lam 1.9c), the city's own thoughtlessness 
(Lam I.llc), and her anxiety over sin (Lam 1.10a) contrast against the appeal in Lam 
1.10a, where YHWH's activity focuses the appeal: he must consider what he has done! 
The interrogatives that follow the dual imperative formula of Lam 1.10a rhetorically 
function to draw YHWH's attention to his actions that have led both to cannibalism and 
the slaughtering of his representatives on the earth (priest and prophet) in his own housc, 
the sanctuary (t71j?1J). Even the prophets, who have been blamed for the destruction for 
seeing false and deceptive visions (Lam 1.14), are pOitrayed in Zion's complaint as 
victims of divine wrath; this shocking reversal complicates any nat notion a sin-
punishment relationship. Truly the prophets are gllilty oj".I'ill, both before God and their 
fellow Judahites for leading them astray, but in personified Jerusalem's complaint, the 
justice of the punishment of sinful prophets is questioned-should this happen? 
In essence, YHWH' s actions described in Lam 1.1-11 are redressed by personi fied 
Jerusalem. She brings her complaint to him through a "horrific pun"76lJ that occurs 
between n.,l.?1lJ and '''''!i, juxtaposing once again the justice of YHWH's activity against 
the plight of the little children in Jerusalem, a connection already made in Lam 1.11. The 
wordplay drives the reader to consider the propriety of YHWH's dealings (n.,,,,~) with 
her, in that it has led to a situation where the gruesome imagery of cannibalism is realised. 
Little children have already been depicted as suffering in Lam I.Sc (:1''''''~), and 
76XT homas, "Aesthetic Theory of Umberto Eco"; "The Liturgical Function." 
7f>lI Dobbs-Allsopp, La/1/elllatiolls, 99. 
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languishing in Lam 2.11c ('i"li'), yet here their plight is worse: their own Illothers 
consume them ("';;). The depiction of cannibalism as a result of warfare is common in 
OT literature, but nonetheless appalling.770 Repetition of ..,J""ll also recalls divine activity 
in Lam 1.12, 22a-b, and leads Dohbs-Allsopp to recognise the correspondence between 
Lam 1.12b and 2.20a: "which you have done to me" (Lam 1.12b) II "to whom you have 
dealt with in this way" (Lam 2.20a).771 
She uses previously spoken language about YHWH's day of anger77~ and turns it 
on its head: though he enacted destruction, surely he will recognise the inequity and 
injustice of it! Hillers says, "Granted that 1crusalem had sinned, the actual conquest 
brought ghastly extremes of suffering, which seemed to those involved to be out of 
proportion to any guilt of the sufferers."m Jerusalem's questions function rhetorically to 
get the deity to "look and consider" the justice of his actions while simultaneously, 
through the language, to get the reader to consider the same: is his dealing (n""ll) with 
her right, or is there something fundamentally wrong with his judgment? 
Zion's speech in Lam 2.20-22 remains theologically provocative; it is the presence 
of this type of speech that leads Brandscheidt to believe that a Deuteronomic redactor 
inserted the central core of Lamentations 3 in order to theologically 'correct' it. 774 In the 
history of interpretation, the Targum likely reads against its Vorlage, providing a 
theological cOlTective to Zion's complaint. In Targum Lam 2.20c, the translator 
introduces a response to Zion's speech by "the Attribute of Justice" (~J" m/j), God 
himself. The Attribute of Justice responds, "Is it right to kill priest and prophet in the 
temple of the Lord, as when you killed Zechariah son of Iddo, the High Priest and I~tithful 
prophet in the Temple of the Lord on the Day of Atonement hecause he told you not to do 
evil before the Lord?,,77' Of course the Targum has its own intentions when translating, 
not least to promote Torah adherence and to vindicate God's justice77h, but it is interesting 
7702 Ki 26.29; Deul 28.52-7; Jer 19.1-9; Ezk 5.10. 
771 Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentation.\', 99. 
77~ :\1;'" (Lam 2.4b) II :\1;" (Lam 2.20c) II m1;' (Lam 2.2Ic); '/jn~' (Lam 2.2a) 
II n'l.1n ~, (Lam 2.2Ic). 
77~Hillers, Laml'llIatiolls, 108. 
774Brandscheidt, Gottl'.\·-;,om IIlld Mellschelllied, 344-52; Das Buell til'/" 
Klagelieder, 154. 
775Christian M. M. Brady, "Vindicating God: The Intent of the Targum 
Lamentations," JAB 3(2001): 34-5. 
77i>Brady, "Vindicating God," 27-40. 
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that at this verse the translator is compelled to interpret in a way that dclkcts Zion's 
,. d I' b d" .. . 777 Jocuse camp aInt a out IVIne 1l1Justlce. 
It says something about the controversial nature of this spcech. Thc juxtaposition 
between divine wrath in Lam 2.1-12 and Zion's distinctive complaint against it (Lam 
2.20-22) leads Westermann to state: "Das Zusammengehbren vom beidem, die Polarit;it 
der Ersprechung des einen zum anderen macht Thr 2 zu einem einzigal1igen Zcugnis dcs 
Redens zu Gott im Ahen Testament.,,77K Vociferous resistance against divine wrath is an 
appropriate way to talk to God in Lam 2.20-22. Yet what makes it appropriate is its 
rhetorical logic: the complaint can protest against divine injustice because it is 
rhetorically grounded in a tacit belief ill the o\'erridillK justice that permcates YHWH ',\ 
character. In this way, two theologies can be espoused simultaneously. Perceived 
injustice of divine wrath may be affirmed, described, yet resisted through complaint; this 
theology only becomes sensible if the poet believed that through the rhetoric of 
complaint, YHWH would be moved to act-even against his own actions. 
The theological challenge of Zion's complaint cannot go unnoticed. From Lam 
1.5,9c, 10, 16c; 2.13, and 17, potential protest against (in)justice of God's activity has 
been raised for the reader; but in Lam 2.20-22, these threads of protestation are given a 
full attention. Interpretatively, the reader has the 0pp011unity to read Lamentations 
through Zion's complaint in Lam 2.20-22, and the "intention of the work" culminates into 
resistance over divine injustice and suffering, especially the suffering of the city's little 
children.779 Dobbs-Allsopp states that "It is in the likes of IZion!. hurt and hut1ing as she 
is but able to rise in the midst of her suffering to confront her God with the felt wrongness 
of that suffering, that the poem finally stakes its chance for survival and new Iife.,,7KO 
And yet there is no attempt to assert independence from God, and this remains 
fundamental to the logic of the complaint. Dobbs-Allsopp thinks the shift away from 
direct address in Lam 2.22b-c portrays Zion as if she "begins to slowly turn and walk 
away, perhaps shaking her head in utter disgust. The effect is strengthened, 
777 Alternatively, Linafelt thinks the Targum translator highlights the emptiness of 
divine speech. Because Zion responds to the Attribute of Justice with hope for a future in 
the messiah-yet unrealised-the Targum emphasises the persistence of YHWH's 
antagonism against his people (especially the little children) rather than his justice 
(Li nafeh, 8/1 n'h'illK LcII1lCilfatiolls, 95-6). 
77KWestermann, Die K/aKelieder. 136 = Lallli'lltatioll.\', 159. 
m Lee, Dobbs-Allsopp. Linafelt. O'Connor, Middlemas, Blumenthal. and Hillers 
interpret the book in this manner. 
7KIl Dobbs-Allsopp, Lamentatioll.\', 104. 
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contradictorily, by the subsidence of rage, the lack of thc fclt nccd to addrcss God directly, 
face to facc."7S) Yct the tacit hope of Zion's complaint is that God will he moved hy the 
complaint to enact his justice. Shc does not "walk away" from the deity, hut rather 
challenges him for justice with a hope in his deliverance. This appeal, in fact, depends 
upon the image of YHWH as a divine judge, who will hear thc complaint and respond in 
justice to it. With this challenge, Lamentations 2 concludes. 
6.3. Conclusion 
This chapter concludes with a catalogue of the ways Lamentations 2 cxploits 
genre, poetics, and the acrostic structure to open various interpretative vistas for the 
model reader. In Lamentations 2 the linear progression of thc acrostic formally tics this 
poem togcther and associates it with the previous poem. Counterbalancing the forward 
movement of the acrostic, poetics tend to create a reflexive movement for the reader. 
Lamentations 2 differs slightly from Lamentations I in the choice and placement of 
encyclopaedic content that it "blows up." Whereas the phenomcnology of mourning was 
prominent in the opening lines of Lamentations I and rcferred to personificd Jerusalcm, 
such usage only occurs later in Lam 2.10-13, depicting the inhabitants of thc city and the 
observer, taking on the persona of Jeremiah the prophet. The differencc brings divinc 
judgment into focus at the beginning of Lamentations 2 to rhetorically respond to it in the 
speeches of the observer and Zion. 
6.3. I. Genre 
As in Lamentations I, various genres arc woven togcther in the poctic tapestry of 
Lamentations 2. The dirge introduces the poem, with its characteristic :1::l'N, only to 
subvert the reader's expectations and move into language similar to OAN in Lam 2.1 h-9. 
This change differentiates the genre usage from Lamentations I and emphasises the 
divine wrath and judgment. Moreover, in comparison with divine portrayal in the city-
laments, divine portrayal in Lamentations 2 effectively collapses the roles of the high-god 
(Enlil) and patron-deity (Nanna) to YHWH; he is seen as the authoritative god who 
decrees Jerusalem's destruction (in the place of Enlil) and the patron-dcity who ahandons 
their sanctuary (Nanna). This collapse effectively promulgates a hope for future 
worship- though fundamentally different to what it had bccn-as YHWH's vitality and 
7X 1 Dobbs-Allsopp, Lal1ll'lltatiol/.\·, 102. 
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authority is affirmed. Yet the lament genre blends into the poem as well, particularly 
highlighting Anklage des Gottes (Lam 2.10-12, 20-22). 
6.3.2. Poetics 
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Repetition is stylistically prominent in Lamentations 2. The poem repeats 
elements throughout and it exploits and builds upon the poetry of Lamentations I. As 
with Lamentations I, repetition functions primarily in two ways: intensification and 
combination. Yet the combinatory-refocusing function figures prominently in this poem: 
Function: Intensification 
I. To emphasise suffering: 
a. ",17, Lam 2.1 1 c (Lam 1.5c): heightens focus on the persistence 
of toddler's suffering. 
b. 'J~' + ,::J';', Lam 1.5e, 6e, 18c: suffering of inhabitants. 
c . ..Jom, Lam 2.13b (Lam 1.2b, 7c, 9b, 16b, 17a, 21 a): failed 
comfort and persistence of mourning. 
2. To emphasise judgment: 
a. 17,J, Lam 2.2a, 5a-b, 8b: focus upon YHWH's active role in 
punishment. 
b. 0'-, Lam 2.lc, 16c (Lam 1.12c, 2Ic): focus upon the day of the 
Lord-its judgment and effects. 
c . ..J1JIll, Lam 2.9a, lIb, 13c (Lam 1.15b): focus upon breaking 
experienced in God's judgment. 
d. 'IJn-N', Lam 2.2a, 17b: focus on divine judgment. 
Function: Combination 
I. To construct interpretive depth: 
a. ilJn7J, Lam 2.4b (Lam 1.7b, II b): provides another facet of 
human tragedy: the loss of the city's "precious" lcaders. 
b. 1~ / J'N, Lam 2.4a-b, 5b (Lam 2.3b, 7b, 16a, 1.8b, Ilc): reveals 
the enemy is both an unnamed foe (Lam 2.3b, 7b, 16a, I.Rb, 
Ilc) and YHWH (Lam 2.4a-b, 5b). 
c . ..J177J, Lam 2.16b (Lam 2.2a, 5a-b, 8b): this final repetition of the 
verb briefly provides the view that the enemies actually 
orchestrated the destruction rather than YHWH. 
d. '177J 111J17Jn, Lam 2.11 a (Lam 1.20a): differentiates sources of 
pain: from inner anxiety over sin (Lam 1.20a) to the hreaking 
of the observer's people (Lam 2.lla). 
2. To refocus previously held understandings: 
a. 77Jn-N7, Lam 2.2a, 17b, 21c: the third repetition (v. 2k) 
challenges previous affirmations of divine judgment (vv. 2a, 
17b). 
b. ",17, Lam 19c, 21c (Lam 1.5c; 2.llc): Lam2.19c, 2k, 
effectively challenge the justice of the suffering of the toddlers 
at the hands of the Lord. 
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c. (:i::'J:i') ;on" + vocative of ;'11:i'. Lam 2.20a (Lam 1.9c. lie. 20a): 
refocuses the motivation for appeal on the injustice of YHWH's 
actions. rather than sin. anxiety. or enemies. 
d. \ ~~;.:. Lam 2.ISa. 20h: affirmation of. the questioning. the 
justice of divine judgment (what he has dOl/C). 
e. ::". Lam 2.22h (Lam 1.12c. 21 c: 2.k. 16c): refocuses the day of 
the Lord and questions its justice. 
f. \;'"'1:;. Lam 2Ah, 21e: the latter repetition questions YHWH's act 
of slaughtering previously descrihed. 
De"pite different function .... repetition of language effectively hinds Lamentations I and 2 
together ... tyli"tically. to the degree that Lee can say that the poems arc of a piece and arc 
to oe read together.-~2 In the comoinatory examples cited ahove. repetition juxtaposes 
fonnel' under"tanding'" again"t prelo,ent understandings, leading to different horizons of 
interpretation for the reader. Thi" quality reveals the poem to he "open" rather than 
"closed" in Eco'" theory. 
Other trope" are active a" well. Enjambment works effectively in Lam 2.1-9 to 
empha ... ilo,e the di\'ine acti\'ity and the subjection and passivity of Zion to his wrath. 
Ambiguoulo, language and grammar slows the reader to face the interpretative challenges 
created hy them. Thi ... i .... "een in the term" ,;~,t:," j1~'~j1 and "';:\i 01;'1 in Lam 2. I. where 
the exact meaning of the,,"e terms remains unclear. though a range of semantic options is 
offered a ... tIll' reader engages content activated from the OT. Amhiguous language also 
occurs in '1j1'J::: :'::::;~ in Lam 2.I--l. where the douhle meaning of the language neates for 
the reader a picture of the total failure of the prophets. Moreover. the polyvalence of 
0'ii11': draw .... the reader to Deuteronomy and Jeremiah to garner its meaning. in 
comparison. it ... w .. age in Lam 2.I--lc affirms the seduction of the prophets while pointing 
towards a glimmer of hope through the pos"ibility of divine healing. Difficulties of syntax. 
nominal and \whal agreement. and oh"cure language also appears in Lam 2.IS-19. with 
retardi ng the reader' s forward IlH)\'ement. creating interpretati ve space for the reader to 
con ... ider the appeitl to per ... onifkd kru ... alem evidenced in Lam 2.19. calling Zion to 
\·ocali ... e her complaint to the Lord mw the lives of her children. 
Compared to Lamentation ... I. pep,onification of Zion is used considerahly less. 
out effectively in Lam 2.20-22. while divine imagery is exploited to a large degree. In 
contra ... t to the way that Lamentations exploits personification to provide the model reader 
a variety of way ... til perceiw Zion. in Lamentations 2. personification is employed to 
construct a model rL'adL'r that may. with Zion. protest against God and an appeal to him. 
"'CLee. 'Ihl' Sillgt'l'.1 o(I.lIIl1/'lltllliol/.\. 162. 
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to counteract his acti\·ity. The most prevalent imagery in this poem is that of the divine 
warrior (Lam 2.1-9) and the metaphor of the Lord being like an enemy/foe (Lam 2.4a-b, 
Sb). Imagery of the divine walTior from both Canaanite myth and OT is exploited in 
Lamentations 2.1-9 to great effect, as well. In it, YHWH is depicted as a storm-god, an 
archer, and a consuming fire, all of which fit within the cultural encyclopaedia of the 
ANE. Lam 2.1 a reverses heneficent imagery of God to reveal his present role: that of a 
storm-god against his people. This imagery extends divine warrior imagery from Lam 
1.13-IS. Moreover, through allusions to Exodus IS. 19, and 34. the image of YHWH as 
divine walTior set against hi ... people is contrasted against former accounts of this role 
against foreign nation ... and his presence and heneficence to his people. Allusions to 
Exodus huild on those already demonstrated in Lam 1.3. The poem concludes, however, 
as did Lamentations I. with personified Zion appealing to YHWH. In these verses he is 
depicted as divine judge, the one who hears will hear the complaint of Zion and respond. 
This image is juxtaposed against the former image of divine warrior. for it is the activity 
of the divine warrior that is questioned and hrought hefore the Lord as the divine judge. 
Through juxtaposition of images. divine imagery is complicated. 
Speaking voices are employed rather sparingly compared to Lamentations I, 
who.,e almost dialogic interaction hetween the observer and personified Zion was a 
hallmark of the poem. The ohserver takes on the persona of Jeremiah in Lam 2.11-19 and 
the poetry alludes to the hook often using leremianic idiom ( '?'?w. '/j)"'-n:l. i:lW 
Y:l~~ in'.:. O'.:T, i?J1'1). He confirms divine wrath (Lam 2.1- 10) only to challenge its effects 
(Lam 2.11-19), u.,ing the persona of Jeremiah to help accomplish his task. In this way. the 
observer's voice is infused with the prophet in a manner unique from Lamentations I. 
Also emhedded in his monologue is the speech of children (Lam 2.12) and enemies (Lam 
2.IS.16).AsinLamentations I (Lam I.IOc, 2Ihp).emhedded speech occurs in Lam 
2.12ap (the voice of children), ISc and 16h-c (speech of enemies). These speeches draw 
out two themes already presented in Lamentations I. namely suffering children and 
mocking enemie." and give fUl1her "audihle" testimony of the city's plight. Finally, the 
voice of per.,onified Jerusalem also effectively is brought to hear to vociferously question 
the deity over his actions in Lam 2.20-22. 
Finally, allusion is displayed with great effect in this poem. Lamentations 2 builds 
on allusion., to Exodus in Lam 2.1, 3h, 4a, a tradition already exploited in Lam 1.3. 
Further, Lamentations 2 allude," prominently to the prophecies of Jeremiah through 
leremianic language in Lam 2.11-17 (:l':l~'.: i1:'1'.:. O~T. i'J1-' "'~', -IJ~'-n:l. i:li.:il. day of 
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YHWH language and the OAN in his prophecy (Jeremiah 4-6; 8-10; 46-51), the 
presentation of Zion's incurable wound (Lam 2.11 II Jer 30.12, 15), the presentation of 
YHWH as healer (Lam 2.13c II Jer 17.14), and depiction offalse prophecy (Lam 2.14 II 
Jer 5.31; 6.13-14). The effect of this allusion is two-fold. Firstly, it confirms divine 
destruction as a result of sin, even the sin of the prophets. Yet through allusion, this 
confirmation (or theodicy) hegins to he questioned, as the persona of Jeremiah weeps 
over the break (i:~i) of his city by focusing upon the plight of the children of the city 
(v)1" 771;"'); this will become a rhetorical springboard by which he urges the city to cry out 
to YHWH on their behalf. Lam 2.17a alludes to Isa 10.12 through the term l.7::':::l; the 
regular connotation of the word is rhetorically shifted so that the reader might denote a 
future "fulfilment" of divine wrath against Jerusalem, brietly infusing a tone of hope in 
the poetry, though that hope is abandoned by Lam 2. 17c. Different to Lamentations I, this 
poem has no ovel1 allusions to Deuteronomy; cannibalism mentioned in Lam 2.20b may 
refer to Deut 28.52-7 but this is not necessarily the case. 7S1 
6.3.3. Theology 
The poetics of the poem impinge upon its theological presentation. In terms of the 
que"tion of divine ju"tice, the poetry opens possible interpretative worlds for the reader so 
that one is ahle to conjoin day of YHWH language and divine warrior imagery (Lam 
1.13-15; 2.1-9) with confessions of the justice of the deity's actions (Lam 1.5b, 18a-h) 
and ovel1 depiction of the people's sin (Lam 1.8-9b, 22b; 2.14) to construct a theodicy 
that (a) confirms divine judgment is a result of sin, and (b) divine judgment isjust. 
However, the unparalleled depiction of YHWH's active role in destruction (thirty active 
verbs in Lam 2.1-9), the focus upon the suffering little children depicted up to 
Lamentations 2 (Lam I.Sc, lib, ISc: 2.11-12, 19c, 20b-22c), the observer's appeal to 
Zion to pour out her heart to the Lord over her children (Lam 2.19b-c), and Zion's 
vociferous challenge to the deity in Lam 2.20-22 reveals to the reader a theology that is 
essentially anti-theodic in orientation, resisting divine activity that has caused great pain. 
Neither horizon i" entirely foreclosed upon for the reader, especially when read with 
Lamentations I. 
7S1Alternatively. Albrektson believe" there is dired correspondence bctween the 
two (Stlldies ill the Text alld Theology or the Book or Lall/entatio/ls, 232-33), 
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In this vein, another theological point that has been raised in the poem is the 
source ami nature of hope, both in the present and for the future. In comparison with the 
Mesopotamian city-lament-.. and related genres, Lam 2.1-9 presents YHWH as 
authoritati ve in hi s decree over Jerusalem's destruction and potent despite the destruction 
of his own shrine. Because YHWH remains potent, even after the city and temple has 
been destroyed, Lamentations 2 intimates a glimmer of theological hope even amidst 
destruction: because the Lord is not exiled and powerless, he is able to hear the pleas of 
the people and rectify their situation. Moreover because the city's destruction was part of 
his divine decree, perhap" there is the possibility of a religious future with him, though 
admittedly a future fundamentally different than it had been. This contrasts to divine 
presentation in the Mesopotamian city-laments, whose patron-deities are impotent to 
prevent Enlil' s decree for destruction of their cities and shrines. 
Although divine sovcreignty is affirmed by and large in the poem, at least in Lam 
2.16, thi., theological p0l1rait is briefly questioned, but not contravened. The repeated 
term ;,"J .set in the mouth of the enemy raises for the reader an opportunity to question 
YHWH's control in destruction. Moreover the shift in the alphabetic sequence slows the 
reader's progress through the acrostic so that one can consider why it is the case. Such 
theological ambiguity over the cau.,e of destruction was exploited to a larger degree in 
Lamentations I, but nonetheles ... appears here as well. 
Theological hope i., perhaps most explicitly linked to the use of the rare word l7~J 
in Lam 2.17a. an allusion to Isa 10.12. By reading the verse with this lsaianic alJusion, the 
poetry shifts the normal denotation of the word (self-interest and violence) to present a 
hope for the end of divine punishment (the fulfilment of his word) against his people. But 
this theological hope i., achieved by the reader only by working through the semantic 
range for the word :.:~J to gain this insight in this way, the question of divine injustice is 
dealt with to hreak f0l1h into a hope for an end to destruction and punishment. 
Another facet of theological hope that has been raised as well is the image of 
YHWH as the di\'ine judge. The hope that funds Lam 2.13 stems from a view that the 
deity will heal and comf0l1 because this is his nature as divine judge; once he sees the 
enormity of suffering-especially of children-he will heal and comfort. This verse aims 
to move YHWH to neglect hi, role as the divine warrior (Lam 2.1-9) and respond to his 
people as the di"ine judge, and out of his justice to deliver the oppressed. The fact that he 
has not. in fact, hecll the comfol1er and heakr that the persona believes him to be reveals 
Lam 2.13 a-. a piecc of hopeful. theological rhetoric designed to gain God's attention and 
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move him to al'l. This rhetoric underlies Lam 2.20-22. Though his activity as the divine 
warrior is strongly questioned in these verses. they nonetheless depend upon a logic that 
confirms YHWH as the divine judge. who will hear Zion's complaint of Lam 2.20-22 and 
re .. pond to her in a fa\Ourahle manner. As Brueggemann rightly argues. the tacit helief in 
the justice of YHWH as the judge of the earth enables his people to challenge him on 
areas they perceive to he fundamentally unjust in life. 7S-l 
In conclusion. it i .. evident that theological presentation in Lamentations vacillates, 
opening different theological horizons for the reader. From poetics. the reader constantly 
moves forward (through the acrostic). hackward (through repetition), and outward into 
the encyclopaedia (through allusion and comparison with other ANE literary data) to 
make sense of the poem. especially of its theology. Once recognising this fact, the 
question of why comes to the fore. Understood from Eco's aesthetic theory, diversity in 
theological horizons can he explained through reference to Eco' s distinction hetween 
"open" and "c1osed" texts. Di"ersity in theological presentation is evident in 
Lamentations 2. like Lamentations I. so that the reader might activate any of them in the 
reading proces ... Each theological presentation is fully justifiahle as the reader can read-
working through the text-YHWH as just. unjust, a source of hope, or a source of despair. 
Thus the hook de\"t~lops an "open" strategy for its model reader, making Lamentations an 
"open texl." And for the real tle .. h-and-blood readers of Lamentations :2 in sixth century 
BC'E Judah. that thi .. poem (as in Lamentations I) constructs an "open" strategy for its 
model reader provides a means for these real readers (as they hecome the model reader) to 
engage YHWH and their situation in a variety of ways. 
An imp1ll1ant caveat must be made here. however. Theological openness works 
rhetorically only on the hasis of a ground-helief that the deity: (a) remained a viable 
object of faith and potent to hear the appeals presented in the poem and (b) would respond 
out of his just and heneficent character to recti fy potential injustice drawn out in the text. 
even if tht: lht:ological portrait painted the profile of an unjust deity. Only this tacit belief 
in divine power and justice enahles the range of theological presentations in the poem. If 
the poetry holds YHWH as o/J;('("{il'eh' unjust. then the rhetoric of the poem. especially 
the strong rhetoric in the appt:als of Lam 2.20-22, misfires. 
7h-lUrucggcmann. Th/'() to.'.!..,' o(the Otd Test{lIlli'lIt, 235-36. 
CHAPTER 7: 
LAMENT A TIONS 3 
7.1. Introduction 
This chapter continues Eco's aesthetic analysis on Lamentations 3. Chapters 5 and 
6 demonstrated that "the intention of the work" up to this point in Lamentations elicits 
interpretative choices from its model reader. both in regards to its theology and meaning. 
The reader may follow an interpretative horizon that strongly questions the deity through 
complaint, or affirms him by confirming sin and rebellion of the people. Alternatively, the 
reader can follow an interpretative horizon that opens up varying sources of hope, 
whether in YHWH's continued vitality despite the destruction of his cult, his role of 
beneficent divine judge that will hear the cries of his people, or in the (slim) view of hope 
that his word has been fulfilled and completed against Jerusalem, thereby suggesting an 
end of suffering (Lam 2.17). The notion of hope has been ever present, however, in the 
logic and rhetoric of the poems-God is potent and present to hear the cries and prayers 
of his people. Hope then derives from the continued presence of the Lord and the various 
expressions of its real readers in using this poetry. The blend of genres, different sources 
of pain (God. self, enemies). and actualised encyclopaedic content facilitate these 
interpretative possibilities. In terms of text pragmatics, the diversity of theological and 
semantic horizons projected before the model reader reveals Lamentations I and 2 as 
open texts in Eco's understanding. 
Yet, it has been argued. all this changes when one arrives at Lamentations 3 
because it represents the heart of the poem where the meaning of the book as a whole is 
found. 7H 'i The poem draws attention to itself due to its structure and size. It has the most 
extensive acrostic in the book. As in Lamentations 1-2, each strophe is comprised of 
three poetic lines: but in contrast to the previous poems, in Lamentations 3, all poetic 
lines adhere to a letter of the alphabet. making twenty-two strophes in all. The boundaries 
of each strophe can be identified by the progression of the acrostic. which the Masoretes 
]x, See 1.1 .. above. 
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marked with St'tl/Illiit. Using the first strophe as an example, each subsequent strophe 
appears as follows: 
--------------------~ 
--------------------~ 
____________________ ~ (:: .\{it(i/lul) 
Verses 4-6 compri se the::! strophe, 7-9 the :I strophe, progressing until the n strophe is 
achieved in ver..,e.., 64-66. 
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The size of the poem leads Mintz to conclude it is "three times the length of the 
chapters that tlank it on either side.,,7~n This point is slightly misleading. He is corTect that 
as far as the number of verses, the poem is three times as long as the other poems in the 
book: it has sixty-six verses rather than twenty-two. But the number of poetic lilies shows 
Lamentations 3 to be one line shorter than each of the preceding poems.7X7 Nonetheless, 
its alphabetic acrostic pattern and length draw attention to the poem for the reader and so 
must be accounted for inte'11retatively. Moreover, Lamentations 3 is conspicuous due to 
its theological presentation. II is the only chapter in the book that draws upon wisdom 
material (Lam 3.25-39) that admonishes faith in YHWH. 
As demonstrated below in the analyses of Middlemas, Berges, Brandscheidt, 
Labahn, Krasovec and Heim, these verses mark the theology of the book as a whole. For 
Mintz. the poem comprises the "theological nub" of the book where the worshipper can 
reconnect with God in faith. nx Heater thinks Lam 3.34-6 comprises the "central 
argument" of the poem and book, that God is gracious. 7XlJ Once again, for Kaiser, the 
chapter is the book'.\ theological creo.;cendo, the "upward view" that teaches both theodicy 
and divine succor in time of suffering. 7lJll Set against Eco's conception of open and closed 
texts, these scholarly treatments of Lamentations 3 provide varying degrees of theological 
closure to the book 
The present chapter. however, challenges this view and highlights the "open" 
quality of the poem as it coheres with the developing "intention of the work" on display 
]H('Mintz. HI/rhol/, 33. 
7X7Lament:ltions 3 has sixty-six lines as opposed to sixty-seven in both of the first 
two poems due to the four-line verses of Lam 1.7 and 2.19. Lamentations 4 and 5 
cumulatively comprise sixty-six lines. Thus, the structural centre of the book, counting 
according to poetic line ... rather than versification, lies in Lam 2.21 rather than Lam 3.33. 
Incidentally, this gives a rather different theological vision than Lam 3.33. 
'sx 
" Mintl, Hur/Jall, 33-41. 
:s<JHeater. :'Structure and Meaning in Lamentations," 304-15, especially 30g-9. 
7<JIIKaiser. Gridal/d Pain ill the Plall or God, 20-21. 
. . 
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in Lamentations I and 2. Openness is achieved, among other means. through repetition of 
language (as in Lamentations I and 2), generic blending, and drawing in of encyclopaedic 
content. which will he demonstrated through exegesis of the poem. 
Genre worb somewhat differently than in the previous poems. Whereas 
Lamentation,> I and 2 interwo\'C the dirge, lament. and city-lament genres to comprise 
their poetic tapestry,i')1 Lamentations 3 evinces the lament genre predominantly. hoth 
individual (Lam 3.1-21. 23-2-1-. -I-R-66) and communal (Lam 3.22. 40-47); wisdom 
material i.., then '>et in between these (Lam 3.25_39).792 The wisdom section of the poem is 
uniquc\y juxtapmed again'>t the lament sections that flank it. creating a henneneutic 
richness for the model reader. 
It is unc lear the purpose of this central parenetic setting. It is conceivable to 
under,>tand Lam 3.25-39 as a didactic text. designed to influence the reader to adopt its 
teaching as normative for the meaning and theology of the hook. However, it is equally 
plausihle to understand these verses as a kind of rhetorical stop-gap that heightens for the 
reader an emphasi ... upon lament and the present reality of pain when read in conjunction 
with Lam 3.-1-0-00.:9 , In fact. the text allows hoth understandings, so that the model reader 
is forced into, in Eco's terminology, an "ideal insomnia" to make a decision about its 
purpose-instruction on how to handle the crisis theologically or as a rhetorical tool to 
highlight the pain of the present moment.74-I 
As in Lamentations I and 2, different genres are woven together. hut here the 
generic mi xture (especiall y het ween individual and communal laments) produces the 
effect of hlending communal and individual perspectives, which in turn becomes 
productive for the reader-the individual voice is inherently inscribed in the voice of the 
communal "we" in the poem while the individual voice nonetheless is given its place as 
well. For Eco's theory. in thi .. poem the real readers are constructed into the model reader 
by actualising hoth communal and indi\'idual identities in the poem. This view counters 
7lJIAlong with other textual influences from Jeremiah, Isaiah, Psalms, 
Deuteronom\', and Exodus, as seen aho\'e 
7lJ2 M;)reo\w. prophetic material (specifically "day of YHWH" language and 
imagery) is incorporated within the larger generic hlocks of Lamentations 3 as in the 
previous \10ems. 
7<) Tho..,e adopting the former view are highlighted ahove (Mintz, Heater, 
Brandscheidt. Middlemas, Heim, Krasm'ec, W. Kaiser, Berges, Lahahn) while Dohhs-
Albopp prominently accepts thl' latter \'il'w ("Tragl'dy, Tradition, and Theology in the 
Book of Lamentations:' -I-X-l): 1.l11ll('IIIl/tio/l.', 122-X), 
N~Sel' 3,J.~ .. ahove. 
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previous scholarship that polarise the distinction between the individual/communal voices 
in the poem. Some believe the speaker should be identified as an (historical) individual or 
as a community: 
I. Jeremiah. the prophet (Wiesmann)7')~ 
2. The persona of Jeremiah. taken up bi his followers to model how to handle 
di"aster (Rudolph. U1hr. Gottwald) lJ6 
3. A piou" sufferer. paradigmatic for the people (8randscheidt)7'J7 
.t. A defeated "oldier (Lanahan)7l)~ 
- " O'C 7')') Y A "stron!!man ( onnor) 
6 A I· ~ " H'II R k HOO . (terary "everyman ( (ers. en 'ema) 
7. Jehoiakin (P0l1eOUs)XIII 
8. Zedekiah (Sa~bo )XII~ 
9. Seriah the high priest I (Brunedo, 
10. A General Da\'idic King (Gottlieb. Dobbs-Al1sopp)Ko~ 
II. The suffering community or Zion (Gerstenberger, Berges)X()~ 
12. Anonymous Sufferer (Weiser. Kraus)KOh 
U. The s~llne "peaker (obserwr) as Lamentations I and 2 (Provan, House )sm 
l.t. The Job-like voice of the exiles (Berlin)xox 
The wide range of \'iew" di"plays the poetry's elusiveness regarding the specific identity 
of the speaker( s). l:ltimately. he has affinities with a man, personified Zion, Jeremiah, a 
7<J'Wiesmann. Die Klagelieder, 4.t-84, 
7lJhRudolph. Klagelieder. 196-99; Max Lohr. "Threni lIIund die jeremianische 
Autorschaft des Buche" der Klagelieder." ZA W .24( 1904): 1-16; Gottwald, Studies in the 
Book or Lall/elltations. 37-46 . 
. 797Brandscheidt. Gottes~orl/ und Mel/.\chenlied, 350. 
79x Lanahan. "The Speaking Voice in the Book of Lamentations," 45-7. 
79')O'Connor, L{[II/entations and the Tears o(the World, 44-6. 
xlioHillers, LOII/entlitiol/.\. 1.22; Renkema, Lamentatiol/.\, . 
xOINorman Porteous. "Jerusalem-Zion: The Growth of a Symbol," in 
Ver!Jannllng und Heilllkehr: Beitriige ::'/11' Gl'schichtl' IIl1d Theologie I.I-l'lIei.l' ill/ fl. ulld 5. 
lahrlllllldert \'. ChI'. Wilhellll Rudolph ::'//11/ 70. GeiJlIrt.\'tagl' (ed. Amulf Kuschke; 
Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr. 1961). 235-5.2. 
XII~Magne Sa?bo. "Who is 'The Man' in Lamentations 3.1?" in Oil the Way to 
Calloll: Creath'e Tradition History in the Old Testlllllent (JSOTSup 191; Sheffield: 
Sheffield Academic Press. 1998). 131-42. 
xlI'Gilbert Brunet. Le.\ I.alllelltation.\' ('ontre .h'rt'1llil': Rl'illtelpdtatiol/ des quatre 
prl'lI/ih"e,1 Lall/entation.\ (Bibl iotheque de L' EcoJc des Hautes Etudes, Section des 
Sciences Religieu"es. 75; Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 196H), 114-87. 
xlI~Hans Gottlieb. "Das kultische Leiden des Kijnigs: Zu den KlageJiedem 3, \," 
SlOT 2( Il)H7): 121-6; Dohbs-Allsopp, 1.1II1Icllfat;o1/.\, IOH-9. Dobhs-Allsopp, however, 
note" that Hillers' identification of the 1:J:I as everyman is persuasive as well. 
XII, Erhard Gerstenberger, Psaill/s, Part :2 and Lall/entatiol/.\ (FOTL; Grand 
Rapids: Eerdman". 20(1), .t96-7; Berges, "'kh bin der Mann, der Elend sah'," 10-20, 
SIIhWieser. Kluge/icc/a. ::!.2H-35; Krall". KIll g l'iieda, 54-S. 
XI17Provan, /.wnl'lltatioll.l. HO-I: HOllse, Lall/cnTatiol/.\, 404-H. 
xllxBerlin. /.{1111l'ntlltiml.l. 8.t-h. 
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royal figure. a pious sufferer. and the obserwr of the previous poems. This range provides 
the reader a number of ways to access and identify with the speaker in a way similar to 
the range of personification., of Jerusalem in Lamentation., I. Delimiting the identity of 
the voice(s) in the poem diminishes the way it functions poetically. The varied identities 
of. and relationships hetween. the speakers of Lamentations 3 promote an open strategy 
for the model reader. 
The interchange of speeches of individual and communal speaking voices 
contributes to destabilising a "closed" notion for the poem. The horders of speech remain 
blurred and it is unclear whether speaking voices respolld to one anotherX()l) or they are the 
same speaker throughout. at times speaking on his own and at times speaking as part of a 
group. x ICI A brief outline of the speeches (hased upon shifts from first person singular to 
plural) highlights this point: 
Lam 3.1-21: 
Lam 3.22-23: 
Lam 3.24: 
Lam 3.25-39: 
Lam 3.40-47: 
Lam 3.48-66: 
Individual speech of the 1:1l, who recounts his misery. 
Speech of the i:1l. speaking as part of a community. 
Speech of the 1:1l. explaining his reason for hope 
Speech of either an individual or communal voice 
(unclear) offering instruction. 
Speech of a communal voice. admonishing repentance 
and recounting YHWH's and the enemy's activities. 
Speech of an individual. speaking ahout distress. 
divine response. and praying against enemies. 
7.2. Exegesis of Lam 3.1-66 
The poem opens with the clause. "I am the man who has seen affliction under the 
rod of his wrath" (1n':1!,' :::1:;,':1 'J;,' :1~' ':1l:1 'J~) rather than ;'J'~ as in Lamentations I or 2. 
This change immediately marks for the reader a different tone than the other poems. 
Though Lam 3.1-17 is quite .,imilar to an individual lament evidenced in the Psalms, most 
of these hegin with an ill\"ocation and address to YHWH, whereas Lam 3.1 does not, 
leading Dohhs-Albopp to state. "For a poem that draws so self-consciously on the 
indi vidual and communal lament genres from the Psalms. it is remarkahle that no other 
I . I L ." .. x I I Th" d' h psa m opens In a way ana ogous to amentatlOns _'. IS Il1tro uctlon to t e poem 
focuses upon suffering. resultant of "his wrath" (1I'1':1l7), whose antecedent is YHWH 
XIl'lL /., co· /'[ . 1(- 7 v I ee. Ii' ,)IIl.!:l'r.\ 0 -l/1I1('I1/a/IO/l.\. ) -0 . 
xIIiGordi.,. [A/1I1ell/a/ion\. 172-76. 
x II Dohh.,-Allsopp. LUIIII'II/a/ionl. 108. 
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(mi::!:;::!; Lam 2.2b). And God's wrath in the verse introduces in the poem a prominent 
theology of divine judgment. 
'The man" (i::!:':i) speaks in the verse. '::!l is a word used to connote physical. 
manly power, often in military prowess; Lanahan believes the man is a defeated soldier 
while O'Connor is content to identify him as a strongman. But Dobbs-Allsopp argues the 
closest parallel construction of an "I am X" clause in the ANE to Lam .3.1 comes from 
self-presentation formulae in royal inscriptions: "I am Zakkur, king of Hamath and 
Lu'ath:' for example. hle Certainly some have understood the '::ll as a royal figure, as 
indicated abovc. 
While this notion cannot he foreclosed upon, Renkema helpfully notes the primary 
meaning for i::!:' can be seen from the Psalms, as an exemplary figure, a righteous 
follower of YHWH. "Taste and see that YHWH is good; hlessed is the man ('Jl:i) who 
trusts in him" (Ps .3-l.9); "From YHWH the steps of a man (iJl) are prepared and he 
delights (in) hi" way" (Ps 37.23); "Blessed is the man (,Jj.:i) who placesH13 his trust (in) 
YHWH" (PS -lO.S ).XI~ In this light. the "man" of Lam 3.1 is a faithful follower, strong 
precisely hecause of his devotion, a theme which hecomes prominent in Lam 3.17-39. 
The poetry exploits this portion of the encyclopaedia to enable the semantics of "faithful 
follower of YHWH-as-i::!j." for the reader so that what follows will he an exposition from 
a Yahwistic devotee. Yet the anonymity of the devotee is, in fact, productive so that the 
reader might idL'ntify him as Zion, Jeremiah, a royal figure, or £'I'ell the reader hill/se(j: 
Despite his devotion, his present situation is miserable. Unlike Lamentations I 
and 2 that hath admit sin, there is no such confession from the man. The language used in 
Lam 3.\. "affliction/misery" ('J:"'), recalls personified Jerusalem's suffering in Lam 1.3a 
('J;"'1;:), 7b (:i'J;") and Lam 1.9a ("J;"). This point has often been missed, and immediately 
the relationship hetween the i::!l and Jerusalem or Zion is raised for the reader based upon 
previous information gamered in the reading process. Poetically, the suffering of i::lj. 
h{'('(IIIl{,s the suffering of Zion; though by only teasing the connection, the two pal1ies are 
not collapsed onto one another. 
reads: 
But like Zion (Lam 1.13-15; 2.1-9), he experiences divine wrath (:iiJl:). The text 
X I' 
, -Dobb,,-AII sopp, 1,1II/1l'lltatioIlS, lOX. 
S I,D::., is a Qal perfe.:t (\0'::") rather than "the name" (m:i), as LXX reads. 
xl~The u"age Ofi:;:\;i in Psahm 3-l and 37 i" interesting because these too are 
acro"tic poem ... , 
,,~-~" l:'ii 17'1 J,;'U 'm~ 
~''':1-~: 'i"' l~:i' ~::'" .. ~ l~ 
"n'~~;.." i~::· "i'~" ""::''':1 :1'~ 
;"1~'n' :'\'\~ ~ji'" .. ,!,,, :1j~ 
u~,~ .. "n~: "J~":";'j :J":~'ii~::1 
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"'n::;jjj j"~:J;'i ~:i:\ K" "i~":! ii~ 
'117!:11 071::: !.'1:'~' :?!.'i~ '~ OJ. 
';1~:"N "J~ .. ;"1 .... ,~:1 ~ .. :l:1 
or';,-,= Onj'l: .. ~~.-,:, i'iit' .. ;-, .... ;, 
;,)!.', 'J',;' 0"1'~:::l .J!. .. :::l:.:,.;, 
,~~:! "J:}"~::;"1 '1J::" r~ii:! Oi)."" 
;"1:11:: "n"~:}J .. ~'~J :n':'~ iiJi:11 
"I am the man who saw aftlil:tion under the rod of his wrath. 
He drove and led me into darkness and not light. 
Surely against me his hand demolished again~and againXII1. all day long. 
He consumes my tlesh and skin; he breaks my bones. 
He built over me and sUIl'ounded me (with) poison and hardship. 
In dark places he caused me to dwell. like those long dead. 
He built a wall around me. and I could not get out; he made my shackles 
heavy. 
E,'en though I cried out and called for help. he shut outSI7 my prayer. 
He built a wall (over) my way with hewn stone, he twisted my pathway. 
~14 
XI'Read .,~ (Qere) instead of;,''''~ (Kethib). It may he re-pointed to read ;"";1~. 
x'6The comhined verhs (especially with the use of :::l11:,') indicate a verbal hendiadys 
and :::l1:' should be translated adverbially. depicting the repeated activity of the second 
verh. 1!::i' (Lambdin. * 173). This is doubly reinforced by the predication "all day long" 
( 01';'-':)). 
S 170 ;'1:' is a hapax h'goll/(,lIoll whose meani ng uncertain. Some manusl:ripts read 
one. "he blod;s my prayer." Renkema believes the idea of YHWH blocking the man's 
prayer is "far from evident" (Laml'lItations. 363). As it stands, it is a Qal perfed from ont." 
"he shuts out my prayer" (sec HALOr). But shutting out one's prayer does not mean that 
YHWH doel, not hear but rather rebuffs the prayer. Similarly, following Driver, Gottwald 
and Albrektson understand the term from the Arabic verb meaning "to reject" or "to 
fru'Mate" ,G. R. Dri,·er. "Hebrew Notes on the 'Song of Songs' and 'Lamentations'," in 
Fe.\f.\/"hnjr Iii,. Allinl BertI/ole! ;11111 SO. Gdmr.\tag gl'lI'idllll't \'011 Ko/fegl'1I IIl1d Freullt!ell 
(edl,. Walther BaulllgaJ1ner. Otto Eif3feldt. Karl Elliger. and Leonhard Rost; Tlihingen: 
Mohr. IlJ50), 134-46: U91. 
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A b I , , b I I ' I' SIS, ear yll1g 111 am us 1 1e IS to me; a Ion 111 secret places, 
He has turned my path and torn me to pieces; he made me desolate. 
He strung his bow and placed me as a target for an arrow, 
:215 
He brought into my inmost pal1s the alTOWS of his ~uiver. 
I have become a laughingstock"'! to all my peopleS-(); their mocking-song all day 
long. 
He satisfied me with bitter drinks; he sated me (with) wormwood. 
He caused my teeth to grind as graveL he made me cower in the dust. 
And you rejected my soul from peace: I forgot goodness. 
And I said, 'My splendour and my hope have become lost from YHWH'." 
Lack of explicit "confession" notwithstanding, the various divine metaphors in this 
peri cope suggest di\'ine judgment against the i::11, and by extension, to Zion as well. 
This is first evidenced in "under the rod of his wrath (1l1i::1li' tJ::1t.1::1)" in Lam 3.1. In 
the OT this collocation is rare and occurs in only one other text, Isa 10.5-6: "Behold 
Assyria, the rod (::::1::;) of my wrath ('~N); and in whose hand my fury is a staff! Against an 
ungodly nation I \vill send him, and upon the people of my wrath ('T11::1lJ) I will command 
him!" Similar usage in Lam 3.1 leads the model reader to its allusion in Isa 10.5-6; 
already the encyclopaedic content of Isa 10.12 was activated in Lam 2.17 to great effect. 
The difference hetween Lam 3.1 and Isa 10.5-6 is significant: a foreign nation is not 
given credit for the man's aftliction but the wrath dispensed upon the i::11 derives directly 
from the Lord, as in Lam 2.1-9. That the poet again "blows up" content from Isaiah lOis 
telling. It i!'. reasonable to surmise that the poet saw Isaiah 10 as a formative text for his 
work and used it as a clue for the reader to negotiate the poetry of Lamentations, noting 
the similaritie!'. and differences. For Lam 2.17, the text opens a number of possibilities for 
the reader to con!'.ider the end of punishment even in the midst of it. But Lam 3.1 
emphasises the reality of di\'ine punishment. 
The reader moves through the divine judgment by negotiating language from the 
Exodus tradition (as in Lamentations I) and Jeremiah (as in Lamentations 2) in Lam 3.5. 
~lxUnusual 0I1hography for ;"I'iN, "lion." Though its proper pointing would be: 
;"I'i~, "lion," the meaning of the noun is clear. Some MSS read 'i~, "lion" (Qere). 
~1l)Note the particularly Jeremianic idiom for an object of loathing or mocking, 
i',n::,', "laughingstock" (Jer :20.7; 48.26, 27, 39; also Job 1:2.4). 
scllThe Peshina reads "the peoples/nations" (O'/jl.') for "my people" em]). If one 
follows the PeshiBa, then the man, likc Zion, is jeered and mocked by the foreign nations 
(Lam 1.7J, 8h, 17c: 2.15-16). Yet following the MT and LXX, then his own people, 
prc!'.umahly from Jerusalem, \\'ho taunt his suffering at God's hands. This offers a 
different theological perspecti\'e on the inhahitants of Jermalem, marking them as 
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In the first place, Albrektson and Renkema argue "hardship" (:,1N?I'l) is "as a rule used of 
tribulations of Israel," especially the Exodus experience and thereafter in the wilderness 
wanderings. H21 When Moses explains to Jethro Israel's Egyptian experience and God's 
salvation in Ex 18.1-12, Moses summarises Egyptian captivity as "hardship" (:1N?I'l). This 
term is used again in Num 20.14-17 by Moses to describe to the nation of Edom the 
hardships the Israelites experienced in Egyptian bondage: "you know all the hardships 
(;"IN?I'l;"l-?::l) that have befallen us; that our forefathers went down to Egypt, we dwelled in 
Egypt for many days, and they dealt harshly with us and our forefathers" (Num 20.140-
15). If it is true that in Lam 3.5 "hardship" has the Egyptian experience as a referent, then 
the Egyptian deliverance is re-interpreted in Lam 3.5 as a return to Egyptian hardship 
(;"IK?I'l), but now at the hands of YHWH. This is similar to the way the poet employs the 
Egyptian experience in Lam 1.3. By exploiting and invelting this encyclopaedic content 
through allusion (;"IK?I'l), Lam 3.5 reverses the Exodus experience, reinforcing the notion 
of divine judgment. 
Moreover, "poison" (tVN1) is a noun that derives from II lVN1, used especially in 
Jeremiah to describe divine judgment against his people for idolatry or false prophecy. 
"For YHWH has doomed us; he has mad us drink bitter waters (tVN1-'/j)" (Jer 8.14); 
'Thus says YHWH of the armies, God of Israel, 'I am the one who feeds that people 
wormwood (:1JlJ?) and make them drink poison (lVK-,-'/j)" (Jer 9.14). Jer 23.15 uses the 
same collocation (;"IJlJ? and lVN1-'/j) as Jer 9.14 to depict YHWH' s judgment. Lam 3.5b, 
then, exploits these allusions to suggest divine punishment for the reader.H22 And yet, 
allusion serves only to reinforce the concept of judgment without specifics as to the 
reasons for it: the reality of suffering is emphasised instead of particular causes, except 
that YHWH has done it. 
The shorter poetic lines in the poetry, coupled with the extensive acrostic, create a 
rhythmical movement, advancing the reader at a regular "pace," though this is to be 
distinguished from meter, as this is a feature of the acrostic rather than internal workings 
of stressed syllables. Within this "pace," the reader is confronted with a panorama of 
divine imagery that heightens his judgment and adversarial role. The metaphor of YHWH 
taunting the suffering of a righteous follower of YHWH. This inevitably leads the reader 
to question the ethics of the people. 
H21 Albrektson, Studie.\' ill the Text and Theology (~l the Book (~r Lamelltatiol/s, 130-
31; see also Renkema, Lamentatiol/s, 357-58. 
1122 Thus the LXX "my head and it grew weary" (K£<pUATjV ~IO\) KUI qIOXOTjCH:V), is 
unnecessary. 
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as shepherd in Psalm 23 as a foil, the man's trouble as a result of God's judgmellt is fore-
grounded by the metaphor of God as anti-shepherd in Lam 3. I, 2, 6, 10. 11 i lIers 
recognises the '"rod" (tJJW) as a common regulative symbol in the OT (2 Sam 7.14: Ps 
23.4; 89.33; Job 9.34; 21.9).x~, Thus the '"rod" belongs to divine shepherding imagery and 
depicts YHWH leading his people typically to salvation as in Ps 23.4: "Your rod (ltJJ1:n 
and your staff (lml1WIJ1), they comfort me."X2-t While it is not clear that Lam 3.1 is 
actualising this encyclopaedic content (the allusion is tenuous at best) it can be said that 
set in relief against Psalm 23, Lam 3.1-3 can be seen as a veritable ollli-Psalm 23. The 
Lord does not lead the faithful follower to salvation, but rather afflicts with his rod of 
wrath (1f11Jl1 tJJWJ). He has not led the man to quiet waters (Ps 23.2) hut rather led and 
drove him to '"darkness and not light" (Lam 3.2). Instead of '"dwelling" in the house of 
YHWH forever (11K? ;-r1;-r'-n'JJ 'nJW1 rl'IJ'; Ps 23.6) the Lord causes the man "to dwell" in 
dark places, like those long dead (rl?1l1 'nlJ:::l 'lJ'W1;-r rl':::lwnIJJ; Lam 3.6). While not 
necessarily alluding to Psalm 23, virtual quotation occurs in Lam 3.6, citing Ps 143.3: 
'"For an enemy pursued my soul; he crushed my life to the ground. He caused me to dwell 
in dark places, like those long dead." Kraus believes the phrase rl?1l7 'nlJ:::l in Ps 143.3 to be 
an accretion, interpolated from Lam 3.6, but this assertion is difficult to demonstrate with 
certainty. H25 Whatever the direction of influence, it is clear that bOlh texts relkct the 
speaker's sense of isolation. Eaton argues that '"like those long dead" metaphorically 
depicts the furthest possible place from vitality, or '"those most remote from Iife."K2h 
Lam 3.2-16 combines other metaphors with this anti-shepherd metaphor, so that 
the deity is typified as ajailor, warrior, bear, lion, and grim party host. YHWH constructs 
over the 1Jl a wall to enclose and trap him in Lam 3.5, 7. Here the divine jailor places 
heavy shackles upon the man ('nwm 1'J:::l;-r). And YHWH is a warrior who breaks the 
man's bones ('n1IJ:!ll1 1JW) in Lam 3.4, recalling the divine "breaking" (1JUi) in Lam 1.15: 
2.9a, lIb, 13c. Again, through the repetition of language, Zion is associated with the man, 
both of whom receive divine wrath. Like Zion, the man experiences the Lord as a divine 
archer in Lam 3.10, recalling Lam 2.4: "he strung his bow like an enemy, standing strong 
in his right hand" (1l'IJ' J:!ll J'1K:::l1f1Wji 111). But instead of just being tensed ready to fire 
X2lHillers, Lamentations, 124. 
l!2-tHillers, Lamentations, 125. 
x:!5Kraus, Psalms nO-I 50, 535, 537. 
K26John H. Eaton, Psalms (London: SCM, 19(7),307. 
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(Lam 2.4), YHWH has made the ijl his tar!!ct. settin!! hi III lip to receivl' arrow~ of wrath 
(Lam 3.12), which have pcnetrated the man's kidneys ('m'~::lj: I.am .'.11). 
Divine metaphors compile one upon till' other and ciliminate in animal Illla!!erys" 
In Lam 3.10 the Lord oecomes the animals that shepherds defended a!!ain,1 in Ihe ANI-:: 
he is ooth ncar and lion. x2x The only other instance of the conjllnclion of:m and :1'iN 
other than Lam 3.10 comes in the well-known passage in I Salll 17.J·l-ll, whell' I>avid 
det'cnds his fighting prowess. His rationale dnives from his skill in pmll'cting hi~ falher', 
shecp against the lion and ncar: 'iN:1-nN m ,'n'IJ:1' I ... ] i11.':1~J :1t:: Ni.:'J1 j11:1-nN1 'iN N:11 
l1J!7 :1::l:1 J,,;"'nJ), "When the lion or the ncar callie and took a shecp from the flock 1 ... 1 I 
killed it. Your servant has killed the lion and the hear." In hoth I Sam 17.-'-l-1l and I.anl 
3.10, the lion and hear arc marauders lying in wait for opportunistic hllnting: in Lam .'.10 
the iJ) anticipates such attack from God and desnihes him with the same lan!!lIagl' (J" 
and :1'iN). 
These metaphors underline the man's sentiment towards his (,od: far from 
seeurity and neneficence, he anticipates YHWH's lInL'Xlwcted attack. MllI'l'o\·l'I'. Ill' lear, 
the man to pieces ('mtzj~',) and makes him desolate (OlJtli). This word recalls Lam l.4h. 
I3c, and further connects the man with the suffering of Zion. In this way. I.alll -'.10-11 
juxtaposes typical encyclopaedic informalion (a positive, pmlcl'liVl'. mL'laphor of YIIWII 
as hear/lion) against the felt reality of the prescnt. where he is typified as the wry SIlIlI'L'L' 
of malevolence that shepherds in the hinlical world would havc comhall'd to pmtl'ci their 
sheep. 
Finally, YHWH as "p;\l1y host" concludes the divinc IlIl'Iaphor" that span from 
Lam 3.1-15. Rudolph percepti vely notes Y IIW II is figured as a gri III "ho-.I" ( ,a"t!!L'i1l'r) 
in Lam 3.15. Instead of giving the man !!ood food and drink, Ihl' deity ).!in'" hilll hiller 
drinks and wormwllOd. x2lJ The range of IIIl'1aphoricallk'pil'lion for the dl'ily in Lam -'.1-
X27 For a helpful discussion of these, SL'L' Antjc I.ahahn, "Wild Animal" alld 
Chasing Shadows: Animal Metaphors in Lamentations as Indicators oflndividllal 
Threat," in Metaphol' ill the 1/('/11'('1\' /liMe (ed. P. van I kckc: B ETI. I X7: IA'u\'cn: Pl'ell'l'''. 
20(5).67-97. 
x2x ln Am 1.2 and 3.g, YHWH is a roaring lion annOllllcing judgllll'nt (IN::i'''. Am 
1.2; lNtzl :1'iN. Am 3.g). Yet in Hos 5.14; 11.10 depict thc Lord as a pJ'Iltel'liVL' lion 
guardi ng his people: :111:1' n'J' i'~::l::l' O'i~N' ,m:i:J ':JJN (I los 5. l-l): :1'iN::l IN;':'' (11m I I. I II). 
In these texts. the divine metaphors are positive. Hos I3.X, howe vcr. prcsl'nls YIIWII a" 
as a mother hear (J1:J) denied of her cuhs that then attacks Israel and rip" Ihelll opcn. iI 
lion (N'J':J) that devours Israel. Lam J.IO uses different language. hut i" the only ulhn 
text in the OT where YHWH is imaged as a malevolent hear or lion. 
K~'l Rudolph. Dil' K/agl'lil'tit'r. 239. 
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15, like the range of pasoni fications for Zion in Lam 3.1--1-, provide the reader a myriad 
of ways to identify with YHWH. At each turn in divine imagery, a new facet of YHWH's 
activity i.., re\ealed, enahling a multilayered depiction of the suffering of the iJ~ in 
YHWH'" judgment. 
The' "trophe u..,es rare language to heighten description of the man's suffering, 
The text read,,: 
..,~\'\: "::::"~::i .. ~::. r:iii: ~..,~ .. , 
:i::':': "~"I::l: "::'~: :J'~::~~ ~~~:1' 
"He caused my te~th to grind as gravel: he made me cower in the dust. 
d . d~ ,11 I f' I f' d An you re.1ecte my sou mm peace; orgot goo ness. 
And I said. '\1) lasting hope perished from YHWH·." 
Ci) i.., only u"ed twice in the OT. here and Ps 119.20. r::m occurs only three times (Lam 
3.16: P.., 77. I X; Prm' 20. 17). 'J'':}'~::i is a hapax legollll'Jlon. and 'n'iziJ is the only instance 
of ;'1'.:iJ in the Qal "tem. The poetry may exploit unusual language to depict the unusual 
experience of the man. Yet from this dire experience the iJ~ addresses YHWH for the 
fir"t time. He "ays what the deity surely knows. hased upon divine actions descrihed in 
Lam 3.1-IS: God ha" rejected (iiJim) the man' s soul from peace. similarly to the fact that 
YHWH has rejected (iiJi) Zinn's altar in Lam 2.7a. Divine activity prevents his 
worshipper,,' communion with the deity. and therehy. there is no way to find peace (Ln?tZij 
or goodne"" (:;:''.:). In terIm of formal analysis, this is the first Anklage des Gottes in the 
poem. which recur" in Lam 3.-1-2h--1-S. And yet the logic of the complaint ahout God 
works on the ha"i" of the justice o(God. namely the metaphor of the divine judge, who 
will hear the complaint and re"pond in justice, even in regard to his own actions.s'l This 
represent-. a hrief '>hift in metaphorical depiction of the deity. from antagonistic 
metaphor" (Lam 3.1-16, I X) to a more positive metaphor. 
And yet a'> ljuickly a" the poetry evirKcs positive divine imagery. the acrostic 
mO\'C'> the reader to Lam 3.1 X '>hifts hack to the reality. and results of. divine judgment. 
The \'ariety of negati\'e pnr1raih of God against him (Lam .3.I-IS) leads the man to 
internally reflect that his splendour and hnpe are lost from the Lord. Following Hillers. I 
under,>tand ';"~;;';'" ';;::.: a~ a hendiady" ··Iasting hope." In this translation. n:!1::l may connote 
~;IIWith RuLinlph (Klagdil'der. 2.31) I retain the MT (Qa12 masculine singular) 
iiJiT': rather than ell1l'nLiin!! 1'·And he rejected," mT'1, so the LXX (Kat a7I(!)(Hlro)1 or 
repointing I;;:r;"l' (Qal J feminine Sin!!lliarl so the -;uhject is ··my soul" ('::i!)J)I. 
S'I \ 1 iller. ·'Prayer <1'> Persuasion," 3S6-62. 
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either ·'glory" or the idea of "permanence" or as HALOT describes, "lastingness" in the 
nominative form.~;2 Certainly "glory" is plausible, but glory is usually associated with 
YHWH (I Sam 15.29: I Chron 29.11) rather than humans, and the association between 
ii:iJ and the ':J" is unmistakable due to the I singular pronominal suffix. Likewise, n~mn 
may connote "hope" or "expectation." The collocation of nouns marked with the 
conjunctive 1\"(/\1· indicates hendiadys: "my lasting hope." But what is the "hope" that has 
perished'.) Renkema rightly notes that it is "not the general sense of hope for the future but 
in the specific sense of the ':J':s expectations of YHWH" and his continued relationship 
to the man. s" Contra Keil. who believes that the man has himse(t" moved far from YHWH 
by complaining or lamenting, it is apparent from the logic of the verse that YHWH is 
removed from the /1Iall, specifically in terms of the expectation of YHWH' s conti nued 
relationship with the man, and this reality grounds his statement of loss: YHWH has 
perhaps ended his relationship with the man !K1-l God's adversarial status in Lam 1.12c-
16aa has created a profound sense of uncertainty in terms of divine-human relationship. 
But the ··pace" of the acrostic advances the reader to a depiction of direct address 
once again to the deity, and the poetry exploits the observer's language for Zion from 
Lam 1.7a. The i strophe is difficult but reads: 
":'.~J "~:.: ir'::'~' "'::;ij1 i':i 
,"jj'N i::-':l.' "~~-';N ~"::-N 1'1NT 
"Remember my miserable homelessness, wormwood, and poison. 
. x,~ 
Surely my soul remembers, and cowers over me. . 
This I return to my hear1: therefore, I will have hope." 
H12HALOT, I ii~~, 716.: the man laments the loss of the Lord's manifest presence 
and immanence (Renkema, Lall/elllaliol/s, 376-78). 
HllRenkema, Lall/clllaliol/s, 378. He sees the grounds for divine fidelity in Zion 
theologr though this is far from clear. See 2.2.1., above. 
,.jKeil, K&D, vol. 8, 513-1-1-. 
Hl"Tran ... lating "JiI1 and ii';:im as Qal imperfect 3 feminine singular verbs from ':JT, 
"to remember," and nii:':' or inC', "to be bent over/cower" (Kethib), respectively. Moreover, 
one mu ... t read with the supposed scribal change "my soul," 'IZ,'!)J (til/qlllll' ,wpherilll), over 
and above the 'oupposed original "your sou!." 1i:,'!lJ, making 'lli!)J thc subject of the vcrbs 
rather than their object. For a similar construction, see Ps 42.6: 1,:JTl'\ p-:,~ nmmvn 'l!,'!lJ ',Y, 
"My soul bmn down over me (my condition); accordingly, I rememher you" (Keil. K&D, 
vol. 8,515). Alternatively, il'~'m may derive from ..Jil'!/;\ "to be concerned with something, 
considering or speaking" (Alhrektson, Sludies ill the Text alld Theology (~(thl' Book ot" 
La fI/(' II lulioll.l , I--lJ), and so coincides with the LXX's KamooA~:(jXl;(I), "to chatter (about)." 
Then the line could be translated: "Surely you remember and your soul will be concerned 
over me." However. the line is sensible as it stands in the MT, and either the Kethib 
(ii'~'m) or Qere (ii1',:'j11) is understandable as well. 
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Depsite his uncertainties. the man addresses YHWH dircctly. Thc impcrativc ':JT. 
"remcmber." presumably is dircctcd towards the Lord, who was addresscd in vcrsc 17. If 
this is the case. then the '::1~ urges YHWH to remember the miserable homelessness that 
Jerusalcm herself has remembered in Lam 1.7a: "Jerusalem rcmembers the days of hcr 
miserable home\e"sness" (:1'j,,:-';, ;"1'J~' '/.:' Chi.:i,,' :1':JT). This repetition rhetorically 
providcs rationale for the deity to respond on behalf of the man. who once again is 
associated with Zion. Moreo\'er. through the use of iZ}N" ;"1Jl1'. the poctry points back to 
Lam .3.15 (;"1)):") and Lam .3.5 (:.:iN'). specifically the oppression of the man (,::1).:1) al the 
hands of God. 
In Lam .3.19. the fullness of Zion and the man's experienccs arc distilled into a 
plea for YHWH to remember (':JT). This is diffcrent from the imperatives of Lamentations 
I and 2. for YHWH to "see" or ··consider." The man (and thereby, Zion) remembers 
miserable homelessness (Lam .3.19-20: Lam 1.7a) and is disturbed about it; by contrast. it 
is YHWH who has not rememhered the state of both. This negligence is the motivation for 
appeal. The implicit intel1wining hetween the voices of the man and Zion projects for the 
reader a portrait of solidarity in suffering; but that their association is not made ('xplicit 
enables the reader to hear their various experiences of suffering on their own terms. And 
yet both voices at Lam .3.19-20 focus poignantly upon the reality of homelessness. 
wormwood. and poison and the need for its conclusion by divine aid. 
The appeal is met with an abrupt change towards hope and confidence in versc 21. 
This is difficult interpretati\'ely-what causes this changc?-but syntactically as well. 
The syntax of p-"';,; is awkward as the particle normally links with pr('l'iol/.\' 
argumentation Ihat givcs grounds for a present conclusion ("'thereforc"), as in Lam 
1.8a.x~h But what is the argument that leads him to concludc that hc has hope ("mN)'? The 
speaker's prescnt conclusion comes hy returning an unidentified "this" (T'lNT) to his heal1 
('::1'-'N). The pronoun may refcr to Lam .3.20. but makes little scnsc as that verse depicts 
internal strife. Most commentators posit that P-'l1 breaks syntactical convention and 
refer'> to what comes after it. namely Lam .3.22. where YHWH's covenant love towards 
h· I' f' .1 X17 IS pcop C IS con Irmeu. 
Yet it may be that Lam .3.20-11 shifts away from complaint to affirm the cCI1ainty 
of YHWH hearing thc man's prayer in Lam .3.19. Onc arrives hcre by translating ,DTT1 
X'flGBHS ~ ~.1.6.(d). 
x 17 Alhrektson provides a helpful summary and list of commentators adopting this 
view (Stlldies ill the Text alld 7heofogy (!f'thc Book. (!f'Lamelltatioll.\', 14.3-5). 
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and n':.:im a'> Qal imperfect 2 masculine singular verbs from 1JT, "to remember," and n'lli, 
"to Illelt away" (Qere), respectively, and supposing that "my soul" ('lli~J) is a scrihal 
change (riljljlllle .wpherilll) for "your soul" (It:i~J): "Surely you rememher and your soul 
will melt ovcr me." God, then, is the subject of the verbs; the text has heen later altered 
by the scribe" to avoid theological affront with the suggestion that god would condescend 
to humanity.K'x Divine memory of the 1:J~ is the antecedent of mn in Lam 3.21 and would 
represent the most cxplicitly positive and hopeful statement in the book yet.~ny If correct, 
then this verse represents a Heilsorakel, "salvation oracle," in the lament genre that 
prompts a shift in mood and grounds for hope in Lam 3.21 H40, which is how Westermann 
and House understand this verse. X41 
This interpretation. while attractive, is not without problems. McCarthy is 
tentative ahout the evidence of an earlier It:5~J, as is Hillers. H42 The original text may have 
read ':":';~J, as LXX apparently translated 'lli~J as well (\jfUX1ll!ou), as does the later Targum. 
Apparently these versions have little difficulty with the verse as it stands in the MT and 
felt no need to theologically "correct" the text. Moreover, despite the somewhat awkward 
syntax of P-7!" and the ambiguous antecedent to mn, it is conceivable that both prepare 
the reader for the positive pOl1rait of YHWH in Lam 3.22-4. In fact, the ambiguous 
referent to mn and the awkward syntax of P-7lJ precisely creates a forward impulse for 
the reader to try and make sense of what could create hope in the man; nothing in the 
verses prior offer an answer. The reader is left wondering how the man changes his 
perception. Little prepares the reader for this unexpected shift to trust YHWH. 
But the acrostic drives the reader forward to Lam 3.22-4, where hope is revealed: 
God's faithful love and CO\'enant loyalty. The text reads: 
1'~n1 17:)-l'\7 ':) 1J~T1-l'\7 'J ;-Wl' 'ion 
lT1J1~l'\ ;,:n D'1i'::l7 D'i':}in 
17 7'i11l'\ p-71.' ':,:.;!)J ;'11:Jl'\ ;'1;" 'i'7n 
x,xGottwald, Studies ill the Book o!"Lalllcntatiolls, 13. 
x 'YGottwald, Studies ill the Book (~f wmclltations, 13; Albrektson, Studics ill the 
Text alld 71Icology o{ thc Book of Lamelltatiolls, 142. 
x411Joachim Begrich, "Das presterliche Heilsorakel," ZA W 52( 1934): 81-92. 
S.J I Westermann, Die Klagelieder, 145 = Lamelltations, 172-73; House, 
Lamelltatio1/.l, 413. So too Gottwald, Studies ill the Book (~l Lamelltatiolls, 13; 
Alhrektson, Studies ill the Text ant! Theology (~(the Book (~l Lamcntations, 142. 
~4~Hilkrs, Lilll/entatioll.\', 114; Cannel McCarthy, The Til/qul/t' Sophcrim alld 
Other Thcologiml Correctioll.1 ill the Masoretic Text of the Old Testall/ellt (OBO 36; 
GClttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht. 1981), 120-23. 
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"lIt is due tol YHWH's acts of covenant mercl-l\ that we are not consumed; 
indeed his mercies do not fail. 
IThey arel new every morning-greatlisl your faithfulness. 
'YHWH is my p0l1ion: my soul says; therefore I will hope in him." 
This strophe is fairly straightforward except for the first verse, which is difficult for a 
number of reasons. The first (and most obvious) is the problems associated with 1J1Jrn" '::l, 
"that we are not consumed." Some commentators emend the text to read 11Jn. "they have 
(not) ceased"-that is, "YHWH's acts of covenant mercy." Hillers understands both 
instances of '::J asseveratively (following Gordis) and :11:1' 'iOn as the subject of the verb: 
"surely the lovingkindness of YHWH has not ceased, nor have his mercies ceased," 
which reveals chiasmH-I-I: 
:11:1' 'iOn (A) 11Jn-K' '::J (B) 
>< 
The Targum and possibly the PeshiHa read mn. The impetus for emendation stems in part 
from a view that the clause is supposedly illegible without it.K-I5 Albrektson believes the 
emendation belies a prejudice against a corporate understanding of the speaker in 
Lamentations 3K-It>, yet corporate connotations of the 'Jl already have been introduced 
effectively up to this point by associating him with Zion. Moreover several old 
translations follow 1J~jl (Aquila, Symmachus, Old Latin, Vulgate). This shift from a first 
person singular to plural perspective further blends the perspective of the man to the 
community. yet here the man becomes a spokesman for the community. Thus the model 
reader here conceptualises both the individual alld community and the model reader is 
directed towards hope in some way. In terms of syntax, Keil and Albrektson translate on 
the basis of 1J~J" surmising the clause following :11:1' 'iOn introduces a subject clause: "that 
we are not cUl1sumed."X-I7 This is how I understand the verse. The ground for hope 
WYHWH's day of judgment does not signal the end of his relationship with his 
people due to the ;'11;'1' 'iO;'1 (House, Lalllelltatiolls, 414), in which ion "describes the 
disposition of and beneficent actions of God toward the faithful, Israel his people, and 
humanity in general" (NID07TE, 2: 211). 
K-I-IHillers,I.allll'lItatiolls, 115; Gordis, Lallll'lItatiolls, 179. 
K-I'For fUl1her rationale for mn, see Hans Gottlieb, A Stlldy Oil the Text alld 
Theology ojLOIIIl'lItatioll.\", 45-6. 
x-II1A lbrektson. Stlldil's ill the Text alld Theology of L{l/I/ellfatiol/s, 145. 
x-I7Albrektson. Sill dies ill the Text alld Theology (~rLal1lellt(/tiolls, 145; Keil, K&D, 
vol. 8, 515. For subject clauses, see JM ~ 157a. 
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introduced in verse 21 is tied to the covenant love of YHWH (:1,;" '10n), his mercy (1'lJn,), 
his faithfulnes~ IlnJ1:':1'), and that he is the man's "portion" ('i'~n).X.fX 
His present conditions have not changed, but in these verses one discovers the 
most overt confession of hope that God's beneficence will be achieved. This is covenant 
language by alll'Ounts. In interpreting the n strophe, House rightly brings into view the 
covenant language displayed most clearly in Ex 34.6, "YHWH, YHWH, a god 
compassionate (mii') and gracious; slow of anger but great in mercy and truth ( 10n-:n, 
nr.1'1)," saying that for the ,~", "Each new day dawns with the possibility of covenant 
renewal for a punished people. This opportunity lasts as long as God lasts since it is 
d d · h' I h "X.flJ B . h h b . groun e III 1\ persona c aracter. y retumlllg t ese trut s a out YHWH and hIS 
covenant with his people to his heart ('J~-~I' J't:JK) the man has grounds for hope. The 
repetition of ?'inK P-?l..' in Lam 3.21 b, 3.24b confirms this association, displaying a 
structural inclusio to Lam 3.21-24: 
Lam 3.21 (?'ii1K l:l-~)"') 
Lam 3.22 
Lam 3.23 
Lam 3.24 (1? ?'ii1K P-?il) 
] 
The acrostic evinces a forward movement which then is met with a reflexive movement in 
the repetition of ?'ji11' P-~).,', emphasising the entire n strophe through inclusio. The 
structural density here retards the progression of the acrostic so that the reader may reflect 
upon the reality that divine covenant acts of mercy, among other divine characteristics, 
bring the man-and Zion by extension-hope. 
But what remains unstated is important for the construction of the model reader. 
How exactly does remembering covenant traits of God build hope within him (or the 
community, if observing the communal "we" of v. 22)? Is hope constructed from the idea 
that YHWH will counteract IIis OWII extensive punitive actions described in Lam 3.1-1 R 
based upon his covenant charactelistics?x~() Or is his hope grounded in YHWH's act of 
remembering the man's miserable homelessness (lVK" :1J31? '1"1J' "Jl1; Lam 3.19), 
X.fX YHWH as one's "portion" recalls Pss 16.5; 73.26; 142.6; and especially Ps 
119.57, an almost exact parallel. The concept derives from Num 18.20, where YHWH is 
the "p0l1ion" of the Levites. Divine "portion" in Lam 3.24 provides the speaker with it 
hope that whatever ill he faces the deity will be his possession in the midst of it 
(Renkema, L(/II/(,lItatiol/.\, 391 ). 
X.flJHollse, 1.t1ll/('lItatiolls, 414-15. 
x';()Building also off of previous depictions of excessive or theologically 
problematic punishment, especially in Lam 1.10, 13-15; 2.1-9, 20-22. 
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presumably exile'? If so. then this may connote some notion of refilm from exile. Or is the 
man's hope in YHWH more theologically abstract, thinking that by adopting theologkal 
conviction about divine character expressed in Lam 3.22-4, the deity will relieve the man 
of his dire situation"! Or, building from what the reader has experienced in the previous 
poems. does the hope stem from the notion that the Lord will forgive the sins of the 
people after they have confessed and repented (Lam 1.llc, 18a, 20a-b)'? The question of 
hoI\' the mercies of YHWH actually build hope within the 1::1:\ remains unstated and this 
omission leads the reader to move to the previous portions of the poetry to negotiate it. 
Though drawing in covenantal language as a source of hope in verses 22-24, the precise 
meaning of the hope remains an open question, which the reader. enabled by the text, 
must respond to in some manner, though not (Jne manner. In this way. there is multivalent 
potential in understanding the nature of hope for the model reader, so that individual real 
readers, identified within the community (the communal "we" of v. 22) arc all directed 
towards hope, but the nature of that hope is precisely left somewhat ambiguous. In this 
way. the strategy for the model reader (at least up to this point) is more open rather than 
closed. 
But then strophes :J - J respond in part to the kinds of questions raised in verses 
21-4, providing the rationale. means, and reasons for hoping in God. The 1::1:\ continues 
his speech on behalf of the community. admonishing his hearers (who arc unknown but 
presumably inhabitants of Jerusalem and Judah) in the appropriate way to live in the 
present experience of suffering. Apart from the other portions of Lamentations, which 
display a high degree of parataxis rather than logical connection, these strophes are linked 
not only by repetition of language, but also by a kind of argumentation, if somewhat loose. 
If Lam 3.24 depicts an expectant hope in YHWH, verses 25-30 reveal why it is "good" 
(::I1:J) to hope in him: "YHWH is good to the one who waits, to the soul who seeks him" 
(Lam 3.25). Moreover, the strophes reveal the manner to "wait" and "seek" God. through 
external actions of penitence that min'or mourning (Lam 3.26-30). The poetry further 
asserts that suffering through penitence is "good" (:J1lJ), especially Lam 3.25, 27. In 
response. verses 31-33 test \I'lly suffering could be conceived of as "good" (::I1~ )-because 
YHWH is jllst and he is in control of the world, even when it seems topsy-turvy. 
Consistent to the style of the chapter as well. these verses cite portions of 
Lamentations 1-2 as well as previous sections of Lamentations 3 and enable intertextual 
links as well as interpretative richness to the poetry. Lam 3.25 argues that YHWH is ::I1U 
to the one who waits upon and seeks him. The repetition of the divine name ;'1;" in verses 
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25, 26 links these verses structurally to verse 24 ('i"m ;'11;'1') and bridges the nand tJ 
strophes; verses 25, 26 reaffirm the covenantal notion of the previous strophe and 
emphasise both the goodness and salvation of the Lord as well as the sufferer's trust, 
silence, and expectation of the Lord's deliverance. The teaching is directed to the 1:1), 
(Lam 3.27) who seeks to move heyond the present crisis. However one identifies the 1:1)', 
the speaker encourages himself and the community specifically by waiting on the Lord 
(11i'?), seeking him (iJi:i1in :':;!lJ?)X'iI, silent waiting and expectation for YHWH's salvation 
(;'11;'1' m'r,:,;j1, t:lt1i1 ?W1 :11;:) X'i2, and hearing a yoke in youth (1'1111J::1 ?17 ~iZr-'::l '::1)'~ :110). 
The statement ahout hearing the "yoke" recalls for the reader Lam I. 14a, where 
Zion bears the "yoke" (7!;) of her offences. Zion's '711 then milTors the man's ~17, both of 
whom suffcr undcr divine judgmcnt. Yet in Lam 1.14a, the ?li' that was hound fast to Zion 
was inscrihed in a portrait of suffering that led her to "weep" (Lam 1.16). Here, the .,17 is 
productive, even "good" (::11iJ). This:lm teaching echoes the man's statement that his soul 
forgot ;'1:11;: in Lam 3.17. The repetition of language here draws a logical connection that 
"goodness" (;'1::11::) is derived from adhering to the ::11tJ teaching outlined hoth in the tJ 
strophe and the rcmainder of the parenesis. The contrast between the former expression of 
pain through the language of yoke (.,ll; Lam 1.14a; 3.27) and goodness (;'1::11lJ/::11tJ; Lam 
3.17,27) and present confirmation of the pain heing "good" is no douht jarring for the 
reader, leading him to refocus former understanding of the pain of suffering to rather the 
"goodness" of suffering. 
X'IMasoretic notation implies 11i'? (Kethih) he read 1'1V" (Qere) "to those who wait 
for him" (plural participle). The present work follows the Kethih with Hillers 
(Lamelllaliolls, I 15). t:i!lJ? suggests the palliciple be understood as a singUlar, and mV11n 
implies singular reading as well, observing parallelism (hut see LXX and Targum. who 
read pI ural). 
X:i2?'n'1, is difficult. The verb as pointed in the MT is unfamiliar; the LXX reads a 
Hiphil imperfect 3m.sg. d?n'). where the qc1I1Ws under the 1 is converted to a fU"ilem, 
making it fit the Hiphil paradigm: KUl U7tO~U;V£l. This is how I understand it. The H'(IH' 
conjunctive on m:m is rare. Delitzsch emends the 1 and' to ;'1, making the word "'n:1, a 
Hiphil infinitive construct. He emends t:l1'.J'" to t:l(1)I'.Ji1. a Qal infinitive construct from t:ll'.Ji. 
thus the translation: "It is good to wait and to be silent for the salvation of the Lord." 
Alhrcktson, too, favours this solution I Franz Delitzsch. Dic L£'s£'- IIl1d Schreihf'ehler illl 
Allell Te.I/(/I//('1II lIl'h.11 dell del1l Schr!lilcxte eilll'erlt'ihlell Ralldllolell kla.I'sifi:it'l'l. /:'ill 
Hilt:\-/mch ji"ir I.exicoll IIl1d Gralllmalik. Ere,!!,ese Illld Lektiire (Berlin: Walther de Gruyter, 
1920). ~ 132h: Alhrcktson, Stlldies iI/ the TeXI alld Thcology of'lhe Book (~r l.lIlIIelllatiol/s, 
1471. The syntax, however rendered. does not necessarily muddy the sense of the line: it 
is good for a pcrson to wait in silence for divine deliverance. 
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The '-strophe advances this logic and suggests rationale for accepting suffering as 
good whi Ie transforming previous semantics of terms in Lamentations 1-2. The text 
reads: 
;'i1i'1"1 -:'" '~1~ 1;'i'~ ,~;::! 11"1' 
:1~'ii~ ~"~t, ... "ii': ':1~~' ir"~ 
"Let him sit alone and be silent, for he has laid (it) upon him. 
Let him lay his mouth in the dust; pcrhaps there is hope. 
Let him surrender his cheek to the one who smites him; let him be satisfied with 
scorn." 
The acrostic hrings the reader to understand the reason why judgment en]) is good is 
hecause it is done by God, the most likely antecedent of the masculine singular 
pronominal suffix ("~:"') in verse 28. Moreover, laying one's mouth in dust, giving the 
cheek m·er to the one who hits and being filled with shame can be understood as acts of 
both mourning and penitcnce. Anderson revcals mourning is a ritual process that cnables 
a later movement towards joy-but this cannot be gained without going first through 
mourning. The same can be said of forgiveness and restoration in divine-human 
relations. x:" Penitence gives way to re-establishment of justice between two parties, 
especially in a covenantal relationship. Both mourning and penitence pave the way for 
restoration (from bereavement or judgment); without a process of penitence. rcstoration 
and healing in thc divinc-human sphere will not happen. g5-l 
Anderson fUl1her notes that "By publicly disfiguring himself. the lamenter invites 
those around him to react."s:\'i This is crucial for understanding the verses hcre. The public 
disfigurements of the man through his acts of penitence are rhetorically aimed at both thc 
reader and YHWH: for the former it is to instruct the reader (who may be a suffcrcr of 
distress Iikc the man) the appropriate way to behave in suffering, while the penitent acts 
are aimed simultaneously at YHWH, designed to gain his attention. The expccted 
"reaction" from YHWH is an unspecified rcstoration: forgivencss of sin and thereby 
respite from divine antagonism, relief from the current situation of suffering. or even (as 
verses 46-66 reveal) relief from the ascendancy of enemy power. Essentially, acts of 
pcnitence arc good because they lIIay usher in rcstoration. Restoration, howcver, in 
Lamentations J is liminal at best: "perhaps there is hope" (:111'1'1 tz,;' '~1N). 
S'i 1See e ... pecially Bovati. Re-Estah/ishillg Justice, 135-6. 
S'i.jAnderson, A Tillie to Mourn. a Tillie to DallCt'. 82-10 I. 
s"Anderson, A Tillie to Mourn. a Tillie to Dallce. 96. 
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The poetry reinforces the notion of repentance hy recalling, and apparently 
transforming. previous statements in Lamentations I and 2 to reflect the penitent stance. 
The people/man/Zion are to "sit alone" ('1::l Jl.j") and "he silent" (01"). The parenesis here 
transforms Zion's mourning activity in Lam 1.1 ("she sits alone," 11J :1::llZ.!') to appropriate 
pt'llitellce ()\'erjudglllellt. The same can be said of the act of silence: Lam 3.28 transforms 
the former depiction of the elders' mourning (sitting on the ground in silence) in Lam 
2.IOa (,r.1' r"1l'\? 1:r.:"). hy shifting its focus from mourning to repentance. Silence and 
isolation is met. then. with an act of humble repentance. These phenomenal or external 
physical acts arc designed to affirm judgment and announce penitence, and this brings the 
possihility of hope (:11j;'1l"l). Here. in contrast to the previous affirmation of YHWH heing 
the source of hope in Lam 3.22-24, hope comes from penitence which may provide an 
end to judgment! 
Set in Eco' s aesthetic theory it is evident the poetry exploits s-codes to teach this. 
Lam 3.25-30 exploits the s-code "mourning rite" within the cultural encyclopaedia 
(specifically institutional s-code) which then is utilised in Lamentations 1-2 through 
repetition of language. These verses then overlay the s-code "penitential rite" against the 
s-code of mourning. so that the reader is forced to refocus his previous understanding of 
mourning in Lamentations 1-2 as something "good" done through a penitential act. 
Through the poetic use of repetition, Lam 3.25-30 refocuses semantics of previous 
portions of the book, leading the reader to a theology of divine justice and human 
sinfulness. which demands penitence rather than mourning. 
The rationale why hoth YHWH and suffering through judgment are "good" (::l1tl) 
is best understood in verses 31-33. Consistent with its style, the poetry employs previous 
language. drawing the reader hack through Lamentations 1 and 2 to make sense of the 
poetry to this point. This will he discussed after dealing with syntactical ilTegularities in 
the strophes. The verses read: 
non J'J om' :1:\1:1-0N 'J 
:':"'I'\-'J::2 :1:1" 1::!?~ :1Jli N? 'J 
"For he wi II not spurn forever. 
For if he torments; even so, he comforts-for great is his mercy. 
For he does not afflict from his he'1I1~5n, nor grieve the children of man." 
H'ihThe present study agrees with Lindstrom, who views "from his heart" (1::l?~) as 
referring to an arbitrary punishment of God (see Num 16.28); thus the poet affirms God's 
punishment as it is not an arhitrary decision IFredrik Lindstrom, God alld the Origin or 
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Both the:: and 7-strophes begin awkwardly, with 'J clauses (J-strophe) and infinitive 
clauses (7-strophe). The J-strophe by and large reinforces the notion of divine justice by 
recalling language from previous portions of the poetry. Lam 3.31. "For the Lord ('31N) 
does not spurn (inT') forever," recalls the only other instance of mT in the poetry, Lam 2.7, 
"The Lord spurned ('31/'\ ilJr) his altar." The almost terrifying finality of judgment on 
display in Lam 2.7 is transformed into a temporary reality in Lam 3.31. This logic is 
advanced in the repetition of the verb ;'1).' as well. Whereas in Lam 1.5b, 12c YHWH 
"tormented" (;'1),1;'1) Zion for her criminal acts, Lam 3.32 (;'1),1;'1),33 (;'1).'1) reveals that this 
divine "torment" (~;'1).') is met with divine "comfort" (om), which is a direct rcsponse to 
Lam 1.2b, 7c, 9b, 16b, 17a, 21 a. The implication is, then, that the man's day of judgment 
does not constitute a final word-comfort, removal of scorn, and restoration exists on the 
horizon. Morevoer, YHWH is affirmed as just in his judgment. He docs not aftlict "from 
his heart" (1:J?~) meaning perhaps that he is not capricious in his punishmenLX:i7 Rather 
when he aftlicts, he comforts, his mercies are great, and he does not exett judgment in a 
manner that is exploitative or unjustified. The J-strophe transforms previous depictions of 
spurning, and tormenting to reveal YHWH as a comforter and just deity. 
And though difficult, the ?-strophe confirms the relationship between YHWH and 
justice, especially to the man and Zion. The text reads: 
1'1/'\ '1'OK ?J 1'7).1 1'1n1'1 NJi? 
11'?); ')~ i).) 1:J)' -O~i.:i~ 1'11O:1? 
:1Kl N? '31N 1J'1:J OiN m~'? 
'To crush under his feet, all the prisoners of the earth-
To pervett X5X the justice of a man before the presence of Elyon-
To suppres~ a person in his suit-does not the Lord see?" 
The meaning of the ?-~trophe, as well as the two that precede it, dcpends upon the 
interpretation of the series of infinitive constructs that open each poetic line as well as the 
Evil: A COlltextual AI/alysis (~rAlleged Monistic Evidence ill the Old Testament ((,BOTS 
21; Lund: CWK Gleerup, 1983),222). 
~\'i7Westermann, Die Klagelieder, 148-9 = Lamentatiol/s, 177. 
x5xThe idea of "twisting/pervetting" justice (Hiphil ;'1tJ) + tJ~lll~) occurs herc in 
Lam 3.35, but also occurs prominently in Ex 23.2,6 and Deut 16.19; 24.17; 27.19. In 
these texts, the law forbids the twisting/denial of justice of people in their lawsuits 
(especially Ex 23.6: "Do not twist/deny justice of your poor in their lawsuits," ;'10n N' 
1Y1J 13'J/'\ i:!li.:ir.; responsibilities of the judge in Deut 16.19: "do not pervert justice," l'i' 
0~1U1;l :1ul1; the laws regarding thc alien or orphan and justice in Deut 24.17: "dll not deny 
the alien or orphan justice," mn' 1J~I.:i~ :101'1 N?: and a curse is pronounced over the person 
who denies or perverts justice (1J~t:i~ :11JIJ) for the alien, fatherless, or widow, from Mount 
Ebal by the priests and Moses. 
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intcrprctation of thc last half of vcrsc 36: :1~" ~, 'J1N. Hillers hclicves thc infinitives 
should be undcrstood tcmporally, for instance, "by crushing under his fcc!." X'ilJ His 
rationale is duc to the fact that on their own, the infinitives make little sense and so arc 
necessarily (syntactically) dependcnt on thc verbal action of Lam 3.33: "He docs not 
afflict from his heart ... hy crushing, by pcrverting, by suppressing." On this vicw, N? 'J1N 
:1N' is a circumstantial clause, "without the Lord seeing (it):,K60 And yct it isjust as 
plausihle thatthc infinitives arc to be understood nominally ("to crush under his fect," "to 
pervert the justicc of a man," "to suppress a person in his suit,,).K61 In this rendering, 'J1N 
:1~" ~, cannot be undcrstood as a circumstantial clause hut rather either an interrogativeXI12 
("'does not thc Lord sec·!") or indicative clause ("'the Lord does not see,,).KI>' Kraus, 
Weiser, Alhrcktson. and Lindstrl)m understand the clause as a rhetorical question that 
expects a positive response, affirming divine justice for the reader-of course YHWH 
recognises or "sees" injustice and will not allow it to go on unchecked. Though rendering 
the syntax diffcrently. Hillers agrees with thcse scholars that the verse promotes such a 
theology of divine justice. However, understanding the poetic line as a rhetorical question 
remains somewhat awk",:ard because no syntactical marker suggests that it should he read 
in such a manner. 
This leads Rudolph and Gottlieh to counter the former view and interpret the 
clause as an indicative statemcnt of fact. This decision has subsequent theological 
ramifications: the speaker complains ahout the Lord's capriciousness in deserting him.xM 
Rudolph translates the verse, "daB man den Menschen drtickt in seinem Rechtsstreit, das 
hat den Hen'n nicht gektimmert!"SI>'i Gottlieh states unequivocally that the verse "should 
be read as a statement in the indicative. as an expression of the fact that the man praying 
is conscious of being deserted hy God:·Snn With this understanding of verse 36 in view, 
O'Connor states that "the God of Lamentations is a hlind God who, when asked to look, 
X'i'lHillers, Lalllelltatiolls, 116; see GBHS * 3.4.1 (g). 
ShOG KC * I 56d-g: Hillers, Lamelltatiolls. II I. 116. 
HhlGBHS * 3.4.1 (a). 
X('2Kraus, Klagelieder, 51; Weiser, Die Klagelieder, 69; Albrektson, Stlldies ill till' 
Text alld 71lt'ology or the Book o( l.amelltatiollS, 151; Lindstrilm, God al/d the Origill (~r 
El"il, 225-26. 
SI,1PrO\an. rallli'lIlatiol/.l. 97: Johnson, "Form and Message in Lamentations," 66: 
"the Lord doe ... not think propcr." Gm'dis, Lalllellta/iolls, 181; Dobbs-Allsopp, 
Lalllelltatiol/.I. 121: O'Connor. Lallli'lltations alld the Tears (~r the World, 51-2. 
Xh-lRudolph, Klagdieder. 229. 
xh'Rudolph, Klagelil'der. 229. 
~t.t.Gottl ieh. :\ Study all till' Text (~tLlllI/l'lIt(/tioll.l", 50. 
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. I I d d .. H1l7 Th' d d' f' h . see. or pay attentIon .... oes not respon . IS un erstan IIlg 0 t e syntax of 'J'~ 
;"1Ni N7 i ... both sensibk and possible. 
But \vhat is lost to O'Conner. with the emphasis upon the "blindness" or God, ~lI1d 
to Provan. who reads this text as a declaration about a lack of divine sovereigntlllH , is the 
way that verse 36 (;"1l\i 1\7 'J1I\) responds to other material in Lamentations I and 2, as 
seen in the style of Lam 3.27, 28, 31. 32, and 33. In the first place, contra O'Connor, 
scholar ... generally render the verb as "he does not approve" or the like, thus treating the 
meaning of the verb as having to do with the Lord's leniency towards injustice.HIll) This 
proposal is theologically attractive as it proposes to confirm the Lord's beneficence 
towards his people and affirm divine justice in the ~ and 7 strophes. Yet nowhere else in 
the OT does the verb ;"1l\i connote this, leading Gottlieb to abandon this idea,K70 This 
judgement is adopted here. The regular semantics of ;"1l'\i, "he sees," is appropriate to its 
usage in verse 36. FUl1her, the rather unusual instance of lack of divine sight (;"110\1) 
directly responds to the formulaic addresses of Zion in Lam 1.ge, lie, 21e; 2.20a: YHWH 
docs see (;"1Ni) the sufferings both the man (Lam 3.1-36) and Zion (Lamentations I and 2) 
face.0 71 It is interesting to note the differences between how the poetry employs previous 
language between the :I and '-strophes. The :I-strophe exploits language from Lam 2.7 ( nJT 
'J1I\), Lam \.5b, 12c d;'1),'), and Lam \.2b, 7c, 9b, 16b, 17a, 21 a (om) while the 7-strophe 
prominently draws only on 1.9c, lie, 21c; 2.20a (;"IN'), bringing attention to its usage and 
further reinforces its responsion to the appeal of Zion in Lamentations I and 2. This is an 
extremely hopeful view of both God and reality in line with Lam 3,22-36. 
The ~-strophe apparently confirms the positive view and promotes a theodicy. 
The text reads: 
82. 
;'11::' 1\' 'Jjl\ ';'1j11 -'~N ;'17 ';0: 
~1;:;'11 j'11)"';'1 1\::'j1 1\7 11"),' ':J~ 
1Nt;7-7); i~) ';7 tJiN lJ1Nj1'-;"I~ 
"Who has ... aid this and it come to pass except the Lord command it? 
Does not evi I and good proceed from the mouth of the Most High? 
Why should a human complain, a man, over his sin?" 
X(,70·Connor. 1..a11ll'l/tatiOI/.1 al/d the Tears oft/Ie World, 52. 
XhXPro\,an, Lal1lel/tatiol/s, 97 -8. 
WIGott wald, ""'tlldin il/ the Book oj" LlIIl/Cl/tatiolls, 14; Gordi s, Lamclltatiol/s, I ~o -
X711 Hans Gottlieb,;\ Study 011 the Text (~rLalllell111tiollS (Acta lutlandica 48; 
Theolo!!v Serie ... 12: Arhus: Arhus Universitet, 1978),49. 
~, 
x, I Thllma .... "The Aesthetic Theory of Umberto Eco"; "The Liturgical Function." 
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The correspondence between :1'~ 1" 'n~ (Lam 3.37b) and :11" l\? 'j1~ (Lam 3.36b) 
confirms the interrogative fum:tion of :1l'i 1" 'J11\ over and above the indicative notion of 
Gott\vald amI links the two strophes together structurally.K72 Together, both strophes 
reveal the reality that God is in control of the world-all that comes to pass is a result of 
hi .. command (:1'~ 1\, 'nl' ':1r, i~1' :1i '~). Renkema adroitly draws a parallel from Ps 33.9: 
"For he said it. and it came to pass: he commanded it, and it stood" ( :"l,rl\,:"l ':1" ,7J1\ l\,;' '~ 
,~;;,,)S7'; this is the only other instance in the OT where the verbs :1':1, i7Jl\, and :"l'~ occur 
in such close proximity. In Ps 33.9, the poet speaks of the goodness of creation. Through 
the allusive linkage between Ps 33.9 and Lam 3.37, along with the instance of the name 
of God associated with creation in 3.38, 11"l.', the cosmic significance of YHWH's 
creati vc power may be in view. At any rate, it is clear that he is just and aware of the 
events going on with the man and Zion. 
Although perhaps drawing on creation language, the poet speaks of a rather 
specific instancc of saying commanding here: the destruction that has come about in a 
particular "uay of wrath" on which Zion's enemies surrounded her and defeated her. This 
interpretation is strengthened through the repetition of :1'~ in Lam 3,37. The reader, 
recognising this language from Lam 1.IOc, 17b and 2.17b connects the circumstance 
which the speaker describes to the day of YHWH enacted at divine command (:11~). 
Perhaps the command for destruction is the referent of :1T. If this is the case, the poetry 
draws on creation language only to invert it: YHWH has not decreed creation but 
destruction. Yet in both, YHWH remains in total control: he has ordained the disaster so 
his continued vitality and potency are never in question; as discovered (ironically) in Lam 
2.1-11, divine destruction ensures a future survival of faith, cult, people, and worship. 
Moreover. ~';::1' 1"11!-'i:1, properly understood, refers to the day of YHWH 
(judgment and ;'1':"'1:1) as well as its counterpal1, blessing (:110:11) in this pm1icular instance 
rather than making a universal statement about theological monism-that good and bad 
(things) both have their direct source in YHWH. Hillers, for instance, takes Lam 3.38 to 
indicate a general view that both good and bad proceed from YHWH.K7-1 And Lindstr(ll11 
cogently outlines the view of theological monism from this verse in the German 
tradition. x" But the question here should be specified to whether the verse is admonishing 
XiCLimbtrllm, God lIlId the Origi/l oj' £\'il, 223-4. 
xilRenkellla, Lafllelltatio/l.\, 418-9. 
S7-+H ilkrs, I,Wllclltatio/l.I, I 17. 
x7'Li nd-.triim, God (/Ild thc Origin oj' £\'il, 214-7. 
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a view that all moral activity. both good and evil. stem from YHWH or whether "good 
and ··evil" represents judgment (T11J:i:1) and blessing (:nU:11) in a more localised, specific 
sense, especially seen in covenantal relationship. 
It seems to be that this verse is actually functioning on a more fundamental level 
in terms of the latter on the basis of the usage of :1lii and J1U in the verse. There arc only a 
few instances in the OT where these terms are collocated as predicates of divine activity. 
A number of texts. of course. associate moral "good" and "evil" with human activity 
(especially in wisdom material. prophetic warnings, and even in the creation account with 
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil). but as predicates of YHWH. the collocation 
"good and evil" is relatively scarce. Among them are Amos 3.6, Isa 45.7, and possibly 
Deut 32.39. These texts depict YHWH "doing" evil (;"Illi) to a city in judgment (Am 3.6), 
both killing and healing. presumably injudgment and then forgiveness (Deut 32.39), and 
"making" peace (tl1~:.:.') or good C:l1:J)X7t1 and "creating" evil (lli) (lsa 45.7). But with the 
strict collocation of ··good" and "evi I" the texts arc: Deut 30.15; Josh 23.15; and Job 
2.IOh. Of these. only Dellt 30.15 and Josh 23.15 have YHWH as the one who actively 
dispellses both ::11:: and :1~'i in a covenant relationship with his people. In fact, Joshua 
23.15 recalls the covenant ceremony, blessings and curses, of Deuteronomy 28-30, so that 
the ::11:: and :1!.'i should be understood in that light rather than a general statement about 
the morality of the deity. As to Job 2.1 Ob, it is of a different ilk than what is apparent in 
Deut 30.15. Josh 23.15 and Lam 3.38. In Job 2.1 Ob, the protagonist responds to his wife 
about the evils that have come upon him, especially the statement, "should we not accept 
evil (:1J:i) as well·!·' This statement is rhetorically designed to meet the test that he 
(unknowingly) confronts. of which the rest of the book plays out. In Deut 30.15, Josh 
23.15. however. the emphasis particularly lies in the notion of divine judgment (:1lii) and 
divine blessing (::11::). not just of an individual. but of a people in covenant with YHWH. 
Deut 30.15 reads. ··See. I set before you today life and good (J1U:1), and death and evil 
(!.'i:1)." The foclls of Lam 3.38 seems to renect this reality especially with the repetition of 
:11~ as indicated above. For this reason. the focus of the questions is not upon a general 
theological reality of ··good" and "evil" but rather a specific reality: the judgment that 
both Zion and the man are experiencing. This, too, is a manifestation of divine 
sovereignty. 
X7hThe Isaiah scroll at Qumran reads "doing good (J1U) and creating evil (lii), I am 
Yahweh. doing all of these." The MT, however, reads "making peace (C"tV) and creating 
evil (~'i). I am Yahweh, doing all of these." 
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The final verse in the ~-strophe heightens the emphasis on the justice of YHWH's 
judgment. \lJK in the Hithpolel occurs only in Lam .139 omm') and in Num 11.1: "The 
people took to complaining (t:l'JJK1'11J=) bitterly before YHWH." It is interesting that, 
generally speaking. in the block of wilderness wandering material from Numbers 10-21, 
any mention of suffering is depicted as punishment for sin. Num I 1.1 fits within this: 
"complaining" in the wilderness (Num 11.1) is apparently sinful and rouses divine anger, 
causing Moses to intercede for the people, ameliorating his wrath. By contrast, pre-Sinai 
wilderness wandering pericopes in Exodus 15-18 present suffering as an opportunity to 
reveal YHWH's deliwrance rather than His anger.S77 That Lamentations here would 
exploit em:yclopaedic content from the block of material in Numbers, patticularly Num 
II. I, reveab that the main concern here is to admonish the people to amid complaining, 
as YHWH' I., puni shment \\as .iI/sri/it'd and predicll'd, as on display in Deut 30.15: the 
good and e\'il, hlessing and cur'>e. that was set out before Israel, gave them the 
opportunity to rebel or obey, and they chose rebellion, justifying the divine punishment. 
Thi" logic is confirmed through the repetition of the term ':1)', at use only here, Lam 3.1, 
and 3.27. The repetition of the term makes awkward the understanding that it is actually 
the i:1)' speaking in Lam 3.1-38-is he reproaching himself? At some point the ,:1). must 
have dropped his speech and another speaker entered, but exactly where this is could have 
taken place i" unclear. Rather, it seems that the poetry uses the repetition of the term ,:1). 
to refocus the complaint of Lam 3.1-18: the complaint (if it is such) is off-hase, as the 
suffering is justified on account of the rebellion, namely "sin" ('Ntln). Like Jerusalem in 
Lam 1.8a (:1K::ii K::ii), sin is admitted, incidentally flllther linking the man with Zion. In 
both cases, what is rather admonished is the bearing of the yoke in Lam 3.27 and the 
silent suffering of Lam 3.28. 
Lam 3.25-.,6 employs the stylistic repetition of language within Lamentations I 
and 2 to dramatically transform their logic and advance a theodicy; this stylistic function 
is met in the '>strophe with a stylistic repetition of language from Lam 1.8a, 10c, 17h to 
confirm theodicy in and through this repetition. The repetition of :1'~ (Lam I.10c, 17h; 
2.17h) in Lam 3.37 confirms that judgment is a result of divine command and authority. 
Moreover \K~ii in Lam 3.3R corresponds to Lam 1.8a (:1NIJn KlJn), namely that YHWH's 
X77This is an insight brought forth by Brevard Childs I Ewdll.\' (OTL; Philadelphia: 
Westminster. 1l)7·h 2SH-NI. and exploited systematically into a larger understanding of 
lament traditions in the OT hy Samuel Balentine, Prayer ill the Hehrew Bible: 11,e 
Dramll o(HlIlI/w/-[)il"illt' /Jia/oglle (OBT; Minneapolis: FOItress, 1993, 189-98). 
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punishment is just because of sin. whether the man' s or Zion's. 80th of these examples 
cohere with the intensification function of repetition in Lamentations I and 2, with an 
empha"is upon the appropriateness of divine judgment (Lam I. I Oc, 17c; .3.37) and the 
reality of the "in of the man. and by extension Zion as well (Lam 1.8a; .3.39). 
Otherwise. \'erses 25-36 transform previous understandings. The yoke h37) of Lam 
1.14a is transformed from an indicator of judgment and pain to an indicator of penitence 
in suffering (Lam 3.27). The statement of the Lord's spurning (Lam 2.7a; 'J11'\ nJT) is 
transformed in Lam 3.31 as a temporary reality. The statement of the Lord's 
grieving/tormenting (Lam I.Sb. 12c: '11;'1).') is met and transformed in Lam 3.32, 33 with 
comfort (t:mn a direct response to the repeated refrain of "no comforter" (onJIJ 1'\') in Lam 
1.2b. 7c. 9b. 16b. 17a. 21 a. The rhetorical question that expects positive response "does 
not the Lord see (;'1:-\')" transforms the appeals of Zion for YHWH to "look" (;'11'\1) in Lam 
I. 9c, I Ie. 20a. and 2.20a, arguing that God does recognise when there is unjust 
oppres"ion. and apparently Zion's oppression is either /lot unjust or that he will see ... to 
deliver her. These examples reveal that the poetic combinatory function in repetition, 
particularly with the aim of refocusing the reader's previously held understandings, is 
present in Lamentations 3 a" it was in Lamentations I and 2. 
The acrostic takes the reader from this affirmation of divine activity and human 
responsibility in this particular judgment (day of YHWH; Lam 3.1-3) to the appropriate 
response in verses 40-2: penitence and confession. For the reader, this move may be seen 
to be both logical and necessary. as it fits within what is present in the concept of the 
covenant in the OT material. When a covenant is breached, the one who has breached the 
covenant must take the necessary step of confession or admitting guilt to restore the 
relationship. or to re-establish justice between the parties in dispute. x7x This covenantal 
concept classifies as an institutional s-code in Eco's theory of codes.x7~ As the speaker is 
a communal voice. the interweaving of the man/Zion throughout Lam 3.1-39 has reached 
a crescendo of communal confession. In the case of Lam 3.25-42, the accused (man/Zion), 
once cognisant of the breach in relations (Lam 3.25-39, especially verses 38-9), cognisant 
of the justice of the accuser (YHWH, Lam .3.31-39) and his accusation, is obligated to 
admit guilt and confess .. in. The ,u:cuser (YHWH) then is obligated to respond with 
X7XBovati. Re-E,whlishillg .lustict', 31-5, 94-109. For an alternative view, see 
Delbert R. Hillers. C(}\'l'//(lI/t: 711l' Hi.l'!(}/:r (~rll Bihlicalldea (SHI; Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins Uni\'ersity Press. 1979), 14-.3-68. 
X
7(!3.2.2 .. abow. 
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forgiveness and recOiKiliation-this is the structural nature of covenantal rclationship.xKII 
It is no surprise, then that the j-strophe reads: 
:i1;'l'-11.' :iJ1~.:ij1 :i'i'n:J1 1),::'1 :it,'~nJ 
o·~i.:iJ ?I\-?I\ t:l'~Y'1\ 1jJJ? I\:':"j 
;1ii'~ 1\' ;'lT11\ 1j"~1 1j:.;;.:i~ mn 
"Let us examine and explore our ways and let us return unto YHWH 
Let us lift our heart over ourXKI hands to God in the heavens: 
We have transgressed and rebelled; you have not forgiven." 
The first two poetic lines of the strophe reinforce the need for confession through the 
three cohortative verbs "examine:' "explore," and especially "return" (:m:i). The verh has 
already appeared in the previous chapters KK2 but here takes on a connotation that is 
associated with prophetic messages of return hack to the Lord. specifically in 
repentance.~~l Thi.., hrings it close to its usage in Lam 2.14h. where the prophets arc 
denounced for not exposing the peoples' iniquities so as to "restore" their fortunes. With 
this intertext. the "return" of Lam 3.40 has as its aim c01!fessioll so as to receive a 
restoratioll. Similarly, "lifting" ones heal1 over ones hand to God represents an act of 
wmplete dedication to returning to God in repentance: "If love for God stalls in the 
heart ... so does repentance."SX--I Lam 3.42 enacts verbal confession with a corporate 
declaration: "we have transgressed and rehelled." The repetition of ~lJlJJ;~ and ~:i'1:J 
confirms similar statements about and by Zion in Lam 1.5h (:1'lJW~). 14a ('lJW~). 22h 
('l.';:i::-?J) as well as Lam 1.184.1 ('T1"1:J 1;'l'~ 'J), 20b ('T1"1:J 1'1:J '::l). Poetically. the repetition 
serves an intensification function: to confirm the transgression and rehellion of the people, 
the justice of YHWH's acti\'ity, and the need for reconciliation. which the confession 
rhetorically works toward-for YHWH to hear and respond with restoration and 
forgiveness. And yet the last half of verse 42 explodes the reader's expectation: instead of 
forgiven, YHWH has in fact "not forgiven" (T1n'nl ~ .. ?). God is addressed once again as in 
Lam 3.19. but as Dobhs-Allsopp notes. the parallelism hetween, and juxtaposition against. 
xHIIBo\'ati, Re-E.I[llhli.\hillg iustice. 31-5. 120-66. 
xXILXX reads a singular suffix (1JJ') rather than a plural suffix (1JJJ'i). hut either 
way the sense of the line is retained. Regarding the preposition ,?lJ the present study 
follows the LXX u:m). "over/upon our hands." 
XX2 Lam Uk, "and she turns (Ji:iT11) back." Lam 1.11 h. "to restore (:::l'W;'l' )," Lam 
I. 16b, "one \ ... ho restores (J':.:i~)," Lam 1.19c. "they restore (1J't:i'1)," Lam 2.3h. "he 
withdrew (J'~;:i)," Lam 2.8h. "he did not withdraw (J'lJJ;:-n,l;»," Lam 2.14h. "to restore 
(Yl.:';:i': )," Lam .3.3, "it returned (:::It.:i'),'' Lam 3.21. "I return (J'lJJ;I\)." 
sX1NIl)07TE. 4: 55-9, especially 57. 
sX~Hou..,e. 1.1.IIIIl'llwtiolls. 421. 
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the pronouns-"we" (1JnJ) and "you" (:1i1~)-reveals precisely a fracture in the 
relationship that is the primary challenge of the remainder of the chapter. xx"' As has so 
often occurred in the poetry up to this point, the readerly expectation is circumvented hy 
the shifts and movements of the text. The proper view of YHWH, his justice, the 
rightness of his judgment, the proper role of penitence and confession has not produced 
any form of forgi veness. Rather "the man comes to the brink of heing consoled by the 
sentiments of Lam 3.25-39 only to have them dashed hy the continuing reality of God's 
silence and ahsence and the awful persistence of suffering,',XX6 
The suffering continues in terms of divine wrath and judgment that both recalls 
divine activity and Lamentations 2 and enemy activity in Lamentations I. The depiction 
in the :::-strophe is that of divine war against the speaker. similarly to Lam 3.1-19. The 
concentration of di\'ine activity against the speaker makes this clear as well as the 
similarity in the language ahout prayer heing rehuffed. The communal voice, which hegan 
in ver!'.e 40. continue!'. with its divine address hegun in Lam 3.42b: 
n'~ii N' m"'1:i ':~1"'1T1! ~KJ :inJO 
;"i'~n "'11:J!"~ " ~J!.':J :'1m::::: 
O'~!.':'I ::l'i':J 'J~':':'i1 01~~' 'iiO 
"y ou covered yoursel f in anger and pursued us. You slaughtered. 
You have not forgiven. 
You covered yourself in a cloud; prayer could not go throughxx7. 
[We are I offscouri ng and ruhhish; you have placed us in the midst of the peoples." 
This verse huilds upon previous language used to depict judgement against God's people 
in Lamentations 2: ,::::: (Lam 2.la), ).':'1 (Lam 2.4h, 20c, 21c), and ?1JiI N? (Lam 2.2a, 17h, 
21 c). However. it also exploits language used for enemies who pursucd Jerusalcm's 
inhabitants in Lam 1.3c (;"i'~1'-'::). 6c (~1" 'J~'). The connotations are rc\ativc1y 
straightforward for the reader; the Lord has once again become an enemy pursuer hy 
"covering himself' in a cloud. rehuffing prayers, slaughtering, and not pitying his people. 
This divine activity. employing day of YHWH language from Lam 2.1-9, leaves his 
peoplc as "offscouring and ruhhish," once again "in the midst of the peoples ( ::l'j?::l 
O'7J!.';"1)." or as Lam 1.3h states, "among the nations (0'1).::1)." Whereas in Lam 2.1-9 the 
narrator de ... crihe;; YHWH in third person speech. in Lam 3.43-5 addresses the deity 
XX'Dohh!'.-Allsopp. Lall/elltatiolls. 123. 
S~(lD()hh!'.-Allsopp. Lall/elltatiolls, 123. 
xXi LXX reads "'1':J!.' as a Qal passive participle, though the sense of the line is 
retained. 
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directly. and this is typical of the Anklage des Gottes in the genre of the comlllunal 
lament. The rhetorical function of the complaint is to present the current plight (namely 
YHWH's own activity) before the deity so that he might transform the negative situation 
(divine judgment) into a positive situation (divine mercy)-a most basic function of 
lament. shx In thi" \vay. the metaphor for the divine enemy warrior (1J!J1'1i1) is juxtaposed 
against the metaphor of the divine saviour and just judge who will hear the complaint 
(abollt his own activity) and respond justly. 
The irlterwea\'ing of divine metaphors here paves the way for Lam 3.46-54, the 
next three stmphe" that present a description of distress. The communal voice that began 
prominently in vc('l .. e ~() gives way to an individual voice in verse 48, which concludes the 
!:l-strophe. Once again the mixture of communal/individual voices precludes finn 
distinction between them productively interweaving the concept of Zion with the 
individual speaker. or the -,:~. The argument advanced here is that the 
corporate/individual relationship is productive for the model reader of the text because it 
enables both per"pectivcs of suffering to intermingle, so that the real reader (likely a 6th 
century BeE Judahite) is given a voice in and through these personae while being 
subsumed into a larger corporate totality of suffering, providing a sense of solidarity and 
social cohesion in the midst of crisis. sst} The text reads: 
1J'::1'!\-':: 1J;;'!:) 13";'" ,~!:) 
-,:::i;;1 j'11\::,':1 'J':: :1':1 jlji!:)' 1il!:l 
'1r:~'-~: i~::·-'~· "J"';; 1i;1 i::r~~-"l~!) 
l:r',,::~',: :i':1" ~., .. , =-,"i~'::'''-j:) 
":"~. ;1'j~ ':~~ "'~'::j': ;i'~':". ")":.,' 
mil '::1'1\ -,,~~:: 'In::.: 11~ 
': i::1!\-n" "il -":: ';1~::': 
"~"Tl: "T'i~N "'::'~"'-~~' O"~-'~~ 
"All our enemies open their mouths over us. 
Trembling and ruin (the pit). came to us, devastation and breaking. 
Stream.., of water descend (from) my eyes over the breaking of my dear people. 
My eye !lows and it is not still. there is no rest. 
Until he look" down from above and sees: YHWH from the heavens. 
My eye deab "everely with my soul over all the daughters of my city. 
Indeed they hunted me like a bird, my enemies, without cause. 
XXXWalter Brul'ggcmann. n1l' Ml'.I'.mgl' o(tlle PS{//I11.\·,' A TIIl'%git'a/ Comlllell/lIr\' 
(Minneapoli,,: Aug"burg. Il)X~). 5~. 
XS'JSl'e l''''pl'cially Berges. '''kh bin der Mann. der Elend sah' ," 1-20. 
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They silenced my life in the pit. and they castXl)() a stone against me. 
Water" tlowed owr my head: 1 said, '1 am cut off!" 
239 
On the mo"t hasic level. the"e ver"e" depict to the deity a situation of distress at the hands 
of enemies. or in form-clitical parlance. a Feindklage. The ""pit" (',:l) in versc 53 literally 
describes a "cistern" into which the enemies throw the speaker. X91 But metaphorically, ,,:l 
is used in the OT as an archetype for distress and oppressive situations, perhaps even the 
place of the dead. e"pecially in the Psalter.x9~ Drawing upon this encyclopaedic content, 
the poetry depict-. for the model reader a situation that is threatening and dire, over which 
the speaker complain". 
It is of note theologically that the Feindklage arises only after the metaphor of 
YHWH as divine judge has bel'n ill\oked in the Anklage des GoUes (thc o-strophc). Thus 
the divinl' judgl' ml'taphor i" carried forward while the divine (enemy) walTior metaphor 
fades away. It is unlikely that the relationship between the deity and the speaker(s) of 
Lam 3.1-19 is reconciled-the e\'idence leads to a negative conclusion-but what is clear 
is that the proces ... of working through the reality of YHWH as divine warrior to the 
divine judge in complaint enables a shift to focus upon a different reality and felt pain, 
namely the activity of "enemies." 
Stylistically. the"e strophes once again employ repetition as a key poetic device as 
witne"sed in previous portions of Lamentations 3. In the first place, Lam 3.46 ('X~ ,J"17 
'J'J'N-'J Cl;'i'~) recalls Lam 2.16a (l':l"W'J C;"~ l"ll 'X~) prominently, and the repetition 
reinforce" the reality of enemy derision. The difference, of course, is that in Lam 3.46 
speaker is a part of the community. internally descrihing enemy activity, while in Lam 
2.16a the speaker is an individual. descrihing (objectively) enemy activity against 
Jerusalem. Likewise. there is repetition of ~':lC; (verse 47) as in Lam !.15b: 2.9a, lIb, 
13c. The repetition functions to reinforce the reality of suffering and ""breaking" while 
drawing in the Jercmianic Leitw0I1 that is exploited in the following verse. As the 
communal ,'oice give" way to the individual voice in Lam 3.48, the reader has been 
prepared for the persona of Jeremiah through ~':lC; and then confronts the Jeremianic 
clause, "over the breaking of my dear people" ('~17-!'1J ':It.:.!-'17). Stylistically, the speaker 
blend" the word ... of Zion (Lam I. 16h: ;'1" 'J'!,' 'J'li C'/j )-something he has already dOlle 
~'Jllpiel imperfect plural ,'erb from I ;'1" "they cast." This is a rare word, only here, 
Zech 2.4, and Jcr 50.1·,f, For an explanation of the spelling, see GKC *6911. 
s'n See Gen 37.2"+. 
Xl)2 NIl)OT7E. I: 620-1, 
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in Lam .119-with the words of the observer (taking on the persona of Jeremiah) in Lam 
2. I I bP: '':;'''-j1~ "'::;':;-~:"'. Yet Lam 3..+8 adds a nuance from the previous poems by insel1ing 
the noun ;~~. By blending the words of Zion and the persona of Jeremiah in Lam 3.4X, the 
lines that mark communal or indi\'idual identity for the speaker become blurred. The man 
absorbs both communal and individual voices: he weeps over his people's destruction as 
an individual taking on the mantle of Jeremiah (using leremianic language), but as he 
weeps mer what has happened to his people (using Zion's language). he manifests a 
distinctly communal perspective, like Zion-the model reader, then, encompasses both 
individual and communal facets. Similar integration is effected in the recollection of Lam 
2.18c (lJ':..'-i1~ :lij1-~:-\ l~ j1'''~ 'jj1;'1-?:-\) in Lam 3.49 (Tm~;'1 r~~ ;'1~'n ~" ;'1,,,j 'j'31). In the 
former verse the persona of Jeremiah calls upon Zion to not allow her eye rest or stillness 
over the Ii ves of her little ones. In the present verse, the persona of Jeremiah is, in a sense, 
the speaker, whose eye (';':"') is not still (;'1~'n ~") and there is no rest (m"~;'1 r~Ij). Finally, 
the repetition of \;;:-\"" remains significant. This usage recalls its previous question in Lam 
3.36, "does not the Lord sec (;'1:-\"1 :-\~)'.)" and refocuses it to mirror the reality of its 
iteration in Lam \.9c. lie. 20a; 2.20a: the deity has I/ot seen (;'1~,) the distress in the sense 
that he has transformed the situation. so the complaint persists. 
This repetition and poetic integration of these voices effectively binds 
Lamentations 3 to the other poems. The purpose here, however, is set within the context 
again of expressing pain over enemy activity. who have derided the people (verse 46), 
and who have presumably caused the breaking, destruction, ruin. and trembling (verse 47). 
This distinguishes the strophl' from the \::-strophe, which emphasised YHWH's role in the 
city's rejection and pain. YHWH rather is depicted as the one to whom the Feindklage 
can go for appropriate just response. 
The acrostic calTics the reader past this depiction of distress to an extended direct 
address to YHWH in Lam 3.55-66. These verses. especially Lam 3.56-66, remain 
syntactically challenging. and the main interpretative question centres upon how to 
understand the series of perfective verbs extending from the p-strophe to the T1-strophe. 
They may be understood as simple past perfectives. praising YHWH over his deliverance 
of the speaker from the pit ("':J), or alternatively they may be understood as precative 
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perfecti \'es, the rare usage of the perfecti ve which carries the force of a pica or wish.Xl) \ 
To understand the discussion, it is best to note the verses: 
~~"nii;1 i"l:!": ;'i';'i'" l~::'· "ru,,~ 
";1~.'~.~ "'~i:''''~ ~Ji~ :l~;;;1-'~ n;;~:;,· "'?'i' 
1\"';"1-~1\ ;'1i'::l\ 11\i'l\ :l"::! j1::!ii/ 
"::~~.::,,:: ;,::::- ":1;"":'- ~';'i" ;''U''"'N' 
.. ~ :J~:::"jj~-~: O:1':j:"j-':: :1j'1"~i 
CJ:i7 V71\;"1 ::!~-;"1:J)~ C;"l~ 1:1:1 
;"11;"1' ';-:;,:; i'iii'':: CJj''::::i:11 =-]I\::! =-]"1'1 
"I call your name, 0 YHWH, from the depths of the pit. 
May you hear my cry; do not close your ear for my relief, to my call for helpKLJ.t! 
May you draw near in the day that I call you; may you say, 'Do not fear'! 
May you plead, 0 my Lord, the disputes of my life; may you redeem my life. 
SeeS'I',O YHWH, my oppressions'Io, Judge my suit! 
K<J'Iain Pro\'an provides the best summary of the problems and possible solutions 
for the perfective verbs: "Past, Present and Future in Lamentations III 52-66: The Case 
for a Precati \'e Perfect Re-exami ned," VT 41 (1991): 164-175. 
X<J-l':1i:1i~ i ... extremely rare, ;"1m, only occurring here and Ex 8.11. Normally, after 
"do not ... hut your ear" one would expect an object like "my cry" or "my voice" (Hillers, 
Lamentationl, I 18). Yet Hillers draws out similar appeal as is here from a Palmyrene 
Aramaic inscription: "they called on him in distress and he answered them with relief for 
them 117 mi::! I" (Hi lIers, Lalllellfatiolls, I 18). On this view, the concept of "relief' (;"Imi) 
as an aim for appeal to God is not necessarily a completely foreign concept, though in the 
biblical context it is a break from idiomatic convention. With this in mind scholars 
generally think that 'i';"1;':;~ is an editorial gloss. meant to clarify the meaning and intention 
of'I1ii1i7. Rudolph nonetheless retains the primary meaning of '11mi' and translates the 
line as a former appeal of the speaker from the depths of the pit, saying "Verbig nicht 
dein Ohr. damit ich Luft bekomme'" (Rudolph, Klagelieder, 229). Thus the sense of 
"breath" from \ii1i is retained: if Yahweh will open his ear (hear his cry), then the 
speaker will be able to breathe again (gain salvation and renewed vitality). 
xII'Morphologically, :i1'1'I\' may be considered as a simple past perfective. 
However, the ;"i • ending on ;"Ij1'I\' in 3.59-60 must be taken into account as it is quite rare 
(occurring only 5 times, primarily in poetic texts). as the more regular form for Qal 
perfect 2m.sg., ;"Il'\i, would be j1'I\' (OCCUlTing 16 times). Though the imperative ;'INi has 
been seen in Lam 1.9c, lie, .20a. and .2 . .20a, ;"I11'l\i. too may be understood as an 
imperative form. The ;"I , ending often indicates a volitional mood, whether cohorlative or 
imperative (GKC *48(', d, i). 
X96//{/{Jar legoml'l/ol/, noun feminine singular, ;"Irm:, with a first common singular 
suffix, "my oppres,ion." The term derives from m~, "to bend, falsify," and in context, it 
looks as though the meaning of the word means "how the law has been bent against me," 
or "my oppres"illn. 
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See all of their wngefulness. all their plans for me. 
~lay you hear of their taunts. 0 YHWH. all their intentions against me; 
The .... peech of thuse rising against me. and their taunting. (arc) against me all day 
lonl!. 
In e\erythi~lg they do \'1". consider: I am their mocking-song! 
~lay you return retrihution to them. 0 YHWH. according to the work of their 
hamk 
\ lay yllU gi \e to them hardness of heal1; may your curse be on them. 
\lay you PLIr,lIl' in anger. and may you exterminate them from under the heavens 
of YHWH." 
The \ery notiun uf a precatiw perfect. while attested in cognate languagesx9x• has been 
received with littk aCl'cptance since Gesenius' grammar and the scepticism carried 
through with Dri\er', CUll1mt'nh. S'l'1 Tht' reason for scepticism is due in pal1 to the 
suggt',tion that thL' \t'rhs in l}ue"tion C'1Il be understood as simple past perfectives and so 
therehy need no( he nplained .\" wi"hes or prayers. Underlying this view is the belief that 
there are (WU .... pea~er' in the pot'try that depict two separate situations: one who describes 
pre"ent di,trl"" (Lam J.46-54) and one who describes past distress out of which YHWH 
has l.kli\erL'd him (Lam 3.55-6J).'1I1I1 In the former understanding. distress ensues from the 
de"cription in Lam .'.46-54 while in the latter understanding there has been a deliverance, 
of which Lam 3.56-6.' i, cOlhidt'red a Danklied. at \east until the n-strophe where the 
imperfecti\(~ \L'rh .... mitigate against completed action and demand that the activity of 
enemie" remain, a pre""ing problem. The Iauer view infuses a good deal of hope in the 
poetry and re'pund, to Lam 3A2b-55 with a positin~ response from YHWH. Yet this 
latter view i, -.ume\\hat aw~\\ard in light of the imperatives ~n'N' and ~t.J~t1i in Lam 3.59. 
:;,'"K"' in Lam J.hO and :;;:':::; in Lam J.tlJ. If deliverance has been achieved. then why is 
there a need for YHWH III "eL' or consider or judge the present situation'? Wiesmann 
notice .... thi, and ,1Igge,h that there i" a pa"t distress of which Jeremiah laments (Lam 
"I-:;"\:J'::" :,"::::' i -. di fficult. The,c do not follow the paradigms of hollow vcrh 
participle,. but 11l1l,t be con-.trul'd a" soml' form of verbal nouns from :m:} and O1v. 
re-.pcctiwly. If under,tuod in thi, way. then their collocation indicates merism: in their 
reqing and ri,ing (allthatthl'Y do / everything they do). Similar merislll is found in Dellt 
6.7: "in their ,itting and in their ri"ing" (1u~I::':111:l:l:':;:l1). 
,q'For reference, noting alle,tation. scc Provan. "Past. Present and Future." 165-6. 
note, 5, X. and In. 
"I'IC;KC ~ I ()61l, nute 2: S. R. Dri\·cr.:\ Treatisl' 011 the lhe ld'Tell.\'l'.\· ill Hl'hl'l'II' 
(3rd l'lL: <hford: (hfunll'ni\L'I',ity Pre..,.." 1~74) ~2(). 
'1IIII Krall " 1\/11 l!.dil 'tin, 5-'-9; Wei'l'r. I\/agl'iil'£/a, 76-7. S7-91: Kaiser. 
I\/agl'lil'dt'l' . . ,41).:" I, 3:"7-X. HlIl'y, '-l/llll'lltl/tiollS. 477-X; Bracke translates nn the basis of 
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3.S1-H) to which Dear Zion responds in Lam 3.5t), lhal God has seen (I.am 3 .. ';9-(11 ) hill 
not fully acted upon and therehy the distress persists (Lam _~,(l4_()(ll.'JIlI Thne arc t \\'(1 
challenges to this view. In the first place, it is not a simple matter toullravel the 
interconnection hetween the speaking voices of Dear Zion and lhl' second speaker, lhl' 
persona of Jeremiah. The voices play into one another, overlap, and remain enmcshed. 
Attrihution of one portion of the poetry to a paf1icular speaker, whether Zion or Jercmiah, 
dissolves the poetic use of repetition at work in the poem. Moreover tlll'fl' is a close 
association between the present distress depicted throughout Lam J. I-55 and lhe distress 
of Zion in Lamentations I and 2, also demonstrated through the use of repeition: the three 
poems cannot be divorced from one another stylistically, and therehy the distress 
exemplified in the course of Lam 3.52-66 cannot he easily hifurcated into a "past" and 
"present" situations easily. The final challenge to this view, as Provan rightly notl's, is 
that this view neglects the imperative :10':1:1 in verse 63, clearly appealing for YIIWII to 
consider the situation.c)o2 
Besides this, Lam 3.56 militates against reading the verhs as simpit' past 
perfectives. This verse clearly has a perfective verh, "you heard (m'/.)llf)," followed hy an 
impelfective with negation, "do not close (O~17n-~N) your car." The typical response in 
favour of a simple past perfective for "you heard" is the clause which follows it 
represents emhedded speech of the speaker to YHWH, which then the deity heard (mm~;). 
Emhedded speech cel1ainly is a poetic device employed to great effect in Lamentations, 
as the discussion above reveals. And it is used in Lam 3.1 H and clearly occurs in Lam 
3.57 (l«i'n-'N). While plausible, detrimental to this view is the reality that nowhl'J'l' in the 
OT is there an occurrence where YHWH hears a petition that is followed hy a qllotation 
f' h . . k' L '1 C(' 'II)I o I at petItIOn. ma ·tng am _1._1) a 1I1llque case. 
Finally. rendering the span of verhs from Lam ,1.55-63 as simpit' past l1L'rkctives 
does not sol ve the theological prohlem of the n-strophe. I f Clod has lIl'! i Vl'red and the 
verses represent a Danklied. why then does Lam 3.64-66 return to a present description or 
enemy threat, which then the speaker appeals for YHWH to annihilate'! Even if Lam 
3.55-63 is a Danklied and represents past salvation, the final strophe in the poem rai"I..'s 
past perfectives hut notes the precative view is plausihle (./l'I'l'lIIillli 3() 52 lil/(/ 
Lamentatiol/s 224-5). 
l)OIWiesmann, Die Kla~dil'dl'r, 197-8. 
c)02Provan, "Past, Present and Future," 169. 
c)OIProvan, "Past, Present and Future," 171. 
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the spectre of present distress and enemy activity once again. leaving the poem as a whole 
on a tense note. 
The other solution to the problem. as translated here. is to treat the verhs as 
"precative perfectives." It is true that this span of peJi"ective verhs would he the most 
concentrated in the ~T. but the reasons offered above suggest at the very least a precative 
notion is reasonable. There are obvious difficulties with this view as well. not least the 
perfective verb "1 call" ('nl\,v) in verse 55. which 1 understand as a stative perfective that 
indicates ongoing action or continual "calling."l)O-l the alternation of "may you hear" 
(mmili) and "do not close" (LJ'lm-'~\) in Lam 3.56. and verse 57, with its verh alternations 
between perfective (n:nv) + impertective (ll\'vl\) + pertective ('T11~I\) + imperfective 
(I\,'n-'I\). These issues deserve response. For Lam 3.55. I understand this verb to link 
structurally back to the ~-strophe with the repetition of the term "pit" (1':::1). the only other 
occurrence in the remainder of the poem. In this way the ii-strophe is structurally related 
to the ~-strophe and introduces the reality of present distress in the span of Lam .156-66. 
As to verses 55-6, Hillers and Provan rightly note the presence of similar structure in the 
Psalter, particularly in Ps 130.1-2:l)()~ 
;";" l'nl\':l LJ'i'/j!nJ/j 
'mnn "i" nm7v l'JTI\ ;'J";,n "'v:::1 ;'j]~\L; 'J11\ 
"Out of the depths 1 call you, 0 YHWH; 
o Lord. hear my voice; let your ears be attentive to the sound of my 
supplications ... 
d .... h . <JO(, h'l .. I I l'Tll\1v may be understoo as a perlectlve Wit a statlve sense w I e ;'j]~tllIS c ear y an 
imperative. and this parallels the general sense of Lam 3.56. "may you hear my voice 
(nj]~ili "'i')." Verse 56, however, remains difficult. Provan. however. finds at least 
I . '1 .. P 10"""" 3 l)07 vague y slim ar construction III S ':' . .:.-: 
1\,:::1Tl 1"1\ 'Tllm:i, 'Tl':ln ;'lJlj\L; ;";,, 
" ,~ m'::1 'Jljlj l'J:l ,TlOTl-,1\ 
'JJlJ ,;'/j l'\'i'l'\ 0"::1 1Jil'\ "l'\-;'~;' 
"Hear my prayer, 0 YHWH; let my cry for help come to you: 
Do not hide your face from me in the day of my distress; 
Incline to me your ear in the day I call-hasten. answer me!" 
l)O-lGBHS ~3.2.1.(h). 
l)O'iHillers, U11l1Clltat;OI/.\', 118. 
l){)oGBHS ~3.2.1.(b). 
907Provan, "Past, Present and Future." 174. 
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In these verses there is a similar alternation of moods: volitional (:1117.)11i) + imperfective 
(I'\'J1'1) + imperfective (inOn-'n\) + volitional (:10:1) + imperfective (l'\ij?l'\) + volitional (i:17.), 
'll17). These verbs are understandable corporately as a present plea that is ongoing before 
YHWH. The use of the imperfective I'\ijil'\ + m'J in Ps 102.3 parallels 11'\ij?1'\ + O1'J in Lam 
3.57, and both can be understood as "in the day I call." These parallels from the Psalter at 
least suggest plausible evidence for seeing the verbs as precative perfectives that depict a 
persistent situation of distress that demands the present appeals to YHWH that extend 
from Lam 3.55-66. 
But it seems likely that the verbal syntax of these verses stretch the limits of 
language to express the inherent tension and anticipation of divine deliverance and the 
relationship between the iJ)' and the deity. The alternation between imperative (Lam 3.59. 
60,63), perfective (Lam 3.55-8, 61-3). and impelfective (Lam 3.56-7,64-6) forms reveal 
the uncertainty of the present situation: has YHWH delivered, is he going to, or must the 
appeal for deliverance still go forth? The present study adopts the precative perfective 
translation. but this in no way diminishes the way the poetry strains verbal aspect in this 
span of verses. 
It is also of note that this span of verses also, once again, exploits repetition as a 
stylistic device. The most significant is the repetition of ~:1~i and ~:1OJ in the imperatives 
of Lam 3.59,60, 63. As has been demonstrated in Chapters 5 and 6, ~:1l'\i and ~:1IJJ arc 
used in conjunction in the formulaic address seen in Lam 1.9c, II c. 12a; 2.20a. That they 
occur once again in close proximity in Lamentations 3 is not accidental. The appeals of 
Zion in Lamentations I and 2 are taken up once again in the appeal of the speaker in Lam 
3.59-63, indicating that repetition here functions poetically to intensify the focus upon 
present distress and the need for YHWH's deliverance. Also in Lam 3.61 the term :1~in is 
used in association with the "taunts" or "scorn" of the enemies. that the speaker requests 
for YHWH to hear. and SUbsequently, to act. This term may subtly respond to Lam 3.30h. 
where the man is admonished to be "satisfied with scorn (:1~inJ)." In this way, the 
repetition subtly refocuses this former instruction in light of the present appeal: the 
speaker will not necessarily be satisfied with scorn (:1~inJ) but will appeal to YHWH to 
hear (nl17.)lV) it, and subsequently act against it. 
The poem concludes as Lamentations I concludes. with a focus upon the activity 
of enemies and an imprecation against their existence. Unlike Lam 1.22. which concluded 
in the third line with an emphasis upon Zion's pain. Lam 3.64-6 focuses solely upon 
divine judgment and retribution against enemies. This is seen in the repetition of ~~1i 
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between Lam 3.43, 66. In both instances, YHWH is figured as the divine warrior, in Lam 
3.43 as the one who pursues the man/Zion but in verse 66 the one who will pursue the 
enemies. This is a transformation of the former usage of ~r"J'" where the "pursuer" 
(YHWH) was the enemy. Here, he is re-imagined by the coupling of divine metaphor: he 
is the divine judge who will hear the appeal of the speaker and the divine warrior who 
will pursue the enemy who has plotted against him. So the poem concludes as it opened 
with a lament that compiles divine metaphors to great effect; the differences arc poignant, 
however: (a) Lam 1.1-16 was an illdividua/lament while Lam 3.64-6 are part of a 
cOnlnlllfla/lament, and (b) Lam 1.1-16 displayed antagonistic divine metaphors while 
Lam 3.64-6 presents both positive metaphor (divine judge who will hear the appeal and 
act justly) and antagonistic metaphor (as a divine warrior acting against the enemy). By 
the time the poem concludes, though the relationship with the speaker(s) is not reconciled, 
at least it is at a place where the speaker(s) can refocus divine metaphors that figure 
YHWH on the side of the speaker rather than against him in judgment. 
The ambivalence of divine imagery in the poem leads the reader to question how 
to understand the deity. Is YHWH depicted as beneficent, just (Lam 3.25-39), and ahle to 
hear his peoples' complaint about his own activity (Lam 3.1-19, 42b-45) as well as enemy 
activity (Lam 3.46-54), or is he simply a deity who will not respond, who shuts out prayer 
('Tl'!:lTl OTliV; Lam 3.8h), who rejects his people ('W!:lJ m,wlJ nJTT11; Lam 3.17), and who 
hides himself so that prayer cannot pass to him (1' lJlI:l ;'Tl'~C ;"!:lTl ":l1l1J; Lam 3.44)? The 
linear progression of the acrostic draws the reader through divine portraiture in the 
following manner: various antagonistic divine metaphors (Lam 3.1-16, 18, 42h-45) are 
matched by various heneficent divine metaphors (Lam 3.17, 19-4Ia, 46-(6). The poetry 
simply does not provide determinate response as to which metaphor the reader is to adopt. 
Rather, the model reader is forced to decide between theological p0l1raits, and there is 
good evidence to choose for a divine saviour, who is beneficent and to be trusted to 
deliver from his own activity. the activity of enemies, and ones own sin; likewise 
evidence exists to adopt the image of a divine warrior, whose activity presents a profound 
challenge that cannot be avoided because this activity prevents any reconciliation hetween 
God and his people (Lam 3.8. 42b-45). 
7.3. Conclusion 
Lamentations 3 is a complex poem poetically and theologically. As accomplished 
in the previous chapters, the present chapter concludes with a catalogue the usc of 
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structure, genre and poetics and how they impact theological presentation in the poelll. 
First a word should be ~aid about structure. The acrostic in Lamentations 3 is much Illore 
extensive than the previous poems and the rapid progression from letter to leiter in each 
strophe creates rather quick pace that keeps the reader moving through the poem. The 
extensiveness of the acrostic also offers an interpretative cue for the reader to pay close 
attention to the poem. enabling one to focus upon it in special relation to the previous 
poems, which is a helpful feature in light of the concentration of repetition of language 
drawn from Lamentations 1-2. As such, the acrostic, by nature of its physicality. is 
instrumental in framing the other poetic devices. The acrostic also formally ties disparate 
generic elements: individual lament (Lam 3.1-24), wisdom material (Lam 3.25-39), 
communal lament (Lam 3.40-7) and an individual lament (Lam 3.48-66). 
Lamentations 3 "blows up" different encyclopaedic content from Lamentations I 
and 2 in that it draws from wisdom material; the other poems do not have this feature. 
Moreover, while the phenomenology of mourning was prominent in Lamentations I and 
2. Lamentations 3 transforms the language associated with mourning into penitential 
language. particularly in Lam 3.28-30. Alongside this activation (then transformation) of 
mourning, Lamentations 3 employs a good deal of textual data from the OT to construct 
its model reader. This is seen in the term i::1":1 in Lam 3.1, which likely implies an 
exemplary figure, a righteous follower of YHWH on the basis of the samc languagc in the 
Psalter: "Taste and see that YHWH is good; blessed is the man (i::1":1) who trusts in him" 
(Ps 34.9); "From YHWH the steps of a man (i:1") are prepared and he delights (in) his 
way" (Ps 37.23): "Blessed is the man (i:1::\:1) who places')ox his trust (in) YHWH" (Ps 40.5). 
The activation of this part of the cultural encyclopaedia reveals that i:1::\:1 represents a 
faithful follower, strong precisely from his devotion to YHWH. 
7.3.1. Genre 
The interaction between genres in Lamentations 3 creates interpretative fecundity 
for the model reader. Apart from Lamentations 1-2, the dirge and city-lament genres are 
not exploited; these pieces of cultural data are "narcotised" in Eco's terminology. The 
individual lament in Lam 3.1-21 promotes a divine portrait that is prohlematic for the i:1::\ 
as YHWH rehuffs praycr (Lam 3.8); the deity is pDltrayed through a range of antagonistic 
divine metaphors in the lament. This leaves the lamenter questioning God (Lam 3.17) and 
')DHOW is a Qal ped'cct (~o't·) rather than "the name" (OW), as LXX reads. 
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appealing to the deity about his situation (Lam 3.19). The inclusio (Lam 3.21-4)jars 
against the preceding lament and transitions into the wisdom section (Lam .1.25-39). This 
parenetic section then cffectively responds to both the preceding lamcnt and 
Lamentations 1-2, effectively promoting a theodicy. A communallamcnt (Lam 3.40-47) 
follows, and is juxtaposed against. the parenetic section; the juxtaposition of the gcneric 
blocks raises questions for the rcader about the plausibility of the wisdom teaching. 
Finally, an individual lament spans from Lam 3.48-66 in which an individual speakcr 
laments both the fate of his people (Lam 3.48-51) and his own distress (Lam 3.49-54). 
The individual lament concludes with an extended address to YHWH (Lam 3.55-66) in 
which the lamenter prays to the deity about his own situation (verse 55-9) and the activity 
of the enemies against him (verses 60-6). The generic interplay in the pocm creates a 
good deal of ambiguity for the reader in regard to the identity of the speaker as well as the 
number of speakers. Moreover, no singular perspective is adopted in the poem; the 
wisdom portion is counterbalanced by a focus upon enemies (Lam 3.46-7, 60-6) and the 
activities of God (Lam 3.1-19, 42b-45). 
7.3.2. Poetics 
Counterbalancing the forward movement of the acrostic, poetics tend to create a 
reflexive movement for the reader through repetition and an outward movement for the 
reader through allusion and drawing upon content from the cultural encyclopaedia. 
Repetition is stylistically concentrated in Lamentations 3 to a degree greater than the 
previous poems. And differently than the other poems, Lamentations 3 employs less 
internal repetition (that is repetition of language within Lamentations 3) in favour of a 
greater degree of external repetition (that is repetition of language from Lamentations 1-
2). Nevertheless. as in the previous poems, repetition serves either an intensive or 
combinatory function. A catalogue of the use of repetition in this poem is as follows: 
Function: Intensification 
I. To emphasise suffering: 
a. lzixi1 :1J17" (or related language), Lam 3.5, 15: heighten pain of 
the i:J~. 
b. 'l/i:Jll.l, Lam 3.47,48 (Lam 1.15b; 2.9a, II b, 13c): reinforce the 
reality of pain in "breaking." 
c. ~:1~i I 'I/:1tJ:J, Lam 3.59, 36, 60, 63 (Lam I. 9c, II c, 12a; 2.20a): 
heightens suffering of Zion and the i:J1, and the need for divine 
rcsponsc. Lam 3.59 recasts Lam 3.36, "does not the Lord sec 
(:1~i ~')?" and refocuses it to mirror the reality of its iteration 
in Lam 1.9c, lIe. 20a; 2.20a: the deity has 1101 seen (:1Xi) the 
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distress in the sense that he has transformed the situatioll, so the 
complaint persists. 
'} To emphasise judgment: 
a. ;'1Jl7, Lam 3.1 (Lam 2.2b): divine wrath. 
b. ~nJT, Lam 3.17 (Lam 2.7a): emphasise divine judgment-
Zion's spurning becomes the man's spurning. 
c. ;"11::£, Lam 3.37 (Lam 1.1 Oc, I7b; 2.17b): YHWH commands 
judgment. 
d. ~-r;.!Jn, Lam 3.39 (Lam 1.8a): reinforces the notion that judgment 
is justified and due to sin. 
e. l71l}!) , Lam 3.42 (Lam 1.5b, 14a, 22b): focus on the suffering and 
judgment that comes from offence. 
f. ~:1'IJ, Lam 3.42 (Lam 1.18a, 20b): affirmation of judgment due 
to Zion's rebellion against YHWH. 
g. 1:JO, Lam 3.43 (Lam 2.1 a): affirms divine judgment against 
both the 1J)' and Zion, strengthening their association. 
h. n;n~n -r;.' m,;'1, Lam 3.43 (Lam 2.2a, 4b, 17b, 20c, 2 \c): affirms 
divine judgment against both the 1J)' and Zion, strengthening 
their association. 
Function: Combination 
I. To construct interpretive depth: 
a. 'Jli, Lam 3.1 (Lam 1.3a, 7b, 9a): enmesh pain of Zion and the 
'JL 
b. "l1IJl "Jir':JT, Lam 3.19 (Lam 1.7a; ;'1'Jl7 'IJ' O"tlil1' ;'11:JT ;'1"l,m): 
enmesh pain of Zion and the ,J).. 
c. '1Jl7-m ,JCi-,ji 'J'l7 "n O'IJ-').'!), Lam 3.48 (Lam 1.16b, 'J'l7 'J'l7 
O'IJ :1,"; Lam 2.11 bP, '1Jl7-nJ 'Jtli-'l7): blends the speech of 
Zion (Lam 1.16b) and the personae of Jeremiah (Lam 2.11 bB) 
with the speech of the lamenter (Lam 3.48). 
d. 1J'17-nJ 01n-.,-r;. l' ml!) 'Jrm-.,-r;., Lam 3.49 (Lam 2.18, 'mn-'-r;. 
1J'17-nJ mn-'-r;. l' m1!l): combines the speech of the persona of 
Jeremiah with the lamenter's description of distress. 
e. 1::£!l lJ'J'-r;.-":J O;'1'!l lJ"l7, Lam 3.46 (Lam 2.16a, O:1'!ll"l7 l::£!l 
TJ'l-r;.-':J): reinforces the reality of enemy derision. 
f. lJ!l'1m, Lam 3.43 (Lam 1.3c, 6c): transforms previous 
depictions of enemy "purusers" and equates these to YHWH, 
who has become an enemy "pursuer." 
2. To refocus previously held understandings: 
a. ,l7, Lam 3.27 (Lam 1.14a): revises previous understanding of 
the yoke as a good form of discipline rather than pain. 
b. '1J Jtli" Lam 3.28 (Lam 1.1 a; 2. lOa): transforms acts of 
mourning into acts of penitence over judgment. 
c. 'J1-r;. + nJT, Lam 3.31 (Lam 2.7a): transforms fonner depiction of 
spurning Zion into a temporary reality. 
d. "';;'1)." Lam 3.32, 33 (Lam 1.5h, 12c): divine torment is not 
lasting, as it is met with divine comf0l1 (onJ). 
e. OnJ, Lam 3.32 ( 1.2b, 9b, 16b, 17a, 21 a): divine comf0l1 which 
Zion longed for is introduced in Lam 3.32. 
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f. ;-nn Lam 3.36 (Lam 1.9c, lie, 20a; 2.20a): the appeals of Zion 
are met with a declaration that the Lord dol's "scc" opprcssion 
and wrong. 
g. ;"1!)-m, Lam 3.61 (Lam 3.30b): refocuses former instruction 
(Lam 3.30b) in light of the present appeal (Lam 3.61 )-the 
lamenler will not be satisfied with scorn. 
One implication that arises from the use and density of the repetition throughout the 
course of the poem is that a focus upon the generic aspects of the poem to the neglect of 
the use of repetition remains methodologically tlawed. Repetition is employed across the 
full span of the poem, across generic boundaries. Its poetic usage reveals both a complex 
and nuanced poem in its presentation and paratactic logic. Its "narrative" is precisely 
displayed in repetition of language, working alongside imagery, through the generic 
blocks. Thereby, focusing solely upon the parenetic section (Lam 3.25-39) to discover the 
"heart" of the poem is tenuous as it ignores the poem's other stylistic features. 
Next to repetition, "blowing up" of cultural data plays a significant role in 
Lamentations 3, which drives the reader outward into the encyclopaedia to build its 
model reader. This is first evidenced through allusion. The collocation of tJ:l1zi and ;":ljJ in 
Lam 3.1 from Isa 10.5-6 reveals that Isaiah 10 likely played a role in the fonnation of 
Lamentations, especially chapters 2 and 3. The term "hardship" (;'N~I1) in Lam 3.5 should 
be seen as an allusion to, and inversion of, the Exodus experience. Instead of deliverance 
from bondage, the man experiences a re-entry into hardship (:1N~I1) as Moses describes in 
Ex 18.1-12 and Num 20.14-7. This allusion works in a similar manner as allusion to 
Exodus in Lam 1.3. Similarly, Lam 3.5 draws from Jeremianic language in the use of 
"wormwood" (IVN'), as in Jer 8.14; 9.14; 23.15. This allusion depicts vividly the doom till' 
':Jl experiences in YHWH's judgment. The covenant terminology in Lam 3.22-4 alludes 
prominently to stock language of YHWH' s gracious nature, spelled out most clearly in 
the first half of the credo of Ex 34.6, "YHWH, YHWH, a god compassionate (mn,) and 
gracious; slow of anger but great in mercy and truth (I1IJN' 10n-:J'1)," linking the texts 
together as markers of YHWH's beneficence and fidelity in covenant to the ':Jl. In Lam 
3.24, the affirmation of YHWH as the "portion" of the ':Jl recalls texts from the Psalter 
(Pss 16.5; 73.26; 142.6) but especially Ps 119.57, which nearly forms a perfect parallel. 
Allusion to the "portion" concept from the Psalter reinforces for the reader that the ':ll 
trusts in YHWH and that the deity will be with him. Continuing with allusion to the 
Psalter, Lam 3.37 alludes to Ps 33.9, reinforcing the notion that judgment is decreed by 
YHWH and he is aware of the distress the i:ll faces. In Lam 3.3Sb, "evil and good" 
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(::1111;" l1W';') was demonstrated to be referring to the "good" and "cvi I" presented hefore 
the Israelites in Deut 30.15 C:11::;' and ~',;,). In this sense. Lam 3.38b docs not present a 
general monistic theology as much as it connects the present situation of the man/Zion to 
covenant curses. emphasising the reality of divine judgment in a particular covcnantal 
shape. Lam 3.39 (1J'~n'-;,~) alludes to Num 11.1 (t:l'JJ~nID) to reinforce the notion that 
complaint is sinful and arouses divine judgment; the main aim through the allusion is to 
admonish the people to al'Oid complaining. as YHWH's punishment wasjl/sti/iet/ and 
predicted. 
After allusion. exploitation of "s-codes" is evidenced in the poetry. Lam 3.25-30 
exploits the institutional s-code "mourning rite." which is used in Lamentations 1-2 
through repetition of language. These verses then overlay an s-code "penitential rite" 
against the s-code of mourning. so that the reader is forced to refocus his previous 
understanding of mourning in Lamentations 1-2 as something "good" done through a 
penitential act. This refocuses semantics of previous portions of the book. leading the 
reader to a theology of divine justice and human sinfulness. which demands penitence 
rather than mourning. Finally. Lam 3.40-2 exploits the s-code of "covenant" to situate 
confession. For the reader. this move is both logical and necessary. as Lam 3.25-39 
demonstrated the reality of covenant breach. and thereby the need for the offending party 
to confess so that there might be reconciliation (forgiveness).YOl) And yet the reader is 
confronted with the acute reality through the progression from Lam 3.42a-h that 
forgiveness has not ensued and the dispute between patties (YHWH and the people) 
rematns. 
In conjunction with the poetics of repetition. allusion. and the use of s-codes. 
Lamentations 3 exploits metaphor and imagery in a manner unprecedented in the hook. 
From Lam 3.1-19. YHWH is portrayed as: 
Anti-Shepherd (Lam 3.1) 
Divine Jailor (Lam 3.5) 
Divine Warrior (Lam 3.11-12) 
Wild Animals: bear/lion (Lam 3.10) 
Party Host (Lam 3.15-6) 
Divine Judge (Lam 3.17. 19) 
The shifts from antagonistic to more positive divine metaphors occurs rapidly and without 
warning (Lam 3.18. 19-20. 21-4.42-5.45-66). For the model reader. this variety of divine 
portrayal opens interpretative horizons through which he or she might understand the 
Y()YBovati. Re-Estahlishillg JI/slice, 31-5. 94-109. 
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deity and the relationship netween the speaker and God. And yet despite the variety of 
divine portrayal. the poetry remains focused upon maintaining address to the deity. 
appealing to him concerning his own actions (Lam 3.17a. 42b-5). the sin of the appellant 
(Lam 3.40-42a) or the activity of enemies (Lam 3.46-66). This coheres with the range of 
motivations for appeal in Lamentations 1-2. 
7.3.3. Theology 
The ambivalence present in divine imagery raises theological questions. What is 
the theology of this poem? How is the real reader to understand the 1::J". Zion. and YHWH? 
Clearly YHWH is depicted as beneficent and just and the people as sinful. which 
promotes theodicy. The theodic presentation in Lam 3.25-39 and the creedal allusion to 
Ex 34.6-7 in Lam 3.21-4 is a crucial element that confirms this. Moreover, the fact that 
the poem concludes in a lament about present distress and enemy threat (Lam 3.6-66). 
presupposes a tacit logic concerning divine justice: YHWH is the divine judge, just and 
able to hear his peoples' complaint about enemy activity (Lam 3.46-54). This logic 
pervades even though there instances of complaint about YHWH's denial of attention (1::JT. 
Lam 3.19) and lack of forgiveness (Lam 3.42b-5), as these complaints, too, go to the deity. 
Moreover, the interconnections between previous portions of the poetry, allusion to Dellt 
30.15, and the over1 confession of sin in Lam 3.42a confirm that the "::J" (and Zion) is 
sinful. There is no attempt to "downplay" the reality of sin. and this must be recognised. 
In this way, it is true that Lamentations 3 gives evidence to promote theodicy. 
And yet. if Lam 3.21-4 does playa crucial element in the theodic presentation. 
then what is unstated in this theological affirmation remains vital for understanding the 
poem as well. What precisely anout YHWH's covenant characteristics in fact give the .,::J" 
hope? Is hope constructed from the idea that YHWH will counteract hi.l· OWII extensive 
punitive actions described in Lam 3.1-18. or in YHWH's act of remembering the man's 
miserable homeless ness (:.:iN." ;'1JlJ" -".,/,j, "JlJ; Lam 3.19), presumably exile, or in thinking 
that a theological conviction will relieve the man of his dire situation, or in the notion that 
the Lord will forgi ve the sins of the people after they have confessed and repented'! The 
precise meaning of the hope in Lam 3.21-4 remains an open question, which the reader. 
enabled by the text. may fill in the "gaps" and respond to in some manner, though not 01lC' 
manner. This fact projects an open strategy rather than a closed one for its model reader. 
Building from this. there are indicators that theodicy does not paint the full 
theological picture. Stated another way. there is indeed an anti-theodic impulse present. 
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Divine response is not guaranteed. for he may shut out prayer ('n'~n onr.:,·; Lalll 3.Xh J. 
reject his people ('ill!lJ m'lL;/J nJTm; Lam 3. 17). or hide himself so that prayer cannot pass 
to him (1' 1JlJJ :1m::lO :1'~n ":13,'7j; Lam 3.44). Also the linear progressioll (If the al'l'llstil' 
draws the reader through divine portraiture in the following manner: various antagonistic 
divine metaphors (Lam 3. I - I 6. 18. 42b-45) are matched by various oeneficent divine 
metaphors (Lam 3.17. 19-4Ia. 46-66). Even if the reader recognises that the poetry 
concludes on a tacit metaphor of divine judge. and thereby a rather positive view. the 
former depictions and questions raised by divine portrayal are not rcsolvcd. out passed 
over. YHWH as divine judge is still the malevolent bear and lion-an opportunistic 
hunter (Lam 3.10). The poetry does not give determinate response as to which divine 
metaphor the reader is to adopt. Rather. the model reader is forced into an "idcal 
insomnia" in terms of theological portrayal. As the empirical reader hecomes the model 
reader, one may adopt the image of divine saviour. who is beneficent (Lam 3.25-31). or 
alternatively to recognise the reality of the divine warrior, whose activity presents a 
profound challenge that cannot be avoided because it prevents any reconciliation octween 
God and his people (Lam 3.8. 42h-45). Equally, present pain is the prohlem for the ,J:I, if 
the conclusion of the poem is any indication: YHWH has I/ot responded, leading thc 
lamenter to cry out using the same language of Zion's formulaic address ('../:1K' / ~:1DJ); 
this poetically connects Zion with the lamenter and heightening the emphasis upon 
present pain and the lack of divine response. 
A word, too, should be said ahout how the poetry strctches thc limits of language 
to impact theOlogical presentation beyond theodic/allti-theodic categorics. This is seen 
first in Lam 3.2 I -4. where the amhiguous referent to mu and the awkward syntax (If P-,J,' 
precisely creates a forward impulse for the reader to try and makc scnse of what could 
create hope in the man; nothing in the verses prior suggest an answcr. The reader is left 
wondering how the man changes his perception. The acrostic, then, moves the reader 
forward through positive depictions of YHWH to the repetition of "n1N 1Y7ll, revealing 
an inc1usio. Syntactically. the poetry stretches the rcader to discovcr the theological truth 
of YHWH's covenant traits. This is an entirely positive portrayal that only arrives hy 
reading the text. Next, the rather strange syntax of the J and /J-strophes, stretch the limits 
of language to show that YHWH is beneficent and "sees" the suffering of the '::J~; this too 
promotes theodicy. Finally. while the present study has translated the perfective vcrhs in 
the span from 3.55-66 as "precative pcrfectives" it cannot be denied that the poetry here 
stretches the limits of language as well. which has theological implications. If prccatives, 
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the verhs in this span of verses imply ongoing distress from which there is no relicf. If 
simple past perfectives, thell there is a Danklil..'d in which YIIWII has (/I,.mdr dl'liVl'red, 
providing a positive theology of divine justice, care, and del iverallCI..'. This, howevcr, is 
met hy Lam 3.64-6, in which another distress appears, needing YHWlI's deliverancl' 
once again. The past, present, and future in the theological relationship hdwel'lI (iod-
people-enemies in the poem is strained and uncel1ain, which is then revealed in the syntax 
and semantics of Lam 3.55-66. The difficulties syntactically and selllantically, I suhmit, 
give the reader different ways to construe the theological realities of the poem. 
These factors present hoth a poem and a theology that is profoundly open ill Eco's 
terminology. Thus it is clear that the relationship hetween God and the ,:n Illay he read in 
hy real readers in a multifaceted manner. The range of divine images suggests a numher 
of ways for the model reader to access the deity. And the hlurred relationship hetweell 
communal and individual perspectives via communal and individual laments in the poelll 
only heightens this point. The individual, real reader of Lamentations 3 may find himself 
or herself in agreement with the "man" of 3.1-17. understanding YHWH ill a variety of 
negative images. However, as patl of the community, the real reader Illay he drawn up 
into the communal voice of 3.22, who finds hope in YHWH, though even there the nature 
of that hope may he actualised in a numher of ways. With this in mind, the poem operates 
on a more open strategy for its model reader than a closed one. 
And yet as in the previous poems, a caveat must he made regarding the openness. 
Despite the varied ways the reader can approach the deity and the ':1), and understand the 
relationship, as in Lamentations 1-2, the fact that all complaints-whether ahout sin. 
enemies, distress, or even YHWH's actions-go hefore the deity implies that the poetry 
tacitly affirms divine justice. That is, the openness of the poem works rht'/or;mllr on till' 
hasis that YHWH remains availahle and potent. ahle to respond out of that justice and 
beneficence to counteract distresses expressed in the text (even when the prohlem is his 
own divine activity), All the appeals and complaints rhetorically are designcd to I'cr,\l/(/t/I' 
YHWH to act on the lamcnter's hehalf. Thc content of the appeal and complaint, however. 
is something that must be actualised for the reader in the reading process. The poetry 
opens up interpretative horizons for the model reader to accomplish this. For the 
empirical readcrs living in sixth century BCE Judah. that this poelll (as in Lamentations I 
and 2) constructs an "open" strategy for its model reader may give an indication as 10 its 
function: it provides a vehicle for thcsc real readers (as they hecolllc the model reader) to 
engage YHWH and their situation in a variety of ways. However. the potential variety of 
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interpretative responses hy the model reader is always md hy a theology that affirms that 
YHWH is available to hear and respond to these responses. 
CHAPTER 8: 
CONCLUSIONS 
8.1. Summary 
The present study has ohserved hmv Lamentations 1-3 synthetically presents its 
theology. It ha,> accomplished this task hy assessing the poetry to discover how, in terms 
of genre, structure, and poetics, theology is presented for the model reader of 
Lamentation ... 1-3. In Chapter I. it was questioned whether or not selecting three 
chapters out of five is walTanted as an ohject of study. In response, it was demonstrated 
that the majority of re ... earch on the theology of the hook in the past has focussed 
primarily on Lamentations 3. and the figure of the i:1:I, until Westermann (1990), whose 
monograph "hifted inten:st on Lamentations research to a greater interest in the figure of 
"Dear Zion" (i~'~-;'1::;) in Lamentations 1-2 and a lesser interest in Lamentations 3. This 
culminated in the monograph of Linafelt. who focused upon Lamentations 1-2 solely 
and its theological plll1rait in light of the figure of personified Jerusalem. These 
approache ... were seen to polarise the theological research into theodic and anti-theodic 
trajectories. Thus. as the majority of research focused upon these three poems separately 
(Lamentations 1-2 and Lamentations .3), the present study suggested approaching the 
theology of the hook hy oh ... elying how Lamentations 1-3 present theological issues 
synthetically. 
But ... lH:h an approach demands historical wan'ant, and a section in the first chapter 
was devoted tll demon ... trating the historical hasis of assessing the poems together (1.2.). It 
was demonstrated that on the ha ... is of correspondence hetween perceived proximity to 
Lamentation ... · de,cription of the disaster of Jerusalem, linguistic analysis. and textual 
interaction hetween LlmL'ntations and haiah 40-55 and Zechariah 1-2, the book as a 
whole wa ... cOll1plcted hetween 5S7-S20 BCE. Thus therc is a historical walTant to assess 
the three poem, together rather than separately. 
With thi ... in view. the chapter concluded hy suggesting that interpretation of 
theology remain, it complex ta ... k not least due to the hermeneutical presuppositions of the 
interpreter and how (lne frame" the question to respond to the theological question for the 
hook. ThL' hori/on, "ochind:' "wilhin" and "in front or' the text were offered as lIseful 
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metaphors hy which different approaches could he cate)!orised. II was su)!!!esled Ihal the 
prcscnt study would adopt an "integrated" approach in which alllhree hori/ons could he 
constructivcly rccogniscd in interpreting the poetry and theolo)!y of Lamentations 1-3. 
And finally in the first chaptcr it was revcaled that the Illethodolo)!y adopted for the task 
was thc acsthetic thcory of scmiotician Umhet10 Eco. 
Chaptcr 2 survcyed rescarch into thc theolo)!y of Lamentations usin)! the 
metaphors of "behind," "within," and "in front of' the text as a guide. It was shown Ihat 
the historical paradigm with its various emphases upon the world hehind Ihe lex I is 
helpful in that it highlights the cssential historicity of Lamentations. And yet il was shown 
that neither Deuteronomic/istic nor Zion thcologies can he argued to delermine the 
theology of the book (Gottwald, Alhrcktson). FUJ1her, arguments Ihat place Lamenlations 
3 later than the rest of the book were shown to he faulty (Westermann, Brandscheidt). 
Internal and external evidence points towards thc hook heing composed as a unity. A 
focus on thc world "within" thc text was shown to hc hcncficial in ohserving the internal 
workings of the poetry, especially the presencc of repetition. However, it was shown that 
this approach can be overdrawn to highlight structural issues rather than allowin)! the text 
to spcak in its own right (Renkema). Finally, Chaptcr 2 touchcd upon Ihe world "in front 
of" the text, particularly in modern fcminist analysis of Lamentations (Gllest, Seidman, 
O'Connor).These works rightly draw attcntion to the thcmes of ahuse, dc)!radation, and 
pain but their ideological commitments unhelpfully led to under-rcading thc thcology of 
Lamentations. Finally, Chapter 2 adopted an "inte)!ratcd" approach, typified hy Dohhs-
Allsopp, that takes seriously all three horizons in interpreting Lamcntations 1-3. 
Chapter 3 provided an entree into the semiotics and aesthetic theory of LJmhcrlo 
Eco. His approach was adopted for a numher of reasons. In Ihe first place, his theory 
coheres with the integrated approach adopted in the study. Furlhcr, his Iheory provides a 
helpful mcans to assess aesthetic texts, such as Lamentations. Eco's theory also cnahles 
distinctions between kinds of texts, namely how texts arc dcsigned differently to elicit 
different responses from model reader. Some texts arc designed to arouse a single 
response from their model reader (closed) whilc others arc designed to arollse Illultiple 
responses from their model reader (open). In light of thc amniguily in Lamentations, it 
was decided that this distinction may prove useful. Finally, Eco's theory employed the 
concept of the cultural encyclopaedia, a useful device to dcscrihe the cUlllulative amounl 
of cultural data available to the producer of a text at the time of its production. This 
concept was suggested to be useful in interpreting Lamentations' theology. 
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Chapter 4 framed the horder!-. of encyclopaedic content for research into 
Lamentation ... 1-3. As such. it assessed the possihle genres, structures, and poetics that 
have heen offered fnr Lamentations research in the past. It was suggested that 
Lamentatiolh cannot he reduced to one genre hut rather exploits different genres to 
advance its theolngy. The dirge. lament (communal and individual). city-lament, wisdom, 
and prophetic (0:\:") genres were ... een to he plausihly at work in the hook. As to 
structure. analysis re\ealed that the acrostic was the most evident structuring device in the 
hook. And finally. a numher nf plK'tic devices were explored that are activatcd in thc 
encyclopaedic world of Lamenations 1-3. including repetition, worldplay and 
enjamhment. imagl'ry .... pcaking mice,. and allusion. This discussion framed the exegesis 
of LaIllentatinn" I-.~. accomplishcd in Chapters 5-7. 
The n.' ... ulh from the cxege>;is performed in Chapters 5-7 revealed Lamentations 
1-3 tend toward, "npen" rather than "closed" textual strategies for their model reader. 
This is significant in that Conrad c\aimed. as pointed out in 3.4 .. that the canon-and 
Lamcntation, hy implication-wa" a c\osed text. Yet the conclusion drawn from exegesis 
of the poems confirIll!-. Heim's assl'11ion of Lamentations as an open text, while giving 
significantly Illon.' denHln!-.trahlc proof. In terms of structure, the acrostic introduces the 
variou ... poetic!-. as \\e11 as the "hlowing up" of encyclopaedic content for the reader. Thus 
the acro!-.tic is an e\ident !-.trtlcturing de\'icc for Lamentations 1-3, and it also provides 
the reader a "fllr\\ ard" mmement in the poetry. driving the reader progressively through 
the myriad of images. per!-.onificatillns. and metaphors hoth for God, the people, and Zion 
her ... elf. 
:\1nrCll\l'r. till' lhC nf l'ultural data prescnt to Lamentations has heen revealcd to he 
... ignificant. and Jri\e-.. thl' reader "outward" into the encyclopaedia to construct the 
intention llf the wllrk. LIIlll'ntation-.. dra\\!-. on ANE material (Mesopotamian city-laments) 
to ad\ance it-. tllL'lll()g~" a~ \\ itne"l'd in the di\'ine depiction in Lam 1.1-9, where YHWH 
i ... affirmed a~ hoth hi~h-glld and patwn deity in contradistinction to di,'ine depiction in 
the Mesopotamian L"it~ -Iamenh. The ,-code, of mourning (Lamentations 1-1) and 
peniteIlce (Lam 3.2:'i·Jl) il"(lll1phcate a unified theology in the hook. 
Thi, "llut\\ard" realkrly IlHl\eIllL'nt i!-. also kit in the usc of aBusioIl, which has 
hcen demon...rrated til he a prL'\aknt plll,tic technique. Explicit aBusion to Isaiah lOin 
Lam 1.17 and Lam .1.1 i, "llll1ething that ha>; not heen identified in any previous research 
to the pre'l'nt and rl'prl'-..enh a pll,itin' l'llntrihution of thl' present work. Moreover, 
allu!-.ion tll ponilln~ Ill' J)cutel"llnOI1l~ 2S and .~() in Lamentations I. 2, and especially J.JX 
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reveal the covenant curses to be formative for theology in these chapters. Finally, 
recurrent allusion to Jeremiah in Lamentations 2 and J reveal the pervasive influcncc of 
this prophetic corpus to these poems. 
In conjunction with the "forward" and "outward" movements, the reader is faced 
with a "reflexive" movement, primarily through the poetic usage of repetition. While 
Renkema was conect to note the presence of repetition in the poetry, the present study 
revealed the pervasiveness of repetition as a poetic device. Rather than leading the reader 
to the central core of the poem as Renkema supposes, it creates theological complexity 
and depth in Lamentations 1-3 through two primary functions: intensification (upon 
suffering, sin, judgment) or combination (to recast previously held understandings or to 
provide interpretative depth). In each of the poems, these two primary functions were 
seen to be at work. The effect of this device is, as with allusion, to provide a variety of 
interpretative horizons for the model reader in regards to the hook's theology--sin, 
suffering at the hands of enemies, justice/injustice of God, an end to suffering, hope for a 
future in God's power and continued authority, retrihution for enemies-all these options 
were seen to he viable interpretative options for the real readers of sixth-century BeE 
Judah (as they become the model reader) to actualise, leading this study to recognise an 
open, rather than closed, pragmatic structure in the poems. 
Finally, the use of metaphor, personae, and imagery was shown to he prominent in 
Lamentations. Divine metaphors (warrior. judge, animal, jailor. hear, Gastgeher) provide 
interpretative fecundity for the reader and a variety of ways to identify God. The personae 
of Jeremiah in Lamentations 2, a righteous follower of YHWH (iJl:1) in Lamentations 3, 
and even the personae of an "internal observer" from the city-lament genre (particularly 
in Lamentations I) were at work in the poetry of Lamentations 1-3. Moreover. Zion is 
presented in a myriad of personifications so that she might he presented as hoth victim 
and sinner simultaneously. If victim (Lam 1.1-2, 13-15,2.13-22), the reader sympathises 
with her suffering and questions YHWH's activity. If a sinner (Lam 1.5-8, 17. 20-22; 
Lam 2.1-10, 14), the reader interprets the disasters she faces as just judgment for sin. 
What has been demonstrated from Lamantations 1-3, then, is that the theology 
varies, but this is part of the function of the poems. The poetry is not designed to teach a 
particular perspective as much as it is designed to bring the reader on an intcrpretative 
journey through its contents, and as he goes, to engagc the relationships hetwecn sin. God, 
self, Zion, pain, enemies, suffering. redemption, and even an end of the punishlllent. 
While reading and interpreting, the reader faces an "ideal insomnia" in deciding how to 
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understand these relationships in the poems. Despite the various ways in which the 
relationships can he configured, that the poetry always has an impetus towards addrl'ssinc 
YHWH. Each of the poems includes, and concludes with, prayer to the deity collccrnin,l! 
various sources of pain. That the poetry highlights prayer to YHWH--ewn whcll hc is 
the cause of pain-reveals this interpretative journey has a destination. The poetry of 
Lamentations 1-3 is designed to enahle the reader to address God in light of the 
perspectives adopted and sufferings endured through the reading process. 
In this, there is a positive theology at work in spite of the negative theological 
portraits displayed. Rhetorically, because all appeals go hefore YHWI-I, the deity is tacitly 
confirmed as both potent and able to save. His justice must he inherently affirmed hy the 
poetry, even if this perspective is explicitly questioned (Lam 2.20-2). The poetry 
theologically confirms justice while questioning it simultaneously, and this tension is part 
and parcel of the urgency of the pain expressed in the poetry. 
Thus Lamentations 1-3 provide a limit to hoth its theology and to theological 
interpretation. These chapters preclude the possihility of the model reader walking away 
from YHWH in light of the horrors faced in and through the poetry. In each of thcir 
prayers, the poems demand active interpretation from the reader as well as response from 
YHWH: concerning the activity of enemies and Zion's sin (Lam 1.20-2: 3.42-(6) as well 
as the activity of YHWH himself (Lam 2.20-2; 3.42b-5). The precise sources of pain, the 
nature of sin, and the relationship of the sinner to YHWH arc never fully defined hut 
rather points to be negotiated in and through the poetry (in many ways, hut not one) so 
that the model reader might be led to YHWH, who is pOl1rayed as the final arhiler of the 
complaints and appeals. Thus Lamentations 1-3 can be said to affirm a strong theology 
of justice and sovereignty while simultaneously heing open to theological refiguration. 
8.2. Lamentations 4 and 5 
While these insights are helpful in understanding the poetry and thcolo,l!y of 
Lamentations 1-3, it is necessary to hriefly speak to Lamentations 4 and 5. Do thesc 
poems continue the "open" pragmatic strategy for the model reader of Lamentations, or 
do they work to close the book pragmatically'! Further research must explore this question 
in full. However, some textual indicators point to tentative conclusions though only the 
opening and closing strophes of Lamentations 4 and 5 will he discussed here. 
Lamentations 4 displays a truncated strophic structure; instead of three poetic lines per 
strophe (as in Lamentations 1-3) the poem has two. Notice Lam 4.1 as an example: 
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__________ l't (verse I) 
But, as in Lamentations 1-2. the opening word of the strophe follows the alphahetic 
acrostic. Lamentations 5. however. only displays the vestiges of the acrostic (22 poctic 
lines). displays little strophic logic. and is generically similar to a communallament.')'" 
Lamentations 4 opens with :1::J'l't. creating a reflexive movement for the readcr. 
back to Lam 1.1 and 2.1. Lam 4.1 is most like Lam 1.1. and ooth depict a scene of 
reversal from former glory to present shame. The text reads: 
Jm:1 om:1 1-t.J1Zl' J:1T 017" :1:l'l't 
rmnn-?:J 1Zl1-t1J 1Zl1v-'.JJI't :1.J:l~1'1!zin 
"How the gold has dimmed; the good gold changed. 
The holy stones are poured out in every street corner." 
As in Lamentations 1-2. thc poem bcgins by blending genric categories, spccifically the 
dirge and city-lament genres. There is the usc of :1:J'l't and the motif of reversal. ooth of 
which seem to introduce a dirge.,)11 And yet the city-lament too carries a reversal motif 
within it, and herc there is a description of destruction from an internal ohserver, Ieadin!! 
one to recognise the generic similarities between the city-lament and this pocm.'11 ~ The 
significance for the reader is the sense of personal loss coupled with the reality that the 
city itself is what has been bereaved, rather than a person. In this, the usc of 
personification again becomes apparent: destroyed city II hereaved person.') I \ 
Beyond noting these similarities, what is of interest here is the way Lam 4. I 
recalls the first two poems through the repetition of :1:J'1't (Lam I. I; 2. I). ~l~U} (Lam 
2.12c). and rmnn-':l1Zl1't1J (Lam 2.19d). Whilc thcrc is continuity in the depiction of 
reversal. destruction. and mourning between this verse and Lam 1.1. 2. I. there is 
discontinuity as well, as Lam 4. I transforms previous speech from Lam 2.12c. Il)d to 
emphasise the present reality of suffering. even after hoth personified krusalem and till' 
man have uttered their complaints (Lam 2.20-2; 3. I -19. 42-(6). \h~Ui (Lam 2.12c) is 
recalled in "the holy stones arc poured out (:1.J:l~n1Zl')." As the lives of the children arc 
"poured out" (,~n1Zl:1J) upon their mothers laps in Lam 2. I 2c, the holy stones arc "poured 
out" at the head of every street. The repetition of ~l:JIZi in the Hithpacl draws the reader 
back to Lam 2.12c. making the connection between the children and "holy stones 
'IIOSee 4.2.2., 4.3.4 .. and 4.3.5 .• ahove. 
'III See 4.2. I.. especially moti fs I and 12. 
LJI2See 4.2.3 .• features 2a-b and 6. 
LJDHeim. ''The Personification of Jerusalem." 
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(lOijl-'JJK)." While it has heen suggested that this construct chain I\.'fers to the jewels (If 
the temple. it is much more attractive to note the connection hetwl'l'n Lalll 2.12c and 
recognise that it is precisely the city, temple, and people that is mourtled--as the children 
are beautiful and lost, so too the city and temple arc heautiful and lost in destruL"lion. 
Through the repetition of "1:J1O, an interclTcctive play hctween the city. Pl'Ople, and 
temple are all brought together for the reader; the purpose of the suggestive play, howcVL'r, 
is to heighten the loss and pain of present suffering. 
The repetition of rn~1n-?J lOK'J from Lam 2.19d suhtly hrings thl' theological 
complexity present in the poem to the surface. This is the only other lise of m~1n-') t.tiKiJ 
in the book, and the repetition should not be seen as accidental. In Lam 2.19, the persona 
of Jeremiah urges personified Jerusalem to "rise LIP" and "ery out" to YHWH for lillie 
children "languishing with hunger in every street corner (nmn-?J 1VK'J)"; personified 
Jerusalem then responds with strong questions and complaint to YHWH precisely over 
this reality (Lam 2.20-22). By repeating the phrase in Lam 4. 111, the poL'lry informs the 
reader that the prayer of complaint, in f~lct, is unanswered: the l'hildren (Lam 2.19d) and 
city/temple/people (Lam 4.1 b) are dying in agony. The lived reality that the internal 
observer depicts in Lam 4.1 brings the reader to realise that YHWH has I/O/ responded to 
prayer at this point, leading to further agony. Thus the reader may tease Ollt the 
theological isslles of divine justice and present suffering through the lens of Lam 4.1. 
And yet, when one turns to the n-strophe, the situation is radically changed. Not 
only has YHWH respollded to the complaint, the verse proclaims pllnishment upon 
enemies, specifically Edom. Lam 4.22 reads: 
1m?":1' 1']'01' K' l"~-nJ 1J'3rOn 
TIlNtm-'31 :1?" om,-n:1 1J'lJ ijl:J 
"Your punishment is complete. Dear Zion; you shall no longcr go into exilc. 
(But) he punished your iniquity. Daughter Edom, he uncovered your sins." 
This verse immediately should be recognised as an enormous shift in tone from all that 
has preceded it, leading Hillers to rightly note that this is the most overtly positive 
statement in the entire book.lJl-t Even if one translates the three perfective verhs with 
Hillers as precative, rather than simple past verhs, one cannot escape the positive sense of 
finality to the "exile" (m'n) evidenced in the verse. especially in the opening verh from 
'J1-tHillers, Lal11entatiml.V, 152-3. I accept this view in contrast to Rcnkcllla. who 
believes "ol:Jn should be understood as a complete affirmation of YHWH's judgnlL'nt: 
"Your iniquity has amplified itself, daughter Zion" (Renkcma. I.,amell/a/iolls. 564-5). 
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..Jr:J1JI1.'/I'i The punishment (1ul) of Dear Zion O"::l-I1J) is finished and the exik (I11')). 
drawing from :1'7:\ (Lam 1.3a), is carried over no longer. By contrast. the enemy. against 
whom hoth Zion and the i:Jl prayed (Lam 1.20-2; 2.22; .l4(1-6(1). is now receiving his jllst 
desserts-or rather, have received hisjust desserts. Antanaclasis fUllctiolls in the 
repetition of lUI between the a-b lines, so that "iniquity" and "punishment" becollle 
interrelated for the reader (see also Lam 2.14).'/1() In this verse, then. there is a strong 
theological response from the divine saviour, YHWH. who has heard the cry. recognised 
the reality of suffering, and has enacted justice against the enemy. 
This positive view, the "end" and final word in Lamentations, if ..JO~I1 is any 
indication, is met with the stark reality of Lamentations 5, where present disgrace and the 
need for YHWH's aid is foregrounded. The shift away from the acrostic structurc Illarks 
for the reader the concluding poem of the book.") 7 Lam 5.1 opens with formulaic address, 
binding this verse to Lam 1.9c, lie, 20a; 2.20; 3.59. And yet it also differs from thesc by 
. d· . L 3 19 I "R h I"'IIH Intro UClllg, as 111 am,. ,a more common ament prayer, cmclll er. 
"Remember (1::JT), 0 YHWH (:1,:1'), what has happened to us; 
Consider and see (:1K1' :1D':J:1) our disgrace!" 
This chapter as a whole depicts scenes of oppression and abusc including rape, starvation. 
fever, and disgrace.'lllJ The motivation for appeal here is 'JI1!)1n, "our disgrace," rather 
than enemies. The disgrace (:1!)1n) that was encouraged in Lam 3.30 has bccn transformed 
into a complaint-it is the disgrace that is a problem, as in Lam 3.61 (tJI1!)1n). Thus thc 
motivation for the appeal lies in the present reality of suffering and disgrace. The poet 
pleads with God to see the situation and do something ahout it-to "Relllcmher what has 
happened to us" (Lam 5.1 a). This prayer, then, complains to Yahweh ahollt present 
disgrace rather than anything else. The function of the prayer, then, is to enahle the 
worshippers to address Yahweh ahouttheir shame and appeal for him to act on their 
behalf-to "rememher" them. 
lJ)'iH·11 I . I c') '} I ers, .• lImell/aItOI1.I", .l_-.1. 
'l)nO h· I· h· h . d . h J "S·· I n t e ll1terre atllms Ip etween Sill an PUIllS ment, see oycc, ,llIlIlg ,oose 
to History," 254-5. 
lJI7See 4.3.4. and 4.3.5. 
lJIHIsa 38.3; Jer 14.21; IH.20; Pss 25.6-7; 74.2, IX, 22; H9.4X, 51; Joh 7.7: 10.9. 
lJllJ p h h . d .. f·· L C •• II· . craps t ere IS a miSSIOn 0 Sin 111 am ,l.ll-7, III rclerence to a lances With 
Egypt and Assyria. as well as the sin of "our forefathers" (U'I1:JK), hut this is disputed. 
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Lam 5.21-2 reveals the ultimate desire for the book: that God would act to 
counteract the present situation of suffering. This desire, however, is matched with the 
understood reality of YHWH's anger and the uncertainty of his response. The verses read: 
mj:':J 'J'~' :.:iiil ~':.:iJ' T?~ ;";" u~'::i;, 
iN~-1:; 'J'?!.' i"1!J~j:' 'Ji"1i:~~ i:~~-C~ ':J 
"Return us to yourself. 0 YHWH, and we will be restored; 
renew our days as of old. 
Unless you have utterly rejected us; you are angry over us forever." 
Lam 5.21 eehos Jer 15.19 and 31.18: "If you return, I wi II restore you (1:J'U}N' :!1lVl'I-mq," 
Jer 15.19; "Restore me that I may return (:1J'lo:l~' 'JJ'lo:l:1), for you are YHWH, my God." 
Jer 31.18. In these verses. the recognition of YHWH as divine saviour is tacitly 
recognised and juxtaposed against the present reality of suffering: YHWH has no/ 
restored/returned and thus the prayer works potently as rhetoric. forcing the diety to 
attend to the appeal. 
And yet this rhetorical ploy is met with recognition of the sovereignty of YHWH: 
there is no sure way to tell if YHWH has heard. or will hear. or will respond to the 
prayers both in this poem and throughout the book-his anger may persist. or it may not. 
This is seen most clearly in the usage of C~ ':J in verse 22. The usage has been debated 
and Albrektson supposes that it should be translated "but. nevelthclcss ... 9~() However. 
rather than offering an objective statement about the reality of the situation. the verse is 
logically connected to verse 21. highlighting the uncel1ainty of the speaker's knowledge; 
thus ON ':J is best understood as an exceptative clause.921 These final two verses reveal a 
deep theological tension: the desire for (and hope in) YHWH's saving power, a tacit 
recognition of both sin and divine punishment. and the problem of. as well as the 
uncertainty associated with. divine deliverance in light of present suffering. 
Lamentations 4 and 5 raise similar questions using similar poetic techniques with 
similar language as Lamentations 1-3. In this. there is continuity between the poellls. 
And openness. rather than closure, continues. Because Lam 5.22 ends ambiguously. the 
poetry calls upon the reader to continually rehearse the poetry. possihly activating 
different theological horizons along the way. Any interpretative activity, however. is 
chastened by the drive in the poetry toward prayer to YHWH. The intention of the work 
1)20 Albrektson. Stlldit's ill the Text and Theology (~/'1he Book (~r Lamell/a/io1/s, 205-
6. 
1)21 GBHS * 4.3.4 (m). 
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guides its model reader. as in Lamentations 1-3. to address God in light of the 
perspectives adopted and sufferings endured through the reading process. In this. 
Lamentations 4 and 5 corporately fit more as open texts rather than closed texts. 
8.3. The Purpose of Poetry and Theology in Lamentations 1-3 
Lamentations 1-3 foregrounds both active readerly pm1icipation in interpreting 
poetry and theology and highlights the necessity of divine response in the poems; hoth of 
these realities provide clues as to the purpose of these poems. It has commonly hccn 
assumed that Lamentations provided the post-war Judahite community a way to deal with 
the crisis of the destruction of Jersualem in 587 BCE in worship or a hroader cullic setting. 
The particulars of this. to be sure. are debated. 922 But as Middlemas rightly affirms. 
Lamentations represents the most likely candidate of worship material for the Judahite 
community in sixth century BCE. Her exclusion of Lamentations 3 from consideration of 
this material. however. misses the crucial interaction between Lamentations 1--3 hoth 
poetically and theologically. It cannot be that the "third chapter with its odd admixture of 
forms and its central optimistic vision seems to be of a different thought miliell from the 
rest of the material"l)21 because the present study has demonstrated that Lamentations 3 
cannot be fully understood apart from the previous poems-it employs and huilds upon 
language. imagery. and theology already expressed in the previolls poems. If this is the 
case. then Lamentations 1-3 is likely designed to draw its real readers-as they hecollle 
the model reader of the poems-to confront the various realities expressed in its poetry. 
Far from offering a univocal theological understanding. the journey through the poetry 
will take its model reader through different permutations of the relationships hetween sin. 
suffering. God. themselves. their relationship to the community, enemies. and justice. 
This impulse was intimated in Lamentations 4 and 5 as well. 
Why could this be the case? Why could it be that Lamentations is an open text 
rather than a closed one? At the very least. the poetry may rellectthe fragmentation and 
uncertainty present in the Judahite populace during the period of exile. As such, rathl'r 
than providing a central theological teaching for the people to understand, the poetry 
constructs a model reader that would havc a means to address YHWH in and through the 
poems in a variety of ways: to confess sin. question thc deity. l'omplain ahoutl'llclllics. 
922See Middlemas. The Troubles (~/Tel1/plell's.l' Judah. 1-23. 
921Middlemas. The Troubles (~/Tl'mplell'.\'.\' Judah. I X4. 
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pray for deliverance, appeal for hope, or any of these permutations togelhl'l'. The world 
"in front of' the text, the lived reality of the real readers reading Lamentations 1---.\ 
those who suffered through and were suffering through disaster, would hclp inform 
exactly which horizon the model reader would actualise from the text hy situating his or 
her reading process in the lived reality of experience. LJ2 -1 In terms of the theological 
positions of theodicy and anti-theodicy which Dobbs-Allsopp identifies, the Judahite who 
becomes Lamentations' model reader may actualise an interpretalive horizon Ihat 
recognises the nation's sin and one's own complicity in sin may actualisc the theodic 
interpretative horizon possible in the poetry. Alternatively, the Judahite who becomes 
Lamentations' model reader may be experiencing the pain and disaster of death and 
suffering; he or she may come to Lamentations and actualise the anti-theodic horizon 
present in the poetry. At any rate, neither horizon in the poetry is foreclosed upon, hut the 
particular one the model reader actualises is incumbent upon his or her situation in life. In 
this way, the model reader for Lamentations provides a means for the remaining Jutlahitc 
community, and individuals within that community, to come to YHWI-I in a variety of 
different ways-each of which is enabled by actually reading the text. 
And yet there is a theological reality that grounds hoth theological diversity and 
interpretative drives. In the poetry, there is a tacit understanding of YI-IWH as the divine 
judge to whom all prayer could go. This affirms, even necessitates, a theology of justice 
and power for YHWH. Far from "closing" the poetry, this theology enahles openness; 
without this theology, the range of complaints present in the book of Lamentations--cven 
complaints about YHWH's activity or lack thereof-rhetorically missfire. YHWII 
ultimately is the one who can restore the people from whatever cause of pain. And it is to 
him that all poetry and prayer goes. Thus, if God speaks at all through Lallll'lltations, it i., 
in the form of an invitation: he invites his people to address him, which thcy do hy 
participating in reading the poetry. 
924See 2.6. and 3.4., above. This carries implications for prescnt-day readers Who 
read Lamentations, as well. If real readers in the modern period wish to hc the modd 
reader of Lamentations, then such a similar exercise of "participating" in the poetry 
through its open strategy is demanded. 
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